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SUMMARY DISCUSSION 

I. Introduction 

l. For thirty-six years the Vietnamese Communist 
Party has struggled unrelentingly to acquire political 
control of Vietnam. During this period the Vietnamese 
Communists have often altered their strategy but never 
their objective, which remains today what it was when 
the Party was founded in 1930. Since 1959 th.eir strat
egy has focused on a - "war of National Liberation..,'-..;-a 
blend of military and political action in South Vietnam 
designed to erode non-Communist political authority, to 
create an aura of Communist invincibility, and,_~ven
tually, destroy the South Vietnamese and U.S. will to 
resist. 

2. The Lao Dong (i.e., Vietnamese Communist) Party 
now controls only the government of No_;rth Vietnam (the 
DRV) , but it is national in -scope, even though_, ·for 
cover purposes, its members in the South operate under 
the name of the "People's Revolutionary Party." It in
stigated the present insurgenc_y and has controlled it 
from its inception. In every signific.ant rt:;!~pect the 
Communist movement throughout Vietnam is· a ~ingle po
litical entity whose strengths, capabilities and stra
tegic intentions cannot be properly assessed unless it 
is analyzed ag q~ch.* 

". ~·-

II. The Vietnamese Communists' I·nvestment in the Strug-·
gle 

3. During the early years of insurgency,_j;he Vietnam
ese Communists fought at negligible cost to the ORV it
self. The Viet Cong 1 s political apparatus and j,_1;::s mil-:. 
itary forces were almost entirely composed of ethnic 
southerners. Even cadre and technicians infiltrated 
from North Vietnam were primarily Southerners who had 
gone north in the post-1954 regroupment. The insurgents 

*Additional details on Vietnamese Communist organi
zation are given in Annex III. 

... - "" .. ~ .- -
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lived off the land and obtained a large proportion of 
their supplies, including weapons and ammunition, from 
pre-1954 caches or capture from GVN forces. While the 
war ravaged the South, North Vietnam's own territory 
and economy were untouched. All of this, of course, 
has changed since 1961, and particularly since 1964. 
Hanoi's continued expansion of the insurgent effort 
has altered the complexion of the struggle and the 
ground rules under which it is waged. 

4. This has required a drastic increase in the 
Communist investment. On a population base of around 
18 million, North Vietnam now is supporting a military 
establishment of at least 400,000 men. By mid-1966 
Hanoi was maintaining a force of at least 38,000 North 
Vietnamese troops to .fight in the South. We ·estimate 
that this figure will rise to 60,000 by the end of 
1966 and to 75,000 by mid-1967. Furthermore, to sus
tain its commitment in the struggle, North Vietnam has 
undergone partial mobilization and has had· to .divert 
at least 350,000 laborers to ml'litary or war.;..related 
tasks. North Vietnam's economy has been dislocated, 
its transportation system disrupted and the personal 
lives of its citizens adversely affected. · To fa9ili
tate the dispatch of troops to Soutp Vietnam and the 
external supplies they now require, Hanoi has had to 
develop and maintain an elaborate road and trail net
work through.Laos in the face of continued interdic
tion and harassment.* 

5. In South Vietnam, the Communists have.devel
oped an insurgent· ·structure which includes an armed
force estimated to-be around 232,UOO ih addition to 
the 38,000 North Vietnamese troops already mentioned • 
This figure includes Viet Cong Main and Local Fore~ 
troops, political cadre and combat support elements,and 
Southern Communist irregulars. Recently acquired 
documentary evidence, now being studied in detail, 

*See Annex I for further details on North Vietnam
ese resources and capabilities. 
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suggests that our holdings on the numerical strength 
of these irregulars (now carried at-around 110,000) may 
require drastic upward revision.* To direct the execu
tion of their insurgent campaign, the Communists have 
developed a party apparatus in the South estimated to 
number around 100,000 members, supported by a somewhat 
smaller youth auxiliary.** The Communists have also 
probably enrolled around 700,000 people in some compo
nent of their front organization, the "National Front 
for the Liberation of South Vietnam." This total ap
paratus must be controlled, funded and supplied, al
though most of its requirements may be met from re
sources within South Vietnam. 

6. Casualties the Communists have incurred and are 
incurring in ever inc;i;-easing numbers represerit another 
major element of human cost. We estimate that _total 
Communist losses in South Vietnam alone--killed in ac
tion, captured, seriously wounded and deserted--ranged 
from 80, 000 to 90 1-000 during 1965 ,_ counting both North 
and South Vietnamese.*** We- estfmate that during 1966 
these losses may range from 105,000 to 120,000. We 
further estimate that the Communists may incur an addi
tional 65, 000 to 75, 000 losses during the ·first· 9ix 
months of 1967, if current rates of_ combat:·are main
tained and presently projected troop strengths are 
achieved. 

*Details on Communist: military forces in So_uth Viet
nam are given in Annex IV. 

**Around 25,000 party members and somewhere between 
15, 000 to 20, 000 mefi\Q_ers qf the youth auxiliary are 
thought to be serving in the Communist armed forces . 
They would be included in the military strength totals 
already cited. If our estimate of the number of Commu
nist irregulars proves to require upward revision, our 
estimate of the size of the party apparatus in the 
South and of its youth auxiliary will also require com
pensating adjustments. -netails on the Communist organ
ization in South Vietnam are given in Annex III. 

***See Annex IV. 
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III. Vietnamese Communist Capabilities for Persisting in 
Their Present Strategy 

7. The Northern Base: North Vietnam's role in the 
present insurgency is that of a command and control cen
ter, a source of manpower and a channel of supplies. The 
command and control function is something relatively in
vulnerable to physical pressure or external assault. 
Present Communist strategy is imposing some strains on 
North Vietnam's manpower reserves, but the strains are 
more qualitative than quantitative, and they are not 
likely to become insurmountable. The major pressures 
on manpower have resulted from. the Hanoi regime's inabil
ity to manage manpower effectively, a relative scarcity 
of technicians and skilled laborers, and an e~Cessive 
drain on the agricultural labor force. Over ·the next 12 
months North Vietnam should be able to meet the manpower 
requirements generated by its internal needs, as well as 
those generated by projected further deployments of 
troops to the South,- but these __ needs- will -be met at in
creasing costs in the economic, educational and social 
fields. · 

8. North Vietnam's own industrial ·plant makes only 
the most marginal contribution to Vietnamese Communist 
military strength. With minor exceptions (e.g., a modest 
small arms ammunition manufacturing capability) the Viet
namese Communists' military.hardware is entirely sup
plied from exi~rnal sources.-· Thus Hanoi's ability to 
provide continued materiel assistance to Communist forces 
in South Vietnam is largely dependent- on North Vietnam's 
continued receipt· '9f materiel support -from China, the 
Soviet Union a·nd. East European Coinmunist countries.* So 
far, the US aerial pressure program has not appreciably 
impeded North Vietnam's receipt of materiel support from 
abroad and its dispatch to South Vietnam. Despite t~e 
disruptions inflicted, the North Vietnamese transport 
and logistic system is now functioning more effectively 
after almost 18 months of bombing than it did when the 

*This aspect of Vietnamese Communist capability is 
discussed in detail in Annex II. 
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Rolling Thunder program started. Both internal trans
portation and infiltration traffic in 1966 were carried 
on at higher levels than in 1965. So long as the US 
air offensive remains at present levels, it is unlikely 
to diminish North Vietnam's continued abi-li ty to provide 
materiel support to the war in the South. 

9. The Logistic Supply Network: Communist forces 
in South Vietnam are supplied with manpower and mate
riel primarily over the Communist-developed and·-main
tained network of about 650 miles of roads and trails 
through southern Laos, and to a lesser extent by sea or 
through Cambodia. Allied harassment and interdiction 
certainly complicate the Communist supply system. The 
voll,¥!!~_9f __ trC!J~,;i9_!LQ.W_~Q'L~!?:9_J:.hrough__b~Q.§J ___ l}<?..~~y~r, .J..~. 
_so much b~~ow._;-_o~te _qapa.~;i,ty __ 1:_h~:t: :.A:.~ . .:i.:~._tm*,;ik~_~y_j;_!J,a,t 
conventional attack can ever reduce the capacity_of.the 
Laos trail network .. beTow. the--level-recfuired· .. t-osu-staJ.n.
CommunTst-efi:orts-in···soU.£fi Vietnam~ · communist forces · 
use-Cambcia'.Li'. wlth--almost-·compTeEe inununi ty from allied 
countermeasures arid.with minimal interference·from the 
Cambodian government. US and South Vietnamese naval 
-patrols have probably curtailed Communist sea infiltra
tion, but given the extent and nature of South Vietnam's 
coastline and the amount of small boat ·traffic in South 
Vietnamese waters, even this channel can never be com
.pletely closed. 

10. The ~outhern Apparatus:· The buildup of both 
VC/NVN and allied forces in South Vietnam -arid the risJng 
tempo of combat are placing appreciable strains on the 
Viet Cong's abili.t:y. to support the war; The ·distribu
tion of needed supplies, particul.arly- £oodstuf.fs ~- wlJ:lJ.irf 
south . .Yfetnam-has··-become-~x£remely01.TI1ciilt:---irhisf······-
Problem has been aggravated by the concentration of VC 
forces in food-deficient areas.* Furthermor~., the ~.an
power squeeze on Viet Cong resources is becoming seri
ous. The Viet Cong have borne the brunt of Communist 
personnel losses in South Vietnam and have also had to 
compensate.for losses of North Vietnamese personnel. We 
believe that the Viet Cong capability to recruit and 
train manpower is adequate to cover losses estimated 

*see Annex V • 
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for 1966 but will probably be inadequate to compensate 
for casualties and losses in 1967. During 1967 the 
North Vietnamese will have to assume most of the bur
den of expanding force levels, and an increasing role 
in replacing losses. These manpower requirements can 
almost certainly be met from North Vietnamese re
sources, but they will impose additional strains on 
North Vietnam's limited supply of skilled personnel 
and leadership cadre. 

11. Apart from military manpower reqµirements, doc
umentary evidence .indicates that the c·ommunist·- po-lit
ical apparatus in South Vietnam is already stretched 
thin and is not considered by the Communists themselves 
as fully adequate to their needs, particularly_ in ur
ban areas. Cadre and leadership shortages will almost 
certainly increase in-· the months ahead. Al though these 
shortages can be ameliorated by additional personnel 
dispatched from North Vietnam, the injection of an in
creasing number o~ ~ortherners into ~he Southern ap
paratus will of itself produce- -sonie measure of discord 
within the Communist movement. Although the Viet Cong 
personnel needs are not likely to prevent the.Viet-·· 
namese Communists from persisting in tnei:i: pres.ent 
strategy, they almost certainly represent the weakest 
link in the Communists' capability -chain.· · 

12. Net Capability Assessment: The Communists' 
present strategy is costly in both human and economic 
terms and -is taxing Communist resources iri 5-ome areas_~
particularly within South Vietnam itself. Allied ac
tions are complic.ating Communist effoi;ts and ·raisin_g 
the costs of their- execution. However-, neither inter
nal resource shortages nor allied-actions within pres-
e.n..~ _politic_al para.!l:l~!-_!E_!:_~_~re l;!,~ely to--rendt3-r--Ehe __ _ 
Vietnamese .Communists physically incapable .. o_f~p_er.sist.
ing· __ in t:h~J:r:: present _._strate.gy ~ 

IV. The Vietnamese Communists' Probable Estimate of 
The Current State of the Struggle 

13. The Communists' evaluation of the war and es
timate of its future course will involve interlocked 
judgments on a variety of key factors, some of which 
are discussed below. 

-6-
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14. The Communists.' "Time Table": The Communists al
most certal.nly do not have any.'.f.ixed or rigid· time table 
for victory. Their consideration of where they stand 
now, however, must in some measure be influenced by 
earlier estimates of where they had expected to be in 
mid-1966. Analysis of available documentary evidence 
suggests that in the 1959-1960 era, Hanoi's rulers 
thought it would take at least five years of all-out 
military and political action to gain control over 
South Vietnam. Until about 1962, the Communists appear 
to have been .reasonably satisfied with the progre~s of 
their insurgent movement and to have felt that things 
were going more or less as planned. The counterinsur
gency efforts of the Diem regime after 1962, however, 
and the expanded US advisory/support program confronted 
the Communists with unwelcome· obstacles and led them to 
conclude.that the conquest of South Vietnam wou_ld take 
longer than they had originally estimated.* 

15. During 19Q4, as the Communists watched the con
tinuing political disarray in Saigon, and.devised tac
tics to cope with the increased u.s-. assistance, Commu
nist documents discussing the war grew progressively 
more optimistic. Communist optimism apparcently. reached 
its apex in the spring of 1965. They· still carefully 
refrained from tying "victory" to a definite calendar 
date, but the Communists appear to have believed that 
they were then perhaps within a year or two of achiev-· 
ing a major -pa·rt of their obj_ectiv'es. Th,~y ._J::l.ad every 
reason to be optimistic in the spring of-1~65; the 
GVN's strategic reserve·was stretcheq ~o tpe preaking 
point, and the· Comml.mists were scoring ta·ctical mil_i
tary successes with considerable -cumulative political 
impact. · -

16. The massive infusion of US cornpa:f:. __ l?:!=-.~~n.gth which 
began in mid..::T§6s· probably-- saved the GVN from- defeat and 

-~~-r.t.ainfij:lis~bused thE!_-C()~_uii~s:i:_~ ___ o_~ ___ Ci!lY_~ope~ -~~---E?.a:r~:Y-
victory. Their propaganda began to shift away from 
the-t"l1eme of early victory to its present theme of in-• . evitable victory.· During 1966; Communist documents and 
public pronouncements have indicated that the Communists 

*See Annex VIII. 
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expect a long war. The Conununists must be disappointed 
ir. comparing the present situation with that which ex
isted in the spring of 1965. At least indirectly, they 
have acknowledged that the infusion of US and Allied 
combat forces has created new problems which must be 
overcome before victory can be won. Yet Communist re
alism is presently tinged more with defiance than pes
simism; the Conununists may be disappointed, but they do 
not yet seem to be discouraged. 

17. The Lessons of the Franco - Viet Minh War: Pres
ent Vietnamese Corrununist strategy is appreciab"l.y -influ
enced by the 1946-1954 struggle in which the Communist
controlled Viet Minh forced the French to withdraw from 
Vietnam. In Communist eyes, probably the most signifi
cant feature of this earli~r successful campaign was the 
fact it was won without inflicting a strategic defeat 
on the French Military F9rc~s.* During their nirie-year 
struggle, the Communists successfully used military 
pressure as a political abrasive. They worked more on 
French will than on French strategi~ capabilities, and 
eventually succeeded in making the struggle a politically 
unsaleable commodity in metropolitan France. Communist 
strategy, in short, succeeded in creating a climate in 
which the government in Par1s lost its ·wiil to 'f.ight even 
though the French Expeditionary Corps remained effective 
and largely intact as a military force. The Communists 
suffered horrendous casualties and went through periods 
of severe setl?.ack, but thei-r pers i-stence eventually paid 
off . 

18. Soviet. and Chin.ese Support** · There is substan
tial evidence _that the political_p9si~ion~ of the Soviet 
Union and Communi·st China vis-a-vis the Vietnam strug
gle, and the amount of military assistance they both 
provide, are major influences on Vietnamese Communist 
policy. A cessation .. of bloc war aid would pr~bably make 

*The battle of Dienbienphu was a major tactical-
rather than strategic--reverse for the French. It cer
tainly did not destroy the French Expeditionary Corps 
as an effective military entity. 

**See Annex II. 
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it impossible for the Vietnamese Communists to sustain 
their struggle at its present level of intensity. Hanoi 
recognizes, however, that contemporary international 
Communist politics make such a cessation highly un
likely. Hanoi views bloc support as valuable in sus
taining, and in some ways increasing, the military pres
sure which the Communists can bring to bear in South 
Vietnam and also sees it as a factor which at least 
partially inhibits and offsets the military pressure 
which allied forces can impose directly on North Viet
nam. So long as bloc aid continues at_ l~ast at its 
present levels, however, it will probably not be -a cri t
ical factor in any basic determination the Vietnamese 
Communists might make on whether to continue the con
flict. North Vietnamese assertions that, in the final 
analysis·, they must rely mainly on their own -resources 
to prosecute the revo1.ution appear to reflect a genuine 
and deeply-held belief. Hanoi apparently believes that 
there are distinct limits to the amount of political 
and material supp~rt which it can count on from Peking 
and Moscow. Furthermore, ·the Vietnamese would not want 
to receive a degree of external {i.e., Chinese) aid 
that would jeopardize their control of the war, unless 
such aid were required to prevent the extinction of 
the Comrnunist regime in North Vietnam. 

19. Despi t_e Peking's willingness to pressure Hanoi, 
the Chinese probably could not force the Vietnamese 
Communists t-o .stay in the war if they decided of their 
own volition to end the fighting. The Vietnamese prob_:
ably estimate that, in view of· the limitations on the 
Chinese cornrni tmen_t, _Peking would do - little· mo"re than 
complain if the conflict were termi.nated short of a·n 
insurgent victory-. The Chinese, in fact, seem to rec
ognize this, for they have repeatedly left themselves 
an out by emphasizing that all decisions on the war 
are "strictly" up t6'"the Vietnamese . 

20. On_ the basis of Moscow's assistance so far, the 
Vietnamese probably judge that the Soviet commitment 
in the war is considerably more restrained than that 
of the Chinese. Hanoi is fully aware that Moscow, like 
Peking, is anxious to avoid steps which might lead to 
a direct military confrontation with the U.S. It is 
also doubtless clear to the Vietnamese th~t the Soviets 
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would welcome an early end to the war. On balance, how
ever, it is probable that Soviet backing has the effect 
of buttressing the Vietnamese Communist will to persist 
in the conflict. The Vietnamese probably judge that 
they can continue to count indefinitely on Moscow's as
sistance along present lines so long as the war con
tinues in its present context. They probably believe, 
in fact, that the Soviets now are locked into a strug
gle in view of Moscow's desire to retain leadership of 
the Communist camp. 

21. The Course of the Military Struggle in the 
South: Any objective assessment the Communists make of 
the course of the military struggle in South Vietnam 
will acknowledge that although they may not be-- losing 
the war at the presen_t time, they are certainly not· win
ning it.- They have gone for months without a major 
tactical success. They are suffering severe and increas
ing casualties. They no longer enjoy a virtual monop
oly of the initiative. Their bas~ areas ~re QO longer 
virtually sacrosanct: insiea~ ~hey are increasingly 
subject not only to aerial harassment but also to pene
tration by allied troops. Their plans are constantly 
being disrupted by allied s~oiling actions, to which 
Communists must react either by fleeing o~-by fighting 
an unplanned-engagement. The absoiute strength of the 
forces with which the Communists must contend is 
steadily increasing. The t_ime-hon_ored guerrilla pr in- -
ciple of ensuring numerical sup-eriority at t_}J.e point 
of attack.has been undercut by the mobility- of allied
forces who cover ground ·by hel-icopter instead of by 
road. The Communists are far from being defeated, -but 
they are faced wi_th problems greater than· any they have 
had to contend with before in this struggle. Further
more, for the time being at least, Communist forces 
have lost the aura Qi; invincibility which in d-ays past 
(and in the Franco - Viet Minh war) was one of the Com-
munists' most potent political assets. 

22. The Price Being Paid in the North:* The air 
strikes against North Vietnam have created problems for 

*See Annex I 
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the Communists, but in both military and economic terms, 
the damage inflicted so far has probably not exceeded 
what the Communists regard as acceptable levels. In 
most cases the reconstruction or repair of damaged fa
cilities can be postponed or effectively achieved by 
cheap and temporary expedients. In both financial and 
material terms, the cost inflicted on North Vietnam by 
allied aerial attack is more than covered by the mil
itary and economic aid and technical assistance pro
vided by other Communist countries. Although economic 
growth has stagnated and will probably· deteriorate 
further in the coming year, air attacks conducted under 
present rules of engagement almost certainly cannot-stop 
North Vietnamese activities essential to the support of 
the Communist war effort. In short, North Vietnam is 
taking punishment in _:j,.ts own territory, but a price it 
can afford and one it probably considers acceptable in 
light of the political objectives it hopes to achieve. 

23. Communist -Capabilities Fo~ Auditional_Force 
Commitment: In absolute numerical terms the· Communists 
cannot hope to match present and projected allied force 
commitments. However, it is extremely unlikely that 
they feel any need to do so. - · An analysis -of re·l~ti ve 
force levels shows that the appare~t pres~nt free world 
superiority of six to one over VC/NVA Forces is largely 
eliminated when one compares the relative ratios of 
actual maneuver battalions-~i.e., ~actical combat 
troops availalrle for commitment to offensiv.e.._ground op
erations.•· The present ratio 9f allied to Communist -
maneuver battalions is nearly one to ~ne. _If _present 
estimates of alli-ed -and Communist force projections. are 
accurate, by rrtia.:.._1-g67 the Communi·sts will- have a slight 
advantage in this critical ratio. The Communists al
most certainly feel that if they can maintain a maneuver 
battalion ratio in t;b.is r(inge, they will be ab-le to 
prolong the struggle indefinitely and wear down U.S. 
will to persist. 

24. The Calculation of International Attitudes:** 
There is considerable evidence that the Vietnamese 

*Maneuver battalion ratios are analyzea in detail in 
Annex IV. 

**See Annex X. 
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Communists believe popular opposition throughout the 
Western world to U.S. policy in Vietnam can be an impor
tant political factor in the ultimate outcome of the 
struggle. Even though Hanoi appears to be concerned with 
the Vietnamese Commu.nists' relatively limited ability to 
spur Western agitation against the allied policy by 
dint of their own prop~ganda apparatus, they obviously 
welcome the widespread belief that the struggle in South 
Vietnam has its roots in what is essentially a southern 
civil war and not, as Washington claims, in North Viet
namese aggression. " Consideration of world popular op
position to U.S. policy would certainly enter into any 
eventual Vietnamese Communist decision on whether to 
revise present strategy but would almost certainly not 
be a decisive factor • 

. . 
25. The.Calculation of U.S. Domestic Attitudes: The 

Vietnamese Communists pay close attention to evidence of 
opposition to current U.S. policy arising within the 
United States itself. Despite some occasional signs of 
realism about the actual politl~al fore~ of such opposi
tion, by and large the Vietriarne.se Communists almost cer
tainly overestimate its present strength. Detailed 
knowledge of the realities of U.S. domesti·c politics is 
a fairly scarce commodity in Hanoi._ · Furthe·rmore, not 
only do the Communists want to believe that there is 
strong American domestic opposition to current U.S. 
policy, but the course and eventual outcome of their 
previous struggle with the French almost certainly 
predispose~ them to draw invalid parallels to French ·
domestic opposition in the Indochina war and to look for 
signs of American· ·domestic political pressures capable 
of forcing pol"icy.changes on Washington . 

26. The Communists also appear to believe that the 
U.S. cannot match the. continued :!-nput of North··-vietnarn
ese forces into the struggle (particularly in-light of 
the maneuver battalion comparison outlined above) with
out going on a virtuar wartime footing. They believe 
this would involve at least partial mobilization and 
create economic pressures which would drastically in
crease American opposition to the war, particularly as 
casualties continue. The Communists may hope that all 
of these pressures would be sufficiently unpopular 
within the U.S. to make t.he war politically unsaleable. 
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27. Morale in North Vietnam:* The wearing effects of 
the war are causing some decline of civilian morale in 
North Vietnam, and there are indications the regime fears 
there may be a further deterioration. The decline, how
ever, has not had any meaningful impact upon the de
termination of the regime to continue with the war or 
the policy options it may elect to achieve its objec
tives • 

28. Communist Morale in South Vietnam:** Morale 
within Communist military forces and the political ap
paratus in South Vietnam has declined since mid-1965. It 
is conceivable that at some future point, the prospect 
of indefinite struggle if not defeat could break the 
morale of key elements of the Communist southern ap
paratus. Although Communist morale is obviously fray
ing badly in some parts of the insurgent struc~ure~ no
where has it yet deteriorated to the point where the 
battle performance of Communist units is adversely af
fected. It has certainly not decl_in-ed to. a pqint pres
ently sufficient to force ·any major revision· in the 
basic Communist strategy. 

29. Attitudes Among the People in Viet Cong.Areas:*** 
There is a substantial body of evidence that morale and, 
consequently, support for the Communist cause, is drop
ping in Viet Cong - controlled areas of South Vietnam. 
The flow of ~efugees from such are~s has increased dras
tically, and even if a desire_ for safety i_s . :t;he main . 
motive for· this exodus, the exodus itself attests to -- _ 
popular realization that no Viet Cong_ r.egion i_s now im
mune from attack. -- Furthermore, there _are indic.ations 
that the refugee flow is caused not only by a quest for 
safety but also by a desire to escape increasingly 
onerous-Communist levies of taxation, forced labor and 

*See Annex I. 

**The critical subject of morale in Communist Forces 
is the subject of Annex VI. 

***This subject is examined in detail in Annex VII. 
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conscription. Even though distaste for the Viet Cong 
is not necessarily positive support for Saigon, this 
shift in popular attitude could eventually cause the 
Communists serious problems. 

30. The Course of South Vietnamese Political De
velopment: Communist prospects obviously brighten 
perceptibly during periods of political turmoil within 
South Vietnam. Conversely, the development of a popu
larly rooted, viable non-Communist South Vietnamese 
state is the thing_which, over the longer termJ ~he 
Communists have the greatest reason to fear. Hanoi 
cannot ignore the fact that although the present Sai
gon regime is fragile, is far from effective or 
genuinely popular, and is beset with internal-stress, 
it has nonetheless successfully weathered storms which 
several of its predecessors were unable to sur1{ive·. · 
The Communists must also· recognize that the events of 
last spring made painfully manifest how weak they 
were in urban are~s and how limited-were their capa
bilities for capitalizing ·on political strife.among 
contending non-Communist factions. While the present 
Saigon government would probably stand no chance of 
unaided. survival in a contest with the.Viet Cong, even 
if all North Vietnamese troops were withdrawn fr.om 
South Vietnam, there are trends in-South Vietnamese 
political life which are probably a source of dis
quiet to the Communists. Furthermore, they must 
recognize tha~ the type of 'p_ql.:Ltic-al act.i,yi_~.Y rep
resented by the Rural· Development program,· even if 
it is only moderately successful, s~~ikes ?t _the 
roots of their insurgency's indigenous strength and 
alters one of the necessary conditions for a success
ful "war of natio"nal liberation" strategy. 

V. Probable Communist Near-Term Military and --Polit- .. 
ical Strategy* 

31. If. they are objective, the Communists must 
acknowledge that during the past year their insurgent 
campaign has lost momentum in both the military and 
political fields. There are signs that the Communists 
have indeed recognized that developments of the past 
year have created problems which they must solve, 

*Discussed in further detail in Annex XI. 
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along with a situation quite different from that which 
they faced in fighting the French. Acknowledgment of 
the existence of.these problems does seem to have pro
voked debates over strategy within the Communist hier
archy, but there is no present sign of any Communist 
intent to abandon or significantly alter the Communists' 
present strategy. 

32. This strategy in the near term will probably 
revolve around two major efforts: (1) to keep intact, 
as far as possible, Main Force units in South ·viatnam, 
and (2) to build up the Main Force strength, both in 
quantity and in quality, in order to be able to counter 
allied power when us forces in Vietnam have built up 
to the level of 400,000 expected by the Communists at 
the end of ·1966. The Nq~th Vietnamese leaders probab.ly 
believe that if they can go into 1967 with an ability · 
to field a Main Force strength of about 125,000, as 
compared to a US strength of 400,000, they will be able 
to continue the war •. Hanoi probably.egtirnates that a 
four-to-one absolute military manpower advantage in 
favor of the US will not be enough for the US to defeat 
the insurgents; even under these conditions the Commu
nists will be able to match all:"ied forces·J.n·maneuver 
battalions. 

33. Analysis of Communist materials indicates that 
the military strategy of the Gommuniats during the com
ing months will be largely a continuation of-their op
erational concepts of 19 64 and 19_65. They will concen- ·
tr ate mainly on opening simultaneous campaigns in the 
highlands and the arcea·northwest of Saigen, combined 
with occasional ot~e_r· majo; actions ·in the northern 
coastal provinces. The.latter may accelerate as the 
northeast monsoons begin. Their primary aim will be 
to stretch the allied t"o.rces. as thin as possible -and 
inflict as many casualties as possible on allied· units. 
The primary target of the Communists during the coming 
months will probably be U.S. forces, rather than South 
Vietnamese. The Communists will continue theiratte~pts 
to reduce American military mobility and striking 
power by harassment and by concentration of Communist 
·forces around U.S. base areas to tie down as many Ameri
cans as possible in static defense tasks. 
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34. To keep U.S. and other allied forces from hit-· 
ting and hurting large Communist units, the insurgents 
will probably stick primarily to ambushes, hit-and-run 
strikes, and guerrilla harassment in situations where 
they believe the odds of success are decidedly in 
their favor. Should favorable conditions arise, how
ever, they will almost certainly attempt to conduct op
erations in regimental strength and greater. The Com
munists will be working in the meantime on efforts at 
better concealment of the locations of their main 
force units in order to counter the improved allied 
intelligence on the tactical disposition of·Co:mmunist 
elements. When large-scale battles occur, the Commu
nists may attempt to devolve them into a series of 
skirmishes in which Communist ambush and hit-and-run 
tactics can be used more effectively against small
sized elements of the __ allied attacking force.· 

35. On the political·side, Communist strategy and 
goals for the remainder of 1966 and early 1967 will 
have to take account of recent insur~ent ~etb~cks • 
Captured documents indicate that t.he Communists will 
give priority to strengthening and improving their 
political apparatus, notably by trying to improve the 
quality of political cadres down to the ·vi-llage. level, 
and by continued emphasis on the recruitm~nt of party 
members and sympathizers in both rural and·urban 
areas. They will probably continue to concentrate 
their subversive efforts on the South Vietnamese 
army and civil·• service. . Laboring class e.l.em~_nts may 
also attract increasing attention in the·hope that 
economic discontent with the inflation .spiral. _in 
South Vietnam can. -be exploited to the .insurgents' ad
vantage • 

36. There is an increasing number of reports that 
the Communists will make serious efforts to di-srupt the 
constitutional assembly eiection on 11 September. It 
is doubtful at this time that the Communists them
selves have any significant number of followers among 
the candidates who have filed, though many of the 
candidates are relative unknowns even to local govern
ment officials. Communist propaganda statements have 
vigorously denounced the coming election as a farce 
and a trick. The Communists may feel impelled to 
take an active role through covert campaigning against 
candidates, or through terrorism and other direct sabo
tage efforts. 
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VI. Key Trends and Factors 

( 

37. In addition to their own logistic, manpower 
and morale problems, future Communist strategic deci
sions will probably be primarily influenced by develop
ments in three areas: 'the course of South Vietnam's 
poli ~!~a_l . evol u_t_i_on, 'the-cou'!·~~-~~~- ~:~ne~ -~i~_i tary · 7tr?g::: 
gle in South Vietnam, and:the attitude of the United 

·states.:.;:::.or, ·-more ·-a.ccura tely; Hiefi·-··estima.te ·of Ameri-
can will and the US Government's political ability 
to persevere. The Communists, for example, will be 
paying particular attention to the outcome of l:he 
September elections in Vietnam and their resultant 
effect on South Vietnamese political stability and 
strength; Communist success or failure in mat~~ing al
lied man.euver battalion strength and achieving at 
·least some tactical successes; and the outcome and im
port--or what the Communists believe to be the-import 
--of next November's elections in the United States. 

VII. The Day of Decision 

38. The timing of any Vietnamese Communist deci
sion on altering basic stra~~gy--and the nature of 
such a decision--will be greatly affected .~Y a 'va
riety of considerations including ~hose outlined in 

.the preceding paragraph. We estimate that none of 
the pressures upon the Communists which we can now 
identify is· i;:;.evere enough ·to f-orC"e a major change 
in Communis.t strategy -over tne next eight ·to·-nine 
months. The Communists. would ·be even less inclined 
to alter their st~a~egy if they shourd-fina polit-· 
ical and militar~ developments during-this period 
running in their ~avor--for example, serious polit
ical deterioration in South Vietnam, a series of ma
jor Viet Cong military successes, or what they_ con"· 
strue as a significant rise of anti-war sentim~nt in 
the United States. If on the other hand pressures 
on them are maintained~ and the course of event's' - ···
giv-es. thern"'-no- grounds -for encoiii=°ageirieri't", ... they .. will 
probably feel compelled by late spring of 1967 to 
take stock and consider a change· in th~.ti · b~_s_.ts: 
str~1=e_gy. 
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VIII. Alternate Communist Strategic Options 

( 

39. Should the Vietnamese Communists decide at 
this point that continuation of their insurgency 
along current lines would not be profitable, they 
would have three basic policy options. They could: 
(1) convert the struggle into a major war by invit
ing massive Chinese Communist military intervention; 
(2) relax Communist pressure and withdraw some North 
Vietnamese troops, in the hope that the appearance 
of tranquility would eventually impel th~ us to 
disengage the better part of its forces without any 
formal conunitments from the Communists in return; 
or (3} enter into some form of negotiations. 

40. We believe Option (1). is the option the 
Vietnamese Comrnunists-·would consider least in their 
long-term interests. Option (2), despite some ad-· 
vantages, would entail major problems for the Com
munists. It carries no guarantee that the U.S. would 
in fact disengage,- and puts the Conununists in ·a. po
sition of bidding by successive increments to bring 
this about. It would engender serious morale prob
lems for the Communists during .a protra.cted sta~d
down without simultaneous U.S. response •. It would 
be hard to explain as anything but acknowledgement 
of a serious reverse for long-range Communist objec
tives. 

41. In- our view, t-he Vietnamese Commu.n1sts would 
be most likely to try some· variant of Option (3)-
negotia ti on. T~ey would hope ini tial-l:y to· achieve _ 
a reduction of- allied offensive pressure, -including 
a suspension of.bombing in the North.* They would 
probably work to keep the talks going in order to 
prolong such a respite. During the course of .the 
negotiations, they wc5uld probably determine whether 
they would seriously explore the possibilities of an 
acceptable political solution, or examine the alter
native courses still open to them. 

*Communist behavior in periods of negotiation is 
examined in Annex XII. 
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS 

1. So long as the U.S. air offensive remains at pres
ent levels, it is unlikely to diminish North Vietnam's 
continued ability t:c;-··p-rovide materiel support to the war_ 
in the South. North Vietnam is taking punishment on its 
own territory, but at a price it can afford and one it 
probably considers acceptable in light of the political 
objectives it hopes to achieve • 

2. The Viet Cong have borne the brunt of Conununist 
personnel losses in South Vietnam and have also had to 
compensate for losses of North Vietnamese personnel. We 
believe that.the Viet Cong capability to recruit .arid train 
manpower is adequate to cover losses estimated for. 1966 
but will probably be inadequate_to compensate for casual
ties and losses in 1967. During 1967 the North Vietnamese 
will have to assume most of the burden of expanding force 
levels, and an increas·ing role- in r.epl·aclng losses. These 
manpower requirements can almost certainly be met from 
North Vietnamese resources, but they will impose addi
tional strains on North Vietnam's limited supply of skilled 
personnel and leadership cadre. ·· · 

3. The Communists' present strategy is costly in both 
human and economic terms and is taxing Communist resources. 
in some areas, ~a~~icularly within South Vietnam itself. 
Allied actions .. p.re complic;_ating Communist efforts and 
raising the costs of their ~xecution. However,~p~j,_~h~~ 
internal resource sho~tc:tges nor~llied actions· wi·thin. · 
present political _par·ameters are like_ly to. re~der the 
Vietnamese Communists· physically incapable of persisting 
in their present strategy. · 

4. In absolute numerical terms the Communist:·s canno·t 
hope to match present and projected Allied force commit
ments. However, if present estimates of Allied and Com
munist force projections are accurate, by mid-1967 the 
Communists will have a slight advantage in maneuver bat
talions--i .e., tactical combat troops available for com
mitment to offensive ground.operations. 

5. Nevertheless, if they are objective, the Conunu
nists must acknowledge that during the past year their 
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insurgent campaign has lost momentum in both the military 
and political fields. Although they may not be losing 
the war at the present time, they are certainly not win
ning it. Th.~---~ommunists are_ --~~:;:__f;_o~_f>E!,ing __ defeated; but 
they are faced with problems greater than any they have 
had to contend with before in this struggle. Further
more, Communist forces have at least temporarily lost the 
aura of invincibility which was one of their most potent 
political assets. 

6. Moral~_.wi thin Communist military forces and the 
political apparatus in South Vietnam has de9lined s~nc~ 
mid-1965 but not to a point presently sufficient to 
for~_0_~y ___!!l~j_9;: __ _E~:V.ision in basic .c:ommunist strategy. 

7. The Communists must be disappointed in comparing 
the present situation with that which existed in the 
spring of 1965. At least ~ndirectly, they hav~ acknowl~ 
edged that the infusion of U.S. and Allied combat forces 
has created new problems which must be overcome before 
victory can be won. Ye_t Communist realism is presently 
tinged more with defiance than pessimism; J:!le Co~~nists 
may be disappointed, but they do not yet seem to be dis-
_s:~ura_ged. --·-·-··- -- -· · 

8. Consideration of world popular opposition to U.S. 
policy would certainly enter into any eventual-Vietnamese 
Communist decision on whether to revise present strategy 
but would most ce~tainly not be a decis~ve factor. 

9. The Vietnamese Communists -pay close att"ention to 
evidence of opposition to current u-. S. policy arising 

-within the United States - itself. The outc-orcie of their 
previous struggle with the French almost certainly pre
disposes them to draw lnvalid parallels to French domestic 
opposition in the Indochina war and to look for signs of 
American domestic political pressures capable of forcing 
policy changes on Washington. 

10. The timing of any Vietnamese Communist decision 
on altering basic strategy--and the nature of such a de
cision--will be greatly affected by a variety of consid
erations, including those outlined in this paper. We es
timate that none_of the pressures upon the Communists 
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which we can now identify _is severe enq'!:!.9:.h tq _ _!p_;:c~ a rna-
or change in Communist strategy over the next eight to 

nine months. The Communists would be even less·· inclined 
fo--altertheir strategy if they should find political and 
military developments during this period running in their 
favor--for example, serious political deterioration in 
South Vietnam, a series of major Viet Cong military suc
cesses, or what they construe as a significant rise of 
anti-war sentiment in the United States. If on the other 
hand pressures on them are maintained and the course of 
events gives them no grounds for encouragement, by late, 
spring of 1967 they wilr probably feel compelled to take 
stock and consider a change in their basic strategy. 
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THE ECONOMIC, MILITARY AND LOGISTIC 
RESOURCES AND CAPABILITIES OF 

THE VIETNAMESE COMMUNISTS 

North Vietnam 

A. Manpower 

1. The Population Base 

The manpower problem in North Vietnam, viewed 
solely in terms of nUmbers, is not yet acute, although in 
a qualitative sense it is becoming more severe. In spite 
of substantial manpower levies the country still has a wide 
range of unused opportunities to replace men with women, to 
withdraw males from sectors where labor is underemployed, 
and to transfer labor from nonessential or postponable 
tasks • No.rth· Vietnam has . not yet had to resort to f'ull mo
bilization. 

The population of North.Vietnam as of 1 January 
1966 is estimated at between 17.9 and 19.2 million persons. 
(See Table I-1) North Vietnam's manpower resources for 
military service consist of 4.1-4.5 million.malei;; in the 
15-49 age group of which 2.1-2.3 are physically fit for 
military duty. Over 110,000 physically fit. males reach 
draft age each year. 

Table I;...l · 

Estimated Manpower·Available for 
Military .Service in North_ Vietnam· 

1 January 1966 

Thousand Persons 

· ·-Tota·1 Males Females 
Low High Low High Low High 

~~tal population 
Persons age ·15-49 

Those physically 
fit for military 

17,895 
8,561 

19,210 
9,182 

8, 730 
4,146 

9,374 
4,457 

9,165 
4,415 

9,836 
4,725 

service 2,110 2,267 
Persons of draft age 

( 18) 175 188 
Those physically fit 

for military 
service 107 115 

...... 
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2. The Manpower Drain 

The major drains on manpower resources in 
North Vietnam have resulted from the build-up of the armed 
forces, the reallocation of labor to military support ac
tivities and the repair or reconstruction of bomb damaged 
facilities, particularly the lines of communication in 
North Vietnam and Laos. 

We are not able to give precise estimates 
of the extent to whi~h mobilization has _taken. pl~c~ in North 
Vietnam. It is apparent that mobilization of manpower for 
military duty or military support activities has not reached 
a point of exhausting North Vietnam's manpower resources, 
although it has placed an increasing drain on administrative 
and management skills. Unless -the US greatly stepped up 
its bombing, North Viet·nam could make substantial increases 
in its armed forces and make additional manpower-inputs 
into military support activities without placing an in
ordinately severe s~rain on its manpower re~our7es. 

Current estimates-of the build-up of 
NVA forces in the past year indicate that a minimum of 
125,000 persons were called for military.duty. Tp this 
total should be added those numbers of- NVA personnel in
filtrating into South Vietnam, not as part of the build-up 
of NVA forces there, but as replacements and fillers for 
killed or seriously wounded NVA troops. 8,000 infiltrators 
can be placed ·in this category __ fo·r r965 and _10_:30 ,000 
for 1966 according to current estimates of-the rates of.:· 
infiltration and build-up·of NVA forces in South Vietnam. 
On this basis we can estimate that ce:i:t~inly- over 15Q,OOO 
persons have already· been called into mi-li tary service. Tbis 
total is about 70 percent of the number of physically fit 
males reaching draft age during 1965 and 1966. Even if 
the North Vietnamese armed forces should expand.by 25 per
cent--to 500,000 persoris--the drain on manpower-resources 
for military service in numerical terms would not approach 
burdensome proportions. 

In addition to the manpower drain for mil-
itary service, the North Vietnamese have had to reallocate 
labor to repair or reconstruction activities and to tasks 
associated with dispersal programs and emergency activities. 
These programs require the full-time services of 200,000 
workers and the part-time utilization of another 100,000. 
An additional diversion of the labor force results from 
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the obligation of some 150,000 persons to fulfill civil 
defense obligations on a part-time basis. 

Excluding the part-time diversions of 
labor, the measurable mobilization of manpower to date 
for military duty or war-associated tasks would seem to 
involve a minimum of 350,000 persons. This commitment 
could be at least 450,000 persons if the armed forces were 
to expand to 500,000 persons. The commitment would be 
even greater if air strikes against the logistics target 
system increased and .could ;:i.mount to an addition.al .40, 000-
50 ,000 persons. The additions to the labor force probably 
need not be greater because of the large amount of work 
already done in expanding the road system and building by
passes and other temporary crossings. The main·thrust of 
future labor efforts will be in· maintenance and repair of 
this expanded _road system. However, the requirement·. for 
an additional 40,000-50,000 persons could create additional 
strains on North Vietnam's limited resources of skilled 
manpower • 

3. Alternative Sources of·Manpower 

North Vietnam has several alternatives to 
be used in drawing upon its labor fo~ce·of ~ver 9.S million 
people to replace the manpower mobilized for·military and 
war-related activities. A primary source for the replace
ment of manpow~r diverted to mob~liz~tion programs is the 
large number of women in the iabor force. Qv~r 1.7 million 
women are reported by Hanoi to be ready to·replace men in. 
the labor force. We have 'little· evidence., however, to sup
port a judgment tha~ the number of females in the labor 
force has increased_$ignificantly since mobilization 
measures began in April 1965. As late as October 1965 the 
regime still claimed that women accounted for 60 percent 
of the agricultural lap9r f~rce, the same percentage 
claimed before mobilization. (See Table I-2) 

In addition to the possibilities of women 
replacing men in the labor force, Hanoi has several_ alterna
tive resources for manpower. The natural annual increment 
to the total labor force is in the order of 350,000 persons 

.a year. We also estimate that from 300,000-350,000 males 
could be released from trade and services enterprises, in
stitutions and educational establishments without disrupt
ing essential economic activity. Finally there are 
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Table I-2 

, 

Civilian Labor Force of North Vietnam With Sex Breakdown !I 
1 January 1966 

Thousand Persons 

Total Male Female 

Total 9z522 4z482 5,040 

Production and Distribution 8,700 N.A. N.A. 

Agriculture 7,000 2,800 4;200 
Industry 806 494 312 

State-owned (206) (146) (6o) 
Handicrafts (6oo) (348) (252) 

Construction 200 138 62 
Transport and Communications 328 N.A. N.A • 

State-owned . (106) . N.A. N.A. 
Non-State (222) N.A. N.A. 

Trade 282 17+ 111 

State-~ed (75) (5i) (24) 
Non-State (207) (120) (87) 

other 84 N.A. N.A. 

Services 822 N.A. N.A. 

Administration 74_ 7.0 ·4 
Banking 8 7 1 
Consumer Services 402 233 169 
Culture, education, science 187 130 57 
Medicine and social servi·ces 83 49 34 .. 
Civil Defense 1 N.A. N.A. 
other 67 N.A. N.A. 

a. Employment data refer to full-time labor force in various 
branches. Unless othel"'W"ise indicated, figures on total work force 
in various branches a.re taken from North Vietnamese official data 
for 1963. Increases in employment in these branches that may have 
occurred during 1964 are assumed to be counterbalanced in 1965 by 
diversion of workers from their normal occupations to the regular 
armed forces, and to employment in construction and transportation. 
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substantial numbers--35,000-65,000--of draft-age male stu
dents at the college and high school level that would be 
available if full mobilization were undertaken. 

4. Pre$sures on Manpower 

Mobilization in North Vietnam has not dried up 
the pool of excess labor. Although the manpower situation 
is tight the regime for the most part still avoids coercive 
programs in channeling workers into essential jobs. The 
withdrawal of manpower from production has not resulted in 
many of the austerity measures which would be associated 
with full mobilization. Rationing of food has been within 
moderate limits, agricultural taxes have not increased nor 
have food and cloth imports increased significantly. 
School enrollments in 19.66, of the 14-21 age group, are 
reported by the regime to be double the level of last · 
year. With the exception of some disruption to normal 
routine and some minor deprivations, there are few indi
cations that the population l;las been.asked to make extreme 
sacrifices in support of the war.effort. 

The major pressures on manpower result from 
the regime's inability to manage manpower· ·ef'fecti ve.ly, a 
relative scarcity of skilled manpower., and an excessive 
drain on the agricultural labor force. · 

The management problems reflect the diffi-
culties associated with a rapid-transfer of· masses of 
low-level workers to essential w~rtime tasks. The transfers 
effected to date were diso'rderly and poE:>rly planned and re
sulted in uneven and' unproductive allocations of the labor. 
force. The drain of-manpower from agriculture was, .for example, 
an important factor in the disappointing fifth-month harvest • 
At the same time the regime found that the allocation of 
workers to construction.work camps was apparently so exces
sive or irrational that some of these workers could be re
turned to the agricultural labor force or to other production 
tasks. 

Skilled manpower resources in North Vietnam 
total about 300,000 workers or only 3 percent of the civilian 

·labor force. This total i·s inadequate to meet all the require
ments of mobilization and normal economic activity. The 
strain on these resources has been reduced somewhat by the 
presence of an estimated 25 ,.000-45, 000 men in Chinese Com
munist engineer units engaged in railroad and airfield . 
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construct~on work in the northern part of North Vietnam. De
spite this Chinese technical assistance the supply of skilled 
manpower remains tight. Water conservancy which is vital 
to agriculture is one area where the shortage of skilled 
manpower seems to be particularly acute. In the spring of 
1966 the regime noted that it had become difficult to man 
water conservancy brigades because of the loss of cadres 
to wartime tasks. 

5. Prospects 

If the commitment of manpower to regular 
military forces over the next twelve months does not exceed 
currently estimated levels, North Vietnam should be able to 
meet its manpower requirements but at an increasing cost to 
other economic, educational and social programs. 

Although in terms of numbers the North Viet
namese have adquate manpower to replac~ losses and to build
up forces in South Vietnam, there are factors that may re
duce their enthusiasm for sustaining this drain. The man
power being sent to South Vietnam is in qualitative terms 
probably the best the country ~an muster. I_ts loss over 
the long term is not one to be .borne lightly_by any power. 
Moreover, even though North Vietnam ~robably .can meet its 
basic manpower cornrni tment in South Vietnam,. there is con
siderable drain bn manpower within North Vietnam and the 
prospects are g~9d that this drain will increase as the 
air war requ;i:i:-es greater. reconstruction efforts- and as a 
lagging agriculture requi~es additional inputs of manpower. 
Finally an increasin_g _scarcity of· skilled· manpower arfd quali
fied leaders--both -~ilitary and economid~~should ~ake-the -
drain of North Vietnam's manpower an increasingly difficult 
burden • 

If the manpower ·drain does become aGute, 
it will probably be in the area of agricultural manpower . 
In February 1966 the regime felt that the agricultural labor 
force could remain stable at·about 7 million persons, that 
annual withdrawals would be almost exactly balanced by the 
normal annual addition to the work force. By April 1966 the 
regime had apparently conc.luded that this balance was too 

·low and that a reallocation of labor back into agriculture 
was necessary. We do not know if this reallocation has been 
made. However, the disappointing fifth-month harvest makes 
it likely that the regime will be compelled to provide more 
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agricultural manpower in order to achieve a successful 10th 
month harvest. If the regime is unsuccessful in this effort, 
strong pressures will develop in early 1967 for an even 
greater commitment of manpower to agriculture. This prob
ably could not be accomplished without disrupting the op
erations of other sectors of the economy, particularly if 
the reallocation of manpower to agriculture involves large 
numbers of skilled workers. 

B. Effects of the Rolling Thunder Program 

1. Economic and Military Target System 

Damage caused by air strikes agains~-- eco-
nomic and military facilities and equipment in.North Vietnam 
through June 1966 amounted to $86 million o-f w:hich $52. 
million were sustained by the economy and $34 mil-lion by 
the military.* {See Figure I-1) 

•. 

If the bombing o.f Nor.th Vietnam· persists during 
the 12-months to mid-1967 along the same scale and character 
{exclusive of the strikes against petroleum storage) as 
during the first five months of 1966** an .additional· $38 
million of damage to the economy may be . expe-C?tec:L .. The . . 
cost of replacing the destroyed bulk petroleum facilities 
will total an additional $4 million. The total cumulative 
measurable damage to the economy of North Vietnam by mid-
1967 will then- tgtal $94 million •. 

Damage infli~t.ed to military faciii ties and 
equipment during the first five months of" bombing during 
1966 (February throt.iql:i June) amountl'!d to. only $7 million 
and was exceedingly-low when compared with 1965. The bulk 
of this loss consisted of the destruction of aircraft and 

*These dollar costs· ·assigned to bomb damage are values 
indicating a general measure of the effectiveness of the 
bombing program. They are not intended to indicate im
mediate outlays which have to be undertaken by the Hanoi 
regime. 

**There was a pause in the bombing of North Vietnam 
from 24 December 1965 through 30 January~l966. 
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MILITARY AND ECONOMIC DAMAGE 
Figure I,1 

RESULTING FROM AIR ATTACKS AGAINST NORTH VIETNAM 
March 1965 - June 1966 and Projected July 1966 • June 1967 

144 

D Military Damage 

D Economic Damage 
,.-

(Million Dollars) 
50 

.. 

... 
•, 

86 . - .. 

-... 
34 .. 

58* 
.. - . 94 . ~--

.. . 
16 

-
- . - -. 

52 
-.. 

~ 

Mar 1965-Jun 1966 Jul 1966-Jun 1967 Mar 1965-Jun 1967 

*Proiection base<I on scale and charocti.t of air strikes during first five months oi 1966 

54642 8-66 CIA 

NO FOREIGN DISSEM 
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naval craft. No important military barracks and supply de
pots were attacked because of their location in sanctuary 
areas. The average monthly damage to military facilities 
and equipment amounted to about $1.3 million. On the as
sumption that the air war will continue against military 
targets at about this scale during the forthcoming twelve 
months, the total loss sustained by military targets will 
amount to only $16 million. The total cumulative damage 
to military facilities and equipment as of mid-1967 will 
then be about $50 million. 

Using the same assumptions, we estimate that 
the cumulative economic and military damage as a conse
quence of the Rolling Thunder program will total $144 
million by mid-1967. In addition, there are and will be 
other losses and indirect costs to the economy and the 
military establishment to._.which values cannot be as~igried. 

Losses at this le.vel will not present a sig
nificant drain on North Vietnam's resources. Much of the 
cost represents damages to facilities such as 'mil·i tary 
barracks which are not in active. use,. or to facilities 
such as bridges which do not require permanent repair. 
The North Vietnamese have chosen -~o far not .to ,repai.r .. the 
damaged petroleum storage facilities. The only-known re
construction of the damaged electric power stations has 
been Uong Bi station and this presumably has been 
done by or with the help of Russian technicians. 

The d:mtage sustained by air attacks- against 
North Vietnam is· in large niea.sure a· bill that cqn be 
passed to the USSR and Communist China. Th~· increasing -
aid comini trnents of these -countries far_ overshadow the small 
dollar value of the· d.amage caused by air attack. These com
mitments imply an obligation on the part of the USSR and Com
munist China to underwrite th~ economic restoration-of the·· 
country on favorable terms .. and explain in large measure 
Hanoi's attitude toward the loss of its modern economic fa
cilities. 

2. Effects of the Air Attacks at Present Levels 

a. Economic 

The bulk petroleum storage f.acili.ties in 
North Vietnam represent the first important military/eco
nomic target system attacked in depth by the Rolling Thunder 
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program apart from the sporadic strikes against transporta
tion in the northern part of the country. The neutraliza
tion of the petroleum storage system will present Hanoi and 
its allies with an immediate problem in improvising an ade
quate flow of petroleum products. Hanoi has already gone 
to considerable lengths to reduce the vulnerability of its 

. bulk petroleum storage centers by dispersal and other pas
sive defense measures, including burying tanks, so that an 
emergency plan for an alternative system of supply undoubt
edly exists. To the extent that off-loading and improvised 
storage cannot be fulLy realized at Haiphong, the-logical 
alternative system would be based on China's Fort Bayard 
and port facilities and its connecting rail links. 

The immediate impact in North Vietnam will 
be felt, therefore, in the need to convert to a ·new system of 
supply and distribution.·· This conversion wiil necessitate 
costly measures and create significant problems in adaptinq 
to a new situation. If a petroleum shortage develops its 
burden will fall on less essential or nonessenti~l and 
civilian uses, which may comprise"as much as one-third of 
normal consumption. 

We estimate, nevertheless,. that· the. supply ( 
of petroleum for the essential military· and economic func
tions will continue, and that the flow of supplies to the 
insurgent forces in South Vietnam can be sustained if not 
increased. 

· Even before the attacks on the bulk pe- ·· 
troleum storage facilities the boIDbings were causing in-

- creasing disruption o-f ·economic activity.- After adjust
ments have been made_to operate a makeshift supply.and 
distribution system for petroleum the continuation of at
tacks on transportation will cause further disruption. 
Hanoi will have to real=19cate_ capital .. and addi tion·al labor 
for repair and construction within the transport·sector 
at the expense of industry and agriculture. 

The cumulative debilitating effects of the 
bombing had already slowed down growth in industry and 
agriculture during 1965. There will probably be no growth 
in industry and agriculture-during 1966 and the first 6 
months of 1967, and some plans for economic development in
cluding new industrial construction projects will probably 
have to be abandoned. The stagnation of industrial growth 
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will have no overriding effect on the waging of a war which, 
for other than manpower, is essentially sustained by material 
inputs from outside North Vietnam. North Vietnam's modern 
industrial economy makes almost no direct or significant 
contribution to the war effort. The stagnation of agri
cultural growth may, however, create problems particularly 
if the 10th month harvest is poor. Even so the primarily 
agrarian nature of this subsistence economy means that there 
will be no sustained or critical hardship among the bulk 
of the population as a consequence of the effect of the 
air war at its present levels. 

b. Military 

Air attacks on military targets in North 
Vietnam to rnid-1967 if maintained at the scale arid of the 
same nature as that of the first" part of 1966 will not im
pair the milita.ry capability of North Vietnam. The military 
targets being attacked in the present air war are not those 
that would have a highly disruptive effect on the military 
establishment or significantly imp?ir. its training, and de
fense capabilities or its capability to support the insur
gency in South Vietnam. 

3. Effects of an Expand~d Air Offensive 

The effectiveness of air attacks in creating 
burdensome pressures and strains on North Vietnam would be 
greatly enhanceg by an expandeq bombing program that in
cluded intensive Z?4-hour interdistion against·the road · 
and rail connections to Communist.China and neutralization 
of the many significant military/economic targets such· as 

- the remaining petroleum· storage facilities_ an~ the· Haiphong· 
cement plant. · · · · 

Such a program could cause an overloading of 
the main transport conn~qtions to China and create.severe· 
internal distribution problems.* Although expanded air at
tacks would not stop activities essential to support of the 
war, they could cause a drastic decline in the level and 
efficiency with which the economic and military sectors 
function. · 

*see Appendix A for a more detailed discussion of the 
transportation problems resulting from this postulated at
tack. 
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4. The Logistics Target System 

The Rolling Thunder attack against lines of com
munication, bridges and transportation equipment targets has 
resulted in losses to North Vietnam of over $30 million or 
over three-fourths of the estimated direct damage inflicted 
on all economic targets. Forty six bridges or 20 percent of 
the bridges on the rail lines subjected to air attacks have 
been damaged or destroyed, and 212 highway bridges have been 
destroyed or damaged.· In spite of the continued and increas
ing armed reconnaissance attacks on the five major railroad 
lines, on only two--Hanoi to Vinh and Hanoi to Lao Cai--has 
through rail service been effectively interdicted. for most 
of the time since the bombings began. The Hanoi - Dong Dang 
line has been interdicted for through service several times 
but for a total of only a few months. The Hanoi-!1aiphong 
line has been interdicted for a total of only a few weeks. 
The Hanoi - Thai Nguyen line has been able to maintain 
through traffic almost constantly • 

Losses of transporation equipment, particularly 
motor trucks, have increased sharply in recent months. Ac
cording to pilot reports over 2,000 trucks have been damaged 
or destroyed. These pilot reports undoubtedly overstate~
tual results but even without adjustm~nt, r 

The North Yietnamese respond~d to these a~tacks 
with a crash construction effort to -implemen.t a pre-strike -
planning program designed to keep lines of communication open 
to develop more sophisticated methods of concealment for 
roads, bridges and ferries, and to complete an impressive 
proliferation of bridge.bypasses and alternate r.outes. By 
the end of 1965 an estimated 70-100,000 workers had been 
added to the .labor force of construction work-camps engaged 
in rail and road repairs. 

The success of these countermeasures is seen in 
.statistics on the number of bridges destroyed or damaged and 
the repair measures adopted by North Vietnam to keep traffic 
moving. Of the total of 258 bridges damaged--46 rail or 
rail/highway bridges and 212 highway bridges--North Vietnam 
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has found it necessary to repair only 67 bridges--22 rail 
or rail/highway and 45 highway bridges. The major emphasis 
has been to construct temporary crossings or by-passes~ over 
173 of these having been constructed to replace damaged high
way bridges. The savings resulting from these expedients 
.are impressive. North Vietnam has had to expend only $3 
·million on temporary repairs compared to a cost of over 
$12 million if all the damaged or destroyed bridges were 
permanently repaired or reconstructed. 

Although the air strikes have _patently-made it 
more difficult and costly to maintain traffic movement, the 
countermeasures adopted have proved extremely effective. 
Overall transport performance has been maintained at pre
bombing levels. The known movement of supplies into Laos 
and South Vietnam -cfuring~tfie-1.96-5-66 dry s-eason-was-do-iible 
that of the previous year. · · · ·-- -·· - ----.-··· 

After an initial shaky response to Allied bomb
ings, the North Vietnamese wei;e _able to -consolidate their 
position. and: a;-e _l)OW able _to _maintain and improve their trans
portation system even though. the bombings- have increased.· 
TJ:i"e ___ ease with which. they converte(f to a wartime construction 
base during 1965 indicates that ·further inc~eases i~ air 
attacks would undoubtedly be countered_by an .expansion of 
existing capabilities to keep open all important routes to 
South Vietnam. 

The level of interdi-etion carried-on.through 
June 1966 has ·been insufficient tq create any major strains
in the North Vietnamese transport system. . If -interdiction 
continues at current· levels through mid-196 7, the North-·vTet
iiamese should have. no -difficulty in "maintaining curren~. levels 
of traffic, including imports and exports by land. 

Meaningful pressures on North Vietnamese trans
port capabilities would require an air attack program that 
denies the country its ability to maintain seaborne imports 
and exports, increases import requirements, and concentrates 
transport on the land connections to Communist China. Such 
an air attack program would have to include measures to 
close North Vietnam's major seaports, the neutralization 
of remaining petroleum storage facilities and vital economic 
targets such as the Haiphong cement plant, and a highly in
tensified program of armed reconnaissance against surface 
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transport and lines of communication linking North Vietnam 
and Communist China. 

The two rail connections to China are currently 
used at only about one-third of their normal capacity. If 
measures against the major seaports could stop as much as 
50 percent of normal import trade, these rail lines would 
be forced to operate at approximately full capacity under 
interdicted conditions. If more seaborne tr.affic had to be 
diverted to overland movement and additional import require
ments were generated,- by neutralization of the cement plant 
for example, the rail traffic requirement would increase 
even beyond the uninterdicted capacity of the rail lines. 

Sustained interdiction of the lines would force 
the Communists to allocate considerable amounts. of manpower 
and materials to maintain the railroad lines and alternate 
highway routes. Virtually all daylight traffic would stop 
and night traffic would be disrupted thus slowing down move
ment and making the logistic.resupply of Communist forces con
siderably less reliable than at present. 

Some economic requirements would have to go unsatis
fied and many of the Bloc aid projects and domestic construc
tion programs would have to be postponed. Modern industrial 
production would be slowed down and there would be increasing 
though not critical problems in food and distribution prob
lems. 

There would, of course ~~---~~~q~ate_ tran§J?..9_~_t 
capacity to support the military establishment __ an~ _ _!o cor:i_
tinue the present leve-1 o.f _aggression_i_n- S..C?_~th Vietnam and
Laos. But the support of these activities would be a much 
more costly and difficult burden. The population of North 
Vietnam would also be more keenly aware of the deprivations 
and costs associated with the war. 

C. The State of Civilian Morale 

1. General Review 

The initial response of North Vietnam's civilian 
·population to the US/GVN air attacks was characterized by 

a high degree of patriotic enthusiasm. The ~~.!:_attacks_j._p. __ 
l~rg~ -~e~~ 1l?=:~. __ have been_E-_~~-r~~g ___ .:f C?_r_c_~:f_o_:i; __ ll~~ fy ing _the pop-
ulation in _!_!=-_~_r~-~i:~ta~~-e __ to 1:_1:!e: "US ~ggresso:r:~." As the 
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air attacks have continued and intensified, there has been 
a waning of popular enthusiasm. This has not, however, 
reached the point that it has any meaningful impact upon 
the determination of the regime to continue with the war or 
the policy options it may elect to achieve its objectives. 

Almost every segment of the civilian population 
of North Vietnam has been forced to make some sacrifice in 
its standard of living as the result of the bombing. How
ever, civilians living in the southern part of the country-
about 15 percent of the population--have.suffered far 
greater hardships in the form of personal and property losses, 
shortages of consumer goods, and sharp declines in income 
resulting from interruption of normal economic activity • 
Letters from residents of the southern part of the country 
to·relatives in Thailand- cite personal hardships and 
anxieties resulting from air strikes more frequently than 
in the past and more often than letters from residents of 
other parts of the country. · 

Data released by the Ministry of Labor in the 
spring of 1966 on the excessive rates of absenteeism among 
construction workers in the southern provinces may reflect 
the poor state of morale there:· Absenteeism.due to. illness 
among construction workers largely engaged .. ir( repair work 
on the transportation system in the southern part of the 
coi.intry averaged 16. 3 days per worker. in 1965 _ _or 5 oercent 
Q.f total working days scheduleJi.,. 

' -· ·· --n~i""'c-a-=-t-e~t..-a.,.-· m-o-r"'"a...-e~a-n.._,_ 

1sci_p 1ne - ems resu t.t-~g _Ji:om _shortages of food con:.. 
tinue to hamper operations at both civilian work ··camps 
a~~- ~·~.~!firr:r~~~y 1.lJli ts, __ in t~-~~5-<.?~~?:-~~if'I?r~:vin~es:-

Elsewhere, the hardships caused by evacuation 
from urban centers, splitting of families, reductions in 
quality of consumer goods and services, increases" in work 
hours largely without additional compensation, and losses 
of income resulting from transfers from normal jobs to 
lower paying defense-related tasks are less severe but 
apparently have depressed civilian morale to some extent. 
There is little explicit evidence available on the morQle 
of civilians living outside of target areas. A March 1966 
·Hanoi press report stated that a decline in the health and 
morale of workers at the country's second largest machinery 
plant--the Tran Hung Dao Machinery and Tool Plant in Hanoi, 
which produces items for military as well as civilian use--
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had occurred due to the increase in regular working time 
and in outside duties. 

Nevertheless, recent public discussion of the 
need to tighten c6frtrOT-over both -pa-rty-merribers· ;::ind-the 
cje.neiaf-population implies that the regime fears there may 
besome -deterioration of public morale. An article in the 
Marc11·--r""966 issue--·o·f- fiie--party journal Hoc Tap, detailed 
weaknesses in the party's techniques for disciplining 
erring members, and in April 1966, Ho Chi Minh called for 
"harsh disciplinary measures" against a number of party 
members and cadres in.party "cells who failed to carry out 
party policies correctly. Less than two weeks later the 
chairman of the Supreme Peoples Organ of Control in the 
government called for a revision of the sections. _of the 
legal code dealing with counterrevolutionary activities, 
protection of state property, and the rights and duties of 
citizens "in order to satisfy the demands of wartime." 

This recent emphasis upon breakdowns of disci
pline_ implies __ tha~ _P~!E_f6tf(i_~}2eal~~arone·-··are nO_lo_~~r -
sufficient to maintain civilian enthusiasm for the war. 
The original ·stre-rigth of-appeals to. the patriofi:i--wa-s--evl
dent from the response of over .3 million youths (a,ges 16-30) 
and 1. 7 million women, or about _50 percent of. the W'Orking 
age population, to give active support for tbe war effort 
by performing various essential economic and paramilitary 
tasks under the "three readies"* and "three responsibilities"** 
movements. Inter.cepted letters indicate that the participants 
in the movements were highly motivated to contribute to __ t.he 
war effort. -

The conti~uation of bombing appears, however, 
to be gradually intensifying economic and political problems 
to the point that the patriotic fervor with which the popu
lation initially greeted the air strikes is being.diminished.· 

*The "three readies" for youth are: (1) ready to fight; 
(2) ready to join the army; (3) ready to go wherever the 
country requires them. 

**The "three responsibiiities" for women are: (1) respon
sibility to produce and do other tasks to free the men to 
fight; (2) responsibility to take over family affairs and to 
encourage their husbands and sons to serve in combat; (3) re
sponsibility to serve in battle if necessary. 
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Discussions of civilian mobilization in North 

Vietnamese publications during 1966 indicate that the re
gime is encountering difficulties in effectively employing 
those already mobilized. These difficulties are largely 
blamed on the lower level cadres in both the government and 
the party, who are said to discriminate against young 
people in genera~ and women in particular in the assess
ment of responsibilities. The morale-depressing effects of 
prejudice and discrimination in the mobilization effort is 
compounded by th~ sheer inability of North.Vietnam's cadre 
force to manage.the task. Managerial inefficiencies have 
proliferated since air strikes began in February 1965, and 
have prevented an orderly reallocation of the labor force. 
Cadres have been criticized in the North Vietnamese press 
for mobilizing gonstrµction_workers a~dstarting projects 

. Withont Plan. 
1' ~ ··--

i 
! 

In ·an effort to· stimu-late patriotic ·fervor 
the regime's propaganda makes clear the direct connection 
between North Vietnamese support for the war in the South 
and the bombing of North Vietnam. Intercepted le~ters and 
reports indicate that civilians in North Vietnam do in fact 
see the bombing as a direct consequence of the. support 
furnished by North Vietnam to the Viet Cong. They, more
over, take great pride in their country's achievements in 
downing American.. aircraft and-often mention the well pub
licized achievements of Communist forces in.South Vietn~m. 

Despite ,t~e regime's propaganda 6n the success 
of the "liberation forces" in the south, .. the population in
North Vietnam is probably increasingly aware that the war 
is not going well and-that heavy casualties are being 
suffered by North Vietnamese troops who have been sent .. 
south. North Vietnamese soldiers who have been.captured 
or who have defected in South Vietnam reveal that some in
dication of the hardships, sickness, and injuries suffered 
by infiltrated troops is provided the people at home 
through letters and by eyewitness reports .from wounded 
veterans who have returned home. If these casualties 
mount and the morale of the North Vietnamese troops in 
South Vietnam drops seriously, there is likely to be a 
comparable drop in the morale of the civilian popula-
tion. Knowledge of military reverses in the field rather 
than the effect of bombing at home was a major factor in 
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the decline of popular morale in Japan and Germany in 
World War II. 

2. Prospects 

Civilian mor~MLi.s__l_ik.ely_to_continue. to de
cline in North Vietnam over the next 12 months because of 
the_-_Yl:"~·babf:i).~y __ 0I-lurther··a.~q_1ine~ __ 4:n c_i_y})J.i?;-_ 1i ving.. -
standar~s. Agricultural difficulties--resulting at least 
in part from the .mobilization effort--have already affected 
the current harvest, lntensifying the already tight-food 
situation in North Vietnam. Pham Hung, a member of the 
party politburo and director of the Financial and Trade 
Bureau of the Premier's Office stated in May 19~~ that 
prices of food on the free market have already started 
to· rise because of setbacks in the spring harvest and that 
"some ••• conirades ••• doubt it will be possible to stabilize 
the situation in the forthcoming period." In addition to 
the pressure on food supplies, other strains on civilian 
living standards will ·probably increase. De!spi,te the pos
sibility of a further decline .in civilian morale during 
the next year, such an eventuality i.s not likely in the 
foreseeable future to deprive the leadership.of .freedom 
to pursue the conflict in whatever manner' it .. c:::ho6ses. 

II.. The Significance of Laos and Cambodia 

The ability .af the Communists·to-1aunch and to sustain 
the insurgency movement in North Vietnam has-be-en greatly 
facilitated by the essentially free access they have had · 
to those areas in La.os. and Cambodia which· border· south 
Vietnam. Lao_s_ti.as developed as ..'!;:.h~,--~~j6r route for the 
infiltration of men·and supplies into South Vietnam. Cam=
bodia, which has been used to a limited extent as a source 
of supplies an9-_~~-~2erve~ __ p~j.n~_~pallY. ·as a sa:f~-naven . 
for Communist forces, ·is becoming increasingly important 
as an integral part of the logistics system. The unique 
value to the Conununists of both countries lies in their 
neutral status. The logistic resupply activities in Laos 
are hindered only by aerial interdiction and such ground 
activities as have been conducted to date. Both of these 

.measures have had only a limited effectiveness. Cambodia, 
on the other hand, provides the Communists an almost 
complete immunity from US/GVN and allied military reaction. 
The opportunities to apply political or economic pressures 
to induce a Cambodia reaction against Communist use of its 
terri'tory are also extremely limited. 
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A. Laos 

1. Supply Requirements and Road Capacity 

The Communists have been able to use three 
routes to supply their forces in South Vietnam--the sea 
route from.North Vietnam (or China}, the Laotian land route, 
and the Cambodian route.* Although the use of any particu
lar route has varied over time, the overwelming share of 
supplies needed_ to m~et the external logistic requi~ements 
of the Communist forces in South Vietnam are being moved 
by truck from North Vietnam through the Laotian Panhandle. 

The increasing use of the Laotian supply route 
is shown graphically in Figure I-2 which compares the move

... ment of supplies by truck into the southern panhandle -during 
~:?the 1965 and 1966 dry season •. During the 1965 dry season 

'· 'll.'1 trucks carried an average of some 34 short tons of supplies 
... - 0 :-l.·a day into the infiltration corridor 0£ Laos for a total 

ti'- resupply of over 6,0-00 tons.· Dur-ing the 1966 dry season, 
however, ~he daily mo_vement of supplies into Southern Laos 
was about ~-4 tori-s or _almost .1 j, OQ_O tons during the 
season ___ of_wh.ich 1'¥,100· were delivered to _the. infi;I.tration 
corridor. In both-·years the flow of supplies was also 
supplemented by a small--2 tons a day--move~ent around the 
DMZ. Figure I-2 also shows the dramatic increase in the 
through movement of supplies to the borders of South Viet
nam. Although· the. Communists· had· to· increase the flow of 
supplies for. their 'forces in the Panhandle . they were at_~· 
the same time able to increase the flow of suoplies by 
truck to South Vietnam from at least 90·0 ·tons in 1965 to 
7,350 tons thus £a~-i~ lg66. 

a. The Logistic Requirement 

The estimated VC/NVA military strength in 
South Vietnam in mid-1966 was between 260,000 and 280,000 
which includes an estimated 118,000 regular troops. These 
troops requite approximately 150 tons of supplies daily 

*The reference here is to supplies moved into South 
· Vietnam from any point in ·cambodia, and is not intended 
to refer to supplies that move on the Laotian route and 
merely cross northeast Cambodia before entering South 
Vietnam. 
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Figure y,z 

SUPPLIES TRUCKED t=ROM NORTH VIETNAM 
INTO THE LAOTIAN · PANHANDLE 

DURING THE 1965 AND 1966 DRY SEASONS 

1965 . 

Average Daily 
Receipts in 
Panhandle 

34 Tons• 

1966 

Average Daily 
Receipts in 
Panhandle 
84 Ton~· 

· Tons• 
s,ooo..-----'----------------___;.:..--'--17.t'e.~. ~c '} ! 

6,0001----------------1 

5,220 

4,000 1- • 

2,000-
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900 

South 
Vietnam 

6,760 

. -
) 

_, 

1965 1966 

7,350 

Dec 1964-May 1965 750~,IJ Nov 1965-Jun 1966 
* Sbort t~ns ~ .._.,~ -f' 1 ... ~ 

C~Deliveries into th• Laotian infiltration earridot shown hare reflect 20% litss in transit 
7J due to pill.trage, spailo'Jfl1 and aerial interdit:tion. In addition to Mese cleliVflries, both 

l ~~~, Laos and South Vietnam received som• supplies from Cambodia. · 
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at present levels of combat. Only a small part of this 
daily requirement--some 20 tons of Class II (weapons), 
Class IV (quartermaster, engineer, and medical) and Class 
V (ammunition) supplies--must be obtained from out of coun
try. We have noted in recent months, howeve.r, that be
cause of internal distribution problems within South Viet
nam the Communist forces stationed in the food-deficit 
central highlands are obtaining rice supplies from Cambodia. 
The present estimates of the probabl~ build-up of Communist 
forces and rate~ .of cpmbat by mid-1967 would, .of course, 
increase· these requirements substantially. The total daily 
requirement by rnid-1967 could be in the order of 210 tons a 
day. The external requirement would then be 35 tons a day 
at present levels of combat or some 55 tons a day. if the 
level of combat should double. ·These external supply re
qul.rements are small ana their fulfillment requires the 
use of only a .. small percentage of the capacity of.the 
supply routes through Laos. 

b. Logistic Capacity-

The capability to move sqpplies overland 
through North Vietnam and Laos-.to South Vietnam is re
stricted by the capacity of the roads in Laos.. The cur
rent uninterdicted capacity of the in~iltration network 
in tfie Laotian-Pannanare-fOr trucK movement to po~ntS
within a rew-miles ·or south Vietn·anrrs-crbout·-4·00-tons a 
d~yTntfie ·a.r-y--seaso·11 an.a· ioo: ~f>ns a.-d·ay-rn. ~he-r·.~u:ny:-~ 
season. Corne« rafi1 ... or- e:·ome shine· -tnrs·-capacr£y~raffges 
from 5-20 times the current external logistic requirement 
of the Communist fo:t:ces in South Vietnam and.from 2-1 
times the probable external requirements·under current 
estimates of the probable build-up of Communist forces 
by mid-1967. 

Th~O"sp~cts a_;.~ .. d~_1;h~1; __ q9_ny_entional 
air interdiction can reduce the __ 9~pacity pf .this network 
to·-a:-reveT that would represent an effective ceiling on 
·the· volume of supplies that can be moved thr9ugh Lao~.· 
During the 30-day bombing pause from December 1965-
Januar:v:., 1966 some 8,000 sorties dropped 16,000 tons of 

. ordnance on the main supply routes in the Panhandle. In 
spite of this attack the level of truck traffic moving 
south during the same period--29 trucks per day--was twice 
the level of truck traffic in the same period one year 
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earlier. Similarly, a i analysis of 26 route 
segments interdicted during 1965 in MR IV in North Vietnam 
showed that route capacity was reduced on only nine seg
ments. On only two of these segments was capacity reduced 
more than 25 percent. 

rn view of these assessments and the fact 
that the level of traffic moving on these routes is a small 
volume of military traffic using, on the average, only 
slightly over 20.perqent of road capacity,. the Laotian 
supply network must be regarded as relatively invulnerable 
to_ coiiven_ €i"ona1-.rtJ.:·-·:trrt:"e"'rdi-cti-on. ------

2. Maintenance and Improvement of the Route 
·Through Laos 

The difficulty in interdicting the supply net
work through Laos is compounded by the intensive efforts 
which the North Vie~namese have expended in camouflaging 
roads, in effecting rapid repairs, in resorting.to night 
travel, and other innovations.to keep traffic moving, and 
at the same time to improve and expand the original net
work. As shown in the map (Fi.gure I-3) the -infi.l.tration 
network through Laos now consists of some 650 miles of 
roads compared with about 150 miles at the end of the 
1964 dry season. 

a. .Road Construc·tiori. 
' '~·-

At the end of 1964 the truckable road net~ 
work in Laos exten~ed.only as far south_as Muong Nonq. B~ 
the end of 1965 .the network had advanced.another 100 miles 
farther south. Dur1ng the 1966 dry season a more inten
sive effort was put forth. The southward route was ex
tended another 60 miles to the tri-border area and more 
than 100 miles of new·roads·were built in Laos and Cam
bodia to connect the infiltration network with the Cam
bodian road system. In addition, 130 miles of new alternate 
roads, including the alternates to Mu Gia Pass, were built 
in the northern part of the country. The details of the 
1965-66 construction are shown in Figure I-4. The net 
effect of the expansion in 1966 has been to provide an al
ternate route for every road that existed prior to the 
end of 1964. Furthermore the main north-south network has 
improved to the extent that some through truck traffic 
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apparently is moving for the first time during any rainy 
season. 

b. Labor Utilization 

In earlier years the supply movement through 
Laos was essentially jungle trails. In 1961, for example, 
some 2,000 men were required to operate the trail movement 
through Laos. The construction of an improved road system 
and the need to maintain it under conditions of air inter
diction required substantial inputs of manpower.-

The labor force engaged. in building and 
maintaining roads in the Laos Panhandle has an estimated 
total strength of 20-25,000 laborers, comprised-of Com
munist engineering troops supported by locally conscripted 
labor. The Panhandle is sparsely populated so that a large 
part of this labor force has been brought in from other 
parts of Laos or from countries adjacent to the Laos border -
including North Vietnam. We.are.unable to determine the 
nwnber of North Vietnamese in this labor force. Available 
reports indicate that North Vietnamese labor does work on 
routes 23, 911 and 92 if not ot?ers. 

The labor force on roads in-~aos is organ
iz_ed into workcamps similar to those in North Vietnam. 
They are located along the entire road system and probably 
dispersed as folJows: 

Location 

Mu Gia Pass/Rte 23 
(Including a rock 
quarry) 

Route 911/912 
(including a rock 
quarry) 

Route 914/92 

·Route 96 

Route 110 

No. of Camps 

1 

3 

1 

l 

1 

I-20 

. - . '~·-

Estimated Strength 

4,500 

9,000 

3,000 

3,000 

3,000 

Total 22,500 

.Z: 
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These workcamp organizations are responsible for designated 
segments of roads. The total strength of a workcamp will 
vary with the volume of work under way and the availability 
of local labor. Figure I-5 illustrates the rate at which 
these laborers have been able to complete road construction 
projects. The rapid expansion of the road net in 1965-
1966 and increases in traffic have made a larger maintenance 
force necessary. ·Given the remarkable increase in the 
mileage of new motorable roads constructed in the past year, 
it is believed that the present labor force can maintain the 
road net and can-expand the network even if the level of 
air strikes increases during 1966-67. 

Some construction equipment is being used 
for road building in Laos and has contributed to-·the rapid 
completion ·of new roads. Aerial photography ha·s shown un
identified .pieces of construction equipment~ prob~bly bull
dozers and roadgraders, at ·key routes under construction. 
It is believed that the inventory of construction equip
ment in the Laos Panhandle could be ~nereas~d du~ing 1966~67 
if the level of interdiction· by air strikes were increased-. 

c. Repair Activities 

Workcamps in Laos have been as efficient 
in the repair of bomb-damaged roads and bridges as their 
co·unterparts in North Vietnam. They have been able to 
build a new ti~er bridge at Ban Nap~ on route 8 within 
the 3-day interval of comparative· aerial photo.g_raphy. 
Photography also reveals the clearing of landslides 
caused by bombings on route 92 within .3.days_an~ repairs 
to interdicted portions .of route 110 within 3-4 hours. 
Moreover, the repairs have been carried out while the road 
system was in a stage of considerable expansion. 

3. Vulnerability of the Laotian Route 

The Communists in the Panhandle are better able 
to counteract the bombings now than they were a year ago. 
They apparently have the ability and resources to increase 
and improve countermeasures to air attack. Experience in 
Laos and in North Vietnam shows that conventional air in-

. terdiction is unlikely to create any significant or 
sustained reduction in the road capacity of the infiltra
tion network in Laos, as long as the Communist forces re
quire such a small volume of logistic support from North 
Vietnam. 
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The enormity of the task assigned to air in
terdiction is apparent in this example. We assume that 
the nature of the VC/NVA external logistic requirements 
remains essentially unchanged and that air interdiction 
has produced a sustained 25 percent reduction in the 
capacity of the supply network. Even under these assump
tions conven.tional air interdiction could not effec
tively reduce resupply capabilities through Laos 
until the VC/NVA force structure reached a level of at 
least six times the build-up estimated by mid.-19§7 _at 
current levels of combat, or until the mid-1967 force 
engaged in combat at a rate some ten times greater than 
that being waged in South Vietnam. 

. The most promising ·means of effectively re-
ducing Commun~st resupply capabilities are by denying them 
access to supplies in South Vietnam, forcing them to en
gage in a greater level of combat and at the same time 
denying them access_to the Cambodian ~nd sea infiltration 
routes. During the past drt s~ason·we esti~ate.that the 
Communist forces in the food-deficit central high1ands 
may have been receiving as much as 15 tons of rice daily 
from Cambodia. If this source-were denied and the rice 
had to be supplied from North Vietnam through Laos the 
logistic problem would become more difficurt. It would 
not be critical at this time·, but as the VC/NVA build-up 
continues the_excess of route capacity over supply re
quirements would be reduced si_gnificantly •. - ·--

B. Cambodia 

For years the Viet Cong have· used Cambodia as a 
sanctuary and as· ·a -minor source of supplies. With the 
expansion of Communist activities and .the introduction 
of NVA units into the conflict, even greater use.is 
being made of Cambodia.as a· sanctuary area and as a 
source of supplies. 

1. Sanctuary 

The Viet Cong and, more recently, North Viet
namese forces use Cambodian territory in many areas along 
the 600-mile border for sanctuary and bivouac purposes. 
Important Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army military 
facilities, such as rest camps, training areas, hospitals, 
workshops, and storage depots, now operate in Cambodia. 
Photography shows at least two Communist base areas in 
northeast Cambodia. (See the map, Figure I-6} 
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A recently captured Viet Cong document reveals 
in the clearest terms to date how the Comrnunists have been 
using Cambodian territory for sanctuary with the complicity 
of at least local Cambodian officials. The document is a 
report of an early April 1966 Viet Cong meeting dealing 
with problems associated with the use of Cambodian terri
tory. It makes clear the importance which the Viet Cong 
attaches to its Cambodian sanctuary and suggests that 
Cambodia will loom even larger in Comrnunist planning as 
the war intensifies in South Vietnam. The document indi
cates that the prlncipal use of Cambodian territory; at 
least in the Tay Ninh - Svay Rieng area, is to harbor rest 
and recovery camps for Viet Cong-wounded. 

2. Cambodia as a Source of Supplies 

· Most of the suppli~s procured by the Communists 
in Cambodia have been purchased in the open market in small 
amounts and moved clandestinely across_the border by primi
tive transport. In the past-year, h0wever, the. volume of 
supplies moved to the Communis.ts has definitely increased. 
Recent reporting, including captured documents, indicate 
that the VC are acquiring in C~i:nbodia substal)tial quantities 
of cloth, pharmaceuticals, surgical supplies,_ salt; fish, 
gasoline, communications equipment, and office supplies. 
Sihanouk has also made so called· "humanitarian" gifts of 
medicine and food to the Viet Cong. We estimate that at . 
least 5, 000 tons .. of rice and probably as much as 10, 000 tons 
have been so.l,d, to the Communists, A frequetitly-reported·figure 
of 20,000 tons appears to oe possible. During ·late 196S . 
and early 1966 Cambodian traders reportedly moved substan-
tial amounts of rice '.northward on tne Mekong. River to· cam- -
bodian towns of Kratie and Stung Treng. The rice was then 
moved onward by small water craft or by truck to the South 
Vietnamese and Laotian borders. For the first time we 
have reliable reports that truck convoys carrying· rice 
also crossed the border· four or five miles into Vietnam-
ese territory after nightfall. The Viet Cong control the 
border on four routes that enter Tay Ninh and Binh Long 
Provinces. The purchase of rice in Cambodia probably is 
a logistic expedient to supply VC/NVA units operating in 
rice deficit areas, instea<;l. of attempting to move the rice 
·from surplus areas within South Vietnam. 

The use of Cambodia as a transfer area or as 
a source of arms and ammunition is difficult to assess. 
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Almost certainly, the Communists have established arms 
caches on Cambodian territory for support of the VC and 
NVA forces. Cambodian troops may occasionally have pro
vided arms to the vc, but such incidents have not been 
widespread and apparently have not involved collusion or 
foreknowledge on the part of the Cambodian government. 

Arms shipments probably have also moved south 
from Laos through northeastern Cambodia into south Viet
nam. Developments in the fair-weather road network during 
the past dry season strongly suggest that the.route-was 
intended to support such traffic during the dry season 
(See the map). This traffic could have moved with per
mission of the local Cambodian authorities but without 
the knowledge of the officials in Phnom Penh. 

Even without th.e cooperation of the Cambodian 
government the Communists could make greater use of Cam
bodian territory. They could expand the current type 
of small-scale infiltration by .sending-more ·peop·le to 
purchase supplies in the open .market and by making more 
use of legitimate import houses and the Communist appara
tus in Phnom Penh. Instead of moving thes.e supplies 
across the border by clandestine means, they.can hire 
trucks to move supplies to the border-in the'.same manner 
th.at some shipments of food have already been made. 

Camb9dia, accordi~gly, must be regarded as a 
definite asset to the Communist· forces both as··-a sanctuary 
and as a major route for. optaining food and other supplies. 
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APPENDIX A 

RECUPERABILITY OF THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IN 
NORTH VIETNAM 

"In the task of ensuring communications, we scored many 
good achievements and gained much good experience in 1965. 
In the years to come, to develop past successes we must in
crease reserve projects, means of production, tool~ and 
equipment, and r·ationally organize the manpower necessary to 
repair and restore bridges and roads rapidly so as to ensure 
continuous transport." 

Nguyen Con, Chairman,-State 
Planning Committee, to the 
National Assembly of North 
Vietnam .- "'27 April 1966 

I. Effects of the Rolling Thunaer Program 

A. Overall 

As of mid-year 1966 direct. losses caused by air 
strikes against the transportat-i-on system in North Vietnam 
amounted to over $30 million or over three-fourths of the 
estimated cost of replacement of all eco-nomic- fac.ili ties 
damaged by the Rollin_g" Thunder program. -The air a.ttacks 
have accounted for the damage or des-t:i:'uction -of 46 rail and 
rail/highway bridges and 212 highway bridges. Losses of 
transport equipment were as follows*: 

Vessels 
Vehicles 
Railroad Freight Cars 
Locomotives 

Destroyed 

1,700 
800 
570 

8 

Damaged 

2,800 
950 
825 

6 

*These figures are basically those obtained from pilot re
ports but adjusted downward on the basis of photography and 
analysis of bomb damage assessments of individual strikes in 
an effort to eliminate both exaggeration and duplication. 
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In addition to these losses,· damage and dis- . 
ruption to the transport system has resulted from interdic
tion strikes against road systems and from attacks on rail
road yards at Vinh, Yen Bai, ·Thai Nguyen, and Nam Dinh. Both 
the amount of time and cost of repairing the damage result
ing from these strikes has been negligible. 

The air strikes to date have concentrated primarily on 
transportation targets in the southern part of North Vietnam. 
The most significant strikes, however, have been against 
transport routes in the northern and central parts of North 
Vietnam. The interdiction· program has produced relatively 
uneven results in attaining its objective of halting rail 
traffic. 

Only one rail line--Hanoi to. Thai Nguyen--has been 
open for through traffic· almost continuously since the.air 
strikes began.· The Hanoi to. Vinh line has been effectively 
interdicted for through rail service for most of the period. 
Through rail service on the Hanoi - LaQ Cai line, which 
carried an estimated· 30 percent of total rai·l t.raffic in 
1964, has been halted during most of the period since mid
July 1965. Interdiction of this line disrupted the export 
of apatite and stopped the movei:nent of Chinese tr~nsit traf-
fic to and from Yunnan Province. · 

The important Hanoi - Dong Dang and Hanoi-Haiphong 
lines which carry the bulk of North Vietnam's imports have 
been subjected·to the least amount of bombing. ,They are also 
the two lines . transiting terri t:6ry which provides more ~-1 ter
nati ves for bypasses and other expedients to maintain traffic 
movement. The Hanoi · ::- Pong Dang line h·as been interdicted for 
through service for ·a total of only . a few .. months. The Hanoi
Haiphong has been interdicted for a total of only a few 
weeks. Successful interdiction of the Hanoi - Dong Dang 
line would have particularly important and measu:i;:able et
fects. When the line came under heavy attack in late 1965 
the import of Chinese coal was shifted from rail to sea 
transport. The coal movement was shifted back to rail 
transportation in March 1966 but was noted to be again mov
ing by sea in May when the rail line was again interdicted 
for through traffic. 
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B. Damage to Bridges 

The status of the bridges damaged or destroyed by 
air attack is shown in the following tabulation: 

Damaged or 

Rail and 
Rail/Highway Bridges 

Destroyed 46 
Repaired 22 
To Be Repaired 24 

Highway 
Bridges 

212 
45 

167 

Total 

258 
67 

191 

The North Vietnamese have found it necessary to repair 
slightly over 25 percent of· the bridges damaged or destroyed. 
Rather than effect costly and probably short lived repairs 
they have chosen to concentrate oP the-construction of al
ternate bypasses such as fords, ferries and temporary 
bridges. A total of 173 alternate ·crossings have been con
firmed by aerial photography. These alternate crossings 
have been used particularly to.sustain hiqhway transport. 
The net effect is that North Vietnam now has more highway 
crossings than it had before the start of the bombings. 

The use of temporary expedients to ensure continuous 
transport is _particularly attractive to the No·r·th Vietnamese 
not only because the exped;ients are generally less vulner
able· to air attack but also because they can·be·implemented 
at far less cost. .The· permanent .repair "t?r r_econstruction · 
of the bridges attaeked to date would cost North Vietnam an 
estimated $12.2 million. The cost of temporary repairs and 
other expedients to maintain traffic, however, has been only 
$2.9 million. 

II. Countermeasures to Air Attack 

A. Repair of Bridges 

As indicated above_, one of the major responses of the 
·North Vietnamese to the air attack on their transportation 
has been to use temporary expedients to keep traffic moving. 
The following survey of the damage or destruction of bridges 
on the principal rail lines illustrates this point in detail. 
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Hanoi to Vinh 

This line is approximately 170 nautical miles (nm) 
in length and includes 26 major bridges (over 90 feet in 
length) and 48 minor bridges (less than 90 feet long). 
Eleven of the 26 major bridges have been damaged by air 
strikes. Seven of these have an operational bypass bridge 
or one under construction. Four have no bridge bypass, but 
in all cases there is evidence of some means of crossing 
such as foot bridges, pontoon bridges, or ~erry c_ro~sing. 

Although 15 bridges have not been damaged, three of 
them have bypass bridges already under construction; a re
flection of North Vietnam's widespread pre-strike_ planning. 

Vinh to Xom Khe .. 

On this stretch of line, which is approximately 
52 run long, 6 major ~nd 4 minor bridges have been damaged 
or destroyed. Fifty percent·have·evidence of bypass efforts 
in addition to attempts at repair of the original bridge. 

The North Vietnamese ha:ve.demonstrated considerable 
ingenuity and expertise in keeping traffic moving.on this 
line and there is little or no indication that these capa
bilities have diminished appreciably. 

Hanoi to., Dong Dang. 

The line from Hanoi to the Chinese border is approxi
mately 86 nautical mil.es in length. 'rhere are 25 bridges 50 
feet and over in leng'th. Ten of these b-ridges may be· con-
sidered as major structures. 

Photographic coverage is available on seyen bripges, 
of which all but two have railroad bypasses either operable 
or under construction. At least three major bridges on this 
line have been damaged by u. s. air strikes. Repairs to 
these bridges are being carried out with modern equipment; 
the new substructures are massive and the repairs appear to 
be of a permanent nature. The nature of these repairs and 

.the installation of dual gauge track in certain locations 
give every indication that the North Vietnamese hope to keep 
this line open under all conditions. 
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Hanoi to Haiphong 

This line, the most important for the movement of 
imported economic goods, is approximately 52 miles in length. 
Two bridges have been damaged by air attack. 

Bypass activity incl~des a new temporary bridge 
which is assumed to be operational, as well as an existing 
ferry crossing in the immediate vicinity. Repairs to the 
damaged original bridges are in evidence, though lack of 
photography preqludes. a determination of the pac~ of repair. 

Hanoi to Lao Cai 

The line from Hanoi to the Chinese border is approxi
ma~ely 156 nautical miles in length and has 45 major and 29 
minor bridges .. Photographic coverage shows.the d~mage or 
destruction of 4 major and 9 minor bridges above Yen Bai and 
in rough terrain along the Red River. The Viet Tri bridge, 
located south of Yen_ B.ai, was' destroyed late in June of this 
year. The rugged nature of the terrain and.the constrictive 
nature of the road bed has forced the North Vietnamese to 
repair the damaged structures rather than resort to bypasses. 
Only two bypasses are discernib-le in avaiJ:ab-le photography. 

Highway Bridges 

Damage or destruction of a highway bridge in North 
Vietna.~ does no~·present the co~plications a~sociated with 
such an act in more industrialized countries.·. --This is borne 
out by a graphic review of the status of damC'.lge~ highway · 
bridges since Novembe~ 1965. · · 

Figure I~1 shows the cumulative totals of bridges of 
all types which have been destroyed or damaged plotted 
against the total number of bridges in need of repair at any 
given time. The diffe-rence between the two lines is the to
tal number of bridges repaired. During the bombing pause 
from 24 December 1965 to 30 January 1966 the number of 
bridges repaired is seen to be appreciable. The difference 
since that period generally remains the same. The costs to 
repair or reconstruct the damaged bridges is shown in two 
categories--the cost of permanent repair and cost of tempo
rary repairs that were made to keep traffic moving around 
all damaged structures. The.decreasing trend shown for the 
cost of temporary repairs reflects the increased use of al
ternate methods of bypassing a given vulnerable crossing. 
This is more clearly shown in Figure I-8. 
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Figure I-8 presents the status of the highway bridges 
only. The total of highway bridges damaged or destroyed is 
plotted against the total of bridges actually repaired, the 
number of alternate crossings, and the number of crossings to 
which no repairs have been made and no alternate means of 
transportation have been provided. To further clarify re
pairs and alternate crossings this is divided into total 
bridge repairs and total alternate crossings. 

The total of bridges repaired (45) is around one
fourth of the total number (173) of new alternate crossings. 
The total of these two categories now exceeds the total of 
212 highway bridges which were damaged or destroyed. As of 
1 June, fords accounted for 65 percent of all alternate 
crossings with bypass bridges, ferries, foot bridges and 
pontoon bridges ranking--in descending order• The largest 
number of bridges destroyed, have been at crossings which 
have shallow streams, at least during the dry season. The 
longer and more important bridges are 9t locations requiring 
other than crossings- by fords •. At these more important 
crossings, more than one type .of temporary crossing is usu
ally in evidence. 

In sum, the North Vietr1amese are pre~ently ··in a bet
ter position to keep their lines of highway-transportation 
open, by ha_ving developed a high degree of skill in repairing 
damaged structures and in building more alternate crossings 
in order to incr~ase the options available for the routing 
of highway traffic. 

B. Improvement p~ Rail Lines 
- -· 

As the air strikes extended into the northern part of 
North Vietnam, the Hanoi regime undertook more permanent 
measures to ensure the operation of the vital Ha~oi - D9ng 
Dang line, and the connecting lines to Haiphong_and Thai 
Nguyen. 

Construction is under way to provide greater flexi
bility and limit the effectiveness of attempts to interdict 
these lines. A third rail is being laid along the Hanoi -
Dong Dang line at least be.tween the Chinese border and Kep, 
and possibly all the way to Hanoi. When this work is com
pleted, probably within the next few months to Kep, both 
standard-gauge and meter-gauge rolling stock can be used on 
the line. As noted above several rail bypasses to bridges 
and at least one bypass around the city of Lang Son have been 
constructed or are currently under construction. In 
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addition, a standard-gauge rail line is under construction be
tween Kep and the iron and steel complex at Thai Nguyen. Com
pletion of the Kep - Thai Nguyen line, probably by the end of 
1966, will provide the North Vietnamese with an alternate 
rail supply route in case of interdiction of the Hanoi - Dong 
Dang line between Kep and the Hanoi area, and will also per
mit the use of standard-gauge equipment for the movement of 
coke and coal from China to Thai Nguyen. If the line is in
terdicted between Kep· and Dong Dang, the North Vietnamese 
can use rail shuttle i:?ervice between bombed br.idgS!S _in addi
tion to shifting much of the volume of supplies to sea trans
portation. 

Rail shuttle service also has been noted .. on the 
Hanoi-Haiphong line when the Hai Duong bridge is interdicted. 
Both a highway.bypass bridge and a railroad bypaSS! bridge 
have been constructed to circumvent the Hai Duong bridge in 
case of interdiction. Both of these bridges have spans that 
can be detached during. the day and floa-ted i!J.to :place for 
use at night. Large barges with ·rails across them are being 
used as bridge spans for the rail bypass bridge. In addi
tion, there are several waterways connecting Haiphong· with 
Hanoi and other major cities which have a ... total capacity in 
excess of the capacity of the railroad. · 

C. New Road.Construction and Improvement 

The North Vietnamese ha,ve ·molinted a maj.or effort to 
keep the road ·system functioning, particularly the vital. 
links in Military Region IV (MR !V) wh~Qh.ca~ry.supplies to 
the Communist forces-in Laos and South Vietnam. Sine~ the 
beginning of the·allted bombing over -200 ·miles of roads have 
been constructed and over 300 miles have been improved. 
At the present time about 60 miles of new roads are under 
construction. 

The emphasis on new road construction is to provide 
a new inland route south from Thanh Hoa to Dong Hoi in 
MR IV. This new route, to be completed by the fall of 1966, 
will provide an alternate to the heavily interdicted coastal 
route. The new route follows terrain which avoids stream 

.crossings and possible chokepoints. The development of 
this new route and the improvement of existing routes are 
providing the Vietnamese with an increased flexibility and 
capacity for the movement of supplies southward which is be
coming increasingly difficult to overcome by bombing methods. 
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D. Use of Labor, Materials and Equipment 

By the end of 1965, the North Vietnamese had devel
oped its workcamp organization into a viable system with an 
estimated 70-100,000 workers. The air strikes which started 
in February 1965 concentrated first upon Military Region IV 
which has its headquarters at Vinh. The initial North Viet
namese response to the air attacks seemed confused and dis
organized. This state of affairs apparently lasted for only 
a relatively short period because the level of traffic flow 
at that time was ·onlyc slightly diminished. · Before the year 
was out the level of traffic in MR IV had reached new highs. 

The labor force of construction workcamps in MR IV 
in early 1965 totaled about 5,000 men of varying .. degrees of 
roadbuilding experience.· Workcamps from northeast and. north
west North Vietnam were traps~erred to the Vinh area during 
April and May. Cormnon laborers and youth from Hanoi and 
Haiphong also were sent south to Vinh in June-July and as 
many as 60,000 youth· may have been added to ·the workcamp 
force. The original workers who-had some skill became the 
nucleus for teaching _the inexperienced labor on the job. In 
addition, a small share of the labor force. was sent to local 
training classes and to Communist China.to learn the opera
tion, maintenance and repair of construction ·_equipment. 

These workcamps implemented the contingency plans 
set up in Hanoi P.Y stationing·units at chokepoints, shifting 
labor to heavily bombed ~reas, ·procuring b~ilqing materials· 
and setting up motor pools, for c0nstruction equipment. ·-

As a result~ot" this pre-strike pl.anning the North -
Vietnamese are now better able to counteract the air strikes 
than they were a year ago. They have the ability and re
sources to increase and improve the countermeasures still 
further. The chokepoints are less critical now _fl"ecause ·al
ternate routes and crossings have been constructed. More
over, the labor force has gained a great deal of experience 
in making quick repairs, using camouflage and carrying out 
other innovations to deceive the enemy. 

The major share of. repair work is carried out by 
·simple repair methods and with basic building materials, pri
marily timber and rock products that are at present in ade
quate supply. There are an estimated 6. rock quarries in 
MR IV near key routes such as lA, 15 and 7 that supply rock 
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products for repair and roadbuilding projects. Bamboo, the 
universal building material of southeast Asia, is used ex
tensively in construction of temporary highway bridges. Two 
saw mills in western Nghe An Province provide large dimension 
timber for repairs to railroad bridges. The North Vietnam
ese recently have also purchased large dimension timber from 
Cambodia, which indicates a possible shortage of larger 
sizes. Although the North Vietnamese use all salvageable 
components at a damaged bridge, shortages of timber in 1966-67 
might necessitate shipment of steel bridge girders from the 
north, particularly from the assembly area at the-Thai Nguyen 
Iron and Steel Combine or Communist China. 

The inventory of construction equipment used by the 
workcamps has increased since the start of the bombings and 
continued negotiations by the North Vietnamese with other 
Communist countries undoubtedly will provide additional 
units during 1966-67. The estimated inventory of construc
tion equipment in use for road construction and bridge re
pair in MR IV consists of the following: 

~ January 1965 June 1966 

Bulldozers 30 65 
Mobile Cranes 25 35 
Scrapers 5 20 
Road Graders 20 30 

Although the USSR and other Conununist countri~s ·have supplied 
many dwnp trucks . to. :&orth Vietnam fQr aiq . prpj ects, it is not 
known how many have -been earmarked for use in construction 
work in MR IV. 

The experience-gained by North Vietnames~· in expand
ing the road network and in building alternate as well as 
additional stream crossings has given them greater expertise 
and speed in the repair of bomb-damaged structures and roads. 
As more labor and equipment is made available to the work
camps, even greater speed will be achieved in completing re
pairs. A selective listing of the speed with which these 
·measures are completed is shown in Table I-3. The listing 
reflects activity in MR IV and cannot be considered represen
tative of the more extensive repair work that has been ob
served on the rail bridges farther north. 
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PL11? :M' GP sm:E 
Table I-3 

North Vietnam 
Selected Recuperation Times on Repair Work in Military Region TV 

Location 

Bridge and Ferry on Route lA 
(unlocated) 
Same work site 

Cau Giat Bridge (1915N/1054oE) 

Route 15, km 262-266 

Dia Loi Ferry_ (1816N/10540E) ·· 

Route 15 at Dia I.pi 
Build ford and fill cr~t~rs in road 

Loe Yen Bridge (1810N/10542E) 

Khe Thai Ford (unlocated) 

Muong Sen Ferry (1924N/10408E) 

Khe Quyen Bridge (unlocated) 

Hanoi-Vinh Rail-line at Dien Chau 
Repair track at km 300 

Hiem Bridge (unlocated) 
Repaired 3 damaged.spans 
Route 15 segment 

Time 

10.5 hours 
{for small vehicles) 
30.5 hours 
{for large vehicles) 

2 days 
(for 8-ton vehicles) 

29 hours---

21 ·hours· 

7 d_ays 

24 hours 

30 hours. 

48 bours 

48 hours 

12 hours 

30 hours 
8 hours 
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E. Possible Innovations in 1966-67 

The main effort by the North Vietnamese in 1966-67 
will be to further improve the lines of communications 
within the Rolling Thunder target zone and additional pre
strike preparations in the Hanoi-Haiphong sanctuary area in 
anticipation of air strikes against communications in this 
zone. Additional alternate routes and stream crossings will 
probably be completed and greater effort made to camouflage 
them. The Chinese engineer units northeast of Hanoi will 
continue to maintain the Dong Dang rail line, ·the-reby allow
ing greater Vietnamese flexibility in allocating resources to 
maintain lines of communications in other areas. More in
novations can be expected in bridge repair methods to speed 
up restoration, particularly construction of mo~e· pontoon 
bridges, ferries, and fords. · · · 

If the rate of air str1kes against the logistics tar
gets system were doubled the North Vietnamese would probably 
be able to cope with-the addtt~onal damage by increasing the 
labor force working on lines of communications by 40,000-
50, 000 persons. The additions· to the labor force need not be 
greater because of the large amount of wor~ already done in 
expanding the road system and ouilding bypasses and other 
temporary crossings. The main thrust_of future labor efforts 
will be in maintenance and repair of this expanded road sys
tem. The North Vietnamese have made an impressive demonstra
tion of their proficiency in the ~peedy repair of inter- · 
dieted roads. 

III. Effect of Air Attacks on Traffic Movements 

A. Through J.une.1966 

Interdiction of the transportation network at the 
levels carried out through mid-1966 has not succeeded in re
ducing the traffic carried by the North Vietnamese transpor
tation system. Unless there is a substantial increase in the 
level of interdiction, the North Vietnamese should have no se
rious difficulty in maintaining both the volume of imports and 
exports carried by land transport in 1965 and in sustaining<'. 
the total transport performance of a11·modes of transporta-

·tion. The estimated volume of imports and exports moved by 
rail on the Hanoi - Dong Dang line in 1965 was about 30 percent 
greater than that carried in 1964. This increase created 
no additional problems for the rail system because of the 
loss of Chinese transit traffic.during the last half of the 
year. Total transport performance in 1965 by all modes of 
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transportation in terms of tons carried increased by about 
5 percent above the 1964 level. Total tons carried during 
the first half of 1966 are estimated to have continued to 
increase slightly. (See Table I-4). The slight decreases 
in railroad performance were more than compensated by in
creases in highway, inland water, and coastal water perform
ance. Total performance in terms of ton-miles, however, is 
estimated to have decreased slightly in 1965 and in the 
first half of 1966. 

Table I-4 

NORTH VIETNAM 

Transport Performance, 1964-1965, and First Half 1966 

Jan -
1964 1965. .. June 1966 

Total Performance: 

Million tons 'carried 20.6 21.7 11.0 
Million t"on-miles 1,200 i,160 550· 

International Trade by Rail: 

Imports (thousand tons 
carried) 180 350 N. A. 

Exports (thousand tons 
carried) 220 170 N. A. 
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The most serious problem for the North Vietnamese in 
maintaining the 1965 level of transport performance during 
July 1966 - June 1967, assuming the current level of air at
tacks and choice of targets, is the possibility of more fre
quent interdiction of the Hanoi - Dong Dang and Hanoi-Haiphong 
rail lines. 

More frequent interdiction of these lines would dis
rupt the normal flow of through traffic from China but we 
estimate that the interdiction would not reduce the capacity 
of the lines below the levels needed to handle the normal 
volume of military and civilian supplies imported over the 
rail connections to China. 

B. Intensive Interdiction of Transportation .. 

A significant escalation of the air attacks against 
North Vietnam could have more meaningful results. To illus
trate this we assume an escalated program of air attacks 
that results in the -continue_d ;i.nterdiction of all major 
rail, highway, and combination rail/highway bridges, includ
ing bypass bridges, throughout North Vietnam. Port facil
ities at Haiphong, Cam Pha, and Hon Gai, the major railroad 
repair shop at Gia Lam, and al1 major railroad yards are 
also assumed to be subjected to effe~tive and repeated air 
attacks. Significant military and economic targets such as 
the remaining petroleum storage facilities and the Haiphong 
cement plant are also taken under attacko · 

The postulated attack wopld present North Vietnam 
with an immediate and severe problem in maintaining normal 
traffic movements, _ p_?-rticularly the vital import traf-fic. -

Sustained interdiction of the lines of communication 
would force the Communists to allocate considerable amounts -
of manpower and materials to maintain the railro·ad line·s and 
alternate routes.·. Intensive armed reconnaissance would stop 
all daylight traffic and disrupt night traffic, thus slowing 
down movement and making the logistic resupply of Communist 
forces considerably less reliable than at present. 

In order to maintain imports normally carried by 
ocean-going ships the North Vietnamese would have several 
alternatives. These include the diversion of seaborne trade 
to South China ports and using land transport routes or 
coastal shipping to move cargoes to and from North Vietnam; 
the use of small watercraft to load and unload ocean-going 
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ships while they are anchored outside North Vietnam ports; 
and the use of other minor ports in North Vietnam. 

If only one-half of the normal traffic through Hai
phong could be handled by lighters and other craft once the 
port is closed and. watercraft are subject to 24-hour armed 
reconnaissance, the other half would probably move through 
China by rail to North Vietnam. In this case 800 tons* per 
day of general cargo imports and up to 400 or 500 tons per 
day of petroleum imports would be transferred to rail trans
port. Railroad.connections to Communist China a~e currently 
operating at only about one-third capacity. This added traf
fic would compel North Vietnam and China to divert some over
land traffic via Yunnan Province and the Hanoi - Lao Cai line. 
Both lines would then be forced to atte.mpt to op·erate at 
full capacity under intt?.rdicted ·conditions •. If. production 
in the cement plant were also halted at the same time, an 
additional import requireme·nt ·for cement, probably as high as 
1,700 tons a day would be generated. This additional tonnage 
would raise traffic far beyond the u~interdicted. capacity of 
the Hanoi - Dong Dang rail line,-the principal ·import route. 
The overburdening of the rail ·1ines would become more acute 
if even less traffic could be handled by lightering and/or 
coastwise movement. -

The North Vietnamese would probably.be forced to 
make greater use of highway and inland water traffic. Al
though it is e.?Ctremely diffic':llt .to interdict these systems, 
their greater use would increase the opportunities for ha- . 
rassment of actual traffic movement. The roads from China 
are estimated to have a limited capacity in the.rainy season 
of about 1,000 tons-EWPD. In the area north of Hanoi-the 
height of the rai,ny_season occurs during·Jul:y through 
September. A sustained high level of interdiction during 
this period would be more effective in reducing the gap be
tween transport capabi_l;i. ties. and the volume of traffic to be 
moved. 

The intensified attacks would have little impact in 
halting either essential imports or the flow of petroleum 

*short tons are used throughout this Appendix. 
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necessary to sustain the logistic pipeline to South Vietnam. 
The amount of petroleum needed to sustain this system is 
small. ·North Vietnamese forces and civilian activities in 
MR IV, which includes the four southern provinces of the 
country, were consuming petroleum at the rate of 1,500 tons 
per month at the end of 1965. With the higher level of 
transport activity observed during the 1966 dry season, the 
average level of consumption in MR IV probably amounted to 
about 2,000 tons per month. The delivery of this petroleum 
as well as other supplies (including food) to MR IV prob
ably requires a~ additional 500 tons of fuel per ~on~h. 

The movement of supplies to and through Laos re
quires the consumption of only a small share of the petro
leum moved into MR IV. At the end of 1965, it appeared that 
only about 400 tons of the 1,500 tons per month·shipped to 
MR IV were used in the.Laotian Panhandle. At present,·this 
amount probably has increased to 500-600 tons. Trucks used 
to carry supplies destined for South Vietnam are estimated 
to consume about one~f9urth of the fue~ moved into the Pan-
handle. · 

The restrictions of rail traffic and the consequent 
additional requirements on truck and inland water .transporta
tion would seriously affect the availabi·lity of tra·nsporta
tion for all nonessential economic needs. This lack of 
transport availability in conjunction with the disruption of 
imports through the ports would soon cause modern industry 
to grind to a lialt unless subst;~ntial stockp:1=1~-~ of raw ma
terials had been accumulated at the plants •. Even if some of 
the plants had stockpiles sufficient to _conti_nu~ operating, 
internal distribution or export of their_ products wou~d be 
seriously handicapped by insufficient· transportation. Modern 
industry, however,· represents only a small portion of North 
Vietnam's economic output. 

If modern industry were forced to a standstill by 
escalated air attacks, demands for internal distribution for 
the industrial sector would be eliminated. The loss of de
mand for petroleum for the industrial sector would permit 
the allocation of most of the available petroleum to the 
transportation of military supplies, food, and other civil-

.ian essentials such as civil defense items and medicines. 
This transport capacity would be supplemented by the use of 
primitive transport. 
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The immediate and direct effect of the increased in
terdiction of the transport system on the availability of 
food would not be serious. Existing food storage facilities 
in the countryside are so decentralized that they require 
little transportation by modern means. The distribution of 
food to the cities, mainly Hanoi, Haiphong, and Nam Dinh, 
however, would be more difficult • 

. The long-range effect on the production and distribu
tion of food, however, could cause some serious problems. 
The intensified. air attacks on the level .assumed -in -this re
port probably would aggravate manpower shortages and further 
disrupt that part of the irrigation system dependent on 
petroleum and electric power and could cause the decrease in 
food production. Decreased food production in ~onjunction 
with a decrease in transport capability could aggravate the 
problem of supplying a· sufficient amount of food to· the 
larger cities. The transport problem probably still would 
not be critical, however, because only 4 percent of the 
population lives in the thre~ l.argest cities. and. only 7 per
cent lives in all cities of more "than 10,000 pe·rsons. 

• 
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ANNEX II 

( 

THE EFFECTS OF SOVIET AND CHINESE INVOLVEMENT 
IN THE WAR ON THE VIETNAMESE COMMUNISTS 

I. Introduction 

There is sub~tantial evidence that the.politicai posi
tions of the Soviet Union and Communist China on-the war, 
and the amount of their material assistance to the war ef
fort, are highly significant influences on Vietnamese Com
munist policy. The importa.nce of Soviet and Chinese sup
port and assistance has been readily admitted by the Viet
namese. In his April 19'65 speech setting forth the situa
tion and tasks facing the Vietnamese after the US-began 
bombing the North, Premier Pham Van Dong said simply that 
the "more" the Vietnamese are "supported and assisted in 
all fields by the socialist campt• the more they will be 
able to struggle vigorously and resolutely" against the 
enemy in Vietnam.. In April of 1966, Dong re-emphasized 
the significance of bloc backing in a dec~aration.that the 
"victories" of the Vietnamese people are not.only the re
sults of their own effor~s, but are aiso th~ ."result of 
the infinitely valuable sympathy, support and assistance 
by the fraternal socialist co~ntries." 

The Vietnamese view bloc support as valuabre in SUS~ 
taining and, in some ways,. increasing the military pres
sure the Communis.ts .. can bring to bear ·in_ South Vietnajn. 
They also see it.as a protective umbrella which partially 
inhibits direct allied military pressure on the ORV and 
helps to negate the effects of the bombing of the North. 
Firm Soviet and Chinese backing also helps complete the .. 
ideological equation i"rf the ·conflict so important to the 
Communists, i. e., this is a "war of liberation" and it 
is the duty of all Communists to support and encourage 
such wars. 

II. The Significance of Economic and Military Aid 

A. General Level of Aid 

In an apparent response to the allied air offen
sive, military and economic assistance provided by the 
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USSR and Communist China increased sharply in 1965. Al
though the total amounts of aid extended during 1965 are 
not known, reasonably firm evidence enables us to estimate 
that military aid amounting to about $250 million and eco
nomic aid of about $100 million was probably delivered in 
1965. The Communist allies have undoubtedly undertaken 
commitments to provide additional assistance but we are 
unable to make any meaningful estimates of the total value 
of these commitments. There is reliable evidence that the 
USSR in 1965 did commit itself to extend additional as
sistance of at least $160 million. We do not know i-f this 
extension is for military or economic programs. The 
weight of available evidence suggests that it is not for 
weapons but is probably intended as assistance in the re
building of bomb damaged facilities or for defens.e re
lated activitiei. 

The immediate significance of the military and 
economic aid provided by other Communi~t countries is that 
it provides North Vietnam the material means· to carry out 
its aggressive programs. North Vietnam is significant 
militarily as a logistic base for the transmission of mil
itary supplies to South Vietn~~ as a source_of manpower, 
and as the center for control of the insurgency. As a 
primitive economy it has a capability-to produce only mi
nor items of military equipment and relies on other Commu
nist countries for all of its heavy military equipment and 
most of its small arms and ammunition. Material assist
ance to North .Vietnam is also s·ignificant as ·a~t"-apparent · 
commitment of other Communist countries to underwrite .the 
material costs of the war and to assist·in the recon
struction of North Vietnam's econom~~.. Th.ese. assurances 
undoubtedly underlie North Vietnam's apparent willingness 
to lose its economic facilities to air attack and to per
sist in its pursuit of the war in South Vietnam •... This ~t
ti tude is undoubtedly strengthened by the knowle~ge that 
even more assistance will be forthccming in 1966. Prelim
inary data on shipping to North Vietnam show that imports 
continue to rise above 1965 levels. At the same time ex
ports are continuing to decline so that the growing import 
surplus can only be financed by additional assistance from 
Communist countries. 

B. Economic Aid 

Known economic credits and grants extended by Com
munist countries through 1962 amounted to more than $956 
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million. (See Table II-1). About 4~ percent of the total 
was in the form of gr~•ts. By the end of 1964 from $550-
800 million or 60-80 parcent of the extension had been 
drawn. The USSR accot.:...1.ted for $370 million (40 percent) 
of total extensions ar.j Communist China provided $457 mil
lion (48 percent). Th: remaining $130 million was sup
plied by the European :ommunist countries and token amounts 
were provided by Alban~a, North Korea, and Mongolia. 

After an appar:nt hiatus of two years the Soviet 
program for economic assistance to North Vietnam was 
revived in February 19'-ss when Premier Kosygin visited 
Hanoi. As the war expanded substantial new extensions of 
economic aid were made in mid-1965. The only public state
ments about the value ~~d composition of the aid has come 
from Hungary which is reported to have granted a· modest 
$5.5 million for trucks,-telecommunications equipm~nt, 
medical supplie·s, and r:achine tools. Rumania is also re
ported by intelligence sources to have extended a credit 
of $4.4 million. 

In December 19€3 and January 1966 new aid agree
ments were signed with all Communist countries, suggesting 
that the mid-1965 agree:nents were small. Since then other 
Communist countries hava promised increased assistan·ce for 
North Vietnam. In May 1966, Moscow reported ·an agreement 
to provide technical assistance; additional Chinese aid 
for agriculture was anr.~uncea in July. All the Warsaw 
Pact members also .. pledc:;ed increased economic a,iQ,_ to North 
Vietnam in July 1966. · - - · 

We estimate tha~ deliveries of economic aid in 
1965 were in the order. :if $100 million· or -·from 20-40 per
.cent above the average annual level in 1955-1964. In the 
last nine months, howevar, an unusually large number of 
new soviet industri_gl_a~d contracts with North Vietnam 

···rn June 1966 Soviet specialists 
were reported .i1i'"1roith ·.rietnam to determine equipment 
needs for constructing ~ew enterprises and rebuilding 
those destroyed by US a~r attacks. 

All of these developments foreshadow a substantially 
increased aid in 1966 a~d 19.67, a trend already confirmed 
by our intelligence on ~he volume and composition of North 
Vietnamese imports. -
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c. Military Aid 

Military aid to North Vietnam which had previously 
been on a relatively small scale reached at least $250 
million in 1965.* About three-fourths of this aid, by 
value, was provided by the USSR as the supplier of North 
Vietnam's modern air defenses, particularly its SAM sys
tem and jet interceptors. The approximately $50 million 
provided by Communist China was limited principally to con
ventional arms. 

l. Soviet Military Aid 

By the end of 1965 Soviet military aid to 
North Vietnam approached $4_~0 million. The sequence and 
value of Soviet arms aid to North Vietnam was as follows· 
(in million US $) !** 

1953-63 
1964 
1965 

Total 

. ·222· 
53 

167 

442 

Military aid extended after August 1964 and in 
early 1965 probably"was completely delivered by the end of 
1965. Major deliveries -included equipment for. about 20 
surface~to-air missile firing· battalions, 8 IL-28 light jet 
bombers, 11 MIG-21 jet. -fighters, 25 MIG-1.5/16 jet fighters, 
over 1,000 AA guns ranging from 37-lOO·m.rn., -and hundreds.of 
vehicles. (See Table II-2). 

' J 

*The value of military aid is expressed in Soviet for
eign trade prices. 

**Values, reported in rubles_, have been converted to dol
lars at the official exchange rate: 1 ruble = US $1.11. 
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1 The cost 
o-r-Th-n--f"ecnnical assistance was probably less' than $10 
million. 

Following North Vietnam's active confrontation 
with the US in the Tonkin Gulf incidents of August 1964, 
the Soviets extended Hanoi the reported $53 million grant 
listed above for antiaircraft and including $17 million 
for surface~to-air missile systems and missile and flight 
training for North Vietnamese crews. Shortly.after Kosy
gin's visit to Hanoi "in February 1965, another $167-mil
lion was reportedly granted for aircraft and additional 
antiaircraft and SAM equipment. 

An indication of continued military aid in 
1966 is contained in reports on the "Gratuitous Aid and 
Technical Assistance Agreement" signed in Moscow ln De
cember 1965. ReportedJ.y, the USSR agreed to provide large 
quantities of 130-nun antiaircraft guns~ other ground 
equipment, and possibly 60 additional MIG-21 jet fighters. 
Although not enough is known on types and quantities of 
equipment to permit an estimate of the value of the arms 
portion of the agreement, the cost of the. ·antiaircraft 
guns and jet fighters alone will exceed $80 million. 

2. Chinese Military Aid 

The~e is little information on Chinese mili
tary aid to North Vietnam, but.we estimate.that total aid 
by the end of 1965 was on .the order of $125 million of · 
which about $50 rnilLion was delivered·i~ 1965. "Although 
the North Vietnamese-armed forces are structured basically. 
on Chinese rather than Soviet lines, until ·1960-61 they 
were equipped largely with weapons from the USSR. From 
1960 to the Gulf of Tonkin incidents in August 1964 
Chinese arms aid to Hanoi probably increased to.a point 
where it equalled--if it did not exceed--Soviet arms aid. 
Following the Gulf of Tonkin incidents, the Chinese con
tinued to provide some weapons, including 44 MIG-15/17 jet 
fighters and 4 Shanghai-class fast patrol boats, but fell 
far behind the USSR as the major·arms supplier. The major 
Chinese contribution to Hanoi's war effort has been as a 
provider of military construction units and materials and, 
possibly, operational antiaircraft elements. 

Some elements of Chinese military units are 
positioned in Northeast and Northwest near the main railroad 
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lines leading to Yunnan and Kwangsi. Elements of two rail
way engineer divisions of the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) 
and an antiaircraft division are known to be in these areas. 
Although little is known regarding the size of this force, 
it is estimated that from 25,000 to 45,000 Chinese may be 
involved. 

Aside from these operational units, Chinese 
military technicians in North Vietnam may exceed 1,000. 
Unconfirmed repprts s,tate that 200 North Vietnam~se_ pilots 
and ground crews trained in China in 1961-64. Although 
little is known on the numbers of Chinese technicians ad
vising North Vietnam in the period 1961-64, they are be
lieved not to have been so large as to move the-cost of 
this military technical assistance above the $10 million 
spent by t~e USSP.. 

3. Other Communist Military Aid 

Military aid supplied to· North Vietnam by the 
Com-:.unist countries of Eastern Europe before 1965 was 
n~gligible. The major items of military and emergency re
..:onstruction aid extended or delivered by_ these countries 
since then may be summarized as follows: 

Donor Country 

Czechoslovakia 
East Germany 
Hungary 
Poland 
Rumania 

Nature of Aid 

·small Arms, .Ammunition 
10 Field Hospitals 
Medicine~,- Hospital _ 
Barges, Trucks, Hsopital 
Vehicles, Trucks 

East European aid primcfrily ·is of a quasimili tary, defense 
support nature (even the Czechoslo\rakian small arms were 
mainly sporting rifles for training purposes). This aid 
has gained impetus in 1966 and may be expected to increase 
substantially in the future. 

D. Bloc Aid as a Critical Factor in Continuing the War 

Although Soviet and Chinese military and economic 
aid has been small in terms of their capabilities, it is 
absolutely vital to North Vietnam's ability to adequately 
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defend its territory and to support the insurgency in 
South Vietnam. A cessation of bloc military aid would, in 
fact, almost certainly make it impossible for the Vietnamese 
to sustain the war in South Vietnam at its present level 
of intensity. 

North Vietnam has no productive capability to 
produce heavy military equipment or the new family of 
weapons with which the VC Main Forces are being equipped. 
The NVA and VC Main F.orces are totally dependent_on.out
side sources for the 7.62 family of weapons and the heavier 
weapons being introduced into South Vietnam. If these 
sources were denied, the VC/NVA forces would be deprived 
of their major offensive capabilities, and once·stock
piles were· exhausted these forc·es would be compelled to 
revert to a much lower "ievel of mili ta.ry activity_. 

Since the available evidence points not only to 
a continuation, but to a probable increase in bloc aid 
during the last half of 1966", it ·doe·s not appear likely 
that the Vietnamese Communists will be faced with devising 
any substitutes for it or of altering their policy to take 
account of its cessation during the foreseeable future. 
Moreover, so long as Soviet and Chinese· support continues 
at least at its present levels, it does not· appear that 
the Vietnamese Communists would view it as a critical fac
tor in any basic determination they might make on whether 
to continue the -·fighting. Vie.t.namese Commu.J:li~.t assertions 
that, in the ·final analysis, they must rely mal:nly on 
their own resources to prosecute· the ~e.volut;i.on. appe~r to 
reflect a genuine and-deeply held belief. The theme pf 
"self-reliance" ·has been a persistent one in Vietnamese 
Communist statements, and has not at all been abandoned or 
dampened down in the face of the increasing allied mili
tary pressure on the Yi.et C?ng and on the DRV. 

In March of 1966, for example, DRV party spokesman 
Truong Chinh.declared that the "strategic line" of the 
revolution was still to rely "mainly on our own forces" 
while fighting a protracted war. In April, Ho Chi Minh 
told a Cairo newsman that the Vietnamese people, while 
"highly appreciating" the-assistance of the socialist 
countries would "basically depend on their own forces." 
In May, another ~orth Vietnamese politburo spokesman, 
Pham Hung, reiterated that, even while employing assist
ance from the bloc, "our dictum is to rely principally on 
our own strength." 
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III. The Rationale For Chinese Support 

There appear to be several important considerations in 
the Vietnamese view which tend to reinforce their "do it 
yourself" attitude. They apparently believe, for one 
thing, that there are distinct limits to the amount of po
litical and materiel support which can be counted upon 
from Pekinq and Moscow. Vietnamese documents and state
ments iridi~ate that they believe Peking is willing to make 
a considerable contribution.of military, economic, and po
litical assistance to keep the fighting going along its 
present lines--a protracted struggle by proxy, fought if 
necessary to the last Vietnamese~ Hanoi is also well 
aware that the conflict provides a test case of Mao's 
theory that "wars of liberation" can be fought 'Without 
provoking a US nuclear iesponse against either th~ ldcal 
Communists or their sponsors. - This war, moreover, is tak
ing place in an area close to China and in a region which 
the Chinese believe to be th~ir righ~fttl sp~ere pf influ
ence. 

However, the Vietnamese also appear to believe that 
there are limits to the price Peking is w.ilH.ng ·to pay to 
keep the conflict going. This is implicit, in part, in 
the DRV's handling and comment on public Chinese pledges 
of assistance. For example, a 28 December 1965 editorial 
in the ORV party daily, which dealt ~ith Chinese assist-· 
ance, was formul-ated in a ~anileJ:" which made_;i.t,_clear that 
the latest pledges of Chinese support were -not as strong 
as those earlier issued by Peking, priOJ:" ~o the_ escalation 
of the air war against North Vietnam. r_he editorial also 
treated the qu~stion·of Chinese volunteers for Vietnam in 
a fashion which suggested some doubt in Hanoi over the 
ultimate willingness of Peking to bring in combat troops 
should the situation deteriorate to the point where they 
might be needed. The editorial followed a new aid pact 
between the Chinese and the North Vietnamese signed in 
early December. The pact was treated in the press of both 
countries with caution and without the usual fanfare. The 
aid, moreover, was in the form of a loan and not a grant. 
This, in itself, suggested limitations on the Chinese in-

. terest in supporting the Vietnamese. 

Peking's caution is not, however, entirely a negative 
factor in Hanoi's view. The Vietnamese themselves wish 
to prevent the introduction of such massive Chinese as
sistance as would undercut Vietnamese Communist control 
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and direction of the insurgency, unless it was required 
to prevent the extinction of the Conununist regime in the 
DRV. This was underscored by DRV politburo member, Le Due 
Tho, in an article published in the North Vietnamese party 
journal in February 1966. The "lines, strategy, and 
methods" of the revolution, w~ote Tho, are a "responsibil
ity which our party must assume, as we ourselves and alone 
can realize most clearly the problems concerning the revo
lution in our country." 

Tho was doubtless addressing both Peking and Moscow in 
his remarks, but he probably had mainly in mind the per
sistent Chinese political pressure on Hanoi designed to 
keep the Vietnamese steadfast in the war and block any pos
sible move toward negot_iations. One prime example of this 
occurred in June when . the Chinese lashed ou·t at a. Soviet
sponsored World Peace Council·proposal on negotiations to 
end the war. Although the proposal closely echoed the 
DRV's own four points, the Chinese I!1ai-ntain~d tl:iat because 
it did not insist on the "inimedi.ate and total withdrawal 
of US troops from South Vietnam," it had left out the key 
element in a Vietnam settlement. Hanoi itself has never 
insisted on immeaiate withdrawal as a condition for nego
tiations and did not make any comment on the-proposal by 
the council. Peking, however, was ciearly -anxious to make 
it appear that the Asian Communist position on ending the 
war was tough~r than indicated in t~e Council proposal to 
which the North ·Vietnamese had .been a party •.. )?eking' s 
quick attack·denied Hanoi the opportunity to voice·any.ap
proval of the proposal lest it fndicate an o.pe11. difference 
of opinion with the·Chinese. 

Even given the -Chinese willingness to pressure Hanoi, 
however, it is probable that the pressure would not be 
sufficient to force th~ Vietnamese to stay in the war if 
they decide on their own volition to end the fi-ghting. The 
Vietnamese communists probably estimate that, in view of 
the limitations on the Chinese conunitment, Peking would 
do little more than complain if the conflict were termi
nated short of an insurgent victory. The Chinese, in 
fact, seem to recognize this, for they have repeatedly 
left themselves an out by· emphasizing that all decisions 
on the war are "strictly" up to the Vietnamese. 

IV. Vietnamese View of Soviet Support 

The Vietnamese Communists probably judge, on the basis 
of Moscow's assistance so far, that the Soviet commitment 
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in the war is considerably more restrained than that of 
the Chinese. This can be seen, in part, in North Vietnam
ese statements dealing with Soviet assistance. Although 
Hanoi has, in the main, carefully attempted to express 
equal gratitude for the help of both bloc.powers, some re
marks implicitly critical of Moscow have occasionally come 
forth. In mid-1965, for example, at a time when the North 
Vietnamese signed aid pacts with both Peking and Moscow, 
ORV spokesmen were much warmer in their description of 
Chinese assistance th~n of Soviet. Peking's supp_or~ was 
termed at the time the "firmest, the most powerful, and 
the most effective," while China was hailed as the "most 
enthusiastic and resolute comrade in arms of all nations 
fighting against the imperialists." 

Hanoi is fully aware· that Moscow, like Peking, has· 
also displa~efran overriding concern in its actio~s on the 
war to avoid steps which might lead to a direct Soviet-US 
military confrontation. For example, Moscow has through
out the conflict avoided sea·delivery to Haiphong of sen
sitive military shipments. Moreover, important Soviet of
ficials have gone out of their way in private to disavow 
the significance for Soviet~us.relations of the presence 
of Soviet military-technical personnel -in tha ORV. - . . 

It is doubtless clear to the Vietnamese that the Soviets 
would like an early end to the war. Evidence suggests that 
the Soviets did cautiously ad·1iil?e ·Harioi to ~9V~ toward a polit
ical settlement of the conflict in early 1965 ~-·-Following · 
Kosygin's visit to the ORV· in February_, _the ~hif?-eSe charged 
that Moscow had sent.a. formal proposal t9 Hanoi and Peking_ 
suggesting a reconvention of an internationa·l conference on 
Indochina. During the bombing pause early this year, party 
secretary Shelepin apparently took further soundings on 
Hanoi's attitude toward possible political alternatives.to 
the conflict. In recent months, in view of the -continuing 
hard-line stand of the Vietnamese, the Russians appear to 
have avoided applying most of the pressures they could 
exert on the ·oRV, probably judging them to be marginal at 
best. Soviet party ·chief Brezhnev displayed this cautious 
attitude during recent talks with De Gaulle. He told the 

.French president that Moscow would be ready to attend a 
conference only "if and when Hanoi agrees." 

Despite the limitations on Soviet assistance and sup
port, it is probable that Soviet backing has, on balance, 
the effect of buttressing the Vietnamese Communist will to 
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persist in the conflict. The Vietnamese probably judge 
that they can continue to count indefinitely on Moscow's 
assistance along present lines so long as the war contin
ues in its present context. They probably believe, in 
fact, that the Soviets are now locked into the struggle in 

_view of the pretensions Moscow still holds to leadership of 
the Communist camp, and that it cannot afford to step com
pletely aside. 
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ANNEX III 

THE COMMUNIST ORGANIZATION AND CAPABILITY 
FOR POLITICAL SUBVERSION IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

I. Communist Concepts of Political Subversion 

Certain basic principles long stressed by the Vietnam
ese Communists bear importantly on their efforts- at.. polit
ical subversion. Of primary importance is the integration 
of both military and political forces into an interlocking 
whole in the conduct of subversion. As their documents put 
it, the insurgency is a "three-sided attack," comprising 
"armed struggle, political struggle, and military'proselyt
in~." Each participant i~·expected to "fight both polit~ 
ically and militarily." 

The Communists also believe it is ~ecessary to.develop 
and coordinate the insurgency concurrently in the- cities 
and in the rural areas. In general, they seek to secure 
the rural areas around the cities, towns and strategic in
stallations hamlet by hamlet as a· launch point ·for- a. final 
effort in the cities. The Communists hope· that-a balance 
of forces will be achieved between government and insurgent 
military strength which will guarantee the success of the 
"general uprising:" of both the urban an_d rural populace 
which the Communis~s expect wili eventually occur.~ Within 
the cities, meanwhile, the·communists seek to-undermine 
government strength and purpose, to gain_ control Qver the 

-"masses" through subversion and terrorism,.and to build ~n 
the cities the politica·1 and military ·force·s which will as
sist the "general upri"sing" and lead to collapse of the gov
ernment. 

II. The Apparatus For Subversion 

The apparatus which the Vietnamese Communists are using 
for political subversion in South Vietnam comprises several 
major elements: (a) the Communist Party; that is, the 
southern segment of the North Vietnamese Lao Dong Party, 
which for tactical purposes maintains a fictional separate 
identity as the People's Revolutionary Party of South Viet
nam; (b) the party's youth auxiliary, the People's Revolu
tionary Youth Group; and (c) the National Front for the Lib
eration of South Vietnam and its associated web of regional, 
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functional, and social "Liberation·Associations," all co
vertly controlled by party cadres. 

There is also an underground of covert agents and sym
pathizers utilized by the party to gather information, to 
help in political agitation, and to procure supplies. Over 
the years the party has developed extensive and elaborate 
communications (courier and radio), intelligence nets, and 
internal security and propaganda systems. These serve to 
reinforc~ the cohesion, direction, and unity of effort of 
the movement throµghout, South Vietnam, in its political as 
well as in its military actions.* 

A. Party Organization and Role 

The Communist Party provides the organizational core 
for the subve.rsive apparat·us. ** A special departm~nt of the 

*The Communist subv~r~ive apparatus has be~n bu~lt around 
several thousand members of Ho·chi·Minh's Viet Minh who 
stayed behind in the South after the division of Vietnam in 
1954 to work for a Communist take-over and reunification~ 
They have been reinforced over the years from among-the es
timated 90,000 members of the Viet Minh movement who ·went 
north in 1954. Many of these have returned to the South as 
needed in political as well as military roles. Many of the 
original members of this group have sp~nt nearly all their 
.adult years invoived in or committed in one way .or another 
to their "struggle," which began in the fight- to· oust the ·-
French. · 

Their strength in part flows from their.dedication, in
doctrination, tight organization, discipline, and single
ness of purpose. · · · 

**Until late 1961, the Communists in South Vietnam made no 
effort to portray themselves as distinct from Ho Chi Minh's 
Lao Dong Party. However, to give the revolution a nucleus 
which would be more southern in identity and orientation, 
Hanoi directed in late 1961 that the southern Communists 
assume the mantle of an ostensibly independent party--the 
People's Revolutionary Party. This party was proclaimed 
openly in January 1962, and described by implication as the 
spiritual heir of the Indochinese Communist Party and the 
"vanguard" for the Liberation Front. 
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party in Hanoi concerns itself with the problems of the 
struggle in the South and with the southern party segment.* 
It acts by and large through the party's Central Office for 
South Vietnam (COSVN) located in a base area (Zone C) in Tay 
Ninh Province. COSVN functions in many respects as a head
quarters for the People's Revolutionary Party, controlling 
through covert party channels the National Front for the 
Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSV) and acting through 
party channels as the high command of the Viet Cong forces 
--the Liberation Army.** (See Figure III-1) 

COSVN sends directives down through a traditional 
pyramidal party structure--a series of regional, provin
cial, and lower-echelon party committees, each a microcosm 
of the COSVN organization. The party committees o"f· the 
provinces (not always identical with government provinces) 
appear to be the lowest echelon permitted any-significant 
latitude in adjusting policy to local conditions. 

The village party committees, ~nd the .villµge or hamlet 
party chapters and cells they control, provide the essen-
tial grass roots. The local party chapters and their com
ponent three-man cells provide the party members who lead 
the local guerrilla units, control the local· Liberation 

*One overt indication of Hanoi's directing role in the 
insurgency is the fact that the.head of this party depart
.ment is a major general, a vice chief of staff_ in .. the North 
Vietnamese Army~ He also heads the government's department 
in charge of "reunification"' affairs. 

**COSVN is elabora"t;ely organized on the·traditional Commu
nist pattern. A small Current Affairs Committee--a stand
ing committee of the principal functionaries--provides con
tinuing direction of all_ political and military actions and 
organs. Subsections and departments under COSVN execute 
policies and provide a central bureaucracy. In directing 
the Viet Cong military forces, COSVN functions through a 
Military affairs Conunittee, though some major Communist 
unit headquarters also have direct contacts with Hanoi. The 
relationship between COSVN political and military channels 
and between COSVN and Hanoi is not entirely clear. All evi
dence, however, points to a harmonious command system which 
appears to give the Communists adequate capability and 
flexibility for action in South Vietnam. 
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Front associations, and recruit for the party, the Front 
or the guerrilla unit.* 

If the party has established a local village or ham
let government (a village "Liberation Committee" or a ham
~et "Administrative Committee" or "Board"), the party en
sures adherence to its directives by planting its members 
in key positions or by ensuring that the local party secre
tary monitors village activities. In government-controlled 
areas and in the cities, it is the party member operating 
covertly who recruits and agitates and who enlists .or buys 
agents or sympathizers. · 

In practice, this system has served the Communists 
well, giving them adequate control and flexibility.- It has 
doubtless been strained, but certainly not critically, by 
the increasing demands pl.if.upon the party cadre as q result 
of the faster pace of the war• These strains, however, are 
probably already severe enough to inhibit somewhat the par
ty's capability for expanding and consC?lidating cor::i.trol 
over insurgent assets in the rural ·area. 

Within the Viet Cong. armed uni ts-- regular and ir
regular--party members occupy most if not all key command 
and staff posts. Poli ti cal officers are assigned to ·every 
unit. Party chapters and cells within fhe uni"ts seek to 
develop and maintain political consciousness and steadfast
ness within the ranks. Documents indicate that party mem
bers generally make up about one third .the strength of reg
ular units.** ·Farty strength in the ranks of the irregular 
units appears to be considerably less than in the .~egular 

-units. 

*Acting as much as possible through the Front party cadre 
disseminate propaganda, ~<;>und 1:1P local labor for Vi-et Cong· 
military units operating in the area, and collect taxes and 
information--or monitor or control those who do. If the 
village or hamlet is under firm Viet Cong control, this may 
be done more or less overtly in the name of the party. If 
it is not, there may be only a few party members who must 
attempt all this on a covert basis. 

**One document, describing the activities of the party 
chapters within a military unit formed in October 1965 to 
handle the processing and training of recruits en route 

(continued on next page) 
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Parallel to the party at all echelons, serving as 
a reservoir of new members, is the party's youth auxiliary, 
the People's Revolutionary Youth Group, nominally made up 
of young men and women 16 to 25. In practice, particularly 
where the number of local party members is small, Youth Group 
members perform many of the functions of regular party members. 

B. Party Numerical Strength 

It is possible to make only a rough estimate of 
current party numericaL strength in South Vietnam since the 
evidence on the subject, mainly in the form of captured Com
munist membership lists, is extremely fragmentary. No data 
of significance, for example, are available for the Mekong 
delta, long a Communist stronghold, where party membership 
presumably would be high •.. The problem is further· compli
cated by the .covert nature of party membership, even in · 
some Viet Cong - controlled areas, and by the party's fail
ure--which is attested in captured documents--to develop 
its organization and strength ~nif~~ly in all areas. 

Fortunately, a firm figure for party membership in 
the South at the end of 1961 is available to use as a base 
for current estimates. It comes-from a Communist document 
produced early in 1963 which stated tha~·the paTty numbered 
35,000 members in the South at the end of 1961.· This in
cluded members in the Viet Cong armed forces. Since this 
document contained much other accurate.information, it is 
probable that the membership. figure· is reliable •.. _ 

Taking this figure as a foundation,.we .estimate on 
-the basis of evidence-contained in captured documents and 

from the delta areas to central Vietnam, provides an illus
tration of the party mak~~up o~ a unit at the main-force level. 
Out of a strength of 490, 202 were party menbers ih 18 
party chapters: 168 were Youth Group members. Of 95 men 
in seven of the 18,party chapters, three were members who 
had stayed behind in 1954, 41 had been admitted subsequently 
in the South, 51 were returnees from North Vietnam. No 
ethnic northerners were indicated, but this would not be 
unusual for a unit functioning in the southern part of 
South Vietnam. The proportion of party and Youth Group 
members is higher than that in a number of other units 
where figures are available; the higher the main force 
echelon, however, the greater the party membership. 
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prisoner interrogation reports that party membership in the 
South had approximately doubled by mid-1965 and that it 
stood at around 75,000. The documents and prisoner inter
rogations suggest that about 25,000 of the party members 
operated primarily as members of the insurgent armed 
forces, the bulk of them in the regular main force units.* 
The remainder, some 50,000, seem to have been mainly con
cerned with political action, including subversive opera
tions.** 

*See footnote ** on Page III-4. Although party members may 
make up as much as a third of main force strength, their 
numbers appear from the documents to decline drastically in 
the irregular uni ts. As a general rule, the lower--the eche
lon, the fewer the party members. A 1965 document captured 
in Phu Yen Province, for example, indicated that th~ per
centage of party members in the "village guerrillas;, in one 
district was 13%. The percen"t:age amo~g the "hamlet guerril
las" was 3%. On the b_asis of such information, we believe 
that party strength in the irregtila·r forces averag.es less 
than one party member for every·ten guerrillas. · 

In mid-1965, main force strength was estimated at approxi
mately 55,000. If one third of these were party members, they 
would number about 18, 000. The balance of the· -25, 000 es
timated party members in the military, we believe, were in the 
irregular units. The total number of party members in the 
armed forces could be raised somewhat if, in fact, us es-

. timates of irregul-ar strength of. the Communist. f9_rces are too 
low. If irregular strength were, for example, around 200,.000·, 
it would probably mean that ·there are al1 ~ddit,ton~l 10 ,000 

- party members in the South. 

**As examples of the material from which this figure was 
developed, several documents which provide some fairly pre
cise data on party strengths as of mid-1965 in Hoai- Nhon . 
District of Binh Dinh Pr9vince, and in cu Chi Dis~rict of 
Hau Nghia Province may be cited. Both districts can be re
garded as Communist strongholds, the latter of many years 
standing. The documents indicate that there were approxi
mately 590 party members in Hoai Nhon in mid-1965 working 
at the village or hamlet level. This was approximately 
one third of one percent of the ~opulation estimated by 
MACV at that time to be under VC control in the District. 
In Cu Chi District, there were approximately 900 party mem
bers of the same category as in Hoai Nhon in mid-1965. This 

(continued on next page) 
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Captured documents indicate that even before the 
effects of the US military buildup were felt, party leaders 
were not satisfied with the party's numerical strength. 
Since mid-1965 they have put heavy pressure on lower eche
lons to recruit new members in· all areas.* If the quotas 
reflected in many captured documents were applied on a na
tional basis, they could theoretically mean a party member
ship goal of some 100,000 at the end of 1965, exclusive of 
party members in Viet Cong regular military units. 

was approximately one percent of the population estimated 
at the time to be under VC control in Cu Chi. If these two 
cases are averaged out, a figure of about seven-tenths of 
one percent is obtained. This fits in fairly well··with the 
average of the other sarnp~_es of party membership available. 
Seven tenths of one percent of the population believed · 
under VC control in mid-1965 would be about 25,000 party 
members. To this must be added the party members working 
throughout the country.at echelons above-the yillage level, 
including district, province, and COSvN cadre. The docu
ments suggest that there are approximately 25,000 such 
cadre (This is the approximate figure also used by MACV) . 
It would thus appear that there were approximately· 50, 000 
party members working mainly at political tasks· in the 
South in mid-1965. - · 

*One updated gocument of 1965 speci~ied the quotas to be· 
.met during the year by a coastai.district in Binh_Dinh Prov
ince. It called for one member per 100 people in "liber- ·
ated" <;ireas, one per 150 in "disputed" areas, and.one per 

- 250 in government areas.- The recruiting 0£ women was to be _ 
stressed, to provide 40 to 30 percent -o·f the t·otal. Pre
sumably this document reflected recruitment quotas handed 
down by the Province Party Committee and would not include 
the party membership in :r~gular military units. 

There are indications that in the last half of ~965, 
party leaders made a particular effort to speed recruitment 
in the cities. They directed that party members be sent 
from the rural areas to the cities to assist in recruiting 
and other tasks. One analysis indicates that the despatch 
of 500 to 1,000 party members to Saigon may have been con
templated. Another document· from Binh Dinh Province notes 
a requirement to send about 5% of the party members of one 
rural district to the district town and to the province 
capital, for "activities there." 
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There is insufficient evidence. to judge how the 
recruiting drive has gone. It is highly doubtful, however, 
that the sort of recruiting goals indicated above have been 
met, particularly in those rural areas where US military 
power is felt most. Recent documents include numerous re
ports of a slow pace in party development. Moreover, party 
doctrine calls for considerable caution in admitting mem
bers; they must be tested, checked, and investigated. 

We believe that party membership in the South as of 
mid-1966 probably. still_ totals no more than 100 ,·000., includ
ing both political cadre and those in the armed forces. 
This would grant an increase of approximately one-third in 
about one year, which seems quite generous. It is inter
esting to compare the estimated numerical strength··of the 
party in the South with that of the Communists in.North 
Vietnam. In April of 196E)°, Ho Chi Minh declared thqt ·"pres
ently, in the North, our party has more than 760,000 mem
bers." This is approximately double the numerical strength 
announced by Hanoi in 1960. It is alsC? cwprox.imat~ly 6% 
of the total estimated population of the DRV. Using a fig
ure of 100,000 for party strength in the South at present 
would mean that roughly 4-6% of the population estimated 
under Viet Cong control are party-members. 

c. Numerical Strength of the Party-Youth Group 

Estimati~g the numerical strenqth·of the party's 
youth group is even more difficult than that of .~be regular 
party its elf. ·Analysis of the few captured documents bear
ing on the question, however; indicated rather surprisingly 

-that the party youth in the South are fewer in number than 
full party members~ ~~appears that the party· youth group 
may be around three-fourths the size of the regular party. 
On this basis, youth group strength in mid-1965 might have 
been around 55,000 with about 15,000 to 20,000 of these in 
regular military and support units. Recruitment to expand 
the youth group was also stressed in 1965, with indications 
that in some areas it was to be doubled if possible. 

We believe this estimate must be treated cautiously 
until more evidence is available, since the apparent numer
ical strength of the Communist youth in South Vietnam 
stands in sharp contrast with the situation in most Commu
nist-controlled countries. In North Vietnam, for example, 
there are approximately five party youth for every full-time 
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party member. The reasons for the seeming scarcity of party 
youth in South Vietnam are not readily apparent, although 
we believe they are probably related primarily to the dif
ficult conditions under which the Communists must operate. 
They may find it hard to encourage the growth of the party 
youth apparatus given the covert nature of many party oper
ations and the need to engage available youth in military 
activities as rapidly as possible.* 

D. · Numerical and Other Limitations on Party Effective-
ness 

There is no evidence as yet of any weakening in the 
resolve of the leading political cadres to continue press
ing the "struggle." There are indications, however, of 
limitations on the total Gapability of the party for ef
fecting further .subversion. (Some of these--relating t.o 
morale--are discussed at greater length in ANNEX VII of 
this study.) 

. -
The party is stretched-thin~ The effort ·to expand 

testifies to this, as well as to the increasing demands 
placed upon it both to enabl~ Viet Cong military expansion 
and to replace casualties. The running of a· de factq gov
ernment in some regions, and particular1y·the_administra
tion of the economy of areas which must- prov.ide· ever-grow
ing support for a large army, increasingly involves the 
party cadres in essentially log~stic, bureaucratic, and ad~ 
.ministrative tasks·; Local party .organs are incr.e.asingly 
being called on·to send party and ~outh Group members 
along with the contingents of local guerrillas.or.con-

- scripts destined for main force uni ts. Party administra
tive staffs are pared_down; documents· indicate that even 
principal sections of the COSVN headquarters have been af
fected. 

*The age brackets for party youth in South Vietnam are 
not entirely clear. It appears, however, that youth from 
the ages of about 16 to 25 are eligible. In North Vietnam, 
the age of the party youth was recently raised from 27 to 30 
years to enable the regime to facilitate the handling of 
party-associated individuals· in the military. It would thus 
appear that the buildup of armed forces in the North has 
disrupted the normal procedures for party youth; the same 
situation in the South may have a bearing on the apparent 
smallness of the youth apparatus there. 
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There are complaints in the documents about the in
eptitude and inexperience of the party cadres in several 
areas. Undoubtedly this reflects the need to reach further 
down into party ranks and into affiliated organizations for 
local leading cadres. Party members serving primarily in 
political capacities are suffering casualties as a result 
of combat in their areas, the documents report. Moreover, 
there have been various directives calling for a consider
able proportion of the party membership in various rural 
areas to join the.local guerrillas. Presumably this di
verts them from politic~! tasks. 

These difficulties have probably not yet developed 
into critical handicaps. But they are factors to which the 
party leaders must devote increasing attention. The situ
ation has almost certainly placed·a limit on the ultimate 
responsivenes.s and capabirity of the party apparatu~ to re
act to Communist· needs in South Vietnam. At the present 
time, it is probable that any significant intensification 
of demands on the party political structure cannot be met 
as adequately as in the past. · · 

E. The National Liberation Front 

Under instructions from Hanoi, the Communists in 
the South put together the National Front for.the. Libera
tion· of South Vietnam (NFLSV) at the end of 1960, a year 
before they announced, again under instructions from Hanoi,· 
.the formation of-the People's Re~olutionary Pa~ty.* The 
NFLSV was to serve as a facade for Conununist poiitical and 
military operations, as a lodestone to a.tt.ract _anc~ organize 

-mass support for the insurgency, and as an_ infrastructure 
for the political and economic administration of "liber
ated" areas (See ANNEX XII for a discussion of the polit
ical posture of the Front). 

*The Communists claim they are only one element in the 
Front, albeit t.he "vanguard" element. However, through the 
selection and manipulation of the membership of the execu
tive committees making up the NFLSV and running its ancil
lary regional and functional "Liberation Front" associa~ 
tions, the party controls the Front in classic, covert Com
munist fashion. The headquarters of the central committee 
of the Front is known to be co-located with COSVN. 
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On paper at least, the Front structure parallels 
the party structure down to the hamlet level, through a 
laddering of committees at every administrative echelon, 
each of which is dominated by its Conununist members. 
Aligned with the Front are a number of functional "libera
tion" associations aimed at almost every aspect of life in 
South Vietnam. The most significant of these are the lib
eration associations for farmers, for youths, and for 
women. 

While the.re was. apparently some initial· enthusiasm 
for the NFLSV, flowing from memories of the Viet Minh 
struggle against the French and from local grievances 
against the Diem government, there is no body of evidence 
indicating significant popular support of the Front in the 
areas where government control is relatively effective. In 
the ·"liberated" rural areas, however, the evidence indicates 
that many Front associations ·are operating entities-at the 
local level.* The importance of the "liberated associa
tions" to the Viet Cong _in the rural areas is given con-
siderable stress in captured documents·. · · 

It is doubtful that enrollment in one of the Front 
associations represents in many cases a wil.J:ing individual 
commitment to the Viet Cong cause--except1 probably, ·for 
those recruited covertly in government-held or nearby "dis
puted" areas. Nonetheless, once enrollment is obtained, it 
is the Conununist intention to get such commitment. In 

. "newly iiberated;' .areas, the Co~unists see the .o_rganiza
tion of Front associations as a major step in the consolida~ 
tion of their control, a wedge further s.eparat~ng_the peo-

- ple from the government<- .This appears to .be one of the. 
primary tasks for party cadres in organizing a village or a 
hamlet after government officials or troops have left. 

*They serve as instruments ·through which to garner logis
tic support and recruits for the insurgent armed forces. 
They are also useful for the political indoctrination of the 
populace, for the recruitment of demonstrators or troop 
proselytors, and for the reshaping of the economic and 
social patterns of the country as far as the Communists feel 
it is wise to go at this time. Above all, they are intended 
to engage and commit the populace in the over-all effort to 
undermine and destroy the government. 
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On up the line, the NFLSV apparatus does not ap
pear to be wholly in operation even though Front Committees 
exist theoretically at every echelon. Instructions on pol
icies affecting Front elements or the component liberation 
associations appear to pass through party channels. Since 
the party is the basic control mechanism, the absence of 
fully operating front committees at higher levels probably 
has no particular influence on over-all insurgent political 
capabilities. 

F. Numerical Strength of the Front 

The problems that are encountered in measuring the 
numerical strength of the Communist party in the South also 
complicate attempts to assess the numerical size.of the 
NFLSV. In the case of the Front, there is the added prob
lem of defining .what constitutes Front "membership.-" Pre
sumably, some Front members carry something like a member
ship card, and others should probably be regarded as mem
bers primarily because they at. lea~.t o.ccasionally -partici
pate in the activities of some Front association~ 

The only hard evidence available on .the numerical 
strength of the Front is contained ·in a few ca-ptured. Commu
nist documents that list the number of _"inember·s" of various 
Front associations and organs in a few scattered areas · 
outside the delta.· We believe that the individuals listed 
in the documents. include both the full7 card-carrying NFLSV 

·members, and those .. whom the Communists conside-r.·enrolled in 
the Front organs even though their.participation may be pas
sive and they may not be fully committed to· NFLSV·or in-

- surgent objectives. Occasionally some of -those in the lat
ter category may participate in Front~sponsored activities. 

As in the case of the Communist party, we have 
available a figure for Fxont strength in an earlier perioa 
which is probably reliable. In this instance, a captured 
document put the strength of the NFLSV in early 1963 at 
around 60,000.* By mid-1965, our extrapolations from the 

*The Communists viewed the numerical strength of the 
Front at the time as inadequ·ate. One document of the pe
riod admitted that "we still have a lot of weaknesses in 
organizing the masses, even though the Liberation bodies 
exert lots of effect on them." 
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captured documents listing Front membership indicate that 
the strength of the NFLSV had grown substantially. It ap
pears that in mid-1965, the Communists probably counted 
around 500,000 male and female South Vietnamese (presumably 
over 16) as being enrolled in one or another of the Lib
eration Associations.* Probably over 80 percent of these 
were residents of rural areas where the Viet Cong were in 
firm control or where the government presence was very 
shaky. 

Estimates. at the time placed the total rural popu
lace in Viet Cong hands at around 4 million. With accept
ance of these estimates and of the standard estimate that 
about 65 percent of the Vietnamese population consists of 
persons above age 16, it would appear that the Communists 
had enrolled about 15 perpent or so of the adults under 
their control in the Front or its affiliated organizations. 

A number of documents of the period indicate that 
the Communists were exhorting _their ca.dres to. gre&ter ef
forts in recruiting Front members in 1965 and were highly 
critical of the cadres for their failure to use these mass 
organizations properly "in order to lead the population."** 

*The following are several examples _of·reg;ional enroll
ment available from the documents: In June 1965, the 
party committee of one coastal district of Binh Dinh Prov
ince claimed over 21,000 liberation association members in 

·eluding farmers, youth, and women-. ·This is ov..er .. _12 percent 
of the then e~timated population o~ the district. At the·· 
time, the district was reported to be lar.gely under Viet 

- Cong control or influence, except for the-district tow~ and 
.i, ts environs. The·. Liberation Women's· Association in the 
Viet Cong province roughly equating to Quang Nam apparently 
claimed over 17,000 members in mid-1965. This could amount 
to over 10 percent of the female population in areas under 
Viet Cong control. The Liberation Farmers' Association in 
Tay Ninh Province claimed over 6,000 members in 1965. This 
would be about-4 percent of the total estimated population 
not under firm government control in mid-1965 or about 23 
percent of the population estimated as being under Viet Cong 
control. By the end of the year, the Association reported 
7·83 new members, an increase of over 11 percent. 

**One document complained that "in many places the move
ment has not been organized yet; some places just have a 
few cells or core cadres." Cadres in an area comprising 

(continued on next page) 
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Although hard evidence of the actual growth in 
Front membership during the last 12 months. is still sorely 
lacking, it is highly doubtful that the Communists came 
anywhere near meeting their recruitment goals, particularly 
in areas of considerable military activity where there 
have been indications of growing reluctance on the part 
of the local populace to provide l~bor and other support 
for the Viet Cong. We think it probable, in view of the 
difficulties the Communists have encountered in enlisting 
popular support recently, and taking into consideration the 
past growth rate of tha NFLSV, that its strength is still 
no higher than 700,000 to 750,000 at the present time. 

III. Numerical Strength of the communist Political Apparatus 
in Urban Areas 

A. General Position 

In the towns and cities, the Communists must operate 
covertly. The main targets for recruitment both into the 
covert ranks of the party and its youth group and into the 
underground of sympathizers are ·the lower military and.civil 
ranks of the government, the disgruntled, the poor, the un
employed, manual laborers, students, and intellectual,s. 
Documents suggest that the Communists e~pect few recruits 
from the practicing members of certain religiou·s and poli t
ical factions--the·"reactionary" Catholics, the Cao Dai, the 
Hoa Hao, and the_ "reactionaries'_' among. the Buddhists. 

Fragmentary documentary ev;dence is available on the 
extent of the underground in' the cities •.. Analysis. of this 

- limited amount of material suggests that w-hile the under
ground is pervasive, it still falls far short ·of Communist 
hopes--partly in terms of the calibre of those recruited. 

the bulk of the seven provinces immediately north ·of Saigon 
were exhorted to recruit until their Liberation Associations 
included by the end of last y~ar 65-85 percent (presumably 
of the population over 16) in liberated villages and hamlets, 
35-50 percent in newly liberated villages and hamlets, and 
3-10 percent in rural areas "near cities, towns and impor
tant installations." While recruiting was not to be in
discriminate--new members were to have a "good class back
ground" and a good "struggle attitude"--the target set was 
100,000 new members in the area. 
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Available evidence also indicates that the party has long 
regarded its over-all political apparatus as weak in the 
urban areas, and that it has steadily exhorted its cadre 
to greater recruiting efforts.* The added recruiting ef
forts have partially involved the dispatch of party members 
and agents from the rural areas to the cities for proselyt
ing activities.** 

B. Numerical Strength in Saigon and Environs 

In the Viet Cong's Saigon - Cholon -.Gia Dinh Spe
cial Zone which comprises the Saigon metropolitan area 
and its surrounding rural sectors, it appears from the 
documentary evidence that by mid-1965 some 24,000 people 
were controlled or primarily influenced by the Communists.*** 
This would have meant that slightly under one percent of the 
total population of the Saigon metropolitan area was com
mitted in one extent or another to the insurgent cause. 

*In February 1966, a ·captured·summation of ·a high-level 
logistics conference held by COSVN revealed that the Viet 
Cong considered the element of their apparatus which served 
to procure supplies in the markets of the gpvernment-held 
cities inadequate. According to the summation.,. this opera
tion must increase "threefold" during 1966 to·meet "require
ments in 1967 duri?lg the rainy season." The conference re
ported that "we have almost no cadre operating in the cities; 

. the purchase of goods is mostly -c~.9ne tnrough i~t.ermedi
aries," and it. recommended strenuous recrui ti.ng e·fforts. 

**Full analysis of .. the success of thfs -_effort must a~ait 
further evidence, but there is already ·fragmentary material 
suggesting that it has been at least partially successful. 
For example, the party committee for the capital of Binh 
Duong Province, which borders the heavily populated Saigon -
Cholon - Gia Dinh Special"" Zone· to the north, repoz:ted at the 
end of 1965 that it had succeeded during the year in plant
ing in the urban areas 99 new agents who had turned in 150 
intelligence reports. 

***A document of mid-1965, for example, consisted of a 
chart compiling the party's personnel assets in this zone, 
which covers an area of at least 2.5 million inhabitants. 
Since a marginal notation by the Communist compiler 
states that "several cadres have not yet reported," it can
not be considered a complete accounting. Nonetheless, it 

(continued on next page) 
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Approximately 6,000 of these supporters were party and 
party youth, many of them in the Viet Cong armed forces in 
the rural area of the Zone. In addition to party person
nel, the insurgents counted nearly 16,000 members of 'the 
Front in the·Zone in early 1965.* Almost all of these 
individuals resided in the rural districts adjacent to Sai
gon. 

may have included most of the regularly available political 
assets controlled by the Party committee of the Zone; it 
probably did not includ~ a far smaller number repo~ti~g di
rectly to COSVN or to Hanoi, rior does it appear to have in
cluded the very low level agents or informants used for the 
gathering of intelligence. As "internal"·assets (presumably 
those living and working, either. "legally" or "illegally," 
in the metropolitan areas) the chart lists: 

Party Members ----------------
Youth Group ------------------
"Backbone Agents" ----------~--Sympathizers _____ .... _______ .;. ___ _ 

"Active Agents" --------~-----
Liberation Association --------
Liaison Agents ----------------

Total 

305 
133 
238 

l', 41.6. 
48 

343 
" 22. 

Z, 505 

Analysis of the total document suggests that of the 
_l, 416 "sympathizers, " 3 6 8 were i~yolved in preparing or dis
semina ting propaganda, 600 were students or teachers, 125 .. 
were government employees or· were looked to for proselyting 

- among government employees. · -_ · - · · . _ 
In addition to the party and youth-members presumably 

opera ting in the Sai·gon metropolitan area, the document sug
gests that in the more rural areas of the zone at least an 
additional 3,300 party and 2,300 Youth Group members were. 
active. Of those operating in· the rural areas, however, 
almost 2,000 were subordinate to the Military Affairs Com
mittee of the Zone, and most of these probably were assigned 
to the regular military units operating in the Zone as the 
party's armed terrorist and "armed propaganda" muscle • 

. *These were broken down into nearly 9,000 liberation 
farmers, about 1,500 liberation youth, and about 5,500 lib
eration women. 
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The evidence is not adequate to make a numerical 
estimate of Viet Cong assets in the other major cities of 
South Vietnam. The impression conveyed by the fragmentary 
material, however, is that the insurgent political strength 
in the other cities is no stronger proportionally than in 
the Saigon area and its environs, except possibly in Hue.* 

Available evidence clearly indicates that the party 
has long regarded its over-all political apparatus as weak 
in the urban areas. 

IV. Strength of the Poiitical Apparatus in Rural Areas: 
A Sample 

Several captured documents of the party's district com
mittee in Hoai Nhon, the northern coastal district of Binh 
Dinh Province, provide some idea of the numerical strength 
of the insurgent political apparatus which might have been 
found in a largely Viet Cong area outside the delta in 
mid-1965. In January 1965, this district had a population 
of about 170, 000, Exc.ept for the immediate area .o·f the dis
trict town, it was in Viet Cong.hands. Prior to 1954, the 
area had been a Viet Minh stronghold. It is a largely Bud
dhist region, with a Catholic minority and a history of 
Catholic-Buddhist friction. As of mid-1965, there were 
100,000 refugees in Binh Dinh, 40,000 0£ them·catholic. 

In mid-June 1965, the District Committee reported that 
exclusive of any· troops and cadres responsive to higher 
headquarters, there were siightly-over 20,000 party and 

*Although no numerical figures on political assets in 
Hue have been turned up, the success of the Communists in 
infiltrating and influencing the "struggle movement" there 
in April and May suggests· that the Communists may.have ob
tained a better foothold in this area than in other urban 
regions. There are indications, for example, that a sub
stantial elemerit of Communist sympathizers exists among the 
student body at Hue University where a variety of influ
ences, many of them extremist in nature, operate on the 
students. A number of prominent politicians and teachers 
in Hue have been active in antigovernment, antimilitary 
movements in the past two years. 
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NFLSV members in the district.* This was nearly 13 percent 
of the total estimated population of the district prior to 
the large outflow of refugees from the area.** 

Another document indicated that the party had called for 
a big step up in recruitment in the district by the end of 
the year which would, if achieved, have at least doubled 
party membership and more than doubled Youth Group member
ship. Later documents during the year, however, indicated a 
preoccupation with "enemy" military activities in the dis
trict and suggested that development of the party was -not 
meeting requirements. 

V. The Communist Propaganda Apparatus and Its Influence 

. The Communists consid~~ their.propaganda operation an 
extremely important part of the insurgency. They attempt to 
ensure that it is continuous,· ubiquitous, and pervasive. It 
is the doctrine of the insurgency that every revolutionary, 
no matter what his job, is also a prop~ga:nda agent. Accord
ing to the captured documents, ·communist propaganda seeks to 
"motivate" all segments of the populace to engage in the 
"struggle" against the government and eventually to "rise 
up in a general revolution. It also seeks to widen ·the 

*They were composed of: 

596 party members (apparently including 136 cadre 
···· and men organic to the district· party head-

quarters) · 
447 Party Y0uth. Group members 

4,033 Liberatron Farmers Association members 
6,143 Liberation Youths 

10,869 Liberation Women 

22,088 TOTAL 

**The NFLSV members amounted to about 18-20% of the popula
tion estimated to be over 16 in the Province. Military units 
under the district committee included a regular unit of 208 
men, 12 village guerrilla platoon's totalling 338 members, 
and an additional unspecified number of smaller hamlet guer
rilla units--apparently in at least 68 hamlets. Many of 
those in the military units were probably also members of 
the party, the Youth Group, or the Liberation Association. 
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"contradictions between various groups and the Saigon re
gime," to further "proselyting among the enemy's troops 
and officials," and to eliminate or reduce the effectiveness 
of the US presence by creating hatred for the Americans. 

A. Propaganda Apparatus 

The importance the Communists attach to their prop
aganda effort can be seen in the elaborate app~ratus set up 
in the South to guide and control it. Beginning at the top 
with COSVN, the p~rty s~ructure provides for a speqial. 
propaganda section within its committee structure at each 
echelon. These sections coordinate, plan, and produce prop
aganda indoctrination material as well as· the curricula for 
the schools in Viet Cong - controlled areas.* 

The propaganda dis·seminated by radio and through 
periodicals serves largely to underpin and to provide the 
general themes for "face-to-face" dissemination of propa
ganda. The documents ~uggest that when aew policies or 
tactics are adopted, a "face-to-face" ~ropagarida c~rnpaign 
to explain and justify them is mounted on a highly sys
tematic basis. One directive outlining such a campaign in 
a district of Bien Hoa Province, -for example·, scheduled 
precisely the manner in which a new agricultural policy was 
to be read and explained to farmers in every liamlet. In 
addi·tion to the propaganda work of local cadres, roving 
propaganda teams are assigned and dispatched by higher 
.echelons as part-of the campaigri_to"destroy" goy_ernment 
control. and presence in a hamlet or village •. There are in
dications that local party cadres are gi_vEE!n.so~e ~atitude 

*The Communists' "!.iberation Radio" produces broadcasts 
of news, instruction, and entertainment from several mobile 
sites and from the COSVN base area. There is not enough . 
information to tell the ·size o"f the Communist radio audience, 
but the majority of the residents in Communist-controlled 
areas probably _listen at one time or another. 

Under the banner of the Front, the Communists also pub
lish a number of "revolutionary" newspapers; they claim 40 
in the "liberated" areas--as well as periodicals and pam
p~lets for special audiences. such as youth and women. Some 
are prepared clandestinely and are disseminated covertly in 
government-controlled areas. While much of the material is 
produced within South Vietnam, a lot of it comes from bloc 
sources. 
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in adjusting the propaganda line to take advantage of local 
conditions and to exploit new developments. The Communists 
often attempt to follow up on their propaganda by promoting 
"political struggle" demonstrations in the towns and vil
lages, or by fostering the presentation of petitions or let
ters of grievance to government authorities.* 

B. Effectiveness of the Propaganda 

The US military buildup and the increased pace of 
military action have created significant problems for-the 
Communists, partly because the prospects for early victory 
could hardly be proclaimed as convincingly following the 
buildup as in 1964 and early 1965. 

The indoctrination line being passed down-to the 
cadres, and thus to the people, shifted after ·mid-1~65 
from emphasis on· the prospect of early victory to emphasis 
on the inevitability of victory. Documents suggest this 
line may not be going over well in those-areas. mos~ affected 
by the war. -

In their effort to ensure adequate material and 
manpower support for their armed-forces, the Communists 
have found it necessary to rely increasingly o&coer6ion 
rather than persuasion even in areas long under their con
trol and to backtrack also on certain propaganda lines re
garding social and economic goals. Fo~ example, in mid
_1965 they found .i t .. necessary to ·a,grnpen down the p;:-opaganda 
directed against the wealthier farmers and landlords since
the production of these people and "their_ lar:ids _had, . become 

-so essential to the Communist war effort. _ 

Assessing the "effectiveness and appeal of the prop
aganda lines is difficult, if for no other reason than that 
it is often impossible tc_:> __ distinguish reaction to propaganda 

*Directives in 1965 called for the organization in vil
lages and hamlets, particularly those close to government
controlled areas, of "permanent political struggle groups" 
--with responsible party cadres designated as leaders. The 
a~m, apparently, was to have-on tap crowds that could mount 
demonstrations on short notice. Reports from lower eche
lons suggest, however, rather spotty success in the organi
zation of these groups. 
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from reaction to other important influences of the war. It 
is probable that even the Communists are not certain of the 
real impact of their propaganda. The documents appear to 
reflect some dissatisfaction at the top, particularly with 
respect to the impact of propaganda on the population of 
areas not under firm Communist control. Assessments by 
lower echelons are sometimes equivocal, reporting favorable 
sentiments among the people but implying that these senti
ments are not deep and that "armed propaganda" or coercion 
by force is essential in obtaining their cooperation. 

The anti-American line of the Communists undoubtedly 
has had an impact. The Communists attempt to exploit 
parochial and nationalist sentiments, and in particular 
to appeal to those affected personally by the forei:gn mili
tary presence·. They have _x:noved peasants to deµionstrate 
against bombings.or against displacement from their-homes. 
Through the infiltration of agitators in the northern cities 
this spring, they succeeded somewhat in adding to the anti
American cast of the "struggle movemen~" -propaganda. How
ever, there is no indication that· the Communists have gen
erally managed to evoke the "hatred" of Americans which 
they have attempted. A refrain seen in Communist documents, 
in reports to higher authority from lower echelons; i? 
that dislike and hatred and fear o.f Americans ;i:s growing; 
at the same time, however, concern is expressed"that a 
"fierce" anti-American spirit and an anti-American movement 
are slow in comi~g. · 

It is indisputable that the Communists have appealed· 
successfully to large numbers of individuals and have ob-

-tained willing adheren~s-to their cause; moreover, they have _ 
succeeded in engaging ~he aspirations of segments of partic
u·lar groups--for example, of numbers of montagnards with 
promises of autonomy. But the lines on broad issues do not 
appear to have captured 1;.h.e enthusiastic support of-··any siz
able section of the populace outside Communist-held areas. 

The net.impression of the available evidence is that 
Communist propaganda has served more effectively as a re
cruiting device and to neutralize or to assist in control
ling broad elements of the populace than as a medium for 
awakening a sustained political movement. 
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VI. The Overall Effectiveness of the Political Subversive 
Aeparatus 

A. With the Rural Vietnamese 

The net impression conveyed by the evidence de-
$cr ibed in previous sections on Communist political activ
ity throughout the rural areas is that the Communists have 
achieved the willing cooperation and participation of con
siderable· elements of the populace in the "liberated" areas, 
but they have not b.een ~ble to get the willing part_ic:i,pation 
of the large, unaffiliated, locally-oriented mass of the 
peasantry. The Communists must rely for continuing sup
port even within their controlled areas, on a blend of in
doctrination, suasion, agitation, and coercion. In.the 
rural areas they do not now hold, but must, if they are to 
achieve their ultimate hopes--those surroundihg Saigon, for 
example--the Communists have recruited numbers of ad-
herents. Their documents indicate, however, that they find it 
necessary to rely primarily on "armed propaganda" and guer
rilla warfare to achieve· significant influence·. . · 

Communist reports indicate an increasing concern 
over inability to counter effectively the impaat of .large
scale allied military operations on the populace. I~ areas 
where such operations have been mounted; there appears to 
be increasing popular reluctance to cooperate with, con
tribute to, or shelter the insurgent armed forces. The 
.documents speak of .. growing diffic_-qlt.ies· in rec.;u~.!-ing the 
types of people.needed for-military and labor-support units, 
particularly those units which leave thei~ ~atiye _villages 

-or districts. Coercion must increasingly 9e applied wh~re 
propaganda suasion.~a~~s. 

Lower echelons report that even s.ome insurgent po-
. li tical cadres are fleeing to safe places and staying "po-:. 
litically inactive." Increasing concern is also registered 
in the documents over the flight of refugees to government
con trolled areas, over the government pacification programs, 
and over government counter-propaganda. Lower echelons 
report that political organization and proselyting are 
slow. · 

It is impossible as yet to judge the extent to 
which these difficulties are hurting the Communist war ef
fort, or to tell whether they will grow to the point where 
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they will largely block further Communist progress in sub
verting the rural populace through political action. It 
seems clear, however, that Communist progress through 
political action in the rural areas since early 1965 has 
slowed significantly, at least in these areas affected by 
allied military operations. (Annex III contains additional 
discussion of the status of the rural populace under Viet 
Cong control.) 

It is possible to make a rough estimate--on the 
basis of a data ba.se whi,ch is admittedly incomplete':'-of the 
total percentage of the populace in South Vietnam which is 
under the direct control of the Vietnamese Communists. It 
would appear that at least 3.5 million persons, or about 21 
percent of the total population of 16 million (the ·latest 
US Government estimate of the total population of "South 
Vietnam), fall into this category.* . 

Four million other people reside in areas where 
it is impossible to tel.l the exact degr~e- of contro.l or in
fluence exercised by either the.Viet Cong or the Saigon 
Government. This group, approximately 25 percent of the 
population, should probably be regarded as an essentially 
uncommitted group in that it does--not give a-llegianceby 
choice either to the government in.Saigon or to·the Viet 
Cong. The balance of the population, some 8.6.million, are 
considered firmly under government control.** This govern
ment-controlled S!3gment of the populati~:m, which includes 
3. 2 million urban dwellers and one_ million refug~~.s' com
prises some 54 percent of the total~ 

Current reporti:ng indicates that about 75 percent of 
South Vietnam's 66,000~square miles of· territory is not 

*For the purpose here, an area and its inhabitants are 
considered to be under the· direct control of the Communists 
wherever the Communists are in a position of such unchal
lenged domination that they have been able to establish 
at least a semi-overt insurgent governmental apparatus. 

**They are, for example, given relatively effective pro
tection by government forces -and are relatively responsive 
to the day to day dictates of government officers who reside 
and move freely throughout these areas. 
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effectively or lastingly controlled by either the Commu
nists or the government. Much of this area is wasteland, 
uninhabited or sparsely settled. The Communists are able to 
operate at will throughout the area, but probably do not try 
to exercise exclusive domination except where they have 
base areas. 

The 54 percent of the population which the Saigon 
government controls probably occupies not more than 12 to 
15 percent of the total land area of the country. The por
tion of the population under d.irect Viet Cong. control is 
situated on what is probably only about 7 to 10 percent of 
the total land area. On a day-to-day basis, then, the major 
populated areas of contention between the allies and the 
Communists constitute only about one-quarter of the-- land 
area of South Vietnam. (S.~e figure III-2) 

B. In the Cities: Saigon in Particular 

The Communists.realize that it i~ in the cities 
that the greatest gains need be made if the amed forces 
and the government are to be riddled from within. Of the 
cities, Saigon is by far the most important. Analysis of 
captured documents and other inte-lligence information.relat
ing to Saigon suggests that the Communi~ts may_ ·feel that 
they have succeeded in winning the sympathies of a not in
considerable segment of the city dwellers. The information 
suggests further,_ however, that the. Co~unists do not con
sider this sympathy--or their in.fl.uence in the _ci.i;ies 
generally--as sufficient to ensure effective support for 
any major overt action on their part. It _is. certa.i_nly 

-clear that they do not-believe they have sufficient .cove.rt 
assets within Saigon~ . -

The Communists appear to see their efforts in the 
cities as proceeding along two mutually supporting -paths-
one of organization and preparation for the day when the 
conditions they seek will arise, and one of terrorism and 
agitation to help create those conditions. In September 
1965, the party's Current Affairs Committee for the capital 
zone claimed that terrorist attacks had "aroused enthu
siasm among the people" and had frightened government per
sonnel. The result according to the document, was that the 
"people, especially the laborers, clearly sympathize with 
the Revolution" and "enthusiastically support and cover our 
activities •.. ". They will be with us, the document claimed, 
when the general uprising occurs. 
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Nevertheless, the document admitted that the Com
munists were not ready in September 1965 for any major ac
tion in Saigon. It recommended that we "draft plans" for 
seizing control of slums in the capital and for promoting 
"our political movement through military activities."* 

The captured documents also register suspicion of 
certain groups in the cities, indicating they should be 
watched, exploited if possible, but not viewed as major 
sources of support. Such groups include the Buddhists, 
other political p~rties_:--"both the progressive one~ a~d the 
counterrevolutionary ones"--ahd the ''bourgeois landlords, 
both progressive and revolutionary."** 

On balance, the evidence so far developed indicates 
that the Buddhist-backed dissidence and the "confronta
tions" in th~ cities this--spring were not created or con
trolled by the Communists, but that the Communists did move 
to exploit them and to manipulate them as much as they 
could through infiltratipn. There is evidence, for example, 
that the leadership of the "struggle" movement in the 
cities was infiltrated by Communists. There was apparently 
no overt Communist military move in direct support of the 
dissidents, however. The Communists probably decided that 
the time for a major military move was not right, since the 
over-all conditions:were not yet favorable and ·their own 
influence and support in the cities was too weak. 

*A subsequent document, a notebook recordi.ng ."what ap- __ . 
peared to constitute the views of the par~y_le~de~s for the 

- Saigon area at the end o.f 1965, claimed fu_rther progres~ in 
gaining popular sympathy, but again admitted weakness in 
capability. It claimed that the presence of us troops had 
helped block the disruption of the .,antirevolutionary" 

. forces in Saigon, but -asserted that agents were still lim~ 
ited, and that their low· ·efficiency was leading to detec
tion and arrest. 

**Another directive of the Saigon area's Current Affairs 
Committee spoke critically of the "intellectual bourgeoisie." 
It noted that "a progressive faction has been joining the 
Front and is going to be more inclined toward the Revolu
tion," but "the majority is nonaligned and adopts the at
titude of wait-and-see," while "a small faction becomes 
more and more overtly reactionary by acting as imperialists• 
lackeys ...• " 
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ANNEX IV 

THE GROUND WAR IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

I. The Build-Up of Forces 

The course.of the ground war in South Vietnam is marked 
by the extent tq whi~h, in the conventional military sense, 
it has become increasingly a confrontation between third 
country forces. This situation reflects the already heavy 
commitment of indigenous manpower resources to the war ef
fort. The heavy casualties sustained by local Communist 
forces (VC) ·are putting an increasing strain on· their ability 
to mobilize additional military manpower. The G~ has com
mitted substantial manpower resources to pacification pro
grams and internal security and police programs. Over half 
of the GVN military to.rces are committed to these counter
insurgency programs. The GVN potential for ·expansion of its 
military forces, which would be limited under the best of 
circumstances, is restrained further by the political unrest 
in the GVN and the high desertion. rate in.the ARVN. 

Since mid-1965, NVA troops in South Vietnam have in
creased by nearly 37,000. They now total 38,000 of about 
38 percent of the total VC/NVA main force. By the end of 
1966, an estimated 60,000 ~VA"i;.;i::-oops-will a~~o.':l_nt for nearly 
half of the VC/NVA main force. By mid-1967 an estimated · 
75,000 NVA troops will account for 55 .P~rcen-t;. o~ main force 
strength. US/Third. Nation* forces at the_ end of 1964 _ 
totaled only 25,000 troops or 9 percent of Allied regular 
troop strength. In-mid-1966 there were 300,000 US/Third 
Nation troops or 49 percent of total strength. Projected 
deployments indicate that US/Third Nation forces-will ac
count for 470,000 troops or ·59 percent of the regular Allied 
Army strength in South Vietnam by mid-1967. 

Regular Free World forces now outnumber the total esti
mated Communist force by 5 to 1, and hold a 6 to 1 margin 

*Here and throughout the remainder of the text, _South 
Korean, Australian and New Zealand Forces are referred to as 
"Third Nation" Forces. 
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over the VC/NVA main force. units. Overwhelming air and 
artillery support, coupled with considerable troop mobility 
and naval participation also add significantly to the pre
ponderance of Allied military strength. 

There is a sharp distinction between Communist and Al
lied forces in the number. of support troops needed to back 
up tactical combat troops. Only about one-fifth of the 
·total Allied Army and Marine Corps troops, are committed to 
engaging and destroying the enemy in offensive operations. 
Thus of a force in June 1966 totaling slightly over 218,000 
Army and Marine Corps ground forces only 44,200 represented 
troops in maneuver battalions. Over 157,000 troops were in
volved in indirect combat, logistics, construction ~ngineer
ing, security and other support tasks and some 16,400 troops 
are in artillery battalions. The Communist forces, on the 
other hand, have to conunit only 18,000 troops or a little 
over 15 percent of their regular. forces to comba.t ... support, 
compared to .over BO percent for the Allied forces. 

When the relative build up of opposing forces is looked 
at in this manner the troop strength ratios change dramati-

. cally. The troop strength ratio of Allied maneuver battalions 
becomes nearly 1:1 rather than _6:1. _ In the II and IV Corps 
area the ratio is in the favor of the Communists. The pro
jections of estimated Conununist.!llain force strength and 
Allied troop strength in maneuver battalions ln mid~l967 
indicate a troop strength ratio which g.ives the over-all 
strength advantage to the Communists. The advantage is 
offset, of course, by the air, artillery and naval suppor~ 
of the Allied fbr.ces and their·highly·developed mobility. 
Nevertheless,. the Conununist buila up, particu·lai:·ly of NVA 
forces, shows a determination to comrni t whatever forces ·· 
are necessary to mat_c;h _the Allied build up and to extend 
the war as long as possible. Even i_f. the. COJ:!'ll!lunists admit -
that they cannot win· a conventional military victory in 
South Vietnam they may still calculate that a long extended 
war with increasing US casualties may eventually break down 
US will and determination to-persevere. · 

II. Casualties 

The toll in human lives is, however, presenting an in
creasingly high cost to the Conununist forces. The heavy 
.casualties sustained by VC.forces has already stabilized 
the extent to which they can commit troops and has forced 
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them to rely more heavily on NVA replacements. Total Com
munist losses--killed in action, captured, seriously wounded 
and deserters--ranged from an estimated 80,000 - 90,000 
during 1965. During 1966 we estimate that these losses may 
range from 105,000 - 120,000 and from 65,000 - 75,000 for 
the first six months of 1967 if the current rates of combat 
are maintained and projected troop strengths are realized. 
We estimate that some 25,000 - 30,000 of the losses during 
1966 will be North Vietnamese; an additional 25,000 - 30,000 
North Vietnamese will be lost during the first half of 1967. 
The bulk of these losses will result from battle-deaths and 
serious wounds. Local Communists will sustain estimated 
losses of from 80, 000 - 90, 000 during 1_966 and an additional 
40,000 - 45,000 during the first half of 1967. About two
thirds of local Communist losses will result from battle 
deaths and serious wounds. The- remainder will -be accounted 
for by captives and deserters. 

In terms of the number killed in action on the battle
field, the Allied forces wil_l c;:o~_tin_ue- to maintain an advan
tage. We estimate that about 48,000 Communists will be 
killed during 1966 and an additional 30,000 during the first 
six months of 1967 compared to 16,000 Free World soldiers 
estimated to be killed during 1966 (6,000 US and ~bird Nation, 
10, 000 ARVN) and an additional 9, 000 _that will probably be 
killed during the first six months of 1967. -

Reports on- battle fatalities .among Communist forces in
dicate they have· increa~ed from slightly under._2, 000 a month 
during the fi~st six months of 1965 to about 3,900 each-month 
during the second half of 'the year and 4,.000.a month during 
January-May 1966~ 

On the basis of very limited data we estimate that the 
number of Communist troops seriously wounded and hence ef
fectively lost has increased from about l, 600 - ·2, 500 a· 
month in 1965 to from 2,000 - 3,200 a month in 1966. Our 
estimates indicate that the numbers of Communist personnel 
captured during 1965 and 1966 do not vary much, ranging 
from 6,300 in 1965 to an estimated 7,000 in 1966. 

The Allied forces have achieved better than a 3 to 1 
kill ratio over the enemy: Our data on VC/NVA forces killed 
in action show a sharp change in the relative shares accounted 
for by GVN forces and US/Third Nation forces. In the last 
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six months of 1965, US/Third Nation forces accounted for 23 
percent of total Communists killed in action. In the first 
five months of 1966, however, US/Third Nation forces accounted 
for 56 percent of total Communists killed in action. 

The rising casualty rates among Communist forces have 
had no detectable influence on North Vietnam's desire to 
continue the war in the South. The enemy continues to buildup 
his forces in the South, and the Communist forces are perform
ing in battle as well today as they were in 1964 and 1965. 
The manpower drain on North Vietnam, in numbers alone, has 
not yet reached a burdensome level. Although the VC units 
have borne most of the casualties to date and are squeezed 
for manpower, Hanoi seems willing to increase its commitment. 
The drain on manpower could, however, become mqre critical 
as the casualty rates in the S6uth and the competing.demands 
for more manpower in the North increase. An incr-ease in 
casualty rates in the South substantially higher than those 
already estimated through mid-1967 would require an Allied 
conunitment of maneuver battalions subs~antially.greater than 
that indicated in current deployment programs. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE GROUND WAR IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

I. General Troop Strength 

A. U.S. and Third Nation 

1. Forces - General 

The U.S. military commitment in South Vietnam, 
along with that of South Korea, Australia, and New Zealand, 
has grown from some 25,000 troops at the end of 1964 to ap
proximately 300,000 troops -at the end of June 1966. Projected 
troop strengths indicate that approximately 470~QOO U.S./Third 
Nation forces will be stationed in South Vietnam by mid-1967. 
(See Table IV-1) 

In both an absolute and relative sense U.S./Third 
Nation troop strength in South Vietnam_has grown more rapidly 
since 1964, than has- the corresponding buildup.in the South 
Vietnamese regular forces (See Table IV-2). U.S./Third Na
tion forces represented 9 percent of total _Allied regular 
troop strength in 1964, 41 per~ent in 1965, ftnd_49 percent 
in mid-1966. They will account for 59. pe.rcent of' the planned 
regular Allied forces in South Vietnam by June 1967. 

2. Deployment 

P .• s ./Third Nation ground force~· -in·-south Vietnam 
are predominantly deployed in the I, II, and III Corps areas, 
with South Vietnarne~e _troops, as of August 1966·,· maintaining 
complete military responsibility in. the-Capital Military Re
gion (Saigon) and·IV Corps areas. United States Marines are 
stationed at Da Nang, Chu Lai and Phu Bai in the I Corps 
area. Field Force I, with headquarters at Nha T~ang (I~ 
Corps area), contains the 1st Calvary Division, _elements of 
the 25th Infantry and 101 Airborne Division. ROK forces, 
and the 5th Special Group. Field Force II, with headquarters 
at Cu Chi (III Corps area) , contains the 1st Infantry Divi
sion, elements of the 25th Division, 173 Airborne Brigade, 
and Australian and New Zealand Units (See Figure IV-1). 

B. South Vietnam 

1. Forces - General 

At the end of June 1966, the Republic of South 
Vietnam had some 700,000 people under arms (See Table IV-3). 
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Table IV-1 

South Vietnam: Actual and Projected Growth 
of Total US/Third Nation Force's 

December 1964 - June 1967 
Thousands 

Dec 1064 Jul 1965 Dec 1965 Jun 1966 Dec 1966 Jun 1967 

United States 

Army 15.0! 40.0 120.0 160.0 240.0 275.0 

Marines LO 25.0 40.0 50.0 70.0 70.0 

Air Force 7.0 10.0 20.0 40.0 50.0 50.0 
; 

Navy and Coast Guard ·LO 5.0 10.0 20.0 25.0 30.0 

Subtotal 24.o . Bo.a .190.0 270.0 J§2:..Q 425.0 

Third Nation i.O 5.0. ~a.a 30.0 45.0 45.0 

Total 25.0 85.0 210.0 
==== 

300.0 430.0 470.0 
I 
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Table IV-2 

South Vietnam: Comparative Actual and Projected Regular 
Allied Troop Strength 

Decenil;>er 1964 - June 1967 

(In thousands)* 

June December .rune 
1964** 1965 1966 1966 196:Z: 

GVN*** 250.0 300.0 310.0 320.0 325 
u:·s~· and Third Nation 25.0 210.0 ~ 430.0 470 

Total 275.,0 510.0 610.0 750;0 ·795 

u.s. and Third Nation 
as Percent of Total 9 41 49 57 59 
* Rounded to the nearest 5 thousand~ 

** End of year figures except for June 1966 and Jurie 1967. 
*** Excludes som~ 383 thousand quasi-military/security personnel. 

Table. IV;_ 3 · . 

Total South Vietnamese Armed Strength 
December 1964 - _June 1967 

·(In.thousands)* 

1964** 1965 1966 

South Vietnamese Forces 

Regular Military 250.0 300._o . 31p.o. 325._o 
Regional 95.0 130.0 140.0 . 140.Q 
CIIXJ. 20.0 . 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Popular 170.0 135.0 14o.o 140.0 
Armed Combat Youth 45.0 40.0 25.0 25.0 
National Police -~ 50.0 ~ ... 55.0 

Total 610.0 685.0 700.0 715.0 

* Rounded to nearest 5 thousand. 
** End of year strength with exception of June 1966 and June 1967. 
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- Figure lV-1 

SOUTH VIETNAM: MAJOR ALLIED DEP.MENTS 
OF REGULAR TROOPS, BY CORPS, MID-1966 

TOTAL FREE WORLD FORCES 

Assigned · 
Reserve and 
Nof Specifed 

us 252,560 24,500 
Third Nation 27,640 2,800 
GVN (ARVlll only) 141,700 136,800 

421,900 164,100 

USA 82,500 
USMC 50 
USAF 16,000 
USN 2,700 
Third Nation 5,600 
ARVN 45,300. 

152,150 

54639 8-66 CIA 

Total 586,000 

38,600 

1,700 
52,000 

5,300 
10,600 

Third Nation 40 

II CORPS 

ARVN 31,000 
100,640 

.USA 70,000 
USMC 10 
USAF 11,500 
USN 200 
Third Nation 22,000 
ARYN 26,500 

130,210 

SEER 
NO FOREIGN DISSEM 
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This figure, however, does not accurately reflect the regular 
South Vietnamese military strength. Only about 45 percent 
of the total South Vietnamese armed strength is committed 
to conventional milita~y operations. 

The South Vietnamese have responsibility for the 
bulk of the pacification program and measures to eliminate 
or neutralize the Viet Cong infrastructure. These programs 
require the commitment of some 350,000 men in quasi~military, 
self-defense and national police units. The South Vietnamese 
regular military force consists of 275,000 army troops, 15,000 
air force and 20,000 navy/marine forces. 

Since 196.4, the· regular south Vietnamese mili-
tary force has increased by some 60,000 men or by about 25 per
cent. Projected deployments indicate that the regular 
forces are to be increased by some 10,000-15,000.men, bring
ing total strength up t~ 320,000-325,000 men by June 1967. 

2. Major Deployments 

The rnid-1966 South Vietnamese A~rny Order of Bat
tle is presented in Table Iv:..4 ·below·: 

Table I.V-4 

Major South Vietnamese Ground Force Deployments 
by Corps Area, Mid-1966 

Combat. Units 

I Corps· 
II Corps 

III Corps 
IV Corps 

Capital Military Region 
General Reserve 
support Units and 

Miscellaneous 

Total 

.Assigned. strength 

31,000 
26,500 
43, 000 ... 
38,500 

2,000 
8,500 

128,000 

277,500* 

*Includes five GVN Marine Battalions with a total strength 
of 4,000 men. Approximately 21 percent' of the combat strength 
is allocated to I Corps, 18 percent to II Corps, 29 percent 
to III Corps, 25 percent to IV Corps and 7 percent to re
serves and the Capital Military Region. 
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C. VC/NVA 

1. Forces - General 

-The composition and size of the Communist force 
in South Vietnam has changed considerably since 1964. The 
total enemy strength has grown from approximately 127,000 in 
1964, to 269,000 by mid-1966, and we estimate that it may 
reach 310,000 by June 1967. Nearly 37,000 regular North 
Vietnamese Army troops have joined enemy ranks in South 
Vietnam since mid-1965. The continued infiltration of 
North Vietnamese troops has been the primary source of in
creased Communist troop strength in South Vietnam. The com
parative and future estimated growth in enemy forces- is 
illustrated in Table IV-5 below: 

Table IV-5 

South Vietnam: Estimated NVA/VC Forces, -
December 1964 - Mid-1967 

(In thousands) 

57.0 

Enemy 127.0 237.0 269.0 

cember 
1966 

- 6 o. o· 
. - 6 5. 0 
ilO.O 

June 
1967 
75.0 
65.0 

110.0 

60.0 

*End of year stren<it;hs with except~on ot J~ne 1966. 
**These are the currently accepted irregular figures but, 

as indicated in the Summary Discussion, these figures are 
being re-examined and may be subject to upward revision. 

2. Deployment 

Current North Vietnamese troop strength is 
primarily centered in II Corps area, and to a much lesser 
extent in I and III Corps area. No appreciable numbers of 
NVA troops are known to be in IV Corps. VC main force 
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strength is heavily concentrated in III and IV areas and 
to a lesser extent in II and I Corps areas. A more detailed 
deployment is shown in Table IV-6 below: 

- Table IV-6 

South.Vietnam: Estimated Stren th, Corn osition and 
Deployment of NVA VC Main Force Elements by Corps Area,* 

Mid-1966 

I Corps 
II Corps 

III Corps 
IV Corp·s 

NVA 

38,000 

vc 

18,800 
·--36,000 

27,800 
_18-, 4 00 

*Excludes some 170,000 irregulars, political cadre and 
combat support forces. Combat support forces are about 15 
percent of regular forces strength. 

II. Analysis of Troop Strength 

A. General ·· 

During the past year, Aliied strength ha~ grown to 
the point where regu-la-r Free World forces now outnumber the 
total estimated C.onll!ll.inist force by 5 ·to 1, and hold a 6 to 
1 margin over the NVA/VC main force units. (See Figure 
IV-2). Overwhelming air and artillery support, coupled 
with extremely high tr99p mo.bili ty also add to the effec
tiveness of Allied military strength. 

Recently both the Allies and Communists have drawn 
· heavily on outside help (Figures IV-3 and IV-4) to build 
·up military forces in the South. In a military sense, the 
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SOUTH VIETN¥ 
Figure IV-2 

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED GROWTH IN US/GVN/THIRD NATION 
FORCES AND COMMUNIST FORCES, December 1964 -June 1967 
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,' 
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... ---

ivilian Irregular Defense Gro p 
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°-~d Popular Fo.rces 

Allied Regular Forces 
4001-------,.,,._----t-----------;-----+-------t 
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Dec 1964 Dec 1965 Jun 1966 Dec 1966• Jun 1967• 
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APPROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF ACTUAL AND PROJEC 
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SOUTH VIETNAM 
APPROXIMATE AN.D PROJECTED GROWTH 

IN COMMUNIST FORCES. 
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war in South Vietnam is rapidly developing into a con
frontation between the United States and North Vietnam with 
South Vietnamese forces on both sides playing relatively· 
reduced roles. In spite of rapidly growing Allied troop 
strength and resulting heavy enemy losses, North Vietnam 
continues to send regular troops south in increasing num
bers. The Vietnamese Communists apparently recognize the im
possibility of a classic military solution, but may hope 
to attain their objectives by unconventional means and ap
parently intend ~o extend the war as long as possible in 
the hope of wearing down us will to see the war through. 

An early and successful conclusi·on to the military 
struggle rests, therefore, with the ability of Allied forces 
to hunt down and destroy the enemy on his own ground. It 
is ·in this context that the numerical superiority _in the 
ratios of Allied to Communist strength became less impres
sive. More meaningful relationships and trends in analyzing 
the present and futu~e_course of the gr-0und war depend on 
the actual number of Allied troops theoretically "capable 
of engaging and destroying the enemy in offensive operations. 

B. Critical Troop Ratios 

1. Assumptions 

Total Allied troop strength in South Vietnam 
presently stand-s -at some 610, 009_ men. - Curren_t -~VA/VC main 
force strength- is estimated to be about 100 1 000 troops.*-
At first glance it would appear that All_ie_d r~gu_lar forces 
presently enjoy a 6:.l numerical superior:i.ty over t_he NYA/VC_ 
main force. In a practical sense, however, this is not the 
case. Western troops and their South Korean and Vietnamese 
Allies require considerable numbers of support troops to 
maintain offensive combat units in the field. Since the
scale of combat in South Vietnam at the present time is 
largely dependent on the level of Allied initiated offen
sive operations, it seems logical to exclude Allied support 

J 

*Irregular forces, political cadres and combat support 
forces are excluded from Communist troop strength in this 
analysis because of their limited role in conventional war
fare. 
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troops in deriving meaningful ratios of actual Communist/ 
Allied battlefield strength. The combat strength of the 
NVA/VC main force is taken at current estimated full 
strength--about 100,000 men. Allied combat strength is de
fined to include the number of troops assigned to maneuver 
battalions--those troops who initiate offensive ground ac
tions and conceptually come into direct contact with the 
enemy. The critical troop ratio is defined as NVA/VC main 
force/Allied maneuver battalion strength. 

2. Offensive Combat Strength 

a. U. S./Third Nation 

For purposes of this analysis only ground 
troops are.considered~-nearly 60,000 men in the ~ir Force 
and Navy are excluded from·the analysis. (See Table IV-7). 
Approximately 20 percent of the total u. S. Army and Marine 
Corps strength in South Vietnam is committed to maneuver 
battalions. (See Figure IV~S)~ ·~n ~dditio~al· 1 percent is 
assigned to artillery battalions that primarily provide com
bat support to the maneuver battalions.* The remaining 73 
percent of the Army and Marine-Corps personnel perform sup
ply, construction, engineering,. security, and related sup
port tasks. The percent of maneuver-battallon strength to 
total Third Nation troop strength is considerably higher be
cause these t~oops are largely suppo~ted by US service un-
i ts. The deployment by Corps· area and service __ of US/Third 
Nation maneuver battalions is pres!=nted in· Table IV-8 ... As· 
of June· 1966, 31 percent of US/Third ~a_tion ~an_euver _battal
ion strength was loaated in I Corps, 41 _percent in II. Corp_s, 
and 28 percent in_ I~~ Corps. Projected deployments for 
June 1967 indicate that some 78,600 US/Third Nation troops 
in maneuver battalions will be distributed in the following 
manner: I Corps 23 p~~cent, II Corps 49 percent~ and LII 
Corps 28 Percent. 

b. South Vietnam 

In the analysis of the critical troop ratios 
only the South Vietnamese Army is given consideration--some 

*Artillery battalions are excluded from the critical 
ratio due to the manner in which they are employed in com
bat. 
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Table IV-7 

South Vietnam: Actual and Projected Deployment of US/Third Nation Forces, by Function 
July 1965 - June 1967 

(In Thousands} 

I 1965 1966 
I 

! )> 

1:g :!.!!:L ~ ~ . _Q£,L ~ ~ .....:!filL ~ ~ ~ ...!:!Y_ Jun Dec 1966 Jun 1967 ,.., 
10 

Combat and Direct Combat Support i< 

I~ Maneuver Battalions 10 
I"" 
':::a USMC 9.0 10.0 J.2.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 14.o 15.0 16.o 17.0 17.0 18.o 18.o 
1~ USA 6.4 10.4 14.4 16.o 17.6 19.2 24.0 24:0. 24.o 26.4 26.4 27.2 39.2 46.4 

I~ TN :8 .8 .8 . 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1: 7.1 9.2 10.0 10.0 14.2 14.2 

I l\J ArtillerY* 
0 .... 

2.6 2.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6. 4.o 4.6 4.8 4.8 5.4 5.4 5.6 (.11 USMC 5.6 --0 USA 1.7 1.7 3.7 ; 3.7 6.7 8.7 .9.7 9.7 10.2 10.7 10.7 11.0 18.5 21.5 co --l\J 20.5 ~ ~ 42.4 47.0 50.6 co Subtotal ~ ~ 61.1 67.1 ~ 70.6 22..:.i !22.:.1 
(') 
0 Construction, Engineering, (J) .,.. Security, Support, etc** V> 
(J) .... 
V> USMC 13°9 21.6, I 20,8 21.2 22.2 22.6 21.6 20.8 28.9 29.0 29.8 31.2 45.4 46.4 
-.J USA 31.6 36.0 58.1 73.0 80.2 . ,88.9 89.0 95.3 103.2 111.6 117.1 138.8 190.3 219.1 

USAF 11.6 12.7 13.6 .. 15.2 18.3 20.6 25.3 28.7 32.3 33.0 33.9 38.1 50.0 50.0 
USN*** 4.6 5.3. 9.0 . 8.5 8:8 ' 8.7 9.8 10.5 12.7 13.8 14.8 17.8 24.o 24.o . ' 

Subtotal 61.7 12.& ~ llLi ™ 140.8 !!!hl ill.:J. .!11:.l 187.4 122...& ~ lQ2.!1 ~ 
• ! i 

Total 82.2 101.1 llhQ 160.3 ~ .191.4 ™ 21~.7 238.2 ~ 265.1 ~ 405.2 445.2 -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
* Excludes antiaircra~· and missile units, unknown TN artillery included in combat and direct combat support. 

** Includes USAF and USN, although recognized; that these forces perform indirect combat support roles• 
*** Includes Coast Guard. 
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Table IV-8 

South Vietnam: Actual and Projected Deployment 
of US/Third Nation Maneuver Battalions by Service and Corps Area 

February 1965 - Jwie 1967 

. {In Thousands ) 

I! 
1962 l.966 

0 
< . 
a. r.@. l:1!l!:. fil?l: .f:tU: Ji.m Jul .· [illg_ ~ Oct Nov Dec ~ Ffil?_ Mfil:.... Apr M!I._ Ji.m Dec 1966 J'lllJ-1967 -, .... I Corps 
:::a 
CD 

i4~o co .... USM::* .3 2.0 4.0 7.0 7.0 9.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 15.0 16.o 17.0 17.0 18.o 18.o 
O> 
(.(J 

~ II Corps 
I\) 
0 

2.4 10.4 10.4 13.6 ..... USA 6.4 11.2 11.2' 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 25.6 25.6 (J'I 

C; 
co TN 6.3 6~3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 8.4 8.4 8.4 17.6 12.6 -I\) co 
('") III Corps 
0 
O> 

4.o· """ USA 1.6 1.6 4.o · 4.p 5,6 I 6.4 B.o 10.4 10.4 10.4 12.8 12.8 13.6 13.6 20.8 (,) 
O> l ..... 

.8 .0 , · .a TN .8 .8 .e .8 .8 .8 .8 .0 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 

Total ~ ~ !:.2 ~ 2.:.! ~ .~ 27;.2 ~ '.36~1 ~' ~ 45.1 .!!2.:.1. 51:6 il:!. 54.2 ll:!! 78.6 -
* Excludes tank battalions. 
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R...JATTALION AND ARTILLERY BATTALION STRENGTH. 
AV AND USMC TROOP STRENGTH 

July 1965 -June 1967 
(Thousands) 

198.5 

186.0 
42.4 

168.7 
.3 39.0 -

38.0 15.5 
) " 

15.0 

- 14.3 
' --

132.0 
140.6 

j 116.4 

- . " .. 

Feb Mar Apr 
1966 

213 7 . 
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16.1 

.. 
.. ,. 

154.2 

May 
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44.2 
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57.2 
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227.2 
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Dec 1966** 

*Totals are for ground troops only. 
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348.9 
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257.4 

Jun 1.967 .. 

~ ••Projection pro\lkled by the Department of Defense. 

Figure IV-5 
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35,000 men in the Air Force, Navy and Marines are excluded. 
Approximately 16 percent of the total South Vietnamese Army 
strength is committed to maneuver battalions. (See Figure 
IV-6). As of June 1966, 21 percent of ARVN maneuver battal
ion strength was locatea in I Corps, 21 percent in II Corps, 
30 percent in III Corps and Capital Military Region, and 
28 percent in IV Corps. Projected deployments for June 1967 
reflect.nq change in present troop size of deployment. 
(See Table IV-9) • 

c. NVA/VC Main Force 

For purposes of this analysis regular enemy 
combat strength is considered to include all.NVA/VC main 
force troops. Although it is recognized that not all of 
the troops in this classification are performing combat 
tasks, there are several justifications for making such an 
assumption. These regular enemy troops must be .. hunted down 
and destroyed or eliminated regardless of their operational 
functions. It is also-recognized that the ·NVA/VC ma·in 
force requ~rements in terms 0£ endogenous support troops 
are but a small fraction of similar requirements needed by 
Western troops. 

The estimated. strength of NVA/VC main force 
Corps areas as of June 1966 indicates that approximately 17 
percent of NVA/VC main force strength is.located.in I Corps 
area, 38 percent in II Corps, 27 percent in ~II Cd~ps, and 
18 percent in IV Corps. (See Figure-IV-7t: ·North Vietnam
ese Army troops are predominantly deployed in the two 
Northern Corps while VC main force units are largely lo
cated in the ewo Southern corps areas.· Currently there are 
no known North Vietnamese Arm~-units in the-I~-Corps. · · 

3. ·Analysis of critical Troop-~atios 

a. Aggregate Field Strength Ratios 

It should first be pointed out t-hat in.the 
field, Allied forces as defined, do not have a distinct 
numerical manpower advantage over the regular enemy forces. 
In fact, Communist forces in certain Corps areas possess 
superior numbers. Strong objections could be raised to 
this observation. The high degree of Allied troop mobil
ity, and essentially unlimited air and ground support 
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Figure IV-6 

APPROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF ARVN MANEUVER 
BA TT ALION STRENGTH TO TOTAL ARVN TROOP STRENGTH 

1964 -June 196 7 
(Thousands) 

Baneuver Battalion 
Strength 

268.0 Troop 
St:re11gth 

; 
46.0 

220.0 

... 

43.0 
.. 

-

.. 

222.0 
- ., 

- -
.. 

177.0 

. -
-

.. 

1964 1965 

54652 8-66 CIA • • '!f.r 

.. 

• 
273.0 

51.0 

-

-

222.0 .. 
·-

-

-

Jun 1966 
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-
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Jun 1967 
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Sou:th Vietnam: Actual and Projected Depioyment 
of ARVN Maneuver Battalions by Corps .Area· 
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probably help to make the ratio of friendly to enemy 
field forces less critical than it appears in Table IV-10. 
The ratio of friendly to enemy field forces has increased 
slightly in favor of the Communists during the July 1965-
June 1966 period. A friendly to enemy field force ratio 
of 1:.8 was observed in mid-1965 and a ratio of 1:.9 ob
served in mid-1966. Projections of enemy and Allied 
field strengths indicate that the Communists may achieve 
a 1 to 1 ratio with opposing field forces in December 1966 
and a 1.1 to 1 r~tio by mid-1967. 

b. Qualitative Aspects of Increases in Field 
Force Strength 

The contribution of South Vietnam to both 
the Allied and local Communist field troop strength ha.s 
stabilized.in the past year. In July 1965, GVN troops 
accounted for 73 percent of Allied field strength. In June 
1966 GVN troops made up 48 percent of ~llied field strength. 
In July 1965, South Vietnamese.communists accounted for 
98 percent of the enemy field forces. By June.1966, 
local Communists accounted for 62 percent of the enemy field 
forces. United.States/Third Nation field.forces have in
creased by some 38, 000 during the July 19.65 ·- June.1966 
period. Regular South Vietnamese Army fiel<:l ~forces have 
increased by about 7,000 in the same period. Regular 
North Vietnamese· Army force increased by some 37,000 troops 
in the J~ly 196~. - June 1966 period.- The endogenous Com
munist contr,ipution to V.C main "force increa·sed··strength 
by an estimated 11,000 dur,ing the same period~ 

c. Corps.Area Field St~engtps . 

The critical ratio of opposing field 
forces in South Vietnam by Corps area as of mid-1966 in
dicates that Allied strength varies considerably-·from one 
area to another (See Table IV-11). The Allied field forces 
enjoy an estimated 1:.68 and 1:.92 manpower superiority in 
I and III Corps areas respectively. In II and IV Corps 
areas the Communists enjoy an estimate 1:1.1 and 1:1.3 man
power superiority in the field. Consequently, it is ob
served that while Allied forces enjoy an aggregate man-

. power superiority of 1:.96 in mid-1966, such an advan
tage is not held equally at each Corps level. 
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Table IV-10 

South Vietnam: Ratio of Allied Maneuver Battalion Strength 
to Estimated NVA/VC Ma.in Force Troop Strength 

July 1965 - June 1967 

t--
(In Thousands) 

)> 

1262 1966 
a 

~ ~ ~ Oct 1 Nov Dec ~ ~ ...!!:!:_ ~ ~ ~ Dec 1966 Jun 1967 < 
(1) 
Q. - NVA 1.2 1.2 5.2. 7.7 10.7 11.1 u.1 13.1 18.3 24.; 30.9 38.0 6o.o 75.0 0 .., 
::ti 

. 
(1) V<>IF 47.3 49.3 51.3. 53.3 56.2 59.1 59.2. 59.2 59.2 57.7' 57.2 63.0 65.0 65.0 
ro 

' 0) 

48.5 22.!.i. 56.5 61.0 66.9 70.2 70.3 ~ 11..:2. 82.2 88. l ;hQb.2. 125.0 lli.o.o (/) Total (1) 

I\) 
us/TN 16.2 21.2 27.2 35.1 36.7 38.3 44.l 45.1' 46.l 51.6 53.4 54.2 71.4 78.6 0 ..... 

~ GVN 43.9 45.5 45.5 45.9. 45.9 45·:9 45.9 48.'0 48.o 48.o 48.7 50.9 50.9 50.9 c.o 
i\J 6o.1 66.1 ~ 81.o .· 82.6 84.2 90.0 93.1 94.1 22=.§. ~ 105.1 122.3 c.o Total ~ 
() 

I~ Ratio Friendly to Enemy 1:.81 1:.76 1:~78 l;.75 , 1:.81 l;.83 1:.18 
.j>. 

1:.78 l: .82 1:.82 1:.86 1:.96 l:l.02 l:l.08 
w 
O> Ratio US/TN to NVA l: • 07 1 : • 06 1 : • 19 . 1: • 22 . 1 : • 29 1: .29 1:.2~ l: .2; l:.!i.o. 1:.47 l:.;8 l:. 70 1:.84 1:.95 ..... 
w I 

...... 
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SOUTH VIETNAM: TROOP DISPOSITION 

( 
Figure IY~7 

BY CORPS OF ALLIED MANEUVER BAtf AUONS 
AND ESTIMATED VC/NVA MAIN FORCES (MF) 

June 1966 

NVA 23,500 
· VC/MF 12,500 

36,000 

US/TN 22,000 
GVN 10,500 

.32,500 

NVA 4,500 
VC/MF 23,300 

27,800 

US/TN 15,200 
GVN 15,000 

30,200 

NVA Believed Negligible 
VC/MF 18,400 

GVN 14,200 

54646 8-66 CIA 
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Table IV-11 

South Vietnam: Jlatio of Allied Maneuver Battalion 
Strength to Estimated NVA/VC Main Force Troop 

Strength by Corps Area, Mid-1966 

I Corps II Corps III Corps IV Corps 

10,000 '2 3, 500 ' ~ 4, 500· · 

8,500 12,500 23,300 18,400 

Total 18,800 36 I Q_Q_O .2 7 , 8 Q..1)- • '.18_.dJ).O.. 

US/TN 

GVN 

17,000 

10,800 

22,00Q 

10,500 

15,200 

15,000 14,200 

Total 

Ratio Friendly 
to Enemy 
NVA/VC 
(US/TN + 

27,800 

GVN) 1:.68 
-

32,500 30,200 

l: 1.1 l:. 92 
.. 

c. Projected C~itical Troop Rati6~ 

14,200 

l: 1. 29 ·-
We estimate· that by the end of 1966 Communist field 

strength in South Vietnam will be about 125,000 and 140,000 
by mid-1967 (See Table IV-12). North Vietnamese.Army ~nits 
will account for 54 percent.of the total. Projected Allied 
deployments for the end of 1966 and mid-1967 show that ap
proximately 122,300 and 129,500 troops respectively, will 
be allocated to maneuver battalions. About 58 percent of the 
projected Allied field strength will be accounted for by US/ 
Third Nation forces. The projected increases in both forces 
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US/TN 

will come largely from US/Third Nation troops and the North 
Vietnamese Army. 

Table IV-12 

South Vietnam: Projected Critical Troop Ratios: 
Allied Maneuver Battalion Strength to 

Estimated NVA and VC Main Force Strengths 

(In 

June 1966 December 1966_ 
-

38.0 60.0 

63.0 65.0 

TOTAL 101. o. 125.0 

54.2 71.4 

thousands 

June 1967 

75.0 

65.0 

140.0 

78.6 

GVN (ARVN) 50.9 50.9 50.9 

TOTAL 

Ratio Friendly to 
Enemy (NVA/VC 
. US/TN + GVN) 

105.l 

1:.96 

12-2.3 . •· 129.5 

l: l. 02 l:l.08; 

The ratio.of NVA forces to US/Third Nation forces has 
grown from approximately l to . 1 in July 196 5, to l: to . 7 
in rnid-1966. Projections indicate that this ratio may in
crease to 1 to .8 in ~ecember 1966 and nearly l·to l by mid-
1967. The North Vietnamese apparently plan to match the 
buildup in US/Third Nation maneuver battalions. (See Figure 
IV-8). Thus, during the next 12 months Allied forces in 
South Vietnam will in a relative sense, face a larger enemy 
force than they have in the past. 
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Figure IV-8 

COMPARATIVE, ACTUAL, AND PROJECT.ED ALLll!D AND US/THIRD· NATION 
Troop$ MANEUVER BATTALION STRl!NGTH TO VC/NVA MAIN FO~CE STRENGTH 

<Th~~~nJsJ . July 1965 ·June 1966 and Projected for December 19(>6 ana June 1967 
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III. Operations 

A. Assumptions and Methodology 

The statistics used to evaluate the intensity and 
course of the ground war in South Vietnam take on added mean
ing in a war without fronts. Several of the factors employed 
to assess the war in South Vietnam are subject to consider
able margins of error, and as such require discussion. The 
number of Conununist ~roops reported killed in action is 
both the most important and least reliable statistical 
measure used to assess the progress of the military aspects 
of the struggle. The figure is subject to error because 
of duplications, omissions, possibly inflated body counts, 
and the inability to identify non-military casualties. On 
the other hand, it is .well known that Communist forces 
exert considerable effort to remove both their dead and 
wounded from the battlefields of South Vietnam. At pres-
ent there appears t~ be no rational method for adjusting 
enemy body count figures. Consequently, the statistics 
on enemy dead are taken as received, subject to non-quantifi
able reservations on their accuracy. 

.,. . 
The allocation of the reported. enemy_dead to the 

respective inflicting forces also pr~sents a.problem. Com
bined US/Third Nation and GVN operations are conducted in 
such a manner that an accurate accounting of enemy casual
ties by an inflicting force is di·fficult to achieve. A 
similar problem exists in tryin-g to determlne·.:whether artil
lery, air support or ground forces inflicted the casual: 
ties. Statistical problems also exist ~ri alloc~ting·casual-
ties to large and small scale operations. -

To allocate the number of reported enemy killed 
in each engagement to the respective inflicting _force, . 
the number of Allied soldiers killed in each combined op
eration were weighted by their aggregate kill ratios. 
The number of Allied and enemy killed in action were 
also rounded in an effort to make the data consistent. 
It was observed that the maJority of US/Third Nation 
inflicted and sustained casualties were results of ma
neuver battalion sized operations or greater. A simi
lar assumption with far less certainty was made with 
respect to GVN forces. South Vietnamese casualties, 
both inflicted and sustained, were allocated to their 
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respective corps areas for the July 1965 - May 1966 period 
on the basis of relative April and May data. The July 
1965 - May 1966 period was examined with considerable 
emphasis because of the relative wealth of data and the 
increased involvement of US/Third Nation forces in the 
war. 

B. Operations 

1. Total GVN and US/Third Nation Operations 

During the July 1965 - May 1966 period some 
43,700 enemy troops were reported killed in action. Both 
in relative and absolute sense US/Third Nation forces 
are now playing a dominant combat role in the so·uth Viet
namese war (See Figure---IV-9) .. The number of US/Thir.d Na
tion force·s (maneuver battalions) capable of actively en
gaging Communist forces in combat operations has grown 
from 16,200 in July 1965 to 54,200 in mid-1966. The 
number of GVN forces capable of .initiating ~ffensive op
erations has remained relativ_ely stable--from about 
44,000 in July 1965 to 51,000 in mid-1966. 

2. US/Third Nation* 

During the July 1965 - May 1966 period US/ 
Third Nation participation in ground operations increased 
directly with-increases in US/Third-Nation maneuver battal
ion strength. '(see Figµre IV-10) . From July--December 
1965, US/Thiid Nation forpes accounted fo~ 2j percent 6f 
the 23,600 enemy troops reported killed in action; during 
January-May 1966, U~/Third Nation ~orce~ ki_lled 56 percent of 
20,100 enemy troops reported killed in action. (See 
Figure IV-11). 

US/Third Nation field forces achiev~d a kill 
ratio of approximately 6 to 1 during the July 1965 - May 
1966 period. Of the 16,800 enemy reported killed in action 

*For purposes of simplicity Third Nation forces are com
bined with US. Combined operations are allocated to US/ 
Third Nation and GVN operations respectively. 
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by them during the 11 month period, 26 percent were ac
counted for by US Marines in I Corps, 51 percent by US 
Army/Third Nation forces in III Corps. (See Figure IV-12). 
As a general rule US/Third Nation maneuver battalion kill 
ratios have been highest in I and II Corps areas and lowest 
in III Corps. 

3. ~-

During the July 1965 - May 1966 period the 
South Vietnamese Army participation in ground operations 
decreased. From July-December 1965, GVN forces accounted 
for 7 percent of the 23,600 enemy troops reported killed in 
action, or approximately 3,000 enemy killed per m~nth. 
(See Figure IV-13). High desertion rates, heavy casualties, 
and political instability have adversely affected the bat
tlefield contributio~s. of South Viet~amese ~ilit~ry units. 

South Vietnamese forces achieved a 2.7 to 1 
kill ratio over Communist forces during the July 1965 -
May 1966 period. Approximately 35 percent of these kills 
were recorded in I and II Corps, 25 percent in III.Corps 
and 40 percent in IV Corps. - · 

c. Communist Performance in Battle 

The question of Communist troop moraie ··-ls discussed 
in detail in Annex VII. Communist tr~op per~or~ance indi
cates that the enem~ troops are not yet ~xperiencing morale 
problems that adversely affect their behavior on the battle
field. Howev_er, ·the number of captured Communist weapons, 
personnel, and desertions have increased considerably since 
1964. (See Table IV-13). These losses can be explained by 
the increasing scale o"f·cornbat and do not necessarily re
flect a decline in Communist battlefield performance. 
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Table IV-13 

South Vietnam: Absolute Indicators of Communist 
Performance in Battle 

1964 1965 1966* 

Communist "Chieu Hoi" 
Military Desertions** 1,900 9,500 12,000 

Captured 4,200 6, 300 - 7,000 

Communist Weapons Captured s,9oo 11,800 N. A. 

*Estimate for entire year. 
**GVN amnesty program· for Communist deserters. 

By relating the selected indicators to the scale of 
combat (the number of enemy reported ~IA and captured} it 
is possible to illustrate that· in a· relative s.ense Commu
nist forces are essentially performing as well as in battle 
today as they were in 1964 and 1965. 

Table ·IV-14-

Relative Indicators of Communist' Motivations in Battle 
Expressed in Terms of the Scale of Combat, 1964-66 

1964· 1965 

Captured - as a Percent of KIA .24 .19 
-r -r 

Weapons Loss - as a Percent of 
KIA and Captured** .29 .30 

-r -r 
"Chieu Hoi" Desertions - as a 

Percent of KIA .11 .27 
-r -1-

*Ratios calculated on January-June data. 
**Also includes weapons captured on junks and other 

tration craft, consequently this ratio overstates 
true battlefield weapons loss. 
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It is observed that Communist battlefield performance has 
not changed in spite of the growing scale of combat and in
creased US/Third Nation participation. At present, the 
magnitude of Communist morale problems in terms of influenc
ing battlefield performance, seems to be a minor hindrance 
to enemy operations in South Vietnam. 

D. An Approximate Allocation of NVA/VC Battle Fatali
ties January-May 1966 

1. Methodology 

One of the most difficult intelligence problems 
faced in South Vietnam is that of allocating en~~y casual
ties to their respective fighting units. The characteristics 
of guerrilla warfare make it impossible to distinguish be
tween civilians, irregulars, VC main force and PAVN. troops 
killed in action. Lack of uniforms and unit insignias are 
some of the basic problems encountered~ The time alloted to 
body identification -of the battlefie·ld is influenced by the 
pressures of combat and undoubtedly is far too short to 
allow for accurate body counts, let alone extensive investi
gations of enemy unit identifi~ation. The i_mportance of 
allocating enemy casualties to their res~ective uriits is 
crucial in assessing the present and probabl~ course of the 
war in South Vietnam. The extent to which the Communists 
must rely on internal recruitment and North Vietnamese 
regulars can beSi.:t be determined by arriving at an approxi
mate allocation of enemy c·asuarties. 

It was ~n~ tially assumed th·at all enemy reported 
killed in action we.re members of th.e. Communist military 
establishment. Such an assumption obviously overstates 
enemy losses since it includes civilians inadvertently 
killed in and arounq the battlefields and counted as enemy 
dead. The inclusion of considerable numbers of_South Viet
namese Communist irregulars and combat support troops helps 
to relax this assumption to a certain degree. However, 
the lack of any definitive study on such civilian casual
ties makes it impossible to adjust enemy casualties with 
any degree of precision. Consequently the killed in ac
tion figures are taken as _given. 

In order to allocate enemy battlefield fatali
ties to NVA/VC units, it was assumed that enemy casualties 
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were sustained in proportion to their respective troop 
strength in the various Cqrps areas as of mid-1966. In 
the case of irregular and combat support troops it was as
sumed that these forces were half as likely to engage in 
major combat operations as were the NVA and VC regular forces. 
Reported enemy battlefield fatalities were allocated on a 
corps basis during the January-May 1966 period. Enemy 
losses and respective strength by corps area were then 
compared. Since there were no known NVA troops stationed 
in IV Corps during J~nuary-May 1966 it was conc~ud~d that 
all of the reported battle fatalities were sustained by 
local Communists. NVA strength in III Corps during the 
relevant period accounted for a small portion of the 
enemy main force strength - 15 percent in III Corps by 
mid-1966. The preponderance of enemy casualties in III 
Corps during the relevant period were assumed, there-fore, 
to be sustained by local Communists. The bulk of the NVA 
strength in South Vietnam is stationed in II and I Corps 
respectively. Comm~n~st losses during the January-May 1966 
period in the two upper Corps were allocate"d to· NVA/VC 
on the basis of regular enemy troop strength as of mid-
1966. By employing this methodology it was deduced that 
at a maximum 25-30 percent of.Communist pattlefi~ld fatali
ties were inflicted on NVA troops during January-May 1966. 
Projected enemy troop strengths indicate tnat about 40 
percent of the enemy battlefield fatalities during the 
next year wil~ be sustained ~y NVA ~orces.* 

.The use of Communist regular troop-strength 
as of mid-1966 weights the casualties heavily toward NVA 
forces during the January-May 196 6 per.i9d.. ·NVA ·troop 
strength has rapidly increased in recent months, thus over
stating probable NVA losses during the early months of 1966. 
Such a bias should ~ounter arguments that NVA forces are 
employed more intensively in combat than are local Commu
nist forces. The use· of total South Vietnamese Communist 

*rt is not possible at.this time to refine the alloca
tion of fatalities by considering the actual frequency 
with which VC NVA units engage in combat. 
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troop strength may also overstate local enemy casualties 
since it implicitly assumes that local forces have and will 
be engaged as often as North Vietnamese troops. 

2. Analysis 

This distribution provides some insights into 
probable future trends in the growth and composition of 
enemy forces in S_outh Vietnam. It is estimated that Com
munist battlefield fatalities averaged approximately 4,000 
a month dur.ing January-May 1966. Average monthly North 
Vietnamese and VC battlefield fatalities were 1,600 and 
2,400 respectively. Accepted aaverage monthly C9~unist 
infiltration during the same period was 4,200 •. Combined 
accepted and reported NVA infiltration averaged 7,000 a 
month. · -

It is obvious that during ~anuary-May 1966 
North Vietnamese troop· strength grew·at a more _rapid rate 
than did direct sustained battlefield fatalities. Consider
able increases in estimated North Vietnamese Army strength 
in South Vietnam during the saro~ period confirm this trend. 
The relatively stable size of the VC main fo+.ce during 
the period probably indicates that the-local Cormnunists 
have been able to offset battlefield deaths by recruit
ments from the irregular forces and the populace • 

.. 
IV. Cormnunist.Losses 

A. Total Cormnunist Losses 
. .. 

During 19~5i it is estimated that some 79,300 to 
90,300 Cormnunists (See Table IV-15) were effectively put out 
of action. Projections indicate that from 105, 09_9-120, qoo 
enemy forces will be effectively lost in 1966 anp from 
65,000-75,000 will be lost during the first half of 1967. 
Battle fatalities account for approximately 40 percent of 
the losses, seriously wounded, estimated on the basis of 
captured documents, account for 32 percent, and captured 
and deserters the remaining 28 percent. 
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Table IV-15 

South Vietnam: Estimate of Communist Losses 
1965 - June 1967 

1965 1966 

35,000 48,000 

Jan-June 
1967 

30,000 

Captured 6, 30.0 7,000 4,300 

( "Chieu Hoi" Returnees) 9,500 13,000 8,000 

SUB T-OTAL 50,800 68,000 42,300 

Seriously Wounded 19,000-30,000 24,000-39,000 15,000-24,000 

Deserters 9,500 _13, 000 8,000 

TOTAL 79, 300-90, 3.00 105,000-120,000 65,300-74,300 

1. Killed in Action 

Average monthly reported Communist battle fatali
ties increased from less than 2,000 during the first 6 months 
of 1965 to approximately 3,900 each month in the second 
half of the year. During January-May 1966 ,.·Communist b~_ttle 
fatalities averaged 4,000 per month. Some 35,000 Communist 
troops were killed in action in 1965. ·Approximately 20,000 
enemy troops were reported killed in action <luring January~ 
May of this year, ·and current estimates indicate that approxi
mately 48,000 Communists will probably be killed in action 
by the end of 1966. 

2. Wounded in Action 

a. Methodology 

Few if any official figures are released 
.that give an indication of. the total number of Communist sol
diers wounded in action. The primary reason for the lack of 
such information is that the enemy remove a considerable num
ber of their dead and wounded from the battlefield in an ef
fort to conceal their losses and prevent the capture of addi
tional personnel. 
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Three basic components went into derivation 
of an estimate of NVA/vc·wounded in action. Consideration 
was given to historical factors such as: (1) US, ANZAC, 
and Japanese experience in Burma, Malaya, and the Pacific 
Islands in World War II; (2) the experience of South Viet
namese, and US/TN forces in Vietnam; and (3) Conununist 
prisoner interrogation reports mentioning casualties and 
captured enemy documents such as medical reports and unit 
combat records. The observed ratios of wounded to killed 
during World War II and in Vietnam are sununarized in 
Table IV-16 below. 

Table IV-16 

Selected Wounded to Killed Ratios 

World War II 

Papuan Campaign-(Austra~ian) 

Papuan Campaign (US) 

Philippines (US) 

Okinawa (US)' 

Burma 1949 (Jap~n} 

Burma 1943 (Japan) 

Vietnam 

South Vietnam, 1963-65, (GVN) 

US/Third Nation, 1965. 
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2.04 
-1-

2.79 
-1-.• 

·3.52 
-1-

.4-. 31 
-1-

2.47 
-.-1-

3.23 
-r-

2.17 
-1-

4.1 
-1-
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Prisoner interrogation reports and captured 
enemy documents provided 15 quantifiable observations on the 
relationship between Communist troops killed and wounded in 
action. Enemy casualties ranged from some 700 in large unit 
actions to 20 casualties or less in small group actions. All 
of these losses were sustained while fighting against South 
Vietnamese forces during 1964 and 1965. The observed ra
tios of wounded to killed in action ranged from 1.07:1 to 
2.4:1, with a weighted average ratio of 1.62:1. Since 
these figures are not biased by enemy removal of dead 
troops from the .battlefield they may better. refle.ct _the 
distribution of enemy killed to wounded than those ratios 
which employ Allied body counts as a base figure. 

An enemy document captured by the-1st Cav
alry Division on 17 March 1966, in central Binh"Dinh Prov
ince, revealed regimental data on Communist troop~ wounded 
in action during 9 April 1965 - 1 March 1966. The 2nd VC, 
18th NVA, and Quyet Ram regiments which were estimated to 
be the major enemy eiements stationed i-n Binh Dinh were 
listed in the document. The ·security of Binh Dinh is pre
dominantly maintained by US and ROK forces. Consequently, 
a comparison between Communist troops killed in action (US/ 
ROK body count) and enemy accounts of those wounded in ac
tion in Binh Dinh during the relevant period -provid.es some 
indication of an enemy (WIA) relationship between US/Third 

(KIA) 
nation forces ~nd the enemy. 

US/ROK forces killed 628 Communists in Binh 
Dinh during the relevant period accord~~g .to po~y counts. 
Enemy documents indicate that 1,135 troops were wounded. 
Some 85 Communists wounded in action were· captured by US/ 
ROK forces. It is assumed that: (1) US/ROK forces did 
most of the fighting in Binh Dinh Province; and (2) that 
the above mentioned Communist regiments comprise-most of 
the enemy strength in Binh Dinh. The resulting ratio is 
WIA = 1,135 + 85 = 1.94 for Communist forces engaging US/ 
KIA 628. 
Third Nation forces in South Vietnam. The US/ROK body 
count probably understates the number of enemy killed and 
consequently results in higher wounded to killed ratio than 
.was probably experienced. 

A general relationship between the number 
of troops killed in action and those wounded in action was 
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observed in the samples examined. Troops with high kill 
ratios (Enemy killed) also experienced high wounded to 

(Friendly killed) 
killed ratios (Friendly wounded). Conversely, troops with 

(Friendly killed) 
relatively low kill ratios tended to have low wounded to 
killed ratios. Troops (such as NVA/VC) with low kill ratios 
probably sustain a large number killed and a relatively 
smaller number wounded, while troops (such as US/Third Na
tion forces) with high kill ratios sustain a smaller number 
killed and a relatively larger number wounded. This rela
tionship can be rationalized by the fact that better trained 
and organized troops with superior support fire from artil
lery and aircraft sustain fewer fatalities in obtaining or 
defending an objective than do forces that lack .. $UCh support 
fire. 

Captured enemy documents further-indicate 
that approximately SO percent of the wounded received seri
ous injuries--broken bones and damage_to internal organs 
that required immediate surgery .. - About 30 per.cent of the 
wounds were classified as light, and most of these cases 
were immediately returned to the battlefield. The remaining 
20 percent suffered slight wounds that required ~ittle med
ical attention and were also immediately returned to the 
field. 

It is difficult to estimate the number o·f 
seriously wounded Communist troops who die or cease to be 
effective fighting men •. Howe~~r, most of ~lie~eriousl~ 
wounded are moved considerable distances by primitive means 
of transportation to surgical centers· ~~~re,· uridoubt~dly, 
the facilities and· ~he quality of the medical personnel are 
far below Western Standards. These factors coupled with the 
consideration that many Communist troops are already af
fected by debilitating tropical diseases suggest.that the 
majority of the seriously wounded troops are ou.t of action 
for considerable lengths of time or indefinitely. 

b. Estimate 

Some 19,000 to 30,000 Communist troops were 
seriously wounded in 1965. End of year estimates indicate 
that from 24,000-39,000 enemy troops will be seriously 
wounded in 1966. 
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3. Captured 

Some 6,300 Communist military personnel 
were captured in action during 1965. Given the current scale 
of operations it is estimated that approximately 7,000 
enemy troops will be captured in 1966. 

4. "Chieu Hoi" Returnees and Deserters 

Some 9,500 Communist soldiers defected un
der the GVN "Chieu Hoi" program during 1965. _Current esti
mates indicate that about 13,000 enemy military ~ersonnel are 
expected to defect under the "Chieu Hoi" program this year. 
No information exists on the number of enemy personnel who 
simply desert and return to their villages. We estimate 
that unrecorded enemy desertions are at least eq\.i"al to the 
number of defectors unde·r the "Chieu Hoi" program. This is 
admittedly a conservative approach and the actual-nUmbers 
of deserters could be significantly higher than the esti
mates used in this annex. 

B. Allocations of Present and Future Communist Military 
Losses in South Vietnam 

It is estimated that a maximum of· some 25;000 to 
30, 000 North Vietnamese troops will be effec:t.ively put out of 
action in South Vietnam during 1966. An additional 25,000 
to 30,000 will be lost in the first half of 1967 if current 
rates of combat ~re maintained and projected troop strengths 
are realized.. The bulk of the ·North Vietnames·e- losses will
result from troops killed ~nd seriously wound~d in acti6n. 
Relatively few Nort~ ~ietnamese losses will be accounted for 
by captures, desertions, or defecti9ns. -_ 

Local Communists (including main forces, irregulars 
and combat support troops) will at a maximum sustain some 
80,000 to 90,000 effect·ive losses in action durifig 1966~ An 
additional 40,000 to 45,000 will be lost in the.first half 
of 1967. Approximately two-thirds of the local Communist 
losses will result from battle deaths-and serious wounds. 
The remainder will be accounted for by captures and deser
tions. The relative shift in casualties from.. local to North 
Vietnamese Communist force.s in 1967 reflects the expected 
increase in the role of PAVN troops in the South Vietnamese 
war. In terms of comparative battlefield losses the Allied 
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forces have a distinct advantage over the Communists. It 
is estimated that some 16,000 Free World soldiers will be 
killed in action during 1966, (6,000 US/TN, 10,000 GVN), 
compared to 48,000 Communists. An additional 9,000 Allied 
soldiers will probably be killed by mid-1967, reflecting the 
same loss composition, compared to some 30,000 Communists. 

In a country with an abundant population, where some 
270,000 natural deaths and 20,000 accidents occur each 
year, the loss of some 40,000-60,000 youths annually for the 
sake of "National Liberation" does not, in an oriental 
sense, seem too-high.- The increased North Vietnamese 
commitment in South Vietnam is not, however, entirely based 
on patriotism. VC units have borne the brunt of enemy cas
ualties to date and appear pressed to maintain their current 
strength in face of growing Allied strength. The squeeze 
on VC manpower is becoming more apparent, and the necessity 
of outside hel~ more acute if the war is to be wa~ed at the 
present level. North Vietnam appears both willing and able 
to take on this task_ in the hope that a protracted struggle 
will give them ultimate victory. --It-may, however, find this 
commitment to be increasingly burdensome particularly as it 
required increasing numbers of the country's limited re
sources of skilled manpower and. leadership cadres .. 
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ANNEX V 

THE RESOURCES AND LOGISTIC 
CAPABILITIES OF THE 

COMMUNISTS IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

I. The Viet Cong Economy and Its Manpower 

A. The Viet.Cong' Economy 

The Viet Cong have successfully organized and 
expanded an economic organization to meet the basic task 
of funding.Ve revolutionary activity. The basic-economic 
organization, operating--through the Finance· and Economic 
Section of.the People's Revolutionary {Communist)· Party 
is assisted by the National Liberation Front and Communist 
military components in acquiring, tran§porting, and stor
ing within South Vie-triam almost all the non ... mil±tary 
supplies required by the Viet Cong. During the past five 
years, the VC economic organization has expanded with the 
development of VC forces. Sta~ting as a lo~al self
production unit, the economic structure progressed; first, 
into a voluntary fund drive, then, in-to an organized taxa
tion and finance mechanism and, finally into an organiza
tion activity supporting enlarged base and battlefield re
quirements. 

Taxation appears to be the principal means used .. by 
the Viet Cong to acqu~re financial and inaterial·resources 
within South Vietnai:n. Agricultural_ taxation remains the 
most important source of VC tax receipts and is clearly 
dependent on continuing Viet Cong access to or some meas
ure of control over the rural population. The Vjet Cong 
currently exercise predominant political influe~ce over 25 
to 30 percent of the rice-cultivated area of South Vietnam 
which produces between 750,000 and 900,000 metric tons of 
rice per year. Annual consumption of rice by Communist 
regular forces could be obtained by an average tax of 
about 3 percent of total production in VC areas alone. The 
Viet Cong usually tax at a, subst'antially higher level (12 

· to 15 percent) . There is no indication that resentment by 
the rural population against taxes of this magnitude has 
reached levels adequate to stop rice collections. Planta
tion taxes--either in money or in kind--continue to be 
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collected and are an important source of supply for Viet 
Cong forces in the northern III Corps. Internal trans
portation, business establishments, and commercial activ
ities are also widely taxed. 

VC-initiated economic activities, seizures, and 
clandestine operations supplement VC tax receipts. Bond 
drives, food production, and simple manufacturing units 
have been initiated by the VC to support military person
nel. Significant supplies of war booty continue to be ac
cumulated by the Viet Cong. Clandestine front business 
operations and discreet purchases by civilians acting for 
the Viet Cong, provide access to resources from GVN-con
trolled areas, including imported manufactured goods. 

For specific goods in certain areas of_ -~fouth 
Vietnam, the Viet Cong-have utilized traditional smuggl
ing along the- South Vietnam - Cambodia border. During 
recent months, however, Viet Cong use of Cambodia as a 
source of non-military supplies has increased and been 
organized in a systematic fashion. -Although this logis
tic support is more costly t~an domestic acquisition and 
evidently requires external financial arrangements with 
banks in Hong Kong, the immunity and proximity of such 
logistic support to large VC/NVA forces along the Cam
bodian border apparently has made this soui;d~ of supplies 
increasingly valuable. On an annual basis, it is esti
mated that at least 5,000 and probably as much as 10,000 
metric tons of rice are being acquired from Cambodia and 
a frequently_reported f~gure of 20,000 metric·-·tons ap
pears to be possible. So~e of this rice is also ac
quired to support Communist forces in Laos. - In· addition, 
the VC are acquiring -in Cambodia Sl,lbsta~tia_l quantities 
of cloth, pharmaceuticals, salt, fish and fish sauce, 
gasoline, communications equipment, explosive chemicals, 
and other supplies. 

B. The Economic Impact of Increased Military Pres
sure 

The build-up in VC/NVA forces in South Vietnam 
during the last year has placed a heavy strain on VC 
logistic operations. Confirmed VC/NVA main force 
strength has approximately doubled during the last year. 
Whereas guerrilla personnel, like the civilian popula
tion, are expected to be self-sufficient in basic sup
plies, main force units require extensive logistic 
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support. Food supplies, especially rice, remain the prin
cipal bulk corcunodities required by these forces. The en
tire increase in main force strength has been recorded in 
rice-deficit areas--I and II Corps and northern III Corps. 
There has been no increase in VC main force strength in 
the rice-surplus IV Corps where logistic requirements for 
food supplies are relatively small. 

With the concentration of VC/NVA main force 
strength in I and II Corps and in northern III Corps an
nual rice requirements clearly exceed the· total ··rice pro
duction under VC control in the provinces of Pleiku, Kon
tun, Phu Bon, the western districts of the coastal prov
inces of central Vietnam, and the rice-deficit areas of VC 
military region 7. In all of these areas, theie is evi
dence that the VC are experiencing food supply problems. 
For example, a recently captured document cited the lo
gistical difficulties experienced by the VC during an 
early 1966 campaign in rice-deficit Quang Due .Province 
that did not have sufficient rice for-its own provincial 
force; region forces assigned to the campaign ·were re
quired to arrange their own rice supply "through the bor
der," presumably the Cambodian border. During the course 
of the campaign, one-third of.Ve combat strength'was di-
verted to the transportation of rice... · · 

The increase in allied military action has contin
ued to hamper-the logistic system of the Viet Cong. Al
lied milita~y actions h~ve had· an adverse .effect on ag
ricultural production in ye controlled areas and on the 
percentage of the harvest that the VC can acquire and 
transport to their'l;;>ase areas. Th~ .are-~c~vered and·per-
centage of crop harvested in these rice-harvesting opera
tions is not reported, and no aggregative estimate of 
their impact is possible. Even with continued VC access 
to rice-producing areas, the Viet Cong face a sifoond ma
jor difficulty in transporting this conunodity. · The major 
portion of this movement has been carried out by civilian 
laborers, but the danger of involvement in military ac
tion has caused serious disaffection among the Ve-con
trolled population as the tempo of military activity has 
increased. A third major difficulty caused by allied 
military activity has been the disruption caused by al
lied destruction of VC supply caches. 
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C. The Manpower Situation 

The South Vietnamese population in vc controlled 
areas is at least 3.5 million people and could be as 
much as five million people depending on the extent to 
which the VC have access to contested areas. Most of 
the VC controlled population live in the delta region. 
This controlled population probably contains some 500,000 
physically fit young males. An additional 30,000-
35,000 youths annually become old enough to fight. In 
addition to this controlled population the VC also-draw 
on the population of military age in contested areas, on 
GVN deserters and on recruits from urban areas. 

An.increasing requirement for manpowe~·during 
1·965 forced the VC to resort to monetary inducements and 
to forced·conscription and returnee programs to obtain 
local personnel. With these ·new methods VC have been 
able to attain a significantly higher level of local re
crui tment--over 80,-000 in 1965 c9mpared to.30,000-
40,000 annually during 1961-64. We estimate that the VC 
have a capability in 1966 to recruit and train some 7,000 
to 10,000 personnel a month. 

Recruitment at this scale mu.st.be regarded as 
close to the maximum capabilities of the vc,· particularly 
if these recruits are to receive adequate training. There 
have been increasing signs of a growing squeeze on VC 
manpower during" 1966. This is- reflected in· the growing 
dominance of.North Vietnamese troops as the NVA/VC force 
expands. There are also ~requent prisoner reports of 
manpower shortages· ·~rid the poor quality and training-- of 
new recruits. · · · ·· · · 

In addition to making up for their own losses of 
an estimated 80, 000-9.0.,. 000 .in 1966, we estimate-.. that VC 
forces will increase by about 5,000 troops in 1966. The 
VC are also required, however, to provide replacements 
for a growing number of NVA losses. During 1966 we esti
mate that the NVA will infiltrate from 55,000-75,000 
troops at the same time that they are expanding the NVA 
troop level by an estimated 49,000 troops. NVA losses 
during the year, however,· will range from 25,000-30,000. 
Thus the VC could have to make up for 5,000-20,000 NVA 
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losses, depending on the rate of infiltration and expan
sion of NVA forces. This indicates a total VC military 
manpower requirement in 1966 of from 90,000-115,000. This 
requirement is within the higher end of the range of cur
rent estimates of VC recruitment capabilities. 

If the casualty rate increases as expected during 
1967 to an annual rate of 130,000-150,000 Communist 
losses will be beyond the estimated recruitment and 
training capabilities of the VC. More of the manpower 
burder will then be placed on North Vietnam creating ad
ditional pressures on its manpower resources. 

II. Communist Logistic Operations in South Vie~nam (See 
Appendix A) 

The Communist forces in South Vietnam have created a 
highly centralized system of Supply Councils to meet the 
logistics requirements of the VC/NVA forces. This organ
ization operates at- e·ach administrative level in South 
Vietnam working closely with .counterpart economic and 
service organizations of the Central Office for South 
Vietnam (COSVN) and the Rear S~rvices Staffi:; of the mil
itary command. This elaborate system contrqls from 
40,000-50,000 personnel engaged full-time in logistic 
s.upport activities. Additional thousands of personnel 
are conscripted on a part-time basis to assist in trans
porting supplie~, the construction of logistics bases, 
and the maintenance of supply.routes. Thevc·use an 
elaborate system of land routes, trails, and inland water
ways connecting the. i_nfiltration routes from Laos and Cam-
bodia with the major COSVN base areas. -_ -

The VC storage system is greatly decentralized work
ing from a large number of small depots, storing. gener::
ally only 5-10 tons 0£· supplies each. This di~persed sys
tem provides maximum protection against large scale de
struction or capture of supplies but also serves as a ma
jor constraint to the initiation of large sustained enemy 
actions. 

The logistics system used by the Communist forces in 
South Vietnam has been able to satisfy adequately the 
minimum requirement for movement az:d storage of supplies. 
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This capability has been weakened and made more difficult 
as the scale of combat has increased and Allied ground 
operations have disrupted normal logistic movements and 
overrun storage areas. Difficulty in effectively main
taining the internal distribution of suppli~s has also 
been compounded by the manner in which VC/NVA forces are 
dispersed throughout South Vietnam. 

In mid-1966 one-third of the enemy combat and combat 
support troops was located in the II Corps Area, one 
third in the III Corps, and the remainder.about_equally 
between the I and IV Corps. The IV Corps area with only 
15 percent of total VC/NVA regular forces, is the area in 
which the VC have the greatest self-sufficiency in logis
tic supplies, particularly foodstuffs. The predominant 
share of VC/NVA forces is concentrated in food-deficit 
areas. Thus the II and III Corps areas which a.:i:~ the· 
predominant rice-deficit areas account for almost two
thirds of the total daily logistic requirement. 

The inability to transport food· from rice · s"urplus to 
deficit areas has become more severe as Allied ground 
actions intensify. The Communists have been compelled 
to turn to Cambodian sources i·n order to. ·provide. rice to 
the forces in the central highlands. Use 0£ this-source 
of supply has increased in the last half year and may 
now be as much as 15 tons a day. The need to turn to 
sources outsi~e the country for ric~ indicates that in
ternal distribution is one of _the most pres$i~g problems 
faced by the·Corrununists and is probably the most vulner-. 
able aspect of their ent~re logistics pp~ratiop. 

If the disposi~ion of Communist forces-in South Viet
nam remains unchanged during the build-up projected 
through mid-1967 and internal distribution of food is im
possible, their dependence on external sources £or sup~ 
plies could.double. ~~r piesent estimates indicate a 
maximum external requirement of about 55 tons a day. But 
if internal.distribution of food to the food-deficit 
areas cannot be effectively accomplished, this require
ment could be increased to at least 100 tons a day. 

This added logistic requirement would not be criti
cal, particularly if it were met from Cambodian sources. 
It would not even tax the Laotian infiltration route 
very severely but would aid substantially in reducing 
the excess of road capacity over logistic requirements. 
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The present disposition of Communist forces is much 
more favorable for the internal distribution of supplies 
infiltrated into South Vietnam. Over 85 percent of the 
NVA forces and 35 percent of the VC forces are in the I 
and II Corps areas in close proximity to the Laotian in
filtration corridor and the northern infiltration routes 
from Cambodia. These forces account for almost three
fourths of the supplies which must be infiltrated from 
external sources. 

The data available on the destruction and capture of 
supplies by Allied forces during the past year are quite 
incomplete. Food supplies amounting to at least 10,000-
12,000 tons and over 21,000 weapons and 180,000 rounds 
of ammunition are the major amounts known to have been 
captured or destroyed. We lack almost completely any 
meaningful da_ta on Communist stock-piles and are. there
fore unable to a_ssess the impact of these losses. But as 
minimum losses, the food stocks may be relatively sig
nificant, particularly as Allied operation~ uncpver more 
storage areas and interfere.more· with the internal.dis
tribution of supplies. 

The substantial increase in incidents· of Communist 
terrorism and harassment of local population may indicate 
that the enemy is finding it increasingly difficult to 
obtain local support in terms of food and/or labor for 
its war effort;:. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE COMMUNIST LOGISTICS SYSTEM 
IN SOUTH VIETNAM 

I. Organization 

VC/NVA* logistic operations are under the control 
and supervision of Supply Councils found at every eche
lon of command from the Central Office for South Vietnam 
(COSVN) to the village level. (See Figure III-1)** 
Village Forward Supply Councils are responsible for pro-
curement and for the distribution of supplies to· troops 
in the field. The prov_:ince level controls the-planning 
and regulatory agencies which furnish logistic data to 
the military Rear Service Staffs at the various levels 
of command. Communications and liaison sections, under 
the Supply Councils,- exercis_e an important role _in safe
guarding all types of logistic operations. Party cadre 
associated with the communication and liaison sections 
serve as guides, security personnel, station attendants, 
and supervisory personnel. -· · 

Supply Councils also supervise the work- of two basic 
transportation organizations--the People's Revolutionary 
Party (PRP) Finance and Econo~ic Section transport ele
ments and the m:tlitary Rear Ser-vice Section .transport 
elements. -

Transport and supporting elements under the j.urisdic
tion of military Rear Services Sections are·organized 

*The organization structure outlined in this· section 
is estimated to apply generally to both VC and NVA forces. 
Some of the material appearing in this section is based 
on an analysis of a captured document discussing the VC 
Sao Vang Division, a division containing both VC and NVA 
elements. 

**Figure III-1 follows page III-5 in Annex III. 
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into (1) transport elements of the Rear Services Sections 
which are organic to the various echelons of the VC/NVA 
regular military forces, (2) separate military transport 
units (not found below military region level) responsible 
for the receipt and redistribution of supplies, and (3) 
ordnance sections and armament sections. The Rear Serv
ice Staff organic to the VC/NVA Division is organized into 
four functional sections: a quartermaster section for 
procurement, storage, and distribution of food and cloth
ing; an ordnance section for procurement, storage, main
tenance and distribution of weapons and a.rrirnunitionf a med
ical section for medical support and evacuation; and a 
finance section for financial support. 

A. Personnel 

Enemy· forces in South Vietnam in mid-1966· amounted 
to 260,000-280,000 including from 40,000-50,000 personnel 
engaged in logistic support. The comRosition of important 
VC supply elements is· shown.in. the following tabulation: 

Combat Support 

Separate Military Transport Units 
Region/Province/District Ordnance 

and Ammunition Sections 
Ot-h~.r Combat Support Troops 

Total 

Other Forces 

Finance and Economic Transport 
Units 

Infiltration Corridor Personnel 
Communications and Liaison Units 
Organic Military Transport Ele-

ments 
VC/NVA Crewmen on Water craft 

Total 

TOTAL 
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In addition to these regular employees the VC have 
conscripted thousands of temporary, civilian workers to 
assist in logistic activities. Recruiting is carried out 
among men between the ages of 18 and SO and women between 
the ages of 20 and 41, with the annual period of service 
usually being from 1 to 3 months. This conscripted labor 
is given both political and security training. It is then 
organized into platoons and companies, and assigned by 
village and district forward supply councils to the combat 
units or to a rear services staff. Front line or Class A 
laborers are used by combat-units to transpbrt ammunition 
and food supplies; to evacuate battle casualties; to re- -
move captured supplies to collection points, and to con
struct supply depots and defensive positions, as well as 
in other miscellaneous tasks. Local inhabitants have .been 
conscripted to carry weapons ~nd ammunition inland from 
coastal areas and to transport food to the mountainous 
regions. Special groups are assigned to carry supplies. 
and ammunition from the Cambodian border area to enemy 
base areas. 

II. Storage and Distribution 

The VC supply system is designed- ·to satisfy both nor
mal, continuous troop requirements and those· requirements 
imposed.by rapidly changing battlefield conditions~ The 
VC have established an area supply system which incorpo
rates a large number .of small depots_--each _generally having 
a capacity of five-terr tons--dispers.ed throughout _art;!as 
in which vc units -O"perate. Although classes of supp1ies 
in_depots are usually mixed, some depo"ts sto~e _foo¢. ~x
clusively and others contain only weapons and_ammunition. 
Even in the larger war. zon-es, supplies are dis·persed 
throughout the area. Villages that are located close to 
combat units may also act as supply points. In certain 
areas, only one-third of the.prescribed stock is allo~
cated to depots, with the remaining two-thirds disper~ed 
among civilians for custody. This system limits the dam
age that can be caused by the destruction of one large 
depot or supply cache, but it also acts as a major con
straint to the initiation of large, sustained enemy ac
tions when large amounts of supplies need to be concen
trated in relatively small areas. 
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route runs between the first route and the coast and fol
lows route 14 for many miles. Many lateral routes con
nect the two major north-south routes and with coastal 
points. Some of the north-south routes in the eastern 
section of the country running roughly between route 19 
and the Saigon area are used mainly as supply routes. 

Enemy forces attempt to use major South Vietnam
ese highways to the maximum extent possible. When such 
roads are only partly under their control, personnel and/ 
or supplies move parallel to the uncontrolled sections. 
A large portion of the network is located near South 
Vietnamese provincial and military boundaries where sur
veillance may be least effective. The enemy selects 
routes in many cases which are just outside th.e ·fire 
envelope of static GVN .artillery units. 

Besides Route 14, ·the VC probably make extensive 
use of Route 20 north from Saigon, Route 21 west from 
Khanh Hoa to Darlac-, Route ~2 through-Tay· Ninh,. Provin
cial Routes 12 and 8 in the Delta region, Provincial 
Route 7 west from the coastal province of Phu Yen, and 
Provincial Routes 13, 4, 1, and 8 north of Saigon. Most 
of the use of trucks occurs o~· these roads.· 

B. Waterways 

The VC depend on water c~aft as the basic means 
of transportation in the Delta-region of south Vietnam •. 
The vc main· and local force units in IV Corps alone 
probably possess about 4,bOO craft of varying sizes: the 
approximately 40,00D militia in IV Corps probably use 
additional thousands of vessels. · ·· · · 

Troops usually are transported in small three
man sampans, and sU:ppl.y mov.ements vary from orga:nized · 
convoys of medium-sized craft capable of carrying loads 
of one ton or more to small individual craft. The av
erage load per water craft is estimated at 1 3/4 tons 
but the enemy also has much larger types at his disposal. 

Several factors permit Communist forces to make 
extensive use of waterways in the Delta. There is no 
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registration of civilian boats, so that Communist boats 
are difficult to identify. Curfew restrictions cannot 
be imposed or enforced except on some major waterways 
because of the lack of adequate communications and pa
trol craft. Moreover, security is maintained by moving 
primarily at night, by taking advantage of foliage near 
river banks, by maintaining advance and rear units to 
warn of nearby flight activity and by sinking boats for 
later recovery when detection seems imminent. 

IV. War Zones 

War zones usually consist of a group of dispersed 
and relatively prim~tive supply caches, command posts, 
arms workshops, training facilities, and troop.bivouacs 
linked by a network of·-unpaved roads, trails, and paths. 
They generally are locatec1 on major transport rout.es 
used by the enemy in areas which are sparsely populated 
and/or populated by ethnic or religious minorities hos
tile to the South Vietnamese gov.ernment. The war zones 
located near planned Communist areas of combat probably 
serve as staging areas, while those located well away 
from friend!~ forces most lik~_ly coi;-4._ain_ .fa_cilit~es for 
weapons repair and manufacture, trainlng, and rest. 
Areas, such as War Zone C, adjacent -to the-Cambodian 
border also serve as access to sanctuary and as transit 
points for movement of supplies and troops. Until late 
1962, the enemY._operated in these zones with relative 
impunity, bµt the areas_ have been coming under increas-
ingly heavy ground and air attack in recent months. ·· 

V. Logistic Resupp·1y Requirement _for Comm~nist Forces in· 
South Vietnam -

The VC/NVA forces in South Vietnam have a daily to
tal logistic requirement of 150 tons. Thiscloglstic re
quirement is divided into 5 clas~es: Class I (food), 
Class II (weapons), Class III (petroleum), Class IV (quar
termaster, engineer and medical) and Class V (ammunition). 
Figure V-2 shows the daily volume of each class of sup
ply and the amounts supplied from internal and external 
sources. 

A. Class I (Food Supplies) 

The Communist forces in South Vietnam obtain most 
of their food supplies within the country. Although 
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these forces control sufficient rice production to sat
isfy all VC/NVA food ·requirements, large quantities of 
rice apparently are being transported from Cambodia to 
enemy controlled rice-deficit areas in South Vietnam. 
This is because of the difficulty in sustaining internal 
distribution of large amounts of bulk commodities. 

The principal rice-deficit areas with large 
troop concentrations include the provinces of Kontum, 
Pleiku, Darlac, Phu Bon, and Quang Due, all in the II 
Corps area, and Phuac Long, Binh Long and the northern 
part of Tay Ninh in the III Corps. If the main and lo
cal force VC and NVA troops in these areas were made com
pletely dependent on Cambodian sources for food, Cambodia 
would be providing about 25 percent of the total daily 
food requirement for all Communist forces in South Viet
nam. 

Enemy incidents of terrorism and harassment have 
risen from a monthly average of.l,629-in 1964 t~ 2,233 
during the first four months _of 1966. Although these in
creases are attributable to various factors they may 
indicate that the enemy is finding it increasingly dif
ficult to obtain local suppori in terms bf ~ood~·and/or 
labor, for the war effort. · 

B. Class II and Class IV Supplies 

1. Weapons 

The enemy stock of weapons· has been· accumu
lated fr9m several· 'sources. These. j,ncl1;1de _weapons which 
have been captured, locally-produced, buried or left be
hind in South Vietnam from the Indochina War, and in
filtrated from North Vietnam. Local manufacture of mil
itary supplies, however, presently emphasizes ~mmunition, 
hand grenades, and mines rather than the fabrication of 
individual weapons. 

Significant quantities of Soviet and East 
European weapons and Chinese Communist copies of these 
weapons have been infiltr_ated into South Vietnam from 
North Vietnam. About 30 percent of the VC main force is 
estimated to have been at least partially equipped with 
the new family of Chinese 7.62 mm weapons by January 1966. 
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With respect to heavy weapons, the crew-served 
60/61 mm and 81/82 nun mortars are now found in most main 
force battalions. The recent introduction of 120 mm mor
tars also has added to the firepower of Communist forces 
in the south. Other heavy weapons· known to have been used 
by Communist forces include the 75 mm recoilless rifle, 
the 70 mm. pack howitzer, and possibly the 105 mm howitzer, 
the latter having been captured from friendly forces or 
dating from the war with the French. 

The flow of weapons from outside South Vietnam 
has enabled the VC to achieve some progress in weapons 
standardization within main force units. However, non
standard weapons are used by a large number of VC local 
forces and guerrilla forces. Data on weapons eaptured in 
1963, 1964, and 1965 show that the use of .Chine.se-manu
factured arms is increasing as seen in the following tab
ulation: 

(Percentages based on caEtured. items) 

Homemade and 
Chinese u. s. _French. other 

1963 8.4 27.7 49.8 14.1 

1964 22.7 2.9 .1 32. 6 . ' 15.6 

1965 27.0 50.0 .a. o . 15. 0 

1966 (estimate)' .3·5. 0 30.0 15.0 20.0* 

*Includes 5 percent from USSR. 

Of the nearly 1,000 weapons captured by Allied 
troops in clashes with the NVA near Plei Me last November, 
86 percent were of Chinese Cornmunist manufacture, 11 per
cent of North Korean manufacture, and 3 percent of Soviet 
manufacture. These arms represent the most modern weapons 
used by Chinese and North Korean forces, suggesting that 
NVA units are well equipped. 
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2. Clothing 

. Enemy requirements for clothing and other 
textile products are not extensive, and most of it is 
obtained locally by a special VC clothing unit. How
ever, a number of clothing items such as khaki uniforms, 
underwear, and winter clothing for the mountainous re
gions have been produced in North Vietnam and are is
sued to infiltrators. Some clothing is also required 
in Cambodia. 

3. Medical Supplies 

Medical supplies are obtained both lpcally 
and from various Conununist and.Free World countries 
through Cambodia and North Vietnam. Antibiotics, plasma, 
and quinine are the principal items acquired from ex
ternal sources. Medical supplies are in fairly tight 
supply so that their external procure~ent has a high 
priority. 

4. Transportation Equipment 

Trucks, water craft, and other t~ansporta
tion equipment used by enemy forces in South.Vietnam 
usually are acquired in the country, sometimes'by con
fiscation, but also by purchase or borrowing. 

5. .Signal Supplies 

Most vc,c9rrununications equipmen~ has been 
supplied by East Eux:opean Corrununist countries or Commu
nist China or is of US, Japanese, or French manufacture 
and has been captured on the battlefield. NVA equipment 
is infiltrated with military personnel. _ 

6. Engineer and Chemical Supplie~ 

Most VC/NVA chemical and engineer supplies 
are estimated to be obtained from within the country, 
although some chemicals are also smuggled in from Cam
bodia. A large share of ~he chemicals is used for the 
production of filler for locally-produced armnunition. 
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C. Class III (Petroleum) 

The total requirement for petroleum products for 
VC/NVA forces in South Vietnam is small, being needed 
primarily for confiscated vehicles, motorized junks in 
the Delta region, generator equipment at command posts, 
and in some crude arms factories. The VC obtain sup
plies from taxation of the content of petroleum tank 
trucks in VC/NVA-controlled areas of South Vietnam, sei
zure of petrole\lin supplies, and purchase from local 
gasoline stations or in Cambodia. -

D. Class V (Ammunition) 

In the present situation of relative independence 
from external sources for most supplies, ammunition.is 
the principal determinant of the volume of supplies which 
must be infiltrated from North Vietnam. The supply of 
ammunition is partic~larly important to the major combat 
elements equipped with the new ·family of weapons· who 
are completely dependent on outside sources for their 
ammunition. Due to the extensive use of a variety of 
weapons, however, the enemy utilizes both internal and 
external sources for the supply of ammunition. Standard 
ammunition is generally manufactured in the.Communist 
countries. The remainder of the supply is from captured 
stock or is ma~ufactured locally in VC engineer work
shops. Viet Con9 munition fac1;:9ries ·are not_ e_stimated 
to have a present capabi:l.i ty to manufacture 7 ~ 6-2 mm, ammu.
ni tion. There is no evidence that expe~d~d ~hells are 
reloaded, and captured U.S. 7.62 mm amm~nition is not 
compatible with CoilU!lunist weapons. · 

The heavier ammunition employed by the enemy in
cludes 40 mm antitank grenades, 57 mm and 75 mm recoil-. 
less rifle rounds, 60 mm, a2· mm, and 120 mm mortar 
rounds, and 70 mm, 75 mm and 105 mm howitzer ammunition. 
All heavier ammunition is either captured or obtained 
from ext.ernal sources. 

VI. Geographic Distribution of Logistic Requirements for 
VC/NVA Forces in South Vietnam 

As of mid-year 1966 the strength of VC/NVA regular 
forces in South Vietnam stood at 118,000 personnel. The 
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disposition of these forces by Corps area is shown in 
Figure V-3 which also shows the major areas of rice cul
tivation. The predominant share of these forces is lo
cated in rice-deficit areas. 

In Figure V-4 we show by Corps area the current allo
cation of total logistic requirernents--150 tons a day-
and that portion--some 20 tons a day--which must be sup
plied from external sources. The distribution of Com
munist forces reflects an unevenness in daily logistic 
requirements by.Corp~ area and leads to in~ernal-dis
tribution problems. 

Thus the forces in the I and IV Corps areas .~equire 
only 19 and 15 percent respectively of total daily re
quirements.. The IV Corps, with the smallest concentra
tion of forces·, is also the area in which the Corninunists 
have the greatest self-sufficiency in food. The II and 
III Corps areas, in which most of the Communist forces 
are concentrated, account for almost· two-thirds "of the 
total daily requirement. These areas are also the pre
dominant rice-deficit areas. 

The inability to transport food from rice surplus 
to deficit areas is apparently becoming more -severe. The 
Communists consequently have had to turn to Cambodian 
sources as a logistic expedient to provide rice to some 
of the forces i~-the central highlands. This movement 
has increased- in the last half. year and has reached an ·
estimated 15 tons a day. ·The need to turn to Cambodian 
sources for rice indicates that internal distribution is 
one of the most pressing problems faced -by the Communists 
and is probably the"most vulnerable aspect of their en
tire logistics operation. As US/GVN and allied forces 
have increasing success in capturing or destroying Commp
nist stockpiles and in.disrupting Communist control of 
transport routes this problem would be even more ag
gravated. It would not, however, be critical, particu
larly as long as food supplies could be obtained and in
filtrated from Cambodia. Even if they had to be pro
vided by North Vietnam through Laos the volumes which we 

. estimate would be required could be accommodated on the 
Laotian infiltration network. 
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The current estimates of the build-up of Conununist 

forces and the highest probable levels of combat through 
mid-1967 yield an external logistic requirement for 
Class II and IV and Class V supplies· of 55 tons a day. 
If the disposition of Communist forces remains the same 
and internal distribution of food is impossible, an addi
tional 45 tons of food could be required daily in the 
food-deficit areas (See Figure V-5). This added logistic 
requirement would not tax the infiltration route through 
Laos very severely, but it would aid substantially in 
reducing the excess of road capacity over logistic re
quirements. But as the Conununist build-up continues and 
the level of c·ombat "increases the excess of road capacity 
in Laos over logistic requirements could be diminished 
substantially. 

The present disposition of Communist forces.in South 
· Vietnam is much more favorable for resupply from external 

sources. ·over 85 percent.of the NVA forces and -35 per
cent of the VC forces are in the I and II Corps areas in 
close proximity to both the Laotian infiltration corridor 
and the infiltration routes from Cambodia.· These forces 
account for almost three-fourths of the supplies which 
must be infiltrated from external. sources. 

VII. Effect of Destruction an~-Capture pf Sripplie~-

The destruction and capture of Communist supplies by 
US and Allied forces during the past year as compiled 
from availabl"e .. data for selected categories of supplies 
are shown be.low. The data fo·r food, ammunition, and POL 
basically represent losses incurred in the provinces o·f 
Binh Duong, Bien HQa_and Tay Ninh in· rII Corps area, and 
Quang Due, Binh Dfnh, Phu Yen, anq Plei_ku ;in II Corps-
areas where US forces engaged in large search and destroy 
operations. Weapons losses include those inflicted by 
South Vietnamese troops as well as US and Allied forces. 

Food (tons) 

Anununition 

Small arms a~d 12.7 nun 
machine gun (rounds) 

POL (gallons) 

Weapons 
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The quantity of food known to have been captured or 
destroyed represents an amount sufficient to feed the 
current Communist main and local forces in South Vietnam 
for a period of about three months. This quantity be
comes relatively significant when considered as the min
imum loss of food to the enemy. Moreover, recent allied 
operations have not only destroyed enemy food crops and 
uncovered VC food storage points, but protected rice 
harvests from enemy acquisition and interdicted-the move
ment of some food to VC distribution points. 

Known losses of small arms and heavy machine gun am
munition, however, represent only about three days' sup
ply for the current order of battle of VC/NVA troops at 
present levels of combat. Although the magnitude of 
losses sustained in engagements with ARVN forces or as 
a result of air strikes cannot be determined at the pres
ent time, such losses to __ date have had little discernible 
effect on the enemy's ability to initiate attacks pr on 
the rate with which he expends his ammunition. 

Known losses of PDL in South Viet~am rep+ese~t less 
than a two week supply for VC/NVA. "forces. Losses in
flicted against POL stocks by ARVN forces and air strikes 
probably have added to the quantity of such supplies de
nied the enemy, but due to the small requirement-esti
mated for VC/NVA forces operating in South Vietnam these 
losses probably have no effect on enemy capabilities. 

The known nmnber of weapon~ captu~ed or destroyed by 
friendly forces through June 196-6 was stiffic.ien:t; to 
equip some 4rr battalions~ Losses ~ncurred as a result 
of air strikes have raised 'the total weapons los_s_, but 
again, if such losse-s are examined in the context of the 
number of VC-initiat~a attacks over ·recent months, it 

· becomes clear that total weapons losses have not been 
prohibitive. 

The quantities of destroyed and captured Communist 
supplies undoubtedly have added to the logistic problems 
faced by VC/NVA forces in South Vietnam but the extent 
of these adverse effects cannot be estimated since we 
are almost totally lacking in knowledge of Communist 
stockpiles in South Vietnam. The data presently avail
able do not include losses-inflicted by South Vietnamese 
forces (with the exception of losses of weapons); sup
plies lost as a result of B-52 strikes; or supplies de
stroyed as a result of numerous strikes by U.S. tactical 
aircraft. 
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ANNEX VI 

THE MORALE OF THE COMMUNIST FORCES 

The morale of the Viet Cong has declined gra~ually as 
the impact of the US force build-up has been felt. It 
has not yet, however, deteriorated to the point where the 
battle performance of Communist units is adversely affected, 
and certainly not to a degree sufficient to force any major 
adjustment in bas.ic Communist strategy. 

To all appearances, the Viet Cong organization is still 
basically intact, and its cadres* appear resolute. This 
is particularly true of the middle and upper ech~lons. 
Lower level cadres continue to accomplish everyday tasks., 
but their quality has declined considerably. · 

The battlefield capability of the southern Viet Cong-
both regulars and irregulars--~ema~ps high. The ~ate of 
battlefield surrender** has actually gone down. There is 
evidence, however, of erosion iri the ranks which has not 
yet been reflected in the overall combat pe~formance. The 
best southern troops are appa~ently being killed or·maimed, 
and the recruits who replace them· are of.ten inferior both 
in quality and in motivation. The lowering enthusiasm of 
southern Viet Cong troops shows up in increasing defection 
rates, particula:i;ly among regulq.rs ,. and in a rate of deser
.tion by Viet Cong regulars which.is probably at.Teast as 
high as the rate for the South Vietnamese Army. · Documen- ·· 
tary evidence suggests tnat as many as 25% of all-Viet 

-Cong regulars deserted· last year (compared- to an ARVN de
sertion rate in 1965 qf 14.2 per thousand per ·month, or 
about 17%.)*** In 1965 this included an estimated 1,400 
defecting Viet Cong·regulars--about three percent of the 
mean regular strength--aµfl. sev.eral hundred battlefield 
surrenders. About 7,000 irregulars also defected ·1ast 

*The word "cadre" in this discussion is defined as one 
who has the rank of assistant squad leader or above in the 
communist Army, or his civilian equivalent. 

**In this discussion distinction is made between battle
field surrender, desertion from the communists·, and defec
tion to Allied control. 

***Neither rate takes into account the number of desert
ers who later returned to military CQIJll'l!'!l~!!o.. ..... __ 
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year. There is little hard evidence on the extent of 
simple desertion or "resignation" from irregular ranks. 

Southbound NVA units apparently lose a few desert
ers in North Vietnam and Laos, and some also in South 
Vietnam. By mid-1966, there had been about 100 defec
tions and 500 surrenders from NVA units. 

The continued resolution of the NVA is in sharp con
trast to the decline in morale of the southern Viet Cong 
Army in part because its cadres are good, but also be
cause NVA soldiers whocwant to quit believe-they have 
no place to go. · 

Barring a marked improvement in Viet Cong military 
fortunes or another round of political instability in 
Saigon, Southern Viet Cong morale seems likely to con
tinue its downhill cours~~ The deterioration in moraLe 
seems likely to accelerate as the quality of low level 
cadres continues to decline and as the proportion of 
poorly motivated draftees in army ranks-incre.ases_. The 
erosion of morale will probably ·be· reflected by ·rising 
rates of defection and desertion. Desertion rates could 
begin to hurt the Viet Cong seriously in the not too 
distant future. 

The NVA troops in South Vietnam are likeiy·to re
main resolute, in large part because they see no al
ternative to fighting. If the resolu~ion and quality 
of the southern Viet Cong continue to d~terior~te, 
the NVA units·will probably assume an even greater 
share of the fighting. · 

A. The Viet Cong CView of Morale· 

The Viet Cong, like Napoleon, consider morale 
far more important than materiel. According to a-Viet 
Cong document written in.1965, app~rently by an o-ffi
cial on the COSVN staff, "the Americans fail to realize 
that neither the size of a1:1" expeditionary force nor"--· 
the quantity of modern weapons can be a decisive factor 
in any liberation war. They (the Americans) are not · 
aware or not willing to admit the fact that the key 
factor that leads to victory in any war is the 
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determination of the people t;:o fight and win."* The 
Communists do not leave the maintenance of morale to 
chance. 

A Viet Cong document which discussed several 
missions of training italicized only one: that of 
heightening "the will to fight and morale of our or-
ganization." It prescribed "reindoctrination" courses, 
60-70 days long for Viet Cong regulars, and 20-30 days 
long for village guerrillas. Such courses are supple
mented by frequent spot lectures, several drafts of 
which have been captured, and by attempts by the Viet 
Cong to exclude government p~opaganda from their fer~ 
ritory_. ** 

The Viet Cong constantly assess the state __ of 
their own morale. For example, a captured memorandum, 
dated 14 April 1965, concerning the censoring of per~ 
sonal letters stated "the purp9se of censorship is- to 
detect anti-revolutionary thoughts or loss of morale .•.. " 
A more recent memorandum, dated 27 February 1966, asked 
subordinate units to report on the- "status of pol"itical 
ideology" together with "the number of North Vietnamese, 
and South Vietnamese (Viet Cong) deserters, stragglers, 
ralliers and missing." -

While determined to preserve their own morale, 
the Viet Cong are equally resolved to undermine their 
enemy's. Government officials are assassinated not 
simply to eliminat.e specific officeholders, but to sow 
panic and confusion. Attacks are often launch~-a for 
psychological effect rather. than for purely military 

_ reasons. Viet Cong P?Y-Chological warfare efforts· are 
massive, much larger in proportion to resources avail-· 
able than those of ·the allies. All PRP Committees, from 

*North Vietnamese Minister of Defense Giap reiterated 
the theme in the January issue of Hoc Tap, the party's 
theoretical journal in North Vietnam. 

**One Viet Cong document even suggested that people 
in the "liberated zone" be forbidden from listening to 
'.'plays and soap operas" bro.adcast by government radio. 
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COSVN down to village levels, have M~litary Proselyting 
Sections to induce GVN defections.* 

The Viet Cong hierarchy is aware that the morale 
of its rank and file has been gradually eroding, but it 
apparently believes that allied--particularly South Viet

. namese--morale is deteriorating even more rapidly. Be
·cause the Viet Cong view the war primarily as a contest 
of wills, evidence of crumbling or lowered morale on the 
part of their adversaries takes on particular signifi
cance. Tales of South Vietnamese ineptitude and lack of 
motivation are frequent and often well-grounded. -ARVN 
desertion rates may give the Viet Cong considerable 
grounds for hope.** The recent Buddhist upheavals may 
have reinforced the Viet Cong's opinion that the fabric 
of the South Vietnamese government is weak, and that its 
will to continue over th~_ long run is questionable. 

B. Morale of the Cadres 

The Viet Cong! s greatest strer,igth lie.s in. the 
organization and in the cadres who.keep it going. As 
long as the cadre structure remains intact and cadres 
are determined and willing to impose discipline, the 
rank and file, who may become individually.disheartened, 
are unlikely to give up in large groupl?· 

The level of cadre spirit, although generally 
high, varies frqm echelon to e~helon •. Among the lead
ers of the party, ··there is little evidence of_ a .. ~lack
ening of resolve, and mid-level cadres also appear res
olute. Low-level cadres, a·1 though. they. continue . to get 

~ the jobs done, are often less sanguine than their supe~ 
rior~ however, and there is considerable evidence that 
many are discouraged: A moderate but increasing number 
of assistant platoon leaders, squad leaders, assistant 

*The proselyters aim at US as well as Vietnamese 
soldiers. A study of US troops, written late last year 
by COSVN's Military Proselyting Section, asserted that 
while US officers were well-indoctrinated, most us en
listed men in South Vietnam "dread a iarge-scale and 
protracted war, and favor neg6tiations." Thus far, no 
American soldiers have defected. 

**ARVN desertion rates per thousand: 
Monthly average, 1964: 8.3 
Monthly average, 1965: 14.2 
Monthly average, 1966: 20.l (1st quarter) 
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squad leaders, and hamlet village officials, have appeared 
at government Chieu Hoi centers,* and many others have de
serted or "resigned."** 

North Vietnamese formations apparently are not im
mune from cadre desertions. Captives from an antiaircraft 
unit established in North Vietnam in April 1965 said that 
the unit had had "many sudden changes in command" because 
cadre deserted before arriving in the south. Cadre deser
tions from North Vietnamese units are probably not numer
ous, however. Interrogations, RAND studies, captured 
diaries, and letters indicate that most NVA cadres~ despite 
hardships, are resolute. A recent MACV study on the NVA 
states that "the quality of its cadre is one of the NVA's 
strongest assets." 

. . The lowering quality of Southern Viet Cong cadres 
probably accounts to a la.rge degree for recent incr.eases 
in cadre desertion. A captured party directive from the 
Viet Cong province of Can Tho, dated 30 April 1966, com
plained of the party cadres' "inability to cope w~th 
hardship," and ascribed "the dro~ ~n ~u~lity •. (to] recent 
heavy recruiting, which resulted in members' putting too 
much stress on quantity •.. " The directive.stated that 
"at present we have a number of comrades who have·not 

*A RAND researcher has notea that out of 1,274 ralliers 
who defected in the last six months of 1965, 164 (13%) 

. claimed to be ca-dres. Surprising_ly, a· larger. _pE;!};:Centage 
of regulars (2-6%) than irr,egula,rs (9%) said they were 
cadres. The same researcher said in June 1966 that the 

- overall ratio of cadres -to total defector-$ .is ris.ing. 
·Exact figures are unayailable. 

**Captured documents indicate that on. some occasions 
cadres have been about as prone to desert as the rank 
and file. For example, ·a Viet Cong report dated 3 April 
1966, stated that an ARVN operation in the delta had in
duced "32 cadres and 42 troops" to "resign." 
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yet been able to eradicate their bourgeois mentality ••• 
When the going gets rough, they drag their feet.* 

. The shortage of experienced cadre has become 
an increasingly common theme in Viet Cong documents. 
The shortage--particularly in the delta where many 
have been withdrawn to reinforce units outside the 
area--has forced the Viet Cong to employ what may turn 
out.to be unpopular expedients. A RAND researcher in 
Dinh Tuong Province in the delta has reported that in 
a number of cases, .women ar~ now being employed.as 
party officials. · Desp1te the Communist doctrine of 
the equality of sexes, this is probably deeply re
sented by Vietnamese men. The same researcher states 
that in some instances, "outsiders" are being put .i.n 
charge of local units in Dinh Tuong. .Although many 
reports have been received about "dissension" arising 
from the use ·of outsiders, th.ere are no hard indica.;,. 
tions as yet that the disagreements have reached seri
ous proportions. 

c. Morale of the Soldiers 

l. The North Vietnamese Army (NVA) .. 

By most objective measures,-the fighting 
spirit of the North Vietnamese soldier is good. As of 
l July 1966, only about 100 NVA soldiers had defected, 
and allied soldiers had captured only about 500, despite 
frequent engage~ents and heavy fighting. No .NVA."infantry . ." 
unit as large as a squad, hap sur~endered en masse. Al
lied field officers repo~t that with few El!'i'Cept:ions, North 
Vietnamese soldiers fight tenaciously.and are .well disci
plined in battle. On-the basis of interviews of 39 North 
Vietnamese soldiers, the RAND Corporation has concluded 
that "most NVA soldiers see no option but to go on .. t'ight-. 
ing." 

*other captured documents make reference to the poor 
quality of new cadre. For example, a 1965 "Top Secret" 
document from Phu Yen Province complained that the "new 
cadres used for replenishment of our VC units cause seri
ous security problems due to their low political experi
ence." A later document from the same province contrasted 
the "old time cadre, 0 who were "experienced but somewhat 
tired," with the "new cadre" who were "ardent but inex
perienced." The document added, however, that ••poor cadre 
are better than none." 
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Available evidence, however, indicates that many 
of the rank and file, and some cadres, are in low spirits. 
The level of an NVA soldier's morale, of course, depends on 
where he is and what he has experienced. Before starting 
the trip south, most North Vietnamese are in good spirits. 
Interrogations of prisoners and ralliers, and captured NVA 
diaries, of which there are at least 30 examples, indicate 
that most feel their cause is just, and that their mission 
is to rid South Vietnam of American "imperialists" and "pup
pets." 

With some exceptions, the NVA soldie·rs -retain 
their spirit as they march through the southern .. part of 
North Vietnam toward the Laotian corridor. After they cross 
into Laos, however, their mood begins to shift. Steep hills, 
tight marching schedules, bombing raids, mosquitoes· and 
leeches help ·induce the change. Diarists frequently be_come 
eloquent about their troubles during the march through the 
corridor, which takes from one to three months. An NVA ser
geant wrote in his diary, after three weeks in Laos, that 
"twelve days had passed with i~numerable-hardships. Marches 
and marches. Rains and rains." Ariother diarist wrote, 
after a month on the trail, that· he was going through "the 
deepest sorrow and utmost hardship" he had ever experienced. 
A third diarist, also on the trail for a month; wrote. on 25 
January 1966 that he was "lying on the ground,.· suffering 
from the stings of Laotian flies and bleeding •. · •. " A fourth 
declared that "no word is enough to depict the rigor and 
hardship we have.been experiencing." 

Once he reaches South \'.ietnam, an· NVA soldier '-s 
morale often rises, particularly if his unit is allowed to 
recuperate. One infiltrator, on reaching the South, wrote 
a friend that although -"the infiltration trip to South Viet
nam was filled with rigors and hardships," he was now "eager 
to do his duties." Not all of them can rest, however. Many 
NVA soldiers who fought at Plei Me last November or· at A · 
Shau this March were relatively fresh from the tra~l. 

Once in South Vietnam and committed to campaign
ing, the average NVA soldier lives a life of hardship and 
danger. Frequently, he is sick. A 23 January 1966 entry 
in a medical record picked up by the Air Cavalry in Binh 
Dinh Province noted that in a 519-man NVA battalion, "sick 
personnel accounted for 45% of the .assigned strength." The 
sick included 133 men who had malaria, 10 suffering from 
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"debility," and two who contracted beri-beri. More recent 
documents indicate that the NVA sick rates continue high.* 

Hardships, fighting, and air and artillery har
assment sometimes combine to dishearten individual NVA 
soldiers, even units. _A diary captured in February 1966, 
kept by a soldier in an antiaircraft detachment infiltrated 
into South Vietnam late last summer, indicated that the 
"morale of cadres and soldiers" in his unit 11 continued to 
be unstable." Another diarist wrote on 2 January 1966 that 
"I have been 5 months in the battlefield ••• I began to wilt 
under the strain of pr~vations, hardships, and lon~liness 
in the heart of the jungle ••• I have seen nothing but .•• 
jungle, stream water, and bombs and bullets. What a bitter 
truth! Now I am hoodwinked at the point of no return .•• I 
have a deep distaste for the war and I am really fed up with 
the iiberation undertaking, which has been heralded as a 
'turning point of history 1

· and a 'golden opportunity'.~. 
Instead there exists only illusion, a political trick to ap
pease those who are engaged in the fight." Not all diarists, 
of course, react to th~ir hardships the same way. One had 
written earlier, "Damn the Americans! ·They force 'us to 
sleep in forests and eat nothing but rice and salt. I am 
determined to fight and serve my people until my last breath." 

Although NVA units continue to perform well, 
there is considerable evidence that thel.r composition has 
been changing, probably fdr the worse from their point of 
view. The ratio of recruits to veterans is rising.** More-

.over, as NVA unit&· suffer he!3-vy· <;s;tsualties, tp,ey __ are taking 

* The 324B Division, wh'ich infiltrated in May directly through 
the DMZ, has had a much lower malaria rate than other NVA 
units. A POW said that only about 10% of the division suf
fered from malaria. The trip across the DMZ, of cou~se, is 
far shorter than that through Laos. 

** A document captured late last year indicated that 59% of the 
soldiers in one NVA battalion had been conscripted in 1965. NVA 
units infiltrated earlier in the year had a much higher proportion 
of veterans. 
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in southerners as replacements. As a general rule, South 
Vietnamese fillers are less eager than their northern coun
terparts.* 

On balance, however, neither the rising percentage 
of draftees nor the inclusion in NVA units of poorly moti- ' 
vated southerners seems likely in the near future to affect 
seriously NVA combat performance. The quality of NVA cadres 
is still too high, and the base rates of defection, deser
tion, and surrender are still too low to indicate a sudden 
or rapid deterioration in the NVA's ability to fight. It 
seems likely that for the foreseeable future the North Viet
namese soldier will continue to follow the path of least 
resistance--that of obeying orders of his c;adre ,· and of 
staying with his unit • 

2. Viet Cong Regulars** 

Like NVA formations, indigenous Southern Viet 
Cong regular units have good combat morale. Almost-in
variably, they fight well, and under skilled leadership. 
So far, no regular unit has given up en masse. Few Viet 
Cong officers have surrendered._ Whatever the rank. and file 
may feel off the battlefield, they -~re tightly disciplined 
in combat. · 

Yet the morale proble-ms·of Viet·tong reg~lar 
uni ts are more numerous and more concrete than_· those of NVA 
battalions. Exact statistics are unavailable, but it is 
estimated that approximately 1,400 regulars defected to the 
government last y:ear. (That is,_ about .3% of the total mean 
-regular strength.) .. Several hund.t:ed ·additional -regulars sur
rendered last year. The overall yearly desertion rate of ·
regulars, including defectors and those who.go home, prob-

-ably runs around 25%, somewhat higher than-ARVN rates. The 
high desertion rate. i~ a relatively recent aevelopment. 

* An NVA document captured in Binh Dinh complained of the 
"relatively low political awareness of the newly-recruited 
southerners." 

** There are two types of regulars: 

1) 

2) 

Main Force units, directly subordinate to COSVN, 
or to a military region headquarters. 

Local Force ·units, directly subordinate to a provin
cial or district headquarters. 
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The decline in off·-battlefield morale has come 
about principally for two reasons. The first is the con-
_stant harassment and heavy l~sses inflicted on regular 
units by the Allies. Captured documents attest to the ef
fect of the pounding. A report captured in Hau Nghia Prov
ince, issued in November 1965 by the "Unified Conunand Com
mittee" (apparently a regional p~rty_organization) outlines 
some of the problems that Viet Cong regulars face: 

. To cope with our :nobility on the battlefield, 
the enemy increases his air and artillery 
activities day and night or conducts continuous 
sweep operations to wear down our armed forces 
or foil our plan of attack if he foresees our in
tentions ••• (Our) movements frequently take 
place at night. Troops must carry heavy-loads 
and move great c;l:istances... (They) mus't fre
quently bivouac in the field, lie on the ground, 
endure bad weather, and are kept awake by enemy 
aircraft and arillery; therefore, their health 
is highly af£ected... (Conseqaently) th_e troops' 
morale and nerves are permanently high-strung 
and many complications arise in case of alarm.* 

The second reason fo~ the decline dn off-battle
field morale among regulars is the changing composition of 
the Viet Cong army. In 1964, regular units consisted largely 

·of well-motivated volunteers. Since then, the Viet Cong have 
had to rely incr~asingly on unwilling conscripts. A study 

·of Chieu Hoi records shows that· :recentiy-recrJ,l_i t,~_d conscripts 
make up a large-portion o~ those who defect.· They are also.· 
far more prone than volunteers to desert._ As the_ proportion 

- of poorly-motivated draftees among Viet Cong regulars increases, 
desertion and defectiofi rates should rise.· · 

It would be a mistake, however, to picture the 
morale of Viet Cong regular fo~ces as completely gioomy. 
Neither the low-level cadre no~ the rank and file-are as 

*Documents and prisoners captured in other parts of the 
country attest that such problems are widespread. 
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staunch as they used to be, but many noncoms and appar
ently most officers app~ar as determined as ever. Yet 
~he trend in the quality of regular personnel seems in
exorably downward. Eventually, the erosion in quality· 
of regulars, accompanied by an increasingly high deser
tion rate, may limit the Viet Cong's ability to carry out 
their present strategy. 

3. Viet Cong Irregulars* 

Viet Cong irregular forces continue in large 
part to perform their tasks. In fact, the incidence of 
terrorism and sabotage•-usually carried out by guerrillas 
--rose substantially in the last quarter of 1965, and ex
cept for a seasonal drop around Tet, has stayed at high 
levels ever since. 

A considerable body of evidence suggests, 
however, that the morale of the irregulars has been drop
ping over the past year. Last year, about 7,000 defected 
to the government. Approximately 5,000 more surrendered. 
In 1964, about 1,500 defected.and .3,500surrendered. The 
overall frequency of defection ~nd surrender has· continued 
to increase this year. Desertions among guerrillas appear 
to be increasing, although hamlet militiamen who serve at 
home, apparently seldom desert. · · · · 

When Allied activity is intense, irregulars 
in some areas have surrendered and defected in large num
bers. Early this year in Binh -Dinh Pr~vince, for example, 

·while the six-week-long Operation WHITE WING·was-in prog
ress, some 65o" ·irregulars g<?-ve up .and about 2so· rallied. ·

-According to a US official involved in the·Chieu -Hoi pro
gram, "several 10-:-15--man groups'' wer~ amon_g those who de
~ected in Binh Dinh~ 

*Viet Cong irregular.forces are those subordinate to 
the village and hamlet. They include: 

1) Guerrillas, consisting of full-time squads and 
platoons, not always based in their village or 
hamlets. 

2) People's Self-Defense Force (often called the 
militia), consisting of part-time paramilitary 
forces assigned to defend hamlets and villages. 
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The rise in defections among irregulars probably 
has occurred for the same reasons that an increase took 
place among the regulars. Allied operations have resulted 
in an increasing decline in guerrilla morale, and the quality 
of personnel ~as declined.* As Viet Cong casualties mount, 
both trends seem likely to continue. 

4. Recruitment ProQlerns 

Until the middle of last year, the Viet Cong ap
peared to be able to fill its ranks with relative ease. 
Volunteers were -stillcfairly plentiful, and draftees usually 
went willingly. Somewhere around mid-1965, however, the 
situation apparently began to sour. As Viet Cong demands 
for manpower soared, volunteers became scarcer, and con
scripts joined the Viet Cong more reluctantly. The trend 
is illustrated by an und.ated doc'ument captured in late Novem
ber 1965 in· Long Khanh Province. The document state·d that 
"the Youth's enlistment ..• in January, Februa;ry and March 
1965 increased over that in the last six months in 1964 ••. 
However, the result of enlist~ent obtained in the first 
six months of 1965 failed to meet-~he requirements of the 
armed forces .•• The draft movement in May, June and July 
declined."** Some Viet Cong draftees interviewed by RAND 
have stated that "they wanted to avoid mil·ita·ry service with 
either side, but that if they had to s_erve, they preferred 
to do so with ARVN, where they were paid and their families 
received death benefits." 

The Viet Cong are us.ing several expedients to_ 
relieve their· manpower demands. They have resorted to kid~ 
napings, are employing larg'e numbers of women_ as .. irregulars,*** 

* A substantial number of documents indicate that one of 
the main reasons for·t~~ decline has been the Viet Cong policy 
of sending guerrillas and militiamen who show promise to 
serve with regular units. The "upgrading" process has been 
particularly intense in IV Corps, where Viet Cong fortunes 
are gradually deteriorating. 

** Other documents and POW interrogations indicate that the 
problem is widespread. 

*** A Viet Cong directive written in August 1965 stated that 
one-third of all "guerrillas" should be women. 
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and are increasing the use of ARVN defectors and POW's 
to fill regular ranks.* 

Such measures probably provide some temporary 
alleviation of Viet Cong recruitment problems. They do not 
solve the problems however. In addition, as casualties 
mount, it is possible that the Communists will eventually 

. be unable by any device to replace their losses from within 
South Vietnam, thereby placing an even greater demand on 
North Vietnam for troops. 

D. Gauges of Military Morale 

1. Defection 

Since early 1963, according to the Chieu Hoi 
office in Saigon, about 20,000 Viet Cong regular and ir
regular soldiers have rallied to the government. Of 
these, about 2,900 defected.in 1963. The number dropped 
to 1,900 in 1964. In 1965, largely as a result of the 
American intervention, Communist military defections in
creased to about 8, 500 ~ In the· f·irst half of this year, 
approximately 6,500 soldiers rallied. 

Generally speaking, .the low-le,vel, pooFlY 
motivated Viet Cong soldier defects at a. far :Oigher rate 
than does the cadre.** Nonetheless, defectors tend to 
share certain characteristics. They are usually of short 
service, and they tend to rally near their homes • 

. - .. · .... 

* A directive issuea by the Central.Trung Bo 'tiber~tion 
Army, Unit 2B, dated ·26 Octobe?;" 1965,· sta·ted· that units 
were required "to· se.lect 50% of -surrendered RVNAF soldiers 
to fill vacancies in our units." A number of documents 
indicate that the Viet_~ong are wary of ex-government troops. 

** The percentage of regular defectors appears to be 
rising, however. Monthly percentage of regulars to total 
military defectors: July 1965 - 15%; August - 13%; Sep
tember - 18%; October - 17%; December - 19%; January 1966 
23%; February - 26%;March - 23%; April - 23%. Although 
.there have been 6,500 military def~ctors in the first half 
of this year (compared to about 8,500 all last year), regu
lar defectors this year (about 1,450) already outnumber 
regular defectors last year (about 1,400) • 
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2. Desertion 

a. Southern Viet Cong 

Desertion is an extremely serious problem 
for the Viet Cong. Available evidence, direct and indirect, 
indicates ·that deserters who d6 not defect are far more 
numerous than those who do. A clandestinely obtained docu
·ment, probably genuine, issued by the Central Office for 
South Vietnam {COSVN) late last year stated that " ..• deser
tion for the specific purpose of defecting to the enemy {is) 
rare in comparison with desertion from other motives .•• " 
COSVN undoubtedly is aware of how many of its soldiers de
sert, and also knows how many of these defect. 

COSVN's assertion about the ratio of de
serters to defectors is supported by other documents. A 
Viet Cong "Top Secret" Directive dated 20 October 1965, 
captured by the.173rd Airborne Brigade in early January 
1966, stated that in one area "desertion is prevailing in 
various armed and paramilitary forces. According to in
complete statistics, there were 13.a deserters· from- January 
to August 1965 ••• five defected to the ARVN government." 
Another Viet Cong document mentioned that "during a one
month period in one unit, 47 men deserted :to go home and 
two defected to the enemy." A dieck of 20 ·deserter·s .. listed 
in a Viet Cong roster captured in late -D-ecembei;', 1965, 
against records of arrivals in local Chieu Hoi centers in
dicated that none of the deserters defected . 

. . Although qesertion is frequently-mentioned 
in captured Viet Cong docum~nts, only seven so far have in--

- eluded all the ingredients necessary for -estab:lis-hing rates: 
the size of the unit,-'_the number of deserters who left ··it, 
and a time frame •. If- all seven units are ·added together, 
and their respective time frames stretched to a year, their 
overall projected annual desertion rate would be 32%. How
ever, two of the sevei1 documents imply that the uri1ts men
tioned had unusually high rates. If these units are ex
cluded from the total, the.overall average annual rate of 
the sample drops to 27%. The seven-unit sample includes 
two battalions and five companies. The five-unit sample 
includes two battalions and three companies. 

Twenty-seven percent--or rounded off, 25%-
seems plausible as an overall desertion rate for ·1965 from 
regular Viet Cong units. A reading of most POW and rallier 
in~errogations would suggest that the rate is substantially 
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higher than 25%, but prisoners and defectors may be inc~ 
to exaggerate. The interrogations appear to indicate tha 
desertion is more conunon in local force units than in main 
force units, and likewise more common in main force units re 
cruited locally than in like units serving away from home. 

If the mean size of the regular Viet Cong 
army (excluding NVA soldiers} was 45,000 last year, and 25% 
'is accepted as the regular desertion rate, then some 11,250 
Viet Cong regulars deserted last year.* Since approximately 
1,400 regulars defected last year, the ratio of deserters 
who go home to defectors among regular units wo~ld appear to 
be about seven ta one. " It should be noted that available 
documentary evidence suggests the ratio is a good deal higher. 

In the first six months of 1966, ~~ estimated 
1,450 southern Viet Cong regulars defected (See Defection}. 
If the ratio of deserter to defector is 7-1, and if defection/ 
desertion rates continue at current rates during the rest of 
the year, then there will be.a total of 23,200 defectors and 
deserters during 1966 from southern Viet Cong regular forces. 
(2,900x7=20,300 deserters+ 2.900 q.efectors =·23,2·00). As-
suming the mean size of the southern regular force will be 
about 60,000 for 1966, then the.Viet Cong regular force de
sertion rate would be 38%. Many of these, of course, would 
be retrieved. -- - · 

Little is known about desertion among Viet 
Cong irregular units. The rate of desertion, however, 
varies considerably by type with the highest rate found 
among the village guerrillas--the- highest catego·ry of irreg
ulars. Hamlet.militia and guerrillas apparently do not de-· 
sert in large numbers, but, 'since they never leave· home, they 
may just refuse to figlyL ** Within each C"<?:tegory of irregular 

* What is not known is· how many Viet Cong deserters re-
turn to the ranks, either voluntarily, or through being 
caught. US advisers estimate that from 15 to 20% of men 
listed as deserters by the RVNAF return to their own or some 
other unit. The rate.of return among Viet Cong deserters 
may be comparable. 

** Captured documents indicate that hamlet militiamen in 
several areas have refused to fight, or, as one report put 
it, "quit rank to live as civilians." 
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forces the highest desertion rate is probably among the 
fresh recruits.* 

So far, the southern Viet Cong have been 
able to live with their desertion problem, probably because 
their manpower pool has been adequate to fill the gaps. If 
the pool begins to dry up, or if desertion rates increase, 
the desertion of southerners could become a crucial problem 
for the Viet Cong. Among the consequences of a higher de
sertion rate would be an increased reliance on fillers from 
North Vietnam. 

b. The NVA-

So far, NVA desertion rates have been rela
tively low. Captured documents, including diaries.~. indicate 
that NVA units moving south lose a few men to desertion in 
North Vietnam and more along the corridor.** Once in.south 
Vietnam, the average NVA. soldier seldom deserts, probably 
because he has no place to go. Captured documents indicate 
there are some exceptions. For example,_a notebook containing 
strength figures of a 488-man North.Vietnamese oµtfit shows 
that 9 were deserters and that 17 men were "lost." Some of 
the errant may have been South Vietnamese· attached~to the 
unit, however. On balance, dese~tion is not. now a serious 
problem for the NVA, and seems uniikely ta beco~e one· in 
the foreseeable future. 

3. Surrender 

While desertion and defection have-been increas
ing, the rate of battlefield. surrender has gone down. In 

_1963, according to MACY ~-2 statistics, 4;771 Viet·cong 
surrendered. The number dropped to 4, 1.87 in 1.964, and rose -

* A considerable body· of evidence points to a h_igh de-
sertion rate among recruits. For example, in one group of 
152 recruits being sent from the delta to a training depot 
in III Corps, 33 deserted enroute. Documents captured at 
the depot indicate that it had a special "stragglers' and 
deserters' barracks." 

** Where deserters in Laos.go is unclear. A diary of an 
NVA battalion conunander suggests that at least some are 
eaten by tigers. 
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to 5,982 last year--an increase of 43%. The rise in cap
tives failed to keep pace with the expansion of the Viet 
Cong, however, whose nuIT~ers increased by at least 50% dur
ing the year. Furthermore, since 1964, while the number 
of Viet Cong killed has been growing substantially, the 
number of captives has increased only slightly.* As one 
might expect, Viet Cong irregulars are far more prone to 
surrender than Viet Cong regulars.** 

Why Viet Cong surrenders have failed to keep 
pace with burgeoning defection and desertion rates is dif
ficult to determine. One explanation lies in the Viet 
Cong's excellent battlerield discipline. Another may lie 
in the increasing use of air power by the allies. Many 
who might otherwise surrender are struck down by bombs be
fore they can reach allied lines. 

* Ratios of estimated killed to captured: 

1964 1965 First 5 man.dis 1966 -·-·-
16,785 -36,900 21,z45·-

4,187 - 5,982 -.. 2,837 

(or approximately) 

4: 1 ~ ·6:1 8:1 

** In operation WHITE WING, conducted in Binh Dinh Prov
ince early this· year, 718 Viet Cong reportedly surrendered. 
According to II Corps estimates, only about 60 of these 
were regulars. 
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ANNEX VII 

· MORALE AMONG THE PEOPLE IN VIET CONG AREAS 

The morale and support of the populace in the areas under 
Viet Cong control, (the "sea" in which the Communist "fish" 
must swim) are matters of prime long range importance to the 
Communists. There is a substantial body of evidence that 
morale, and therefore, _support for the Communists,_ is drop
ping in the Viet Cong areas. The flow of refugees has in
creased dramatically. The desire for safety, of course, is 
the main motive for this exodus; increasing numbers of people 
now realize that no Viet Cong region is. immune from attack. 
Among other reasons given by the refugees are high Viet Cong 
truce's I fOrCeQ labor I and Conscription• . 

Popular support for the Viet Cong probably will continue 
to dwindle as insurgen~ _taxes rise and ferced.labqr demands 
increase. Should the populace· begih to think the Viet Cong 
are definitely losing, movement-away from the Communists--
if not always towards the government--wil.l probably increase, 
and the Viet Cong will be faced wi-th an erodi'ng- popula.r base. 

Refugees 

The principal evidence that the Vi~t Cong have lost the 
.active support of many people in areas they contrpl is the_ 
flow of refugees toward regions domi·nated by the govern-·- . 
ment. Although there were some refugees during and before 

- 1964, most have fled since the beginning o£ 1965. The rate 
of flow appears to-have increased particularly since the 
summer of 1965, coincidental with the build-up of US forces 
in Vietnam and the large-scale increase in the number of 
airstrikes. Statistics compiled by the South Vietnamese 
government* illustrate the upward trend: 

* These statisti.cs must, of course, be taken with some re
serve. There are omissions, duplications, and delays in re
porting by provincial offici~ls. Although required to report 
to Saigon on a weekly basis, some provinces are said to have 
a statistical backlog of from one to three months. To add 
to the confusion, many refugees register more than once, in 
order to pick up extra benefits. 
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27 Jun 65 31 Jan 66 30 Jun 66 

Refugees in Temporary Shelters 144,717 442,522 500,732 

Resettled Refugees 106,435 269,794 360,574 

Refugees Returning to 
Native Villages 

72,035 140,502 

251,152 784,351 1,001,808 

Moreover, many more- flee the Viet Cong.than ari reflected 
in government statistics. The government records only those 
who register. Large numbers of refugees do not, many in order 
to circumvent local government policies which exclude them 
from certain ·areas. The largest number of such unregistered 
refugees is in Saigon, which has a law on the books_forbidding 
refugees from settling in the· city. Estimates of the number 
of refugees in one of Saigon's nine precincts run as high as 
30,000 to 40,000, althqugh the government:- list.s on~y 1,518 
in the entire city. · · · 

The principal reason for fleeing given by most refugees 
is a desire for safety, but a la1'ge proportion· add·. that they 
are weary of Viet Cong taxes, conscription-, and-demands for 
forced labor. Whatever the motive, once the refugee has en
tered a government camp active support for the Communists 
generally stops. Most refugees cooperate to some extent 
~i th the South Vietnamese goverrirn.~nt. -

At present, the Viet Cong do no't app~a,r.to jla~~ a clear, 
-overall policy on what.to do about the.exodus.* Their cours~ 
seems to vary by time and place. In some areas, they have 
merely tried to make· the refugees' lot unpleasant. Elsewhere, 
the Viet Cong have made direct attacks on refugee camps, for 
instance in Quang Tin Province where 30 refugees we-re killed 
and 60 wounded in an attack on a refugee center last January. 
The refugee flow continues despite such tactics, indicating 
the inability of the Viet Cong to stop it. 

* It is abundantly clear f~om captured documents that the 
Vi.et Cong do not want refugees to leave Communist-controlled 
territory. There is no documentary evidence to support a 
frequently made assertion that the Viet Corig encourage the 
flow of refugees to overburden the South Vietnamese govern
ment's administrative apparatus. 
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Those Who Stay 

For those who remain in Viet Cong territory, life is be
coming increasingly unpleasant. As refugees flee, the pres
sure on those who remain grows more intense. Taxes are 
highe.r, demands for labor have increased, and controls are 
tighter. Although the Viet Cong have been losing favor in 
many of their areas in the last twelve months, they still 
maintain firm control in most of them and still are able to 
carry out their tasks adequately. By and large, the Saigon 
government has not been able to translate distaste for the 
Viet Cong into support for itself by the people in contested 
and Ve-controlled areas, although there have been a few 
dividends for the ·government in the form of information pro
vided about the Viet Cong. 

1. Taxes 

The Viet Cong tax burden--collected in·· money and 
goods--falls most heavily on the South Vietnamese peasant, 
and the Viet Cong effort is costly. According to the cap
tured minutes of a COSVN-level con~erence_held on 15 Feb
ruary 1966, the chief -of the COSVN .. Rear Service Oepartment 
disclosed that supply requirements for 1966 would be "three 
times higher" than those of 1965. The Viet Cong frequently 
set goals considerably in excess pf what they. expect. to 
achieve, but the COSVN supply officer's disclos~re still 
suggests that tax pressures on the inhab-i·tants ·of Viet Cong 
areas ~ill be much heavier this year than last.* 

* The plight of the taxpayer in viet Cong areas is illus
trated by a document, capture'd in October in.Binh Duong Prov

-ince, outlining the Viet·cong plans for tax~tion in the prov-. 
ince for the last six months of 1965. "The doctiment reviewed 
earlier· tax revenues and estimates: 

Estimated Revenue· for. 1964. 
Actual Revenue ·for 1964 

Estimated Revenue for 1965 
Actual Revenue for Six Months of 1965: 

16,9201000 
20,531,612 
31,130,000 

8,951,084 

A comparison of the estimated revenues of 1964 and 1965 makes 
it apparent that the Viet Cong almost doubled tax goals in 
Binh Duong in 1965. Yet a comparison of actual revenues shows 
that the Viet Cong were having greater difficulties in col
lecting the 1965 taxes. Documents captured later in the prov
ince indicate that many Binh Duong taxpayers did "not enthu
siastically contribute to the resistance," and that "generally 
speaking, residents in the liberated areas lived a destitute 
and miserable life." 
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Although complaints about Viet Cong taxes are amply 
documented, one must be careful to avoid reading too much 
into them. A "1965 Tax Collection Report," issued by COSVN's 
Financial and Economic Section, indicated that complaining 
was by no means universal in Viet Cong territory, and that 
in some areas taxes were collected without too much trouble. 
Yet Viet Cong taxes are much higher than those of the South 
Vietnamese government, as many refugees have pointedly re
marked. High taxes probably will not by themselves cause 
people in Viet Cong areas to shift their allegiances. If 
combined with other burdens, however, the taxes may induce 
additional inhabitants of Viet Cong territory to flee, or, 
ultimately, to curtail their support of the Viet Cong. 

2. Labor 

The Viet- Cong need large numbers of people to grow 
food, haul supplies·, and move earth. The number of volunteers 
is inadequate. Forced labor has become increasingly prevalent 
as Viet Cong operations have expanded, ·and as ·the labor pool 
has shrunk--partly because of the draft, and partly because 
of the flight of refugees. Al th.ough the Viet Cong try to 
persuade laborers to work willingly, the number of volunteers 
is inadequate and often the Viet ·cong must use.harsli -methods. 

A document, dated 20 September 1965, illustrated 
some of the labor problems the Viet Cong face. The author,. 
apparently a high-ranking provincial labor official, stated 
·that "the people iii areas where mobilization is still possible 
are not fully aware of our policies. Therefore,· they do riot 
work enthusiastically, lack a sense of respons±bility, and 
waste manpower as well '_as equipment. _ V_ill~ge _and hamlet 
qadres, instead of.pe~suading, tend to order the people to 
work. Front line Supply Commands in villages and hamlets 
do not have sufficient personnel for operations ••• The mission 
·is burdensome and there are not enough laborers to_ -inove rice 
available from production."* 

* The shortage of labor is a recurrent theme in Viet Cong 
documents. Furthermore, recruited laborers frequently desert. 
One document stated that of GOO short-term civilian laborers 
needed for evacuating casualties from a battle which had 
taken place a few days earlier, only 54 were gathered; these 
all went home after completing their first evacuation trip. 
The removal of wounded from the battlefield was thereafter 
improvised. 
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It would be a mistake to exaggerate Viet Cong labor 
problems, or the extent to which the enemy's forced labor 
policy alienates the people. Viet Cong performance in most 
areas still shows their ability to get things done; and the 
South Vietnamese peasant is used to being put upon. Yet if 
labor shortages increase--as seems likely--the Viet Cong 
will probably have to resort to still more draconian methods 
to.make sure that work is accomplished. An increasingly 
severe labor policy would probably estrange still more Viet
namese peasants. 

3. Willingness of the People to Provide Information 
on the Viet Cong 

In the past year, the amount of informati9n·volun
teered about the Viet Cong_ has increased greatly. Some_ of 
the increase is due to more efficient collection techniques, 
higher agent pay, and the presence in the field of large num
bers of intelligence officers. However, most Allied intel
ligence officials--military an~ civilian~-state that much 
of the increase has resulted from a"greater willingness on 
the part of the populace to inform on the Viet Cong. 

Some of the voluntary informants became avai·l.able 
because they thought the Allies were begi"nning. ·to win, some 
because they harbored grudges against the Viet Cong. Some 
had other reasons. A report, dated 7 March, written by the 
US G-2 adviser to. the ARVN 1st D_ivision., stated, for example, 
that "it is believed that the local ·population -in--the 1st . 
Division area do·es not feel an iden.tity with Viet Cong Main -
Force ••• probably because [Main Force units -in the.region] 

-are composed primarily- ·of North Vietnamese -draftees and ·some -
regroupees." The people apparently were more willing to . 
inform on northerners than on the local boys in the militia 
and guerrillas. The prevalence of such a reaction is not 
known. If it is generally. true throughout Vietnam,--- the 
intelligence picture may improve still further as the pro
portion of North Vietnamese in Main Force units continues 
to rise. 
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ANNEX VIII 

VIETNAMESE COMMUNIST VIEWS ON THE 
LIKELY LENGTH OF THE WAR 

I. The Anticipated Timing of Victory in 1955 and 1956 

During the first two years following the Geneva Confer
ence, the Communists b~lieved that they could. att<!in a 
position of dominance in South Vietnam mainly through the 
medium of political, rather than military action. This was 
clearly indicated in their secret communications. One or
der, for example, from the top Communist echelon in South 
Vietnam to the provincial Communist leaders declared in 
September 1955 that "at present, the only way·to unifica
tion of our couritry" is to hold the conference and ilec
tions called for under the Geneva Accords. 

The Communists apparently believed· that their candidates 
could win the elections and that it would not take long 
after the voting, which was scheduled under the Agreements 
for July 1956, to accomplish a Communist ta~eo~er ... Further
more, in 1954 South Vietnam's chances of.political.survival 
as a viable political entity appeared so slight that the 
Communists had every reason to anticipate an eventual col
lapse which would permit them to take over even if the 
elections were not.. held. A secret Communist party direc
tive of late 1954 said that the ,- struggle" to assure that .. -
the "French imperialists and their·puppets" leave the South 

- was targeted for comp;Letion "within two · ye_ars, ,-, and tha:!: 
"despite our impatience, we can accomplish-this no sooner." 
Most of the other Communist assessments of their situation 
through mid-1955 were also highly optimistic and implied 
that victory was not far away. 

From rnid-1955 to mid-1956 the Communists gradually grew 
more pessimistic about their chances of a takeover under the 
terms of the Geneva Agreement, as the Diem government re
peatedly refused to agree to an election which it realized 
the Communists would inevitably win. The·Communists were 
never again so optimistic about their chances after their 
failure during this era. The evidence shows them in suc
ceeding years to have been much more cautious and vague in 
their references to the time necessary to complete a takeover. 
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II. Victory Timing in the Period 1956-1959 

Captured documents reveal that the failure to hold the 
elections agreed on at Geneva resulted in deep and wide
spread disillusionment in Communist ranks in the South. 
For the next few years, party leaders in the North and the 
South cast about for a new strategy to accomplish their ob
jectives. Difficulties were increased by the success of 
Ngo Dinh Diem's regime in repressing the low-level terrorism 
which had been mounted by the Communists in the hope of 
weakening and undercutt_ing the Saigon government's position 
before and during· the elections. Communist documents speak 
of great damage inflicted on the underground cadre organiza
tion by Diem's operations. 

This combination of difficulties, particularly the Diem 
government's military pressure, led many of the southern 
Communists to believe that only a turn from reliance primarily 
on political action to reliance primarily on military opera
tions against the government would bring_about a Communist 
victory in the South. - Communist-documents indici!-t"e that 
there were various strategies put forth by the cadres in the 
South for insuring the success of military action. One 
called for concentration on the c.onstruction ot a .large Com
munist base in the highlands from which the· lo~lands ··and the 
population centers could be threatened.-· Those .who advocated 
this policy, according to the documents, suggested that the 
Communists focus almost all their assets on the highlands 
and delay the sol~ctif ication and enlargement of their posi
tion in the delta ·until th_e highlands effort .was··-completed-. 
Others argued for a concentr.ation of effort in the delta to 
the exclusion of the ~ighlands. 

It can readily be· seen that debates over strategy as 
basic as this would have a strong influence on Communist 
estimates of the time.needed to accomplish their ggals, 
and that such estimates would·thus be cast in only the 
haziest and most indefinite of terms. 

Documents indicate that the Communists eventually de
cided on a country-wide effort which theoretically would 
put equal emphasis on military and political "struggle." 
The documents give much of ~he credit for the adoption of 
this strategy to Le Duan, the present first secretary of 
the Communist Party in Hanoi. Le Duan went to the North 
in 1956, apparently from the top leadership position in 
the South. He appears to have convinced the Communist 
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hierarchy in the North that an all-out military effort 
should be started in the South. Communist records gen
erally date the decision to mount an all-out struggle in 
the South as having been made in late 1958 or early 1959. 

It was clear by 1959 that the Communists were already 
organizing for a full-scale military effort in the South. 
One captured document stated that "instructions from the 
political department of the party in about May of 1959" 
reminded the cadres in the South of the "necessity of 
making full use of the armed forces," ahd that the cadres 
then started to "lay out" the "necessary policies." Since 
"October of 1959," the document asserted, "the armed forces 
have been fighting powerfully." 

III. The Time Frame and Goals in 1959 

There are no specific re~erences in any available· Com
munist materials as to what amount of time the Communists 
believed in 1959 would be necessary to accomplish a take
over of South Vietnam,· or even. to achieve any-significant 
proportion of their objectives._ Language on the antici
pation of victory in Communist materials of this period 
was cast in very general terms. A broadcast by the Com~ 
munists in late 1959, for example, said that the ''day 
of victory" would "depend mainly on the- changin·g aspects 
of the struggle." Such statements suggest a desire to 
avoid raising false hopes among the cadre or to make pre
dictions which m-ig_fit later prove wrong·o 

. - .. ~·-

Analysis o.{ Communist ·mC3:terials, however; does point ·-
- rather firmly to a Communist belief. in 1959· and 19-60 that 

it would take at l~ast_five years of ?il-o~t ~ilitary and 
political action to-bring about Communist domination of 
the South. It does not appear that they expected at this 
time to be in power before 1966 at the earliest. This 
can be inferred from indi~ations as to what the Communists 
believed they had to accomplish in order to achieve vic
tory. They fully recognized that they were still a negli
gible factor in the urban areas, and that in the rural areas 
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their position was still weak.* That the Communists planned 
to take their time and build carefully was reflected in a 
basic order on the insurgency sent south from Hanoi in Au
gust of 1960. According to this order, the revolutionary 
movement was recognized as "still weak this year," but 
"we have the time to prepare any aspect where we are weak." 

IV. The Initial Deferral of Victory Anticipations 

Until early 1962 the Communists appear to have believed 
that they were making satisfactory progress in the develop
ment of the insurgent movement as originally envisioned.** 
By the spring of 1962, however, the step-up in American 
military assistance to the Diem regime and the counterinsur
gency programs put into effect by the governnunent had begun 

*one example .of their appraisal of their situation was 
apparent in the interrogation of a VC battalion commander 
captured in 1960. He stated that the Communists were at 
the time devoting near-ly all their. _efforts to. the .rural area. 
He implied that the establishment of a significant urban 
apparatus to take advantage of the "urban uprising" which 
the Communists expected would take several more years. 

Another 1960 captive, the chairman pf"a vc-aistrict 
committee in Kien Giang province, indicated that the Com
munists would be satisfied if they could make significant 
strides in 1960. in the elimination.of.government influ-

. ence in the southwestern part of- South Vietnam .. ···-

In a 1961 radio message; the Viet Cong leader~hip of-
- fered the opinion that, ·"depending on how-the situation

develops'.' it is "possible" that we will be .. able in "two or 
~hree years" to build up our units so that they "will be 
able to destroy part of the enemy's forces." Accomplish
ment of this would necess.arily have left them stil·l several 
years away from an overpowering position throughout the 
rural sections of the country. · 

**In at least one instance, Communist cadres were told 
that the situation was moving as had been forecast by top 
Communist authorities in 1961" 
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to cause increasing difficulties ·for the Communists, and 
enemy materials indicate that their estimates of the time 
needed for achieving a victory were stretched out.* 

It was at this point, Communist documents suggest, that 
the insurgents began to put more emphasis on the so-called 
"urban uprising," a key element in Communist guidelines 
for success in South Vietnam, but one that did not receive 
very heavy emphasis in their writings during the first few 
years of the insu.rgency. In the Communist view., v~ctory 
could be anticipated as near at hand when the expansion 
of the Communist base among the rural populace was combined 
with a general uprising of the city populace against the 
government. This has gradually received more stress in 
Comm.unist instructions to __ cadre in recent years.** 

Communist documents indicated that, by early 19-63, the 
Viet Cong felt they were successfully countering Diem's 
military push and the _American effort. Eowever, they also 
indicated a Viet Cong expectation that· the fighting in South 
Vietnam still would last longer-than the Communists had 
originally thought. One of the best summaries of Communist 
views on the war in early 1963 was containe.d in an article 

*one document commenting on the period discloses that 
"at first we did not realize the harm and danger of the 
strategic hamlet~~~ and "consequently the question of 

. countering and. destroying .them was not properly"'examined. '.'.- -
The same document notes that the "increase in direct aggres-

- sion against us" resu~ted in "making th~ ~e~ol~ti6hary ~ar 
last longer and become-more difficult-." The :i;evolution could 
no longer "go smoothly ahead," but would be ."a long and 
fierce tug of war." 

**An instruction doctmi'ent written in early 1963, for ex
ample, says that the Communists expected the "cities in the 
South, chiefly Saigon and Cholon, to stir up the revolution 
and cooperate with the rural zones when opportunity was 
available." According to the document, the revolution 
would succeed through a "combination of city and rural up
rising." The Communists would be "unable to overthrow the 
enemy through a general offensive" by itself, if mounted 
mainly from the rural ar~as. 
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by the North Vietnamese historian Minh Thuan who had often 
sized up the progress of the revolution since the era of 
the war against the French. 

Thuan took the position that the insurgency had suffered 
_"many ups and downs and many failures." The initiation of 
-a large US advisory/support effort meant that the rebels 
"had to face the enemy under new circumstances" and could 
no longer "expect a rapid and easy victory." Thuan stressed 
the importance of the appearance of a "general uprising" as 
an omen that success was around the. corner. - According to 
Thuan, the Communists should "keep in mind the appearance 
of a pre-revolutionary situation" which would come about 
"only when the broad masses" are ready to "rise up arid 
fight" against the regime. "Decisive victory," h~·declared, 
can .be achieved "only whe.:i:i this pre-revolutionary situation 
appears." 

Another Communist documentofthis period indicated that 
the Communists realized.they could do .little to hasten the 
fulfillment of their objectiv~s.- In "time to come," it 
said, help from the "North" and from the rest of the bloc 
would give the Communist armed forces the ''capability to 
grow relatively fast." But "that is a questic5n of' time 
and we just cannot do it in a hurry. )\!lour.efforts up 
to now are just the first steps." Such statements imply 
that the Communists probably believed they were still at 
least five year~ away from victpry.* 

. - -. -·-
V. The Growth of Communis-t Optimism in 1964-and Early 1965, 

Enemy materials d-isc::ussing the war situation grew pro
gressively more optim_istic during 196"4; as· the Communists 
assessed the political disarray in Saigon and the provinces 
following Diem's overthrow and the success of their efforts 

*They were also, however, still very flexible and oppor
tunistic, perhaps even more so than in 1959. One document, 
in discussing the future, said it would be necessary "to 
play seesaw with the enemy for a certain period." If, how
ever, "enemy strength begins to sag significantly in the 
process, we will fight against the clock to overcome our 
weaknesses and rapidly develop our power, especially our 
military power, hoping to win victories of a decisive na
ture." 
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to counter the increases in US aid to· the Saigon govern
ment's anti-insurgency programs. A February 1964 article 
in the North Vietnamese party journal, for example, de
clared that the fighting, "although protracted, will not 
last forever," and "final victory" could be achieved "in 
the near future."* There were a number of Conununist moves 
which suggested that they were trying to get in a position 
to take maximum and rapid advantage of the government dis
integration which they expected. One such move was an ef
fort to speedily build up Communist main force strength 
in the area of the_ III_ Corps north of Saigon by levying 
very heavy manpower quotas on the guerrilla units in the 
delta. 

Communist optimism appeared to reach its height in 
early 1965. Although they still carefully refrained from 
fixing a def_ini te timetable, they do appear to have be·- -
lieved at the time that they.were possibly within~ year 
or two of victory. This, for example, was the implication 
of an important article by the chairman-of Hanoi's "Re
unification" committees·, Nguyen Van Vinh. Vinh's"views 
have long appeared to reflect some of the inner thoughts 
of the top Communist leadership. Writing in the January 
1965 issue of the· party journal~_he argued_ that th~ Re
public of Vietnam forces had been forced -to diaperse
widely and to use about half of their strength-to protect 
the capital region. The government reserves, according 
to Vinh, were only about one third as great as the French 
reserves had been...- and thus Saigon·-would "soon" have to 
abandon large .areas of the countryside to the-V.iet Cong. __ 

Vinh pointed to tpe_period in 1953 and-early.1954 in 
the war against the Fr.:-ench as a similar one, a time in· 

.which the Viet Minh inflicted the most "decisive" defeats 
on the French. Vinh seemed to be implying that a similar 
development might take place in this war, a development 
which couTd mean a Communist military victory in .1965 

*At the June 1964 congress of the National Liberation 
Front, the Front's president claimed a "new" period of the 
insurgency had arrived and the "situation has never been 
~o bri~ht." In July 1964, North Vietnamese Defense Minis
ter Vo Nguyen Giap also saw the war as "entering a new 
phase," with the Communist forces in "an offensive position." 
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or 1966. The insurgents, according to Vinh, were "advanc-
ing to the fulfillment" of their mission "in the corning year."* 

Among the lower-level Viet Cong leaders, it appears that 
the idea was being promoted at this time that the 11general 
uprising" was near. A defector from a district Communist com
mittee in Kien Hoa Province, for example, claimed that Comrnu
~ist plans called for the "general uprising and complete over
throw of the government in 1966." It does not appear that 
the initiation of sustained US air attacks against the ORV 
in February 1965 or the landing of US Marine combat units in 
northern South Vietnam-in March served initially t" dampen 
Communist optimism. 

VI. The Communist Reassessment in Mid-1965 

By mid-siJ.mmer 1965, t.he weight of the dir~ct·us combat 
effort in South Vietnam·had thoroughly disabused the Commu
nists of any hopes of an early victory. Both in public and 
in private, the probability of a protracted conflict again 
became a major theme in.conunu~ist statements •. Nguyen Van 
Vinh, for example, who had spoken ·so optimistically in Jan
uary, talked in July only of "e•entual" victory. General 
Giap was also more sober in his assessment of the situation 
in July 1965 than he had been irr·July 1964 .. · The ent_ry of 
the US, Giap said, had created a 11 seriq~s· sitpation" through
out Vietnam.** Giap spoke only about "uitimate.victory" over 
the us. 

**Giap no longer focused his main attention on the pros
pects for the Viet Cong, as he had in his previous assess
ments, but now stressed the necessity of defending the DRV 
against US "aggression." This in itself seemed an implicit 
admission of the major setback dealt to Communist hopes in 
Vietnam by the direct US involvement. 
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In May of 1965, the top leaders of the military affairs 
committee of the Communist party in the South.met to "as
sess the enemy and friendly situation." A report of that 
conference has been captured. It indicates that the meeting 
was dominated by discussions of the growing American involve
ment in the war. Analysis of the nature of the Communist 
military and political weaknesses set against those of the 
allies, as discussed at the session, suggests that the party 
hierarchy must have believed at the time that the Communist 
position was such that the war could easily last another 
three and possibly five more years. 

During 1966,Communist materials have continued to re
flect an expectation that the war will be indefinitely long 
and protracted. A January 1966 editorial in the North Viet
namese party paper, for e:'l{ample, claimed that the Communists 
still had confidence in.their "final" victory, but.admitted 
that the "enemy has not budged as yet" and his "intention" 
to crush the "insurgency" "had not weakened." In March, a 
ORV diplomat in Laos who had just returl1€d fr9m b~ief ings 
in Hanoi said that the Communists ·n.ow 'rea:).ized that the US 
war potential meant "there would be no quick and easy vic
tory" in South Vietnam. Ho Chi Minh reaffirmed this as 
late as mid-July when he promised that the.Vietnamese peo
ple would fight until final victory if it- took· "five, ten, 
twenty-five years, or even longer." · · 
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ANNEX IX 

THE COMMUNIST VIEW AND APPLICATION 
OF LESSONS LEARNED IN 

FIGHTING THE FRENCH 

The attitude of the North Vietnamese leader~hip toward 
the current military situation in South Vietnam is-shaped 
to a considerable extent both strategically and tactically 
by their experience in fighting the French. Drawing heav
ily upon this experience, they have carefully plot.1:.ed their 
actions in the current war to duplicate as far as.possible 
their successes against the French and to avoid mistakes 
committed in the· earlier war •. 

I. The Three Phased War 

Their experiences in the Franco-Viet Minh war doubt
less convinced the Communists that the predictions on the 
course of this conflict made in ~~47 by the then Pa~ty Sec
retary General Truong Chinh had proved valid, a_nd could 
probably be applied in the planned takeever of South Viet
nam. In essence, Truong Chinh's blueprint for victory 
called for a protracted struggle through three stages which 
would enable the-small and weak-forces -of the Viet Minh to 
·defeat the more _numerous and better-:-equipped f're.tich force~-~ 

According to Truon~ ~hinh, the first phase of ·the wa.r 
would see the French in control of the cities using primarily 
"conventional" tactics. In this period the French would be 
on the "offensive." The Viet Minh, on the other hand, were 
small, poorly armed forces and therefore had to fiqpt a 
"defensive" type of war.· ·The chief strategy for the Viet 
Minh during this period, argued Truong Chinh, should be 
to attack the enemy using guerrilla tactics, i.e., ambushes, 
sabotage, and small-scale attacks on French units of smaller 
size than the local Viet Minh unit. The Viet Minh during 
this period, he said must avoid pitched battles with the 
enemy and must build its str~ngth. 

Truong Chinh took the position that, although the Viet 
Minh would be strategically on the defensive, tactically 
they should always be on the offensive. Since the French 
would be strategically on the offensive, they would over
extend themselves, thus giving the Viet Minh opportunities 
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for attacking isolated and small units. During this first 
stage of the "people's war," he said, the Viet Minh must 
also concentrate on gaining the support of the peasants. 
Political efforts, Chinh held, were in some respects even 
more important than military efforts, because without the 
support of the people there could be no military effort. 

At some point, Truong Chinh asserted, the enemy would 
extend his position as far as he could. At that time, the 
harassing action of th~ guerrillas would combine with the 
enemy's inherent weaknesses to create an equilibrium. 
During this stage of the war, the enemywould concentrate 
on consolidating his overextended positions with particular 
emphasis on his lines of communications and suppLy~- He 
would continue to launch attacks on the Viet Minh strong
holds. In the political sphe_re, the enemy would concentrate 
on setting up "puppet" local adminstrations, infiltrating 
the Communist zones with spies, and repressing the Viet 
Minh political movement. -

The Viet Min~, during this period, should employ to 
the maximum the tactic of guerri~la warfare to_ harass the 
enemy day and night. This would be designed to force the 
enemy to disperse his forces, to overextend hii area of 
operations further, and to use up his manpower and resources. 
The key tactic during this period would be a combination 
of guerrilla and-mobile warfare, with the guerrilla taking 
·the lead at fi;-~t, ··followed by lat.er and stro_nger- efforts -
at mobile warfare. The tact~c of positional war was given 

_ only a· limited role. at this stage, since· the enemy· would 
still be able to b;ring'_superior force.to bear _on static· 
defensive positions. 

During the second phase of the struggle, the Viet Minh 
forces would swing from a·- defensive strategy to an_-·affensive 
one. This stage should see not only military defeat of 
the enemy but also a collapse of morale.on his home 
front, i.e., in metropolitan France. Economic and morale 
problems at home would have a decisive effect on France's 
will to fight. On the battle front, the French would be 
forced to withdraw from thei~ advanced positio~s in order 
to defend their major bases. The Viet Minh would depend 
primarily on mobile warfare tactics supported by guerrilla 
activities. Finally, in the third phase near the end, 
mobile warfare would often be transformed into positional 
warfare for the decisive battles. 
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Truong Chinh's analysis proved an amazingly accurate 
prediction of the actual course of the war with the French. 
Chinh's assessment of the weaknesses of the French was unerr
ing and his program for the development of both tactics and 
strategy for the Viet Minh proved effective. His views per
meated the outlook of the Viet Minh leadership and particularly 
that of General Vo Nguyen Giap. It was largely Giap's 
responsibility as commander of the Viet Minh army to put 
into practice Truong Chinh's military concepts. He did 
just that and led the Viet Minh to final victory at the 
famous battle of Dien Bien Phu. 

The extent to which the Vietnamese Communists still 
rely on this_ basic design for victory is evidenced.in the 
writings of their leadersv On several occasions in the 
last two years Giap, in his articles, has applied Truong 
Chinh's concepts of military analysis to the situation 
in the South. In remarkably similar terms, Giap has stressed 
the need for a prolonged war, emphasized- that· the ·US would 
become overextended in its ability to supply its troops in 
the field, and predicted that popular dissatisfaction with 
the war in the United States would undermine the determina._ 
tion of the administration to coiitinue the ~ai. ~i~p has 
claimed that the tendency of both French and U$ strategists 
to fix short deadlines for accomplishing major goals is 
proof of their inability to outlast the Communists. 

According _tp Truong Chinh' s criteria, the Viet Cong 
presumably would have reach~d the point of equiiibrium with· 

_ the ARVN in 1964 or early 1965 and would have gone over 
to the offensive rely":lng more and mor.e. on -~ob~le rather 
:than guerrilla tactics. However, the use of US forces in 
a combat role has since then pro~ably removed any notion 
from the Communists' minds that they have managed to move 
into an advanced part· of ·Truong Chinh' s second pha-se, one· 
in which the opponent is forced to withdraw from his ad
vanced positions to defend his bases. This is evidenced 
in their discussions of the large and successful US/ARVN 
offensive raids into Viet Cong base areas this year. 

Apparently the Hanoi high command believes that its 
f·orces in the South, at least in the northern half of 
South Vietnam, are in the first part of Truong Chinh's 
phase two, that is to say, that the US and ARVN are now 
overextended and are concentrating on keeping open lines 
of communication to their exposed outer posts. To some 
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extent, of course, this is true. What is new in the sit
uation, however, is the fact that with its improved intel
ligence, extreme mobility, heavy firepower, and tremendous 
air-support capability, the US can also attack Viet Cong 
strongholds and thus by spoiling actions throw Communist 
tactical planning and movements off balance. 

Moreover, there has now developed a serious challenge 
to what the Communists regard as one of the keys to their 
ultimate victory, their own rear base. In.the·war-with 
France, this safe rear was first in China, then in the 
highlands of North Vietnam. In the current war, the Com
munists have made it clear that they regard North Vietnam 
as the rear area for the war. Since February 1965; however, 
this· base for the movement of men and supplies to the Viet 
Cong has come under heavy aerial attack by the us. -While 
these air strikes have as yet not prevented North Vietnam 
from continuing to send men and material to the South, they 
have made the process much more CO$~ly. and time consuming. 

II. Tactical Military Lessons 

The lessons learned in fighti"ng the French· are being 
applied in a myriad of practical steps by the-Vietnamese 
Communists in the current war. The reliance on the tactic 
of ambush, for example, results in large measure from the 
successful development of this technique against the French. 

·The Viet Cong have .. frequently set· up ambushes· against the 
South Vietnamese and US fore.es on almost exactly the same .. 

_spots where French elements were ambushed-nearly twenty 
years ago. 

Another lesson, learned the hard way against the French, 
is the need to avoid precipitous military action ag~inst 
superior forces. In 195-1. and -1952, Vo Nguyen GiaP.···1aunched 
several major attacks on French forces only to have his 
units shattered by superior French firepower. Giap drew 
back, reformed,· re-equipped, and retrained his uni ts, and 
from then on faithfully followed the advice of Truong Chinh 
who urged that such actions be undertaken only when the 
Communists positively enjoyed the superior position. Giap's 
dedication to this formula led ultimately to Dien Bien Phu, 
where his forces had the superior position. That the Viet
namese Communist High Command learned its lesson is evident 
in Communist tactics in the present war. The Viet Cong/ 
PAVN forces rarely venture out on an attack now unless they 
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are virtually certain that they will have the advantage. 
The Communists instead, attempt to draw friendly forces 
into remote areas where terrain, transportation, and 
weather tend to neutralize the superior firepower and 
mobility of the allied side. 

The success of the North Vietnamese in keeping their 
transpor~ation routes open is also due in some measure to 
their experience in the Franco - Viet Minh war. In addi
tion, they appear- to have drawn heavily upon·chinese and 
North Korean experiences in the Korean War. The extensive 
use of coolie labor for bomb-damage repair is not something 
uniquely Vietnamese, but the Hanoi leadership has had great 
experience, due to the war with France, in formin_g ··and op
erating coolie labor units. The mobilization .. of rudimentary 
forms of transportation is also a technique learned-well in 
the war against France. 

III. Political Lessons -

Experiences gained in the political sphere in the war 
against the French are also being used by the Communists 
in the present conflict. They continue to put· heavy.em
phasis on the "political struggle" and ~6 expr~~s confi
dence that enemy military superiority cannot in the long 
run prevail in a "people's war." To the extent that it 
is more than propaganda, this line partly reflects adher-

·ence to Marxist dialectic principles that "contradictions". 
in the opposing.forces (referring bere to "co"ntradictions ... 
between the Americans and their "puppets"-as well-as to 

- conflicts among the Soutn Vietnamese themselves as evidenced
by the recent succ~ssi6n of internal ~6ups~ will inevitably 
work in the Communists' favor. '.The Communists are mindful of 
the fact that in the earlier war the lack of positive sup
port by the majority of non-Communist Vietnamese for the · 
French was a major factor contributing to the ultimate de
feat of France. 

On the practical level, the Communists have in their 
current "struggle" sought to apply their political view 
of the war through methods which parallel those used ear
lier by the Viet Minh. In addition to propaganda which 
seeks to foster South Vietnamese hatred for the Americans 
as the true "aggressors," the Communists set· out to repeat 
the combined tactics of terror and benevolence used success
fully by the Viet Minh. Thus they have revived the terror
ist bombings in Saigon and conducted terrorist reprisals 
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against supporters of the Saigon government at all levels 
throughout the countryside, while at the same time they 
have tried to ingratiate themselves with the general popu
lace by various good works--helping with the harvest, im
:proving sanitation, conducting educational programs, etc. 
Land reform, a technique used with some success by the 
Viet Minh through simply granting ownership outside the 
colonial administration, became a platform of Viet Cong's 
Liberation Front. 

The Hanoi leadership also learned in part from the 
Franco-Viet Minh war to proceed cautiously on the matter 
of negotiations, even while not rejecting the idea .. of 
talks at an appropriate point. Premier Pham Van·Dong was 
the primary agent for the .. Vietnamese Communists in the· series 
of negotiations with the French between 1945 and lg54. He 
stated in 1965 that the Vietnamese Communists had learned 
from their negotiations with the French .:that the "imperial
ists" merely use discussions as a ·technique to gain a pause 
in the shooting so that they can prepare for further fight
ing. Dong went on to state that they do not intend to make 
the same mistake with the Americans. Inste.adr they. intend 
to wea~ the US down to the point of accepting the bulk of 
their terms for a settlement through the tactic of pro
tracted war. 

The Vietnamesa Communists do have some reason to feel 
. that the various negotiated agreements reache«f w1th the 
French were used to the disadvantage of the Viet Minh. 
The French moved agaiAst }:lo 1 s self-procia-=i:med berncicrati.c 
Republic of Vietnam in-1946 despite an-agreement signed 
with representatives bf his government recognizing its 
autonomy. The aftermath of the Fountainbleau conference 
in 1946 at which a cease~fire agreement was reached, showed 
the French moving to escalate.the war. The final proof 
of Western perfidy, in the eyes of the Vietnamese Commu
nists, was the failure of the Western powers to implement 
the 1954 Geneva Agreements on Indochina, agreements which 
the Hanoi leaders felt would assure their peaceful take
over of all Vietnam. 

Although chary of actually entering into negotiations 
with the US from a position of relative weakness, the 
Vietnamese Communists also realize that the tactic of "talk, 
fight, talk," was in some respects used effectively by both 
sides in the Franco - Viet Minh war. Thus they have been 
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reluctant to close the door completely to possible nego
tiations with the US; a talk stage in the "struggle" 
could prove attractive to Hanoi itself at some point to 
gain a respite from allied military pressure. 

This is probably in part' why the North Vietnamese have 
continued to receive a fairly steady flow of visitors from 
Western and nonaligned countries with various ideas for 
getting talks started between Hanoi and Washing_ton. North 
Vietnam probably ·has at least two aims in ac"cepting these 
visitors. One aim is to encourage the notion that the Com
munists are reasonable, although firm, in their attitude 
toward what it would take to reach a settlement of the war. 
The second, and probably more important purpose, . h-.i:ts been 
to put increased pressure-on the US to cease its bombings 
of the North~ A number·of fqreign visitors have come away 
from Hanoi believing that they had received intimations 
that if the bombings ceased, talks could_ begin. 
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ANNEX X 

THE EFFECT OF THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL CLIMATE ON 
VIETNAMESE COMMUNIST PLANS AND CAPABILITIES 

I. World Public Opinion 

The evidence shows that the Vietnamese Communists be
lieve popular oppositi9n throughout the Western WQrld to 
US policy in Vietnam can be an important factor in restrain
ing the allied hand against the insurgents. Virtually 
every significant Vietnamese Communist statement on war 
strategy has stressed the necessity of mustering the maxi
mum amount of world opposition against allied--principally 
us--action i.n the conflic·t. * · -

Also significant in the eyes of the Vietnamese Commu
nists are the "liberation movements" and other outbreaks of 
civil unrest and rebeilion which occur elsewhere in the world 
against Western authorities. Hanoi and the Viet Cong see 
these, in part, as developments which hope.fully will draw 
a direct American military or eeonomic reaction which will 
distract and weaken the US war effort in Vietn-am. ** ·· Such 
"people's action" is also regarded as ~hcour~ging the morale 

*In an important speech setting forth_ tl:le DRv 1·s terms for 
- settling the war in April 1965, for example, Premier Pham V~n 

Dong devoted nearly a·quarter of his-address to this theme. 
·"Strong and unreleliting opposition" from the "world's people," 
Dong said, "has the effect of checking and repelling" the 
"aggressive and warmongering plots" of the enemy.-· In the 
face of this opposition~·· he claimed, "the rear" o-f the enemy 
is "disintegrating" and "contradictions" in his ranks are in
creasing. 

**According to the DRV chief of staff, Van Tien Dung, the 
US cannot put "all its economic and military potential" into 
action in Vietnam if it has-to "cope with the situation in 
many other countries and ~n many fields ... to repress other 
peoples." 
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of the Communist rank and file in Vie.tnam by demonstrating 
that they are not alone in their opposition to Western 
"imperialism and colonialism." Largely for these reasons, 
Hanoi has frequently urged greater cooperation and unified 
action by the Soviet Union and China during the.last two 

.years in support of the world "liberation movements." The 
North Vietnamese apparently consider such action a matter 
of great significance to Vietnamese Communist interests, 
since North Vietnamese usually refrain from offering advice 
to the rest of the bloc. 

If the situation in Vietnam develops to the point where 
the Vietnamese Communists are forced to make a decision on 
whether to continue to support large-scale insurgency in 
the South, it is probable that their estimate on the extent 
of world popular oppositi9n to allied policy in Vietnam and 
of the strength. of the various "liberation movements'' would 
be a significant factor in influencing their decision. It 
would, however, almost certainly not be a critical factor. 

II. Domestic Opposition in the United.States 

A more important issue in any Vietnamese decision on 
continuing the war would be the-extent and· effect of. opposi
tion to American policy from within th~ Unit~d States. 
It is clear that the Vietnamese realize general Western agi
tation against the allies will never be particularly effec
tive unless accompanied by impqrtant ·opposition in the US.* 

·-
The Vietnamese Communists do not view this ·opposition 

as simply a manifestation of morai reticence among American 
- intellectuals and lefti-sts over Washington's war policy, 

but also believe th.ai; "important opposition· may develop as 
a result of the economic pinch of the war on the American 
public and business, and that such opposition may be fur
ther fanned by the con t,i.,puing. American casual ties -·in Viet 
nam. It is clear that the Vietrramese believe the US will 

*This has repeatedly been a theme of Vietnamese propaganda 
in such assertions as "the struggle of the American people 
plays an important role in the common struggle of the peoples 
to check the acts of the US Government in Vietnam. " 
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be forced to go on an extensive wartime footing eventually 
and that this will greatly increase domestic opposition.* 

There have been other indications in private that the 
Vietnamese believe domestic opposition in the US, if de
veloped strongly, would seriously inhibit US war options. 
Vietnamese Communist cadres have been told by their leaders 
that the "increase in anger in world opinion over US ac
tivities in Vietnam" could be "among the more important 
factors," in addition to "casualties and economic costs," 
which would cause the -"American government to desist and 
decide to give up and get out."** 

It is hard, however, to assess just how far the Viet
namese Communist inner councils really believe domestic 
opposition to US war pol,t_cy has developed to. date. In their 
view of the .American situation, the Vietnamese are.doubt
less influenced to some extent by their overall lack of 
sophistication on American politics and by their earlier 
successful experience.in bringing significant pressure from 
French public opinion to bear.on French war policy in 1953-
1954. In private conversations with visitors to Hanoi, 
the North Vietnamese have sometimes comoared the present 
war with their own experiences against the·· French. · 

Their lack of sophistication and eagerness· to seize on 
evidence of mounting US domestic opposition can perhaps 

*We have the word of North Vietnamese.party. first secre-
- tary, Le Duan, on this.- Late last year, he told a visiting. 

Western Communist· that: he was sure the· US ·would have to mo
bilize a reserve f6icie of 1,200,000 men in order to support 
a force of 400,000 men in Vietnam. The US, he said, could 
not maintain that kind of war effort without being· forced 
eventually by opinion in .. the us to re-examine and· change its 
policy. 

**Western statesmen have been told by Vietnamese Communist 
spokesmen that they believed the opposition to us policy 
shown by some congressional leaders and by well-known Ameri
can journalists indicated a·basic "lack of confidence" in 
the administration's policy. According to the Vietnamese, 
the "US is suffering from a lack of a clear objective which 
would unify American public opinion" behind the American policy 
on Vietnam. 
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best be seen in their reaction to the American student pro
tests over Vietnam policy which reached at least an initial 
peak in the fall of 1965. There was an increasing air of 
optimism over the strength of the student agitation in 
Vietnamese Communist propaganda at that time, capped by an 
announcement from Hanoi on 24 October that a "united front 
of the Vietnamese and American people has de facto taken 
shape." The propaganda strongly suggested that the Viet
namese were overreading the extent and depth of the pro
tests in the US.* It is possible that the optimistic tone 
of the propaganda was i~tended in part to give a boost to 
the Vietnamese rank and file by demonstrating the sympathy 
which allegedly exists for their position in the enemy's 
own camp. 

There has been some evidence in Vietnamese Communist 
materials dur~ng 1966 of substantial realism regarding the 
potential for domestic opposition in the US. This could 
be seen, for example, in General Vo Nguyen Giap's assess
ment of the war situation in the DRV party jou~nal.in Jan
uary 1966. Giap placed US dom~stic·op~osition last when 
reviewing American weaknesses in· the war. He indicated 
that the opposition would exercise a restraining effect on 
American options in Vietnam, but ·implied that it wou-1¢1 not 
de decisive in determining US staying power in. the conflict. 
Giap placed more emphasis on us limitations in maintaining 
strong economic and military positions throughout the world 
while pursuing a large-scale commitmen~ in Vietnam. He 
did not, however,- a:ssess even th-i.s. latter problem_as critical 
in determining ·the outcome of the conflict.**·. 

*Conununist misjudgment of American opinion was also evi
dent in Hanoi's threats recently to take punitive action 
against US flyers, and in its public abuse of the pilots. · 
When Hanoi realized the depth of feeling in the US-over the 
issue, it hastily stopped its propaganda regarding trials. 
Its willingness to do so is indicative of the importance 
it assigns to influencing US opinion. 

**In private, visiting Western officials in Hanoi have been 
gi.ven much the same line during the past few months. One 
official was told that the ORV was·"not counting" on US 
opinion to win the war. The same theme has been reflected 

(continued on next page) 
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It would appear that the Vietnamese Communist leader
ship does not expect any important difficulties for Washing
ton in the near future, at least, as a result of popular 
opposition to the war or because of economic/military stresses 
caused by the conflict in the United States. Thus, in any 
basic decision taken on the war by the Vietnamese Communists 
over the next few months, the status of domestic American 
opposition would probably not be regarded as critical. If 
over the longer pull, however, the US was not forced into 
extensive wartime mobilization measures and strong domestic 
opposition was not triggered as Hanoi appears to expect, the 
situation could possibly become a very important factor in 
any basic Vietnamese Communist decision on prolonging the 
fighting. 

III.. Cambodian Attitudes 

Phnom Penh's attitude toward the Vietnam war is of 
importance to Hanoi's own plans chiefly on two counts: (1) 
Cambodia's ties to tha 1954 Geneva agreements.and,_ (2) its 
contiguity with Viet Cong operational bases in South Vietnam. 
By appealing to the nationalistic proclivities of Cambodia's 
leader, Prince Sihanouk, the Asian Communists have been 
able to gain a substantial amount of political- suppcrt for 
the Vietnamese insurgents during the pa_st · sev~·ral years. 
This has included Cambodian condemnation of the US role in 
South Vietnam as well as accusations that the US presence 
there is, as Hanpi claims, in violatiop of the Geneve agree-

. men ts. Both of these themes are. regarded by thf:_._Vietnamese 
as important foundation stones in their own political policy 
on the war. · 

On the physical ~ide, Cambodia has served as a source 
and a transit channel for limited amounts of both food and 
other supplies for the Viet Cong. The Cambodians have also 
taken a primarily neutral_ stance in permitting limited use 
of their territory as a refuge and a secure base.for the 
Vietnamese Communist forces. 

in the remarks of ORV diplomats abroad. In May, a French 
newsman was told by the DRV·representative in Paris that 
Hanoi was greatly interested in encouragi~g the efforts of 
students and intellectuals in the US in their opposition to 
us policy, but realized that they represented only a minority. 
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The Communists, nevertheless, do not have an ally or 
even a constant sideline supporter in the Cambodians. Cam
bodia's ambivalent foreign policy has frequently been at 
odds with Hanoi's stand on such issues as Indo-Chinese 
nE;?utrality and the exact terms for settlement of the Viet
nam war. The Communists have thus had to adopt a basically 
cautious policy in exploiting Cambodia for their war effort. 
They are probably reluctant tq make any really large scale 
or far reaching plans for the use of Cambodian territory by 
the Viet Cong, and they cannot automatically count on re
ceiving consistent and _favorable political support __ from 
Phnom Penh. · 

On balance, the situation probably tends to exert a 
restraining influence on Vietnamese Communist policy options 
in the sense·that it forces the Vietnamese to focus pri
marily on better strategic:" use of South Vietnamese· ~nd Lao
tian territory fn their efforts to cope with the growing 
allied military pressure on their operational bases. 

IV. The Effect of Links With Western Leaders 

The Vietnamese Communists also regard the establish
ment and preservation of adequate- links to ieaders.and key 
officials of Western countries as an important -element in 
their war strategy. There are a number-of reasons for this 
apart from a natural inclination to enhance Vietnamese Com
munist prestige at the international level. Such contacts, 
.for one thing, offer the Vietnarit~i;;e ·an· opening_ t9_ promote 
opposition to allied policy on Vietnam among -influential .. 
individuals in the free world. 

This can be seen in Hanoi's treatment-of ·the Indian 
Government. Although-Indian proposals for settling the war 
have consistently been rejected by the Vietnamese as un
acceptably generous to the allies, Hanoi has been very care
ful to avoid direct atta~ks ori the Indian Leaders -in its 
propaganda. It has assiduously cultivated its diplomatic 
relations with New Dehli and treated Indian representatives 
visiting North ·Vietnam with considerable courtesy and 
friendship. The Vietnamese doubtless believe the Indian 
outlook has an important influence on over-all Afro-Asian 
opinion about the war. Hanoi apparently also regards some 
Indian leaders as potential channels for floating Vietnamese 
views about the war to the allies. 
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During 1966, the Vietnamese seem to have given special 
attention to the use of Western statesmen as third party 
channels to the allied leadership. This development has 
been most evident in Hanoi's treatment of the Canadian repre
sentatives who have visited or have been stationed with the 
ICC in Hanoi. The North Vietnamese have frankly told them 
that they wish to preserve the channel which the Canadians 
provide to the US, and have suggested that Canadian visitors 
be empowered to discuss more than just ICC business while 
in Hanoi. 

From what has been learned of third party contacts 
with the North Vietnamese, it does not appear that the 
greater Hanoi interest in talking to prominent Westerners 
during 1966 represents any softening as yet in Vi~tnamese 
resolve to continue the war. It probably does.mean, how
ever, that the Communist leaders realize it might become 
necessary at some point to change their tactics and actively 
consider a political settlement of the conflict. At such 
a time, third party contacts co.uld prove especially valuable, 
in part because they would provide a channel to the allies 
that did not first filter through the bloc. At such a criti
cal point, the Vietnamese might not see eye to eye on strategy 
with bloc leaders. ·· · 

v. The Public Posture of the National Liberation Front (NFLSV) 

Since the creation of the NFLSV in. 1960, the Vietnamese 
have made a continuous effort to demonstrate that--the Front 
enjoys broad poTitical support and pontrol throughout South · 
Vietnam and that its "growing strength" is· supplemented by 

-mounting recognition o·f Front claims and position in inter
national circles. .The. results of this· have· been disappoint
ing at best for the Communists. Front influence in South 
Vietnam is limited chiefly to the rural areas under Commu
nist control; even in those areas, the Front is wiaely re-· 
garded as a facade to cover the operations of the hard core 
Viet Cong (see ANNEX III for a discussion of the numerical 
strength and influence of the Front in South Vietnam) . 

On the international side, although there is a substan
tial body of opinion in the free world which holds that the 
insurgency in the South is ari indigenous, patriotic and 
legitimate revolutionary movement, the Front's own activities 
have contributed relatively little to the spread of this belief. 
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The Front is widely regarded in the West as more or less 
a voice for the Communist view on Vietnam. Efforts to 
achieve quasi-diplomatic status for the Front have not been 
very successful. Even some of the bloc countries where 
the Front has opened "permanent representations," have 
made it clear that the NFLSV is accredited only to local 
national front organizations and not to the bloc govern
ment itself. 

The best evidence, perhaps, of the weak position of the 
Front lies in its failure to establish a provisional na
tional government in South Vietnam. While both North Viet
namese and Front officials have hinted on several occasions 
in the past year that such a move was in process, it will 
probably not take place in the predictable future.··- Such an 
action would pose formidal:;>_le problems for the Cominunist_s and 
actually further expose the lack of public support for the 
Front. It would almost certainly alienate politically ac
tive groups in the South, such as the Buddhists, who do not 
entirely support the Saigon goyernment and hav.e political 
ambitions themselves. The Front would also find ·it diffi
cult to esta.blish a satisfactory seat of government in 
South Vietnam.* 

Despite the weaknesses of the Front_, howewer, there are 
compelling reasons for the Vietnamese Communists to con
tinue to operate under iti-banner. It provides, for example, 
a formal medium 1,mder which all. facets .of the insurgent 
political and military activity it:i South Vietnam.can be 
organized. Although it does not y~t pretend to formal 
government on a national scale, it does establish.for the 

-communists a needed organizational alterna-tive to the Saigon 
regime. It is also ul;?eful as a platform fOr a"dvertising 
the broad program of political and economic objectives 
which the Communists have set forth as their alleged goals 
in South Vietnam. 

*The leadership of any provisional NFLSV government would 
have little attraction among politically conscious elements 
of the population in South Vietnam not allied with the Commu
nists. Movement toward the opening of negotiations on the 
war, should the Vietnamese Communists decide to do so, might 
also be complicated by the establishment of a Front government. 
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ANNEX XI 

THE PROBABLE NEAR TERM MILITARY AND POLITICAL 
STRATEGY OF THE VIETNAMESE COMMUNISTS 

I. General Concepts 

The near-term military strategy of the Communists will 
probably revolve around two major efforts: CL) to keep 
intact, as far ai possfble, their main force units-in the 
South, and (2) to build up this main force strength, both 
in quantity and quality, so as to be able to counter the 
allied power when US forces in Vietnam have built.µp to the 
level of 400,000 expected by the Conununists at the end of 
1966. The North Vietnamese leaders probably hope tha.t ·if 
they can go into 1967 with an ability to field a ma-in force 
strength of what we estimate to be about 125,000 as compared 
to a us strength of 400,000, they will b~ able to continue 
the war. Hanoi probably estimates- -that a four-to~one man
power advantage in favor of the US will not be enough for 
the US to decisively defeat the Communists. Of particular 
importance to the Communists is :the f ieldizi:g o.f suf~icient 
combat units to counter the expected US strength iri combat 
maneuver battalions. (See ANNEX IV for a discussion of 
ratios in us and Communist combat strength) 

One of the best recent Communist assessments of the 
military situation was contained-~n a lengthi~iticle car~ 
ried in the June issue of the North Vietnamese army jour-

- nal. This article, a_s well as a discussi"ori of" tactics in 
a document captured in-Binh Dinh Pro~ince-in June 1966, 
indicate that the Communist plan for the rest of this year 
is largely a continuation of their 1964-1965 concept. Ac
cording to the article, by mid-1965, Communists aytacks i.n 
the highlands were coordinated with those in the ~delta"--
a clear reference to what in fact was an almost simultaneous 
launching of operations in the Kontum-Pleiku-Phu Bon pro
vincial area of the highlands together with large operations 
nearer the central coast in Quang Ngai Province and in the 
_provinces around Saigon. The result was, as the article 
d_eclared, a spreading of ARVN' s forces, particularly its 
reserves, so thin that the South Vietnamese army's ability 
to keep going was in question. 
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The article indicated that the Corcimunists will concen

trate again this year on opening simultaneous campaigns 
in the highlands and in the area northeast and northwest of 
Saigon. The frequency of other actions in the northern 
coastal provinces may accelerate toward the end of the year 
as the northeast monsoons begin there.* The primary aim 
will again be to stretch the enemy's forces 11 thin, 11 and to 
inflict as many casualties as possible. This time, however, 
the primary opponent will be US rather than South Vietnamese 
units. Although the latter continue to be struck as attrac
tive targets of opportunity, captured documents and recent 
Communist propaganda identify us troops as the principal 
threat and dismiss the South Vietnamese "puppet army" as 
"no longer a force which can deal on equal terms with us." 

The article also covered specific military concepts which 
appear to constitute advic·e from the High Command on how to 
battle the US in· South Vietnam during the rest of 1966. It 
suggested that the Communists believe they can be relatively 
effective in limiting the mobility of US_forces. It referred, 
for example, to the creation of what it termed an ••extermina
tion belt" around Da Nang. This. belt was not explained in 
detail, but the positioning and activity of Communist forces 
in the Da Nang area suggest that_the Commun~sts believe they 
can create a type of flexible cordon around Da Nang and other 
US base regions which can restrict many-us forces largely to 
their general base and confine them primarily to static de
fense tasks. 

One major tactical adjustment - the Communi.sts ·will have 
to undertake is better concealment·of the locations of their 

*The document captured in. Binh Dinh stressed that the. 
enemy must be· attacked on successive days both in the high
lands and in the lowlands. It declared, however, that our 
capabilities for this area. are· still low and far f.rom being 
able to completely annihilate an enemy unit." Thus, "it 
will be difficult to attack the enemy continuously," and "if 
the enemy react~ with great strength, with high mobility, 
we can hardly avoid being pushed into a negative situation 
and suffering losses." To cope with this problem, it stresses 
the need for superior morale.and discipline to offset the 
superior US firepower, for a continued build-up of forces, 
and for the devising of new plans to "keep up with the situa
tion and mission." 
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main force units. US forces are now gathering more and better 
intelligence on the tactical disposition of Communist forces 
than was ever available to the ARVN alone. The ability of 
the us to conduct "spoiling operations" on the basis of this 
intelligence appears to be keeping the Communists off balance 
and inflicting heavy losses which require two to three months 
for a unit's recovery. These "spoiling operations," moreover, 
are playing havoc with the practical application of one of 
North Vietnam's cardinal military tenets--that main force 
units must avoid pitched battles during the period in which 
they are still building_; up. 

As a result, it seems likely that during the rest of 1966, 
the Communists will stick primarily ~o ambushes, hit-and-run 
strikes at isolated posts, terrorist bombings, and .. guerrilla 
harassment, although they .. will almost certainly attempt to 
conduct operations in regimental strength and greater should 
favorable conditions arise. Their recent military conduct 
suggests that they may frequently try to devolve large-scale 
battles into a series of."skirmishes in wnich Communist units hit 
piecemeal at smaller us or allied units. 

II. Probable Areas of Communist Operations 

Al though it is difficult to predict_ precise·1y what the 
Communist forces will attempt to do during the next six 
months to one year, there is considerable intelligence,gathered 
from captured do~uments,prisone~ in~errogations,and agent re
ports, ahd derived ··from known deployments of Communist main 
force units and ·from their operatiqns this year, to indicate· 
certain priority areas and targets. The. totali~y .of this 

-information reinforces-the-belief that the-Communists hope 
to repeat their operat_i'onal patterns of· 1965. · 

A. The ·Highlands 

The continued reinforcement this year of the central 
highlands area bordering Laos and Cambodia with regular PAVN 
regiments suggests that this area is envisaged as a major 
base and staging area, first for operations to lure and at
tack US units under favorable conditions, and secondly 
for gradual encroaclunent on the "delta" or lowland areas. 
There have been numerous indications--in prisoner statements, 
in agent reports, in Communist propaganda, and in the pattern 
of increased guerrilla harassment--that the 
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Communists hoped this year to renew their 1965 monsoon ef
fort in the highlands.* 

These Communist plans apparently have been disrupted 
by the series of US "spoiiing" operations conducted, some 
in conjunction with ARVN troops, in t_he highlands areas 
since early 1966. The Communists may nevertheless continue 
their efforts to apply "mobile warfare" principles in the 
highlands, although these may be preceded or accompanied by 
smaller action designed to disperse friendly forces and to 
permit the Viet Cong to regain the initiativ~ •. One document 
captured in the s·pring -of 1966 contained battle plans for an 
attack against the US 1st Cavalry Division {Airmobile) base 
at An Khe.** Attacks on such US strong points, however, will 
probably be limited to mortar attacks or attempted .. sabotage 
and be designed largely to tie down US troops and achieve 
a p~ychological impact. 

B. Coastal Areas of II Corps 

Elsewhere in the II Go·rps area, the principal Com
munist interest continues t9 focus on Binh Dinh Province 
on the coast. There is some recent evidence, however, that 
at least one PAVN Regiment--the l8B--has mo.ved east~ard from 
the Cambodian border area of the highlands, possibly·- to fill 
out a divisional structure under the Communist-Southern Front 

*Reportedly s·ingled out for attack were Special Forces 
camps such as .those at Due Co, Pl-ei Me, Plei .·.Mrong, and PJ;ei -
Djereng in Pleiku Province, ·and other targets extending as 

- far as Toumorong district in Kontum Provfnce to· the north 
and into Darlac Pr-evince to the south.. Coupled with re.ad 
interdiction efforts,· these attacks presumably would have 
the dual purpose of providing traps for the ambush of re
inforcing units, and of eliminating some allied outposts . 
in strategic territory. · .. -

**The Communists could find this a tempting target for 
many reasons--the frequent fog there which limits air re
sponse, the vulnerability of Route 19 to interdiction or 
ambush, and the previous Viet Minh success in trapping the 
French in this area. The Communists' recognition of their 
own vulnerability in positional warfare, however, makes it 
unlikely that they will attempt a major assault on An Khe. 
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headquarters in the Phu Yen-Khanh Hoa Province area on the 
coast. Long-term allied military operations to protect rice
harvesting activities in this area appear to be successfully 
denying the Communists access to their primary targets in 
this part of II Corps--food and manpower. 

The heavy Communist troop concentrations in the Phu 
Yen-Khanh Hoa area and in the Binh Dinh-Quang Ngai area, 
where another division operates on both sides of the provin
cial border across ARVN corps boundaries, may foreshadow 
renewed attacks towardcthe coast. The latter months of 1966 
and the early months of 1967 would appear to be the most 
favorable period for larger scale Communist operations in 
this area, although hit-and-runraids coordinated with actions 
in the highlands could occur here at any time. 

C. I Col;'ps . 

One of the provinces consistently suffering the 
greatest number of Communist-initiated actions has been Quang 
Ngai, in the southern part of· I· CO-rps. Extensive operational 
plans for extending the already·considerable Communist control 
over this province have been captured this year, but the Com
munist main force units have .not-yet proved ·su·fficie:n,tly strong 
to carry out such plans in full or to thraaten·the province 
capital itself. At present the Comrnunfsts in this area also 
appear to be seeking to avoid sustained, large-scale engage
ments in favor of rapid hit-and~run attacks and continued 

. erosive tactics. -They may, -however~ resume ef.for.ts to srab 
off isolated district towns as weather conditions become more 
favorable. · 

There is little hard evidence· available on Com.~unist 
intentions in the northern Quang Ngai-Quang Tin-Quang Nam part 
of I Corps. The presence of sizeable forces in this area 
appears primarily designed to protect their Military Region 5 
headquarters area from us·· oper.ations and to tie down substan
tial US forces in the vicinity of the US bases at Chu Lai 
and Da Nang. More irrunediately significant may be the presence 
of two Communist divisional structures in northernmost I Corps 
--the Northern Front headquarters area in Thua Thien Province 
and the recently infiltrated PAVN 324B division near the De
militarized Zone (DMZ) in Quang Tri Province. One mission 
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of these forces probably is to draw US units into the area 
and spread them "thin."* 

COMUSMACV has for some time anticipated an increased 
Communist thrust in the Quang Tri-Thua Thien area. This 
would not only divert attention f~om Communist efforts to 
develop a base in the highlands and permit some respite there, 
but would facilitate support from or sanctuary in the Commu
nist "rear base" in North Vietnam. The presence of the 
324th, which infiltrated across the DMZ, may portend increased 
use of this shorter, more direct route in additio~ to routes 
via the Laotian corridor. The Communists may also hope to 
exploit the inactivity and possible lowered effectiveness of 
South Vietnam's 1st Division in this area. The immediate of
fensive plans of the 324th Division now appear to-have been 
disrupted or. delayed by early US ·detection and counteropera
tions, but increased Communist activity in this no~thernmost 
part of South Vietnam remains probable.** 

D. III Corps 

There is strong evidence (t:Q_m the <leolovment of Viet 
~ong ~~ces. prisoner stateme~ts, 

*one recently captured PAVN prisoner claims that there 
are two other PAVN divisions--one just above the DMZ in 

. North Vietnam and . .one near Rout·e __ 9 ·opposite w~st_~rn Quang 
Tri in Laos--prepared to cooperate in just this· effort. 
The presence of additional PAVN division~ arou~d 9uang Tri 

- could ·also reflect fu_rther infiltration il} process, or pos
sibly plans to seize territory in Quang Tri.· Such plans 
have been reported by· some 324th Divison prisoners. 

**An entrenched Communist position in northernmost I .. 
Corps could provide the~-~n alternate, although less effec
tive, base area for ultimately moving against.the lowlands. 
The Communists appear to have been trying for some time to 
forge a secure area stretching from their zone C stronghold 
in Tay Ninh Province northwest of Saigon across the highlands 
to North Vietnam at the 17th parallel. This appears to have 
b~en one aim of the coordinated drives in mid-1965 in the 
central highlands and in the Phuoc Long-Binh Duong area near 
Saigon. 
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to resume an effort to .link up the southern portions of their 
base complex in III Corps during the 1966 summer monsoon 
period. The primary targets appear to have been a district 
town and a Special Forces camp in Binh Long Province which 
separates Zone C and Zone D, northwest and northeast of Sai
gon, respectively. Possibly related efforts to improve their 
position in III Corps include the presence of an understrength 
division or Front headquarters southeast of Saigon in coastal 
Phuoc Tuy Province, and efforts to build up main force units 
in previously neglected areas east of Saigon, presaged in 
part by intensified gu~rrilla harassment throughout early 1966. 

US operations targeted against both the Viet Cong 
Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN) , headquartered in 
Zone C, and against Communist regiments in the Binh Long-Binh 
Duong area appear to have thwarted or delayed Communist plans 
in the III Crops area.*. Nevertheless, the heavy concentration 
of both main force units and-guerrillas in much of -the III 
Corps area gives the Communists the capability to place a 
variety of military, ~conomic, and psych-Ological pressures 
on the area around Saigon. This. press·ure is reinforced through 
road interdiction, shipping harassment, and terrorism within 
the capital itself. 

E. IV Corps 

In the delta areas south and west of Saigon the num
ber of large-scale Viet Cong operations have been dropping 

. for some time. This probably ret:.lects· some. re_d\;].ftion in 
capability because of both heavy casualties and heavy troop. 
levies for other areas especially !II CQrps. 9po_radic at-

~ tacks against ARVN and paramilitary outposts and Specia.l For_ces 
camps have occurred in· recent months,· however; and probably 
will continue. The delta area is of vital importance to the 
Communists as a source of rice and manpower, and in substan
tial portions they remain. solidly entrenched. Except when 

*us operations in this northern part of the III Corps area 
are being sustained on a long-term basis to drive a secure 
wedge between Zones C and D, apply increasing pressure on the 
Communist military and political headquarters in the area-
COSVN, Military Region 7 (now known as MRl), and Saigon/Gia 
Dinh--and gradually weaken the Viet Cong hold on their tra
ditional base areas. 
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engaged in strength by ARVN operations, the Communists in 
IV Corps will probably continue to give primary emphasis . 
to maintaining their lines of communication between the 
delta and Zone c--as stressed in captured docwnents--and 
to retaining base areas and secure zones for training and 
_for the smuggling of supplies. They will probably also at
tempt to harass road and water communications between Sai
gon and the delta in order to put an economic squeeze on 
Saigon and on the provinces served by the capital.* 

III. Prospects and Problems 

Although there is as yet no hard evidence available on 
Communist planning beyond 1966, we anticipate no signifi
cant change in present Communist military strate9y·through 
at least the spring of 1~67. Th~ primary objective of the 
Communists, if they can succeed in maintaining their·main 
force basically intact through this year, will probably 
be to inflict enough heavy casualties on the US forces-
particularly in the highlands~-t9 cause the US to.pull in 
its horns and stop its "spoiling" riperations. 

The Communists, however, will be under severe pressure 
to come up with some new ideas or modifications of tpeir 
present tactics. Al though they will al_most c~rtainly main
tain their reliance on the ambush, recent failures in this 
tactic, resulting from US anticipatory moves and rapid 
counteraction, hAve caused them. setbacks. They will prob-

. ably also work to .. improve their !'.close-in" battl.e tactic 
which is designed to inhibit US use of artillery and air ·
support. The increasing emphasis noted.in .captured Commu-

- nist documents on the· ·need for a superior -human element-
improved cadres and i~proved troop di-scipline ·and morale-
points up the Communists' awareness that, under continued 
pressure from US troops and air bombardment, the coming 
year will be a highly signfic~nt one for them. 

IV. The Near Term Political Strategy of the Vietnamese Communists 

Within South Vietnam, Communist political goals for the 
remainder of 1966 and early 1967 will have to take account 

*Harassment of district towns, outposts, and US and ARVN 
airfields, primarily by mortar fire, will probably continue, 
along with small-scale actions to disrupt and undermine the 
government's Revolutionary Development (pacification) program. 
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of recent Communist setbacks. Captured documents indicate 
that the Communists will give priority to strengthening 
and improving their political apparatus, notably by trying 
to improve the quality of political cadres down to the vil
lage level, and by continued emphasis on the recruitment of 
party members and sympathizers in both rural and urban areas. 

With regard to particular target groups for penetration, 
concentration will probably continue to be on the South Viet
namese army and civil service. Laboring class elements may 
attract increasing att~ntion, not only in the hope_ of foster
ing new wage-price spirals and further economic discontent, 
but because of the access of construction workers to US base 
facilities and of porters and other supporting workers to 
us logistical supply lines. The Communists will probably 
continue their efforts to exploit communal tensions--between 
the Buddhists and Catholics, between the Chinese an_d -ethnic 
Vietnamese, between the Vietnamese and the ethnic tribes, 
and among other rival political factions. The failure of 
the Buddhists in conf~onting the militar¥ in Saigon may well 
give the Communists second tho·ughts about expending too many 
assets on trying to gain a handle on the Buddhist organiza
tion. There is little question that the Communists will con
tinue to focus their proselyting- -efforts on the ARVN 
in an attempt to encourage desertions and defections-~ They 
will also try to sow distrust and dissension among the Viet
namese over the US presence, role, and intentions. 

The Communis-t ·policy with reg_ard to South Vi.~tnam' s coming 
constitutional· assembly election in September is still un . ...: -
clear. It seems doubtful at this time that the Communists 

- have any significant number of follower~ -~ong. th-e candidate_s 
who have filed, though-many of the candidates·are relative 
unknowns even to local government officials. There are 
scattered reports that the Communists will make serious ef
forts to disrupt the election. Simil·ar such repor-ts prec-eded 
past elections, but Communist-interference turned-out to be 
relatively ineffective. Communist propaganda statements 
have, however, vigorously denounced the coming election as 
a farce and a trick. They may thus feel impelled to try to 
take a more active position through covert campaigning against 
candidates, or through terrorism and other direct sabotage 
efforts. 
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In areas under their control, the Communists are likely 
to continue their efforts to consolidate their hold. There 
has been evidence1 over the past year of some quasi-govern
mental reorganization at the local level through the estab
lishment of village "Liberation Committees." Documents in
dicate that these committees are Party-controlled administra
tive bodies rather than a part of the Liberation Front struc
ture. This local government endeavor may receive increased 
emphasis, possibly in concert with local plebiscites with 
which the Communists might hope to challenge and undercut 
the impact of elected institutions created. by Saig0n. 
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ANNEX XII 

AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 
OF ASIAN COMMUNIST EMPLOYMENT 

OF THE POLITICAL TACTIC OF NEGOTIATIONS 

Summary 

This Annex discusses the Asian {particularly Chinese) 
Communist practice of negotiating, focusing on the motives 
which, in the past, have impelled Asian Communists to nego
tiate and the signs they __ have given when they were prepared 
to talk. It includes an analysis of the fight-tal~ tactic 
used in the Chinese civil war in the 1930s and 1940s as well 
as a detailed examination of the Korean experience of 1950-
53 and the Vietnamese. experience of 1953-54 •. Fi~ally, there 
is a short discussion of implications for Vietnam today. 

a. General Findings 

On the two occasions when the Chinese Communists have 
initiated negotiations during military-conflicts, their 
forces were either 

{a) weak apd in danger of annihiiation, as in the Chi
nese civ-il war, or. · 

{b) badly· hurt in the field, as in the ·Korean war. .. 
As they negotiated, they continued to figh.t. . Th;is fight
and-talk tactic was formulated by Mao Tse-tung in 1940.as 
a means to preserve ~is weak forces from being destroyed by 

'Chiang Kai-shek's militarily superior armies. Subsequently, 
it was used in Korea by the Chinese and North Koreans, at 
first as a expedient tq_?hie~d their badly hurt armies in 
1951, and then, from 1951 to 1953, as a holding tactic un
til they could extract terms enabling them to disengage 
from a costly .limited war. · 

In Indochina, however, the decision to begin negotia
tions was imposed by the Soviet and Chinese leaders on Ho 
Chi Minh when they feared American involvement and escala
tion of the war more than he did in 1953. They urged Ho to 
close out the war, which he was by no means losing in the 
field, and persuaded him to make concessions to the French 
after talks started and to try to seize Vietnam by a process 
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of low-risk political subversion. Even after Ho had been 
induced to begin negotiations, his desire to use Mao's 
original fight-and-talk tactic for a protracted period was 
subordinated to the larger intere.sts of Soviet policy (to 
split the Western alliance in Europe) and Chinese policy 
(to prevent the US from establishing alliances in Asia) • 
The Soviets and Chinese viewed these interests as being best 
served by a "peace" offensive and hindered by continuation 
of the Indochina war. Ho made concessions, particularly on 
the matter of partition, which were later viewed by him and 
his lieutenants as a mistake not to be repeated. 

b. The CCP~KMT Civil War (1937 to 1949) 

Constantly maneuvering to preserve the badly ·depleted 
ranks of his Red Army frQm complete destruction ·by Chiang 
Kai-shek's militarily superior forces, Mao in September 1937 
finally induced Chiang to es·tablish, on paper, a CCP-KMT 
united front against Japan. But within the context of this 
paper alliance, Mao expanded ~i~ mili~ary and political 
forces in the northwest and even directed quick-decision 
thrusts to be made against isolated KMT units. As a pattern 
of limited armed conflict and political struggle emerged in 
1940, Mao avoided major military operations which wquld pro
voke a major counterattack and develop~d ·a tc;1.ctic of limited
fight, limited talk: "After we have repulsed ·the attack of 
the [KMT forces] and before they launch a new one, we should 
stop at the proper moment and };:>ring that particular fight to 
a close. In the period that follows, we should . .make a trµce .. 
with them." (Mao's statement of 11 March 1940 ). • In this . 
way, Mao gained a series of small.victories without running 

- the risk of a general· civil war, while expanding his terri-. 
torial holdings be!liIJ.d the Japanese lines~-

While fighting continued on the local level, CCP-KMT 
negotiations went forwa.r_q on .the national level interrni t ... 
tently from 1940 to 1946. Represented in Chungking by his 
brillant negotiator, Chou En-lai, Mao used various lulls in 
the civil war .to increase his regular forces, and in 1944, 
he permitted the American Army Observer Mission to operate 
in Yenan because its very presence had a political restrain
ing effect on Chiang. Recognizing the strengthened military 
and political position of Chiang after the surrender of Japan 
in August 1945, Mao tried to settle for a half-way station-
legalization of the CCP--on the road to an eventual seizure 
of national power. Chiang refused to facilitate this even
tual takeover. On 19 August 1946, shortly after KMT planes 
bombed Yenan, Mao dropped the talking half of his dual tactic 
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and began to fight the all-out civil war, which his forces 
decisively won in mid-1949. 

c. The Korean War (1950 to 1953) 

Initial Chinese Communist military successes from No-
- vember through December 1950 increased Mao's confidence that 
the UN forces could be driven from Korea if military pressure 
was sustained, and Chou En-lai rejected a cease-fire as "a 
breathing spell" for the UN. But a series of manpower-killing 
advances by UN and ROK units in March and early April 1951 
followed by the blunting of the Communists' big April and 
May offensives, which cost them an estimated 221,000 men, 
left the ranks of Mao's best armies decimated by 1 June 1951. 
Of the 21 Chinese Communist divisions which had .initiated the 
April and May offensives.,. 16 had· suffered about 50 percent 
casualties. -

These disastrous defeats impelled Mao to begin negotia
tions, but there were- no prior in~~cations that he was pre
pared to drop his previous political conditions.for a cease
fire. When, on 23 June 1951, Soviet UN delegate Malik for 
the first time called for talks for a cease-fire, he merely 
avoided raising the preconditions that the· us· must· withdraw 
from Taiwan and that Peking should be .admitted" to the UN. 
Mao seized upon the military breathing-spell to improve the 
badly impaired combat capabilities of his forces in the 
field. 

Mao's strategy at the armistice negotiations {July 1951 
to July 1953) was to wage a "protracted struggle·,." combining 
tactics of political· 'at:trition with limited military pressure. 
But this strategy-did-not break the determination of the us 
negotiators to defend the principle of voluntary repatriation 
of war prisoners. The death of Stalin (5 March 1953) per
mitted the developmerit -0£ a new Soviet attitude toward East
West tensions in general and concluding an armistice in par
ticular. Their pressure on Mao and his own recognition that 
further resistance was purposeless, and even harmful to his 
economic program,inpelled him to retreat and accept voluntary 
repatriation--a move which opened the way for the armistice 
agreement of 27 July 1953. 

d. Vietnam {1953 to 1954) 

The same considerations that led the Soviets and the 
Chinese to negotiate an end to the Korean war in mid-1953 
made them look with favor upon a negotiated settlement of 
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the Indochina war. At the time, however, the fortunes of 
the Vietnamese Communists in their eight-year fight with the 
French were steadily improving and Ho Chi Minh gave no in
dication that he would be willing to accept less in a nego
tiated settlement than his forces could seize on the battle
field. 

The first indication that the Communists might consider 
negotiations came from the Soviets, who began in August 1953 
to quote with approval demands in the French press for a 
"Panmunjom" in Indochi_na. By September, the Chin~se had 
also indicated a willingness to discuss Indochina at the 
conference table. But Vietnamese Communist propaganda made 
it clear that these Soviet and Chinese initiatives were being 
made at a time when Ho was still resisting the concept of ne
gotiations. · The attitude of the Viet Minh leade·rs at this 
time is illtistrative of the generallzation that Asj.an Commu
nists have been unwilling to begin negotiations when they 
have been in an advantageous position militarily, or have not 
been badly hurt in th~ .field. 

As the French Government was being subjected to increa
sing pressure from many members of the Nationa.l Assembly and 
from the French public for an end to the costly war, Moscow 
and Peking acted to convince Ho that he· could-make major gains 
through negotiations. On 29 November 1·953, ·he· finally took 
the initiative in proposing negotiations, but it was a hedged 
proposal that, ~n effect, demai:ded_ a ~omplete French surrender. 

Premier Laniel was able to resist the st~o~g domestic 
pressure for inunediate bilateral negot~ations.wi~h the Viet 

- Minh by agreeing to d~scuss Indochina at xhe Geneva confer-. 
ence in May 1954. ·. Although Ho clearly preferred bilaterals, 
(in which he would have been in a much stronger position vis
a-vis the French than he was at Geneva), he was again pres
sured by the Soviets to_ cigree to international negotiations. 

At Geneva, Molotov and Chou En-lai moved adroitly to 
avoid any impasse that could be used by the US as an excuse 
for intervention in the fighting. Ho, whose delegate, Pham 
Van Dong, started with maximum demands after the fall of 
Dien Bien Phu (7 May 1954), apparently calculated that nego
tiations could continue for· some time without leading to 
American involvement. His tactics of protractad negotiations, 
which would afford him more time to solidify his military 
position, were similar to those of Mao in Korea. But again 
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and again, the Soviets and Chinese acted to undercut his dele
gate's maximum demands at Geneva for French political con
cessions in exchange for a ceasefire. 

The Viet Minh certainly had not expected to have to make 
as many political concessions as they finally agreed to at 
Geneva. Ho was in a position to negotiate from strength and 
to do so for a long time, but he found himself caught in a 
Sino-Soviet political web and was persuaded not to use his 
growing military capability to force major concessions. It 
was clear at the. time .;that the North Vietnamese w~re far from 
completely satisfied with the Geneva compromises. As time 
has gone on, they have probably become even more convinced 
that the political concessions they made there were a mistake. 
The clear awareness that they were impelled, primarily by 
Moscow and Peking, to stop at a half-way station on the road 
to total mi],i tary victocy has made them all the mo_re deter
mined to fight ·on in the present situation. 

e. Implications for Vietnam Today 

North Vietnamese and Chinese Communist officials have 
indicated privately tha~ the compromises made in 1954, pro
viding the Viet Minh with something less than a total takeover 
of Vietnam, were a mistake. Ho's determination not.to stop 
half-way again, even in the face of increased ·us airstrikes, 
is bolstered by Mao's special need to keep him fighting. 
Mao's special need, which stems largely from an image of him
self as "leader;' ~f the international -Communi~t. movement, is 
to prove Soviet and other doubters wrong regarding the abil...;· 
ity of revolutionaries to defeat the U$ j..n a pro~racted small 

- war. 

Discussion 

A. The CCP-KMT Civil War (1937 to 1949) 

The badly.depleted ranks of Mao's Red Army, which strag-_ 
gled into the sanctuary of northwest China in November 1935 
after the punishing attacks of Chiang Kai-shek's forces during 
the Long March, were incapable of resisting an all-out KMT 
offensive. Aware of this oasic fact, Mao repeatedly appealed 
to Chiang to end the civil war and establish a CCP-KMT united 
front to expel Japanese forces from north China. Chiang was 
unwilling to comply primarily because Mao insisted on pre
serving his military units for use in the revolution: "It 
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goes without saying that we shall never allow Chiang to lay 
a finger on the Red Army." (Mao's statement of 14 March 
1936). But Japan's large-scale attack on China in July 1937 
provided Mao with a new opportunity to move Chiang into a 
united front against Japan. Mao took the first formal step; 

:on 22 September 1937 the CCP declared that its armed forces 
would be under the "direct control" of Chiang. Actually, 
three days after this paper statement, Mao made it clear that 
"direct control" was only an anti-Japanese political facade 
and that units and their weapons would remain under Commu-
nist control: -

It is necessary to maintain the CCP's absolutely inde
pendent leadership in what originally was the ·-Red Army 
as well as in all guerrila units. Communists are not 
permitted to vacillate on this principle~ (CC~ resolu
tion of 25 September 193-7) 

Mao used the mythic.al anti-Japanese-unit~d frpnt to deter 
the KMT forces from attacking.his-hew sanctuary ·in the north
west and to expand his military, territorial, and political 
holdings. Most of the CCP effort was directed toward extend
ing its assets, some was directed toward guarding•against a 
KMT attack, and only a little was dire~ted tqward engaging 
Japanese armed forces~ Negotiations for the reorganization 
of the former "Red Army" units moved very slowly in 1937 and 
1938, and clashes continued on the local level between some 
Nationalist and-Communist forces.· As-friction increased,_ Ma_<:> 
began to formulate his political-military ta·ctic. On 6 No-: 
vernber 1938, he directed that the-CCP's_ main field work should 

- be in.the relatively-secure rear areas of. the Japanese.forces, 
calculating that t.he _political-military vacutlln behind the 
Japanese lines would shield the CCP from superior KMT forces 
until the foothold in the northwe·st could be expanded. Mao 
enlarged his armed fore~~ as quickly and efficient-ly as pos
sible. but he always stopped just short of provoking an open 
break with Chiang and the retribution of a major KMT offen
sive. 

. Calculated restr~int, intended to provide Chiang with no 
pretext for an offensive, was designed by Mao to be a tempor
ary tactic to gain vitally needed breathing spells prior to 
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the opening of a revolutionary advance in the future. Mao 
indicated the "positive" role of reduced military aggressive
ness as a tactic in advancing the revolution: 

our concession, withdrawal, turning to the defensive or 
suspending action, whether in dealing with allies or 
enemies, should always be regarded as part of the en
tire revolutionary policy, as an indispensable link in 
the general revolutionary line, as a segment in the 
curvilinear ~ovem~nt. In short they are positive. 
(Mao's statement of 5 November 1938) -

That is, defensive or suspended action was part of Mao's 
policy to expand his armies and the CCP membership behind 
Japanese lines with the aim of seizing more territory at the 
expense of the KMT. But .. quick-decision thrusts we_re never 
abandoned. For example, in the spring of 1939, Communist 
forces moved quickly into Shantung Province, and in the 
winter of 1939-1940, ~hey decimated KMT-forces i~ Hopei Prov
ince. These clashes were ful1y · conco.rdant with Mao's policy 
of expanding holdings by armed·struggle within the context 
of the CCP-KMT paper united front. 

A pattern of limited armed conflict and political strug
gle emerged in CCP-KMT relations in the spring of 1940. Mao 
began to refine his fighting-and-talking tactic. Militarily, 
he limited the offensive operations of the Communist armies, 
which were still ~onsiderably i~~erior to KM~ ~~mies; po
litically, he· worked vigorously to indoctrinate workers,.: , ·
peasants, and intellectuals. In this ~a~h.ion, h~ groped 

- his way, seeking out . .and.exploiting the soft spot·s in Chiang's 
military and politic~l armor. 

Mao systematized his tactic. On 11 March 1940, he set 
forth the unique position that there was no inconqruity be
tween waging a politicar..:.military struggle against Chiang 
while maintaining a united front with him. The struggle half 
of this dialectical policy was intended to demonstrate to 
Chiang that Mao's forces could not be destroyed--that they 
would fight back against any KMT offensives. The unity half 
was intended to deter KMT attacks and to "avert the outbreak 
of large-scale civil war."· Mao depicted the partial struggle 
against Chiang as "the most important means for strengthening 
KMT-CCP cooperation," his calculation having been, as he 
pointed out on 4 May 1940 in a directive to Communist field 
commanders operating in east China, that clashes with the 
KMT forces were necessary -
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so as to make the KMT afraid to oppress us ••• and compel 
them to recognize our legal status, and make them hesi
tate to engineer a split. 

That is, Mao, on occasion, used military action in certain 
areas· rather than direct political concessions to sustain the 
united front on paper. 

He correctly estimated that small CCP military thrusts 
would not provoke Chiang to move beyond limited counter
attacks because Chiang did not have the military capability 
in 1940 to open a nati_on-wide offensive against C<;;P forces 
so long as the war against Japan was being waged. Mao's 
estimate of 4 May 1940 was that 

The present military conflicts are local and ·not 
nation-wide. They are merely acts of strategic re
connais~ance on the ~art of our opponents and ~re · 
as yet not ·large-scale actions intended to annihi
late the Communists. 

In this way, he defended the general plan for limited civil 
war which he had enunciated on ·11 March 1940 as a limited
fight, limited-talk tactic. Mao had set forth the important 
tactic in considerable detail: -. 

First, we will never [sic] attack unless.attacked; 
if attacked, we will certainly counterattack •... 
Second, we do not fight unless we are sure of vic
tory; we must-· on no account. fight -without. p~_epara
tion and without certainty of the outcome •••• Third, 
the principle of truce.· After we nave repul~ed 
the attack of the. die-hards [Le., the KMI' forces]_ 
and before they launch a new one; we should stop at 
the proper moment and bring that particular fight 
to a close. In the period that follows, we should 
make a truce with them. We must on no account 
fight on daily and hourly· without stopping, nor 
become dizzy with success. Herein lies the tempo
rary nature of every particular struggle. Only 
when the die-hards launch a new offensive should 
we retaliate with a new struggle. 

This became the basic tactical principle of Mao. His practice 
indicated that his forces were directed to fight, close off 
the particular battle with a defeat of KMI' forces, and then 
se7k a truce and be prepared to negotiate in the hope that 
Chiang would not take a local and limited defeat as the 
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reason for a large-scale offensive against all Communist 
armies. This is the tactical principle designed to advance 
Mao's protracted war waged with initially weak forces, limit
ing their actions to safe propo+tions. 

In this way, Mao gained a series of local victories with
out running a great risk of general civil war. At the same 
time, he seized territory by expanding the base areas behind 
the Japanese lines and by controlling the actions of his 
field commanders·, whose forces sporadically· chopped away at 
small KMT units. For example, the First Contingent of the 
Communist New Fourth Army commanded by General Chen Yi deci
mated KMT forces in northern Kiangsu in July 1940 and, in the 
second half of 1940, several Communist victories ·were won 
in the lower Yangtze valley. Mao had directed that tne New 
Fourth must ·be expanded to 100,000 men~ by the end-of 1940, 
his generals were successful in expanding this army to ap
proximately that number of combat regulars. 

While fighting continued ~n the local level; CCP-KMT 
negotiations took· place on the national level in the second 
half of 1940 as Mao implemented his fighting-and-talking 
tactic. Even when vastly superior KMT forces· unexpectedly 
surrounded and destroyed 9,000 men attached t~ the New Fourth's 
headquarters as they were withdrawing to the north of the 
Yangtze River, Mao refused to consider this setback as in
validating his principle of waging.a limited war. In June 
1943, the intermH:tent negotiations between the-·-KMT and CCP 
reached another major impasse in Chungking, ·just as they ··had 
in late 1939 and in January' 1941. Chiang asked Mao to give 
a conclusive reply to'_nis demands to relinquish the independent 

.ccp government and to incorporate CCP ·forces -into Nationalist 
armies. Chou En-lai, the brillant Communist representative 
in Chungking, deflected these demands and charged the KMT 
with increasing their forces along the northwest border :Case 
areas. Chou attained some success in his political effort to 
depict Chiang as the obdurate element in the united front. 

The failure of Cniang to launch large-scale attacks 
against Communist forces in 1943 was attributed by Mao at 
the time to the political success in arousing domestic and 
international opinion against Chiang's policies. (Liberation 
Daily, 5 October 1943). Two additional factors were Japan's 
east China offensive against KMT forces and US efforts to stop 
Chiang's attempts to suppress the Communists. That is, Mao 
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adroitly used political pressures to compensate for military 
weakness: "The Communists are not capable of much, if any, 
offensive action." (Report of Colonel Depass, 16 November 
1943) 

Expediently, from 1943 to 194~, Mao used the lull in 
the CCP-KMT protracted war to further expand his armed forces, 
which increased to 475,000 regulars by October 1944. The 

. Wallace mission to China in June 1944 resulted in the dispatch 
of the American Army Observer Mission to YeJ?.an, which Mao 
favored because of II its political effect upon the -KMI'": 

Any contact you Americans may have with us Communists 
is gold. Of course, we are glad to have the Observer 
Mission here because it will.help to beat Japan. But 

·there is no use in pr·etending that--up to now at. least 
--the chief importance o·f your corning is not its po
litical effect on the KMT. (Mao's remarks to John S. 
Service, intervie~ 9f 27 August 1944) 

That is, Mao exploited the US desire to end the civil war 
and get on with the war against Japan, adroitly using it 
as a political shield against the potential offensive-power 
of Chiang's superior military forces. He was .capabl'e then 
of considerably more tactical flexibility than· he has been 
in recent years. 

By insisting cm policies wh~~h made the K~ .. appear unrea
sonable, Mao deflected Chiang's demand that,. to ·become a .. legal 
party, the CCP should disband its·arrned forces. In a care-

- fully worded proposal.., .which Mao rnaneuver~d Ani.bassador_Hurley 
to sign with him in Yenan on 10 November 1944, Mao agreed only 

·"to work for" the ·unification of all military forces while 
insisting on the formation of a "coalition national govern
ment and a united national military council." His. intention 
was to exploit the gener"ally held view that the CCP was just
ified in refusing to disband its armies before the formation 
of a coalition government. However, in order to keep the ne
gotiations alive, he directed Chou En-lai in Chungking to join 
Ambassador Hurley in pressing Chiang to accept the proposal. 
Chiang insisted on disbanding the Conununist armies, and Mao 
was then able_ to 11 expose" Chiang as recalcitrant in rejecting 
a "reasonable" negotiations compromise--i.e., a coalition. 
The widespread domestic and international appeal of the Maoist 
program for a settlement, the rapidly expanding military
political power of the CCP, and US anxiety to bring about 
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unity put Chiang at. a considerable disadvantage in the talks. 
Mao's success with dilatory tactics--that is, his substitu
ting of talks about "working for" unified armed forces in the 
place of action taken to disband CCP armies--further isolated 
Chiang in China and internationally. 

All along, Mao had continued to expand his forces, and 
by 24 April 1945, he claimed that they totalled 910,000 
regulars and more than 2,200,000 militia. Mao made a major 
move shortly before Japan's surrender, ordering C~P troops 
to link up with Soviet troops driving southward in Manchuria 
(10 August 1945). As CCP and KMT armies raced for control of 
various Japanese-vacated areas and as Chiang prepared to 
strike at Mao's forces, the Communist leader accepted Chiang's 
invitation to accompany Ambassador Hurley to Chungking, 
arriving on 28 August 194"5. Mao was still anxious to·gain a 
series of breathing spells •.. Two days before flying to Chung
king, Mao drafted an inner-party policy line on negotiations, 
in which he indicated_ t.hat the CCP should be prepared to make 
some concessions--namely, some reduction in the .s'ize of those 
base areas which were indefensible and in the strength of CCP 
armed forces: 

. ... 
Without such concessions, we cannot explode the·· 
KMT' s civil war plot, cannot gain the poli·tical 
initiative, cannot win the sympathy of world 
public opinion and the middle-of-the-roaders in 
China and cannot gain in exg{lange ·legal $ :ta.~_us 
for our party and a state of peace. 

But there are limits .to such conces.sipns: the 
principle is that-they must not damage the fun
damental interest.s of the people [i.e., CCP con
trol of the base areas and the armed forces]. 
(Mao's statement of 26 August 1945) 

Mao in Chungking recognized the strengthened military and 
diplomatic pos.ition of Chiang after the surrender of Japan 
and the signing in Moscow of the Sino-Soviet treaty. In 
private talks, he dropped his demand (to which he later re
turned) for a coalition government and high command, but in
~isted on retaining not less than 20 divisions as well as 
exclusive control of the base areas in north China. He 
wanted to obtain a settlement, a half-way station of legali
zation on the road to an eventual seizure of national power, 
inasmuch as his armies were still smaller and more badly
equipped than Chiang's. "The Communist armies do not possess 
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sufficient strength to directly oppose the KM!' armies in 
positional warfare; but over a long period of time as an 
occupying force, the KMT cannot hold out even with US help." 
(August 1945 report of Colonel Yeaton from Yenan) Chiang 
accurately summarized Mao's position as equivalent to allow-

. ing the CCP to carry on its political revolution without 
opposition or hindrance while professing to end the KMT-CCP 
military clashes by negotiating. Actually, while Mao was 
talking, CCP forces were consolidating their control over 
newly taken territory in the north, and when Mao ~eturned 
on 11 October 1945, after refusing to disband his forces, 
he justified in the context of protracted revolution, his 
willingness to negotiate. 

Mao made it clear to cadres in Yenan on 17 October that 
reducing CCP forces to 20· divisions would not mean_ handing 
over weapons. 11 The arms of ·the people, every gun and every 
bullet, must all be kept, must not be handed over." He then 
reminded cadres that J:li.s strategy was te wag~ a l!=>ng revo-
lutionary war: · 

Was our party right or wrong in deciding at its 
7th Congress [in April 1945}.that we were-willing 
to negotiate with the KMT provided that they · 
changed their policy? It was absolutely.right. 
The Chinese revolution is a long one and victory 
can only be won step by st~p. 

As both sides.raced to seize Japanese arms and«flll the 
territorial vacuum, Mao directed the Northeast Bureau of 

- the CCP to expand its.holdings and use tha.newly~arrived 
100,000 Communist troops to hold the·rural areas remote 
·from the existing centers of KMT control. Between the truce 
of January and Ju.ne 1946, both sides took territory in Man
churia. During the whole period of the Marshall mission.in 
late 1945 and 1946, Mao· tried.to disgrace Chiang politically 
by advocating a moderate program of "peace, democracy, and 
unity" while his armed forces expanded. He relied heavily 
on their ability to avoid decisive engagements, to prolong 
the stop-start fighting, and to counter-attack against 
small KMT units. 

In the final series of negotiations of Mao's long revo
lutionary war, he gave priority to the goal of attaining a 
ceasefire and an extension of the Manchurian truce. He 
was also concerned in June 1946 about US aid, to Chiang's 
forces. On the one hand, he relied on General Marshall's 
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mediation to gain an immediate cease-fire, to ameliorate 
Chiang's demands, and to state his own settlement terms. 
Chou En-lai, urbane and persuasive, ably discharged his task 
by appearing conciliatory, moderate, and reasonable. On 
the other hand, Mao's press and radio in Yenan criticized 

. US policy with increasing vehemency in an effort to deter 
Washington from giving further aid to the KMT. By 26 June 
1946, Mao demanded that the US stop all military assistance 
to Chiang and withdraw all US troops from the mainland; his 
concern with the modern equipment sent to K!:'fl' forces had 
been deepened. "Let tbem know that whatever happens, if 
we are faced with mechanized war, we shall fight on if 
necessary with our hands and feet." (Mao's statement to 
Robert Payne in Jl.ine 1946) 

Although his armies were still numerically infer~or to 
Chiang's Mao is·sued an inner-party directive on 20 · July 
warning his forces to prepare to smash Chiang's offensive 
by an all-out "war of self-defense," which required the 
temporary abandonment-of indefensible cities ·and the opening 
of mobile warfare. Mao had no .alternative but to fight 
against superior forces and on 19 August 1946, shortly after 
KMT planes bombed Yenan, Mao was. impelled to drop 1;.he talking 
half of his dual tactic and prepare for all-out civil war, 
which his forces won in the straight: forward·contest of mili
tary strength waged between late 1946 and mid-1949. 

In drawing an...analogy between the-Chinese civil war and 
the Vietnam war today, ccp propagandists emphasi-ze the p:i;_o
tracted nature of both conflicts and the evolution of weak · 

- into strong Cornmunis~ forces. But they deliberately de
emphasize, or avoid any reference to, the--.talking-half.of Mao's 

. tactic and the· temporary half-way stat ion he tried to obtain. 
Unlike the Soviet propagandists, they insist that talking 
should take place only after the US withdraws its forces .. from · 
South Vietnam. 

1951 
been 
been 

B. The Korean War (1950 to 1953) 

Military developments in Korea in the spring of 
provide a clear-cut example of the Asian Communists having 
impelled to switch to the talking phase after they had 
hurt in the field. That is, they viewed the large losses 
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of Chinese Communist Forces (CCF) combat regulars as the 
sufficient cause for drastically reducing the fighting phase. 
The military struggle was subordinated to a political "pro
tracted struggle," the intention being to wear down Western 
negotiators. 

When, in late November 1950, the CCF entered the war 
in force, North Korean Peoples Army (NKPA) combat casualties 
were already very high, estimated by the United Nations 
Conunand (UNC) at 200,000 in addition to 135,000 prisoners. 
The NKPA had been virtually destroyed and never fought again 
above corps strength in the Korean war. The initial CCF 
successes against UNC forces from November through December 
1950 increased the confidence of the Chinese Communist lead
ers that they could drive UNC forces from Korea ·if CCF pres
sure was sustained. On 22 December 1950 and· again on 19 
January 195i, Chou En-lai rejected a cease-fire, describing 
it as a means to gain "a breathing spell" for UNC forces, 
and demanded that pri9r to any halt in the fighting all 
foreign troops must be withdrawn from Korea, ·us .armed forces 
must be withdrawn from Taiwan, ·and Peking's representatives 
must be admitted to the United Nations. As UNC forces re
treated from the Yalu River, however, they.took a heavy toll 
of CCF combat units. For example, between 27 .November and 11 
December, the 60,000 men of the eight aivisions committed 
by the 9th Army Group, Third CCF Field Army, were estimated 
by the Marine Corps to have suffered 37,500 combat casualties, 
a little over hal..f of them infli~t.ed oy groun? -~orces and the 
rest by air attack. The 9th Army Group was -so· damaged by: t:i"re
power that it disappeared ~rom the Korean battlefield for 

- three months. By mid-January 1951, UNC ~orces had stopped 
the CCF all along the·front. 

General Ridgway directed UNC forces to comply with his 
dictum of 11 inflicting maximum casualties on the enemy 11 

rather than gaining ground. The dictum was put into practice 
in the months following the UNC offensive which started in 
late January 1951. By 9 February, OPERATION PUNCH had an
nihilated at least 4,200 caF (body count) and when, on 14 
February, CCF infantry for the first time in Korea attacked 
in mass waves, UNC forces killed thousands of Chinese at 
Chipyong-ni. CCF mass infantry assaults resulted in further 
heavy Chinese casualties on the 20th and again on the 21st 
with the start of OPERATION KILLER. By 1 March; the entire 
Chinese front south of the Han River had collapsed and UNC 
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units moved to within 30 miles·of the 38th parallel. CCF man
power and equipment losses continued to be "heavy" after the 
start of OPERATION RIPPER on 7 March, and on 14 March, Seoul 
was retaken as CCF and srnal·l NKPA forces fell back. A series 
of manpower-killing advances launched by UNC and ROK units 
in late March and early April moved the allied forces across 
the 38th parallel. The ranks of the best arrnies--Lin Piao's 
4th Field Army and Chen Yi's 3rd Field Army--which the Chi
nese leaders used in the first massive assault against the 
UNC forces had been seriously depleted. "Now the best troops 
are annihilated; this forced the CCF to send replacements 
from the 1st and 2nd field armies •••• The•CCF suffered high 
casualties and its faith in victory had been reduced." 
(From interrogation report of Assistant Battalion Commander, 
40th Army,. 4th CCF Field Army)* . 

General Van Fleet met the first Communist sprinq offensive, 
launched on 22 April 1951, with the manpower-killing tactics 
of General Ridgway, and directed his corps commanders on 
30 April 

. Expend steel and fire ,..not men:... I want so many 
artillery-holes that a man can step from one to· 
the other. ·· 

Because they used massed infantry as.saults against -concentra
ted US artillery, automatic-weapons, and air firepower, units 
of six CCF armies suffered a total of 70,000 casualties be
tween 21 and 29 April and were forced to end thei·r first 
spring offensive. Their second spring offen·sive was· even 
more destructive to CCF men and materieL. · 

On 16 May, 21 CCF divisions, flanked by a total of 9 
NKPA divisions, opened the second spring offensive along a 
105-mile front using human wave tactics against· strongly 
fortified UNC positions. Alt.hough gains of 10 to 15 miles · 
ytere made along most of the front, the Communist offensive 
was completely spent by_ 21 May, and UN~ forc;:es '· which had 
r~coiled only slightly 7 lashed back in a major counter
offensive, depriving the Communists of the opportunity to 
place screening forces between their main armies and the 

*The prisoner reports that are referred to in this 
Annex·:are, in almost every case, the reports of prisoners 
captured and interrogated in March and April 1951--that 
is, after the collapse of the January 1951 CCF offensive 
and before the even more cost~y defeats of the spring 
of' 1951. 
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UNC units. UNC counterattacks quickly carried into CCF and 
NKPA former assembly areas, where large quantities of sup
plies were captured as many dumps were overrun. By 1 June, 
the CCF and NKPA lost more than 102,000 men, and of the 21 
CCF divisions which had initiated the offensive, 16 had 
suffered about 50 percent casualties. The following table, 
which is based on US Far East Command estimates, indicates 
the magnitude of the Communist losses: 

Strength 
16 May 

Strength 
22 May 

Strength % ~".:?! 
1 June 

The table indicates that as of 1 June 1951, the Commu
nists had sustained a loss of 25 percent of their total 16 
May.s~rength in Korea. From 1 to 14 June, they suffered an 
additional 49,000 casualties (not included in the table above). 
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Most of the CCF prisoners were taken during the last 
week of May in frantic efforts to escape, indicating that the 
political-control fabric of many CCF units had been shattered, 
primarily because large numbers of political officers and non
coms had been killed. UNC ground pursuit ended on 2 June after 
all of South Korea except for a small part on the Western flank 
had been cleared of Communist forces, enabling fortification 
of the UNC line in depth to begin in the vicinity of the 38th 
parallel. 

The combined heavy losses to the firs.t wave·- field 
armies--i.e., the CCF 3rd and 4th--and the second wave 
armies--i.e., the CCF 1st and 2nd--had significantly re
duced the quality of the forces which the Chinese .. leaders 
could put in the field in June 1951.· Many of their best 
combat officers and poli.tical cadres had been killed or 
captured, partly because of-the Maoist practice wnich re
quired that they take front-line positions to lead their 
troops. Many political officers were killed in combat "be
cause they spent much of their ti-me with the· men 'in the 
front line to lead the battle themselves" (from interroga
tion report of a private in the 125th Division, 4th CCF 
Field Army) , and in some companies all of:f;icers in.eluding 
the company commander had been ordered to the.front line to 
raise the men's "fighting spirit" (from inte·rrogation re
port of the Company Political Officer in the 118th Division, 
4.th CCF Field Army). "The casualties among the commanders 
were high .•• because they took ·the ·lead at the front" (from 
interrogation -report of Bat tali.on Commander, -6ifth Army, Jst · 
CCF Field Army). The massed infantry attacks--used for the 
first time by the CCF in Korea in mid-February 1951--facil-
i tated the destruction: "We fought -only-with human wave . 
tactics; great nuinbe·rs of men have been sacrificed; it was 
indescribably miserable" (from interrogation report of 
Private, 42nd Army, 4th CCF Field Army). The Mao.ist doc.;trine· 
of "defeating the enemy's firepower with a superiority in 
manpower •.• is a military idea which is no good •.•• These 
views of mine_ were shared by most lower-level leaders and 
the men in the CCF, though they could not dare to make 
them public" (from interrogation of Assistant Battalion 
Political Officer, 40th Army, 4th CCF Field Army} • 
. "'Human wave' tactics are supposed to overwhelm the enemy's 
firepower with predominance of manpower and thus win the 
victory. From my first experience in this war, I found 
that this tactic had no sense and no value •••• In actual 
combat, it was nothing but a mass loss of lives and defeat" 
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(frore interrogation report of Squad Leader and CCP member, 
40th Army, 4th CCF Field Army). The quality and number of 
CCF cadres who were lost to the four CCF field armies prob
ably was the sufficient cause for the Chinese Communist lead
ers, whose forces comprised about 95 percent of the Communist 
combat units in Korea, to switch to the talking phase. Heavy 
losses of NKPA officers o.f the I, II, and III Corps were also 
indicated by intercepted messages in June 1951. 

In the disastrous offensives of spring 1951, the CCF 
and NKPA sustained an-estimated 221,000 casualties from 21 
April to 16 June. By 16 June, the Chinese casualties since 
the CCF entered the Korean war were approximately 577,000, 
including roughly 73,000 non-battle casualties--mostly due 
to various epidemics--and 16, 500. prisoners. (N~PA casualties 
as early as November 195-0 had already been very high,.estimated 
at 200,000 in addition·to 135,000 prisoners. No data is re
ported here on NKPA total casualties since November 1950.) 

The war was increasingly co.stly for the Chinese in other 
ways. It forced the regime to modify its program of long
range economic development and to place the economy on a war 
footing. The war also subjected the regim~ to economic sanc
tions imposed by the West, increased inflationary pressures, 
and strained economic relations between urbari'and rural areas. 
The Chinese Communists became increasingly dependent on the 
USSR, partly because the Chinese were unable to replace from 
their own resourses the stocks of material being expended in 
Korea. 

The first step toward ending the· commitment in Korea 
was to begin negotiatjons for a cease-fire, the calcu£ation 
apparently having been that political· con.cessions could be 
gained by combining protracted talks with propaganda accusa
tions, while the fighting was kept limited. 

Following a series of statements made by Ainerican and 
United Nations' officials in late May and early June 1951 re
garding the UNC's willingness to end the fighting without de
manding a surrender of Communist forces, the Chinese Communists 
an~ the Soviets apparently decided to gain a breathing-spell. 
Prior to the 23 June radio speech of Soviet United Nations' 
·delegate Jacob Malik, there apparently were no indications 
that the Chinese were willing to accept these Western pro
posal7. On.the co~trary, the indications continued to point 
to Chinese intransigence. (For example, early in June 1951, 
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Vice Foreign Minister Chang Han-fu had been completely nega
tive in a talk with Indian Ambassador Panikkar in Peking and 
insisted that the war must be settled only "in a military 
way.") Unexpectedly, in his radio speech, Malik indicated 
a change in the Conununist position when he.avoided linking 
the Communists' proposal for a cease-fire to their earlier 
demands that the US must withdraw from Taiwan and that Peking 
must be admitted to the United Nations. "The Soviet peoples 
believe that as a first step, discussions should be started 
between the belligerents for a cease-fire and an armistice 
providing for the mutual withdrawal of forces from the 38th 
parallel." · 

The Chinese, too, were careful not to admit they had 
dropped preconditions. On 25 June, the Peking People's 
Daily frontpaged Malik's proposal without acceding to truce 
talks. The Chinese did ·not accede to truce talks publicly 
until 1 July, and on 2 July.they rationalized the -change in 
their basic position without acknowledging explicitly that 
it had changed. That the Chinese were anxious to deny that 
they were operating from a positio.n of weakness is suggested 
by their statements to Burmese embassy officials in Peking 
shortly after Malik's speech. ·They insisted that "China 
and the USSR are confident of their joint strength, as none 
is equal to them. 11 The Chinese-·also indicated to the Burmese 
that they had moved into the war's pol.i tical- 'phase in order 
to attack--that is, "to brand" the US and its allies as "war
mongers" and to create dissension in the Western camp, their 
strategy having- been to wage a. low-risk, high-volume propa
ganda war in order to gain concessions at the t-i:uce talks. 
The Chinese later formulat~d their switch t6 the. talking .. 
phase as follows: 

After the five- great campaigns" [i .e-~ I offensives from 
November 1950 to May 1951],' the Volunteers switched 
over in good time to the strategic line of "engaging 
in protracted wa~fare while conducting positive de·.:.. 
fense" and strictly subordinated the military struggle 
to the political struggle. (NCNA commentary of 28 No
vember 1958) 

The Chinese used the military breathing-spell to improve 
~he~r ~mpaired ?ve:-all co~at capabilities. By the time the 
armistice negotiations started on 8 July 1951, the Chinese had 
imp7oved their artillery and small-arm stores and had replaced 
their manpower losses while the NKPA divisions were rebuilt. 
Politically, they had already exploited the theme of seeking 
peace and of opposing American "warmongering" with considerable 
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success, gaining face internationally and placing themselves 
in a favorable propaganda position as the initiators of the 
truce talks. They were unwilling to move the talks along 
to a mutually acceptable conclusion within any short period. 
On the contrary, they used Mao's tactic of wearing down UNC 
negotiators in a "protracted struggle" (Peking's phrase of 
3 September 1951) in order to extract major concessions. 

This tactic of political attrition succeded in frustra
ting UNC negotiators, but it did not gain the Communists 
major concessions. Small-scale but sustained UNC military 
pressure on Communistcforces in Korea in October 1951 was 
reflected in the talks. On 26 October, the Communists in 
effect dropped their demand that the demarcation line be 
moved down to correspond with the 38th parallel. On the other 
hand, they gained a 30-day de facto cease-fire from 27 No
vember to 2 7 December, enabling 'them to further ·strengthen 
front-line defenses and to augment unit strength. . · 

The Chinese desired a political victory together with a 
military truce, and as . the talks cent.ered on. the .prisoner 
issue, they adamantly refuse~ tb ~ccept a political setback. 
The major deadlock on the matter of voluntary repatriation of 
prisoners prolonged the talks from April 1952 to July 1953, inas
much as the Chinese insisted on· ·the forcible ·return of all 
CCF (and NKPA) prisoners in order to a_void a.major propaganda 
defeat if large numbers were to opt for the West. The Commu
nists would not recognize the UNC stand on voluntary repatri
ation as a valia principle and_ argued.that it was in conflict 
with the Geneva Cbnvention which- required a compulsory, a_ll"".'. 
for-all exchange. As an alternat~ve, they calculated that. 
if a relatively small number would resist .repatri.ation--
that is, about 16,000 of a total of 132,000 CCF and NKPA 
prisoners--they dould- tacitly agree t6 th~ UNC screening 
process. 

Both the Communists and the UNC were shocked by the re
sults of the screening process after about only half had been 
questioned. Over 40,000 of about 65,000 prisoners screened 
indicated that they would resist repatriation to China and 
North Korea, but the UNC had given the Communist negotiators 
an estimate of 116,000 willing to return of the total 132,000 
prisoners. When, on 19 April, the Communists were informed 
that only 70,000 would return without the use of force, the 
CCF Colonel Tsai was speechless, asked for a recess, and on 
the following day--apparently on instructions from Peking--
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said that the UNC's earlier estimate of 116,000 was a far 
cry from 70,000. It was •completely impossible for us to 
consider" and 11 you flagrantly repudiated what you said be
fore.• Because the Communists had been stung once by the 
screening procedure, they indicated they would have nothing 
more to do with it. 

Small, division-scale battles continued in the field, 
but the Communists were still unwilling to change the nature 
of the war into that of major offensive actions. They tried 
to deflect politically damaging charges o·f 1nhumani ty on the 
prisoner issue by launching a concerted propaganda campaign, 
accusing the us--starting in late February 1952--of waging 
"bacteriological warfare" in North Korea and Manchuria. 
More importantly, Communist-instigated riots in.the POW 
camps were intended to undercut.the UNC position on voluntary 
repatriation by discrediting the entire screening-process. 
In the POW camps, the Communist soldiers shifted their re
sponsibilities from military to politi~al goals. Close 
coordination was established.between·the POW· camps and the 
Panmunjom truce talks. on 20 May 1952, after forcing a con
trived confession of "compulsory screening" from General 
Dodd, who had been held prison~~ by the prisqners of the 
Koje-do camp, chief negotiator Nam Il c.harged. that' .. 

The commandant of your prisoner-of-war camp could 
not but confess before the whole world your inhuman 
treatment ~nd murderous ·violence against our cap
tured pe.rsonnel, and 'the ·criminal and:unlawful acts 
committed by· your side in screening and re-arming ·· 
war prisoners ~y_force. (emphasis supp~ied) 

. - -·. -
The Communist negotiators adroitly used the Koje-do 

incident to discredit the UNC figures and insisted that they 
obtain 132,000 priso:p.ers in exchange fOr 12,000 prisoners 
held by them on the principle of an all-for-all ~xchange and 
forcible repatriation. Neither side conceded, and at the 
recess of talks on 26 July 1952, a year of negotiation had 
produced an estimated 2,000,000 words of discussion and 
nearly 800 hours of .formal meetings. The prisoner issue 
was the only remaining agenda item~ 

On the battlefield,· a mili~ary stalemate continued. 
Mao had confronted the US with his limited-risk protracted 
war. He apparently believed that Washington would continue 
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to avoid pressing for an all-out military victory because 
of the potential manpower losses such a victory would re
quire. By July 1952, CCF and NKPA ground forces strength 
had almost doubled since the start of the talks in July 1951 
--from 502,000 to 947,000. He also apparently believed that 
he cou.ld deter the us from initiating airs trikes against 
the China mainland because of Washington's uncertainty re
garding Stalin's reaction to such strikes. As part of his 
deterrent effort, Chou En-lai and the Soviet ambassador in 
Peking told Indian Ambassador Panikkar that the USSR ~ould 
retaliate With air _a}jfCfI~t! aml1~tcl~J3ap._JJ_ M?.n£huria WaS . . 
~ed by the us~. 21 March admitted that the us and Brita. 

Moscow Raaio on . t " er the Ax· 
la ed a role in winning a "common vie ory ov · 

p y This followed Foreign Minister Molotov• s. unexp, 
~o;:~~~nt on lS March to intercede with the North Korea: 
e~s to obtain the release of 10 British diploma~s~nd m. 
aries interned in North Korea since the sta:t o . e wal 
further indication of the change in the sovi;~e~;;!i~~; 
Malenkov's depiction ~f. the Korean war ~s a . . , 

While Stalin lived, Communist negotiators at Panmunjom 
refused to retreat from their demand for forcible repatriation. 
New Dehli's efforts to smooth the way for a compromise were 
rejected when Foreign Minister VishinsJ<y on 24 November 19'52 
and Chou En-lai on 28 November 1952 attacked the Indian reso
lution on repatriation as unacceptable. As late as 17 February 
1953, in an interview with Indian Ambassador Krishna Menon, 
Stalin avoided advancing new proposals. on ~orea and showed 
no real interest in the :r:ndian compromise effort. Mao;--too, 
remained adamant into· 1953, declaring tha:t "however many 
years American imperialism prefers'to fight, we are ready 
to fight it • .'." {speech of ·7 February 1953). St?li?;l had 
r?is·ed East-West tensions. to. a high level, and Mao was pre
pared to sustain those tensions. 

On the battlefield, small~.unit .actions continued il]. 
localized struggles for hill positions and, although the 
Communists had taken losses in October 1952 that had cut 
their estimated total .strength from 1,008,900 to 972,000 
at the end of the month, their total began to climb slowly 
agai-n· in· November as fighting tapered off. Both sides made 
the same calculation, namely, that a major offensive would 
lead to a very high casualty rate but not a military break
through. 
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the resumption of recruiting in Shanghai in February and 
March 1953 and in defense activity along the south China 
coast. Implicit warnings from U.S. officials that Washing
ton would not accept an indefinite deadlock and Secretary 
of State Dulles' explicit statement to Nehru on 22 May-
viz., if a truce could not be arranged, the U.S. could not 
be expected to continue to refrain from using atomic weap
ons--further increased Communist apprehensions. They were 
also aware that in the spring of 1953, the U.S. had moved 
atomic missiles to Okinawa. The post-Stalin leadership 
desired to move a.greater distance from the brink of involve
ment in the Korean war than Stalin had believed n·ecessary; 
they were unwilling to risk an escalation on the battle
field which might well have provoked extension of U.S. air
strikes to the China mainland. 

2. Mao could perceive no further advantage in continu
ing the limited war. He was aware that the talking phase-
i.e., the war of political attrition, intended to reduce the 
staying power of the UNC on the volunta>y repatriation issue-
had failed. The blackmail accusations--that· is, ·American 
"warmongering" and "bacteriological warfare," which were 
components of the talking phase--had not forced a UNC 
concession. His plan of attrition, requiring po;l.icy 
critics in non-Communist countries to so£ten. µp th"e·· lead-
ers of enemy governments (while policy criti-cs in the Com
munist countries were effectively eliminated) , did not 
provide him with the advantage he calculated would be de
cisive in indue!ing a major retreat. ·Despite his efforts 
during the talking phase, the UNC .prevailed.·on··the issue ·of·· 
repatriation, announcing on 21 July that 69, 000 Koreans ·· · 
and 5,000 Chinese wo~l~ return to Communist control, but 
7, 800 Koreans and 14 ,.SOO Chinese would ba. non-repatriates. · 
(Earlier, on 18 June, Rhee had released 25,000 Korean pris
oners.) Obviously, these figures represented a political 
embarrassment to his. regime which the new Soviet_;i.eaders 
had to convince him to·accept. 

3. Mao wanted to get on with the job of industraliza
tion. Although political and economic conditions in China 
and North Korea probably were not exerting compelling pres
sure on the Communists to conclude an armistice in the sum
mer of 1953, the war was probably viewed as injurious to 
long-term economic development programs. Political con
trols had been increased in China during the war and the 
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I ____ ) 
economic strains on the Chinese were probably less severe 
in the spring of 1953 than they had been in 1950 and 1951. 
But Mao was anxious to begin China's First Five-Year Plan 
of economic development, and the North Koreans were aware 
that they would have to start virtually from scratch to re
build. 

To sum up, Mao moved into the talking phase in Korea 
because his best field armies had suffered very heavy losses 
and were retreat:ing UI}der UNC military pres.su.re •. - He appar
ently viewed the enormous loss of human lives with revolu
tionary callousness, but was forced to draw back because 
the military capability of his armies had been greatly re
duced. When confronted with the UNC's demand that no pris
oners should be forced to return to Communist control, he 
engaged in a "protracted.struggle" in the hope of forcing 
a major concession from the-Western powers by combining 
division-level battlefield pressure with political wear
ing-down tactics. B~t.he decided to end the Chinese commit
ment when UNC presistence and Soviet ·pressure convinced 
him that further intransigence-was purposeless and even 
harmful to the mainland's economic construction. 

C. Vietnam (1953 to 1954) 

Near the end of the Korean war, Viet Minh prestige 
was steadily increasing, and its military successes and or
ganizational effectiveness bol'stered -Ho Chi Minh' s confidence 
that he cou.ld -attain a decisive.-military victory. He wa$ · 
determined therefore, to prosecute the revolutionary guer
rilla war more actively and felt under.n9.real compul~ion 
to move toward the ta~king phase of-his long-term effort 
against the French. - On the other hand, lack of French mil
itary success and increasing domestic political pressure to 
reduce or close out the commitment in Indochina made a suc
cession of French premiers and cabinets pessimistic about 
ever attaining a military decision over Ho's forces. 

Even after General Navarre assumed command in Indochina 
on 8 May 1953, the French were unable to revise their losing 
strategy in the field despite a much touted (but never imple
mented) plan for mobile warfare drawn on paper. The force 
of 150,000 Vietnamese regulars, 50,000 Vietnamese auxiliaries, 
l?,000 Laotians, and 10,000 Cambodians that Navarre com
manded proved unable to take over effectively the job of 
static defense, so Navarre was impelled to fall back on the 
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old losing policy of tying down and dispersing French and 
French Union regulars to defend a series of key strongpoints. 
Out of a total of 175,000 regulars and about 55,000 auxiliaries, 
there were only seven mobile groups and eight parachute bat
talions--the equivalent of three divisions--that were not as
signed to immobile, defensive duties. 

In contrast, the Viet Minh was not tied down to static 
defense and with about 125,000 regulars, 75,000 full-time 
regional and provincial troops, about 150,000 part-time 
guerrillas--in short, the operating equivalent of nine regu
lar divisions--moved freely through the countryside and 
chose the place to attack the enemy forces. For example, 
strong Viet Minh guerrilla elements together with two Viet 
Minh divisions sufficed to contain the 114,000 regular 
French Union forces in the Tonkin Delta. The Viet Minh 
skill in guerrilla warfa·re and in infiltrating into .areas 
under French control seriously reduced Navarre' s ability 
to take the offensive. 

While the French.were cursed with the necessity of de
fending a number of politically important but militarily un
important points, Navarre was also under political restraint 
from Paris. Because of domesti~ criticism of the ~ar in 
Indochina, the French government had directed .. its commander 
in the field to incur the fewest possible number of French 
casualties. The Viet Minh, on the other hand, was receiving 
strong support, both military and political, from its allies. 
The armistice i-n .-Korea had enabled Ma·a to increase signifi
cantly his aid across the s·outh.ern China border-to Ho's __ · 
forces, strengthening their unit ·firepower and overall mil:. 
itary capability. All.along, Viet Minh_regular·forc~s in 
northern Indochina continued their gradua-1 evolution from 
lightly armed guerrilla bands to a regularly organized mili
tary force with Chinese and Soviet equipment. 

For all these reasbns,·Ho clearly preferred a complete 
military victory and gave no indication that he would be will
ing to attain less in a negotiated settlement than his forces 
could seize on the battlefield. 

The post-Stalin Soviet leadership, however~ viewed a 
.softer policy toward East-West military conflicts as a 
necessary element in their long-range effort to dissolve 
the Western alliance in Europe. They tried to temporize 
on every major East-West difference in order to increase 
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pressure against the US by its allies for a relaxation of 
trade controls, for great power negotiations, and for delays 
in rearmament and in European integration. The Soviet lead
ers calculated that such pressures and frictions would prog
ressively reduce the West's capability for united action, 
as witness Malenkov's statement of the Soviet strategy in 
his speech of 8 August 1953: 

If today, in conditions of tension in international 
relations, the North Atlantic bloc is rent by inter
nal strife and contradictions, the lessening of this 
tension may· lead to its disintegration •. 

This strategy formed the basis of the Soviet campaign of ne
gotia ti6ns ·; the pivotal slogan of which had been set forth 
by Malenkov. in his statement that "there is not .a.·· single 
controversial or unsettl·ed question which could not be. 
solved by peaceful mearis on.the basis of mutual agreement of 
the interested countries." (Speech of 15 March 1953) But 
Ho apparently was unwilling to end the JVar for Soviet politi
cal interests, and Moscow was impelled to make a·distinction 
between the need to settle the_ Korean war and the need to con
tinue the Indochina war. 

Shortly after Stalin's death (5 March i953) ,·the Soviet 
leaders had made a distinction between the Koiean war, which 
should be settled, and the Indochinese fight for "national in
dependence," which should continue. (Pravda article of 11 
April 1953) The~. insisted that the s·oviet Union cannot be ex
pected to "retard the Liberation movement" of colonial peoples. 
(Pravda editorial of 25 April 195·3) But the Soviet lead-ers 
also tried desperate+y _to deny that their ·positi·on on Indo
china cut across .thei.x "peace policy and- seized upon a."nd 
quoted with approva~ Churchill's remark that the Viet Minh 
offensive into Laos was not necessarily a Soviet-inspired 
move "inconsistent" with the attitude of the Sovi_~t gov~ 
ernment," and suggested ··that· the chances for mutual under
standing between East and West would be improved if other 
Western leaders would recognize the real causes of the "lib
eration movements." (Pravda editorial of 24 May 1953) 
Ho made it clear to the Soviet leaders, who did not have the 
influence with him that they had had with Kim Il-sung, that 
_the distinction between the peace movement and the Indochina 
war must be maintained. A Viet Minh message of 13 June re
layed through Peking to the Viet Minh ambassador in Moscow 
informed the latter that the war in Laos should not be treated 
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as contributing to the defense of "world peace," but as a 
"liberation movement." The message clearly indicated that 
Ho refused to have his effort subordinated to the needs of 
Moscow's European policy, particularly at a time when Chi
nese aid deliveries were averaging as much as 1,000 tons a 
month and Viet Minh forces were moving closer to the de
sired objective of a complete military victory. 

Ho was also aware of the demoralizing effect that 
French political disputes were having on French troops in 
Indochina and a~most qertainly viewed this .development as 
improving Viet Minh chances in the field. The Fr.ench mil
itary initiative in Indochina was constantly being tempered 
by political considerations in Paris, and on 9 June 1953, a 
senior French official in Saigon stated privately.that the 
confused state of French politics and the political issues in
volved in h~ndling the_tndochina war were complicating-Gen
eral Navarre's.task of restoring morale and confidence 
in the French officer corps. The Viet Minh continued to 
insist inflexibly on.their hard-line demand that the basic 
condition for negotiations was the complete withdrawal of 
French troops. By late July 1953, they had gained effective 
control over more than half of the Tonkin population and 
were believed to have the military capability of.o,ccupying 
the entire delta. -

The signing of the Korean armistice in late July 1953 
provided the Soviet leaders with the opportunity to maneuver 
actively for a ·negotiated settlement ·afthe Indochina war. 
During the first two weeks afte-r the armistice·;- Moscow's __ -
statements directed in large par~ to the French, established 
the line that the Korean truce demonstrated t°he-"victory of 
negotiations over force" and that this has given a "new 
stimulus" to the struggle for a peaceful solution to the 
"dirty war" in Indochina. Whereas prior to the truce, Mos
cow had attacked suggestions for East-West negotiations .. 
concerning Indochina, by mid~August 1953 it was quoting 
with approval demands in the French press for a "Panmunjom" 
in Indochina.. By contrast, Viet Minh broadcasts in mid
August 1953 warned that the armistice must not affect the 
continuation of the war against the French, who will not 
seek an armistice "in a short time," and that "we must 

.wage a protracted struggle ••• intensify our fighting so as 
to annihilate more enemy troops; this is the o~ly way to 
compel the enemy to accept peace in Vietnam." 
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As the Soviet leaders began to maneuver for a nego

tiated settlement, they acted to impress the Chinese leaders 
with the political benefits which would accrue to China 
in the event of high-level talks. They gave increasing promi
nence to the big-power status of the Peking regime and de
clared that "serious current problems" in Asia could not be 
resolved without Chinese Communist participation. (Soviet 
note to the Western powers of 4 August 1953) 

The Chinese, who had been working for several years to 
gain wider recognition as the only legitimate government of 
China, welcomed· this S.oviet line. Indicating tha"'t Chinese 
Communist position was closer to the Soviet position, their 
delegate to the World Peace Council called for "step by step 
negotiations" of East-West issues. {Speech of l~.June 1953 
by Kuo Mo-jo) On 2 September, Peking specifically cited the 
Indochina issue as one which could be solved "only by. apply
ing the principle of negotiated settlement," and Chou En-lai 
in mid-September privately informed the Swedish ambassador in 
Peking that a big-power conference on ~area could also dis
cuss Indochina--a significant change·in Chou's previous posi
tion that Indochina could not be discussed at such a confer
ence. 

By late summer, the Soviets had begun t9 coritact impor
tant French officials privately; in early August, Ambassador 
Vinogradov indicated to Foreign Minister Bidault Moscow's 
desire to begin "general discussions" and openly hinted that 
the Indochina issue could be included. By early September, 
the Soviet leaders had indicated to the Frepch.·-·ambassador 
in Moscow that a Soviet mission was to go to Viet Minh t-er·:.... 
ritory "to study COI?-~i:tions under which-the Viet·Minh can 
undertake peace negotiations." These Soviet initiatives 
were made at a time-when Ho was still resisting the concept 
of negotiations: the "French ••• and American propaganda cam
paign, which has the. "semblance of peace," is ady9-nced ~n 
the "vain hope of weakening the will of our peop_le, who ask 
only to fight ... however painful and long." {Ho Chi Minh 
speech on 2 September 1953) Ho continued to insist on a 
"protracted s·truggle," inasmuch as his forces had not been 
hurt in the field. On the contrary, in the fall of 1953, 
Viet Minh military capabilities were at a new high point 

.as a result of the marked increase in Chinese aid, the rela
tively light casualties suffered during the previous cam
paign season, and the excellent state of its intelligence re
garding French troops dispositions and tactical plans. 
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The attitude of the Viet Minh leaders at the time is 
further confirmation of the generalization that the Asian 
Communists have been unwilling to begin the talking-phase 
of their dual tactics at a time when they are militarily in 
an advantageous position and have not suffered high casual
ties in the field. 

French operations to counter expanded Viet Minh guer
rilla warfare in the southern Tonkin Delta area had met with 
very limited success in October 1953 and at the cost of heavy 
casualties. After ancarea was "cleared" by the F}:'ench, 
the Viet Minh reappeared quickly and Navarre's men, like 
those of Stalin, his defensive-minded predecessor, were 
tied down and dispersed in a static defense of provincial 
crossroads waiting for the Viet Minh to come at them again 
in.the night. As the French waited for the Viet Minh 
fall offensive, reliable· reports indicated that ~ey had only 
four battalions in their mobile reserves in Tonkin and 
that their military position was "grave." The Viet Minh 
was aware of this French weakness through a Viet Minh 
source which was believed by· American offici"als. to have 
penetrated the French high command; Viet Minh messages indi
cated knowledge of the complete order of battle of the 
Vietnamese national army, detailed reports· of French brief
ings, and information on the deployment and p-lans of the 
French-Vietnamese forces. - · 

As certa~n French cabinet officials and many members 
of the National Assembly increased their· dem~nqs that Prem
ier Laniel and Foreign Minister Bidault move to- end the .. · . ·· 
costly war by negotiations·, Ho apparen_t:Ly. wa~ bi;ought un
der increasing pressure .from Moscow and Peking to agr~e to 
enter the talking.-p~ase of the Viet -Minh ·effort in 
Indochina. Quoting Izvestiya in its Vietnamese-language 
broadcast of 24 September, Moscow Radio declared that there 
exists no internationa;L_misunderstanding which c0uld not 
be settled peaceably. 

In April 1953, a senior French official had indicated 
to American State and Defense Department officers that the 
French were fighting in Indochina to maintain a position of 
strength from which t~ey could negotiate an "honorable" 

·settlement and that th~~ French government was convinced 
that France could not win the war in Indochina.any more 
than the US could win the Korean war. In early October 
1953, this theme was taken up again by a French Foreign 
Ministry spokesman who indicated to American officials that 
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the only way France saw of ending the war lay through a ne
gotiated settlement with the Viet Minh. 

According to a reliable source on 7 October, French 
cabinet ministers agreed to ask Foreign Minister Bidault 

: to suggest to Washington that a five-power meeting, includ
ing Communist China, should take up the matter on how to 
end the war as soon as possible. On 10 October, Chou En
lai accepted the US proposals for a meeting to discuss the 
time and place for the Korean political conference, and 
Peking's propaga·nda continued to point to the need to set
tle international problems through peaceful means. 

Ho was clearly reluctant to switch to the talking
phase, but because of Soviet and Chinese pressure.as well 
a:s domestic pressure on the French government to agree to 
bilaterals,·he ·apparently believed that even a hedged offer 
to talk would improve his international prestige without 
hindering Viet Minh military initiative§. In their note of 
26 November to the Western powers.r the Soviet leaders had 
indicated their desire to prepare the way for a five-power 
East-West foreign ministers' conference at which Conununist 
China would be present, and the~ apparently ~nsisted that 
Ho should at least appear to be less adamantly against talks 
with the French than he had been. (Politburo.member Truong 
Chinh had declared on 25 September 1951 that peace negotia
tions woul.d be "illusory" and that the French would have to 
be expelled as ·a.necessary con~iti-0n of peace, and Ho per
sonally stated on 2 September 1'9"53 that "We .·kn'9W that only · · 
the resistance, however painful .and long it may be, can ·g-i ve 
us victory and res to_,te peace to us.") · · 

~ •• * 

When, in late October 1953, Ho began to bring his posi
tion a step closer to that of Peking and Moscow, he accepted 
the principle of negotiations but insisted on th~_practice 
of continuing military·methods to gain a settle~nt satis
factory to the Viet Minh. He conceded through his spokesmen 
that "every international problem can be settled by negotia
tions" (28 October) and that "to stop the Vietnam war through 
negotiations is completely necessary and also possible" (23 
November). But in his reply to questions posed by the Stock
_holm paper, Expressen, Ho on 29 November in effect demanded 
a complete French surrender. He asked the French to begin 
bilateral negotiations by making a peace propos·a1--which Ho 
was only prepared to discuss--to stop fighting, to recognize 
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the Viet Minh regime, and, by implication, to withdraw from 
Vietnam. Ho implied that, in return, he might not continue 
his war until the Viet Minh gained a complete military vic
tory.* Actually, he continued to fight, and despite some 
displays of French aggressiveness, the military initiative 
was with the Viet Minh, whose· forces in late November 1953 
included divisions in Tonkin so disposed as to permit at
tacks against northwest Tonkin, against the northwest corner 
of the delta, or against Laos. 

Ho's hedged· proposal of 29 November was a three-pronged 
exercise of considerable political skill. It (1) advanced 
the Soviet and Chinese "peace offensive, (2) further iso
lated the Laniel government from the National Assembly and 
the French press, and (3) revived and deepened Vietnamese 
dis.trust of the French, who were viewed· as b.eing at the 
brink of a ''pacifist trap" and who might decide against a 
greater military effort in the field. At the same time, 
Ho had his own paramount interest to protect, namely, win
ning a complete military victory, and in the.fir~t Viet 
Minh comment on his proposal,· it was made clear· to Moscow 
and Peking that peace could be·attained only through "pro
longed" military struggle and that the Viet Minh had no 
illusion that peace could be easily won. -{Vi:et Minfi news 
agency broadcast of 7 December 1953) 

In France, Premier Laniel, supported by Foreign Minister 
Bidault, reject~d inunediate negotiations with the Viet Minh 
in the illusory hope that future. negotiations. could be at_
tained on more- favorable "terms after military successes in. 
the field. · · 

Ho's general~ ~ontinued their highly successful strategy 
of dispersing French forces in static defense positions while 
moving into areas of their own choosing. When, in early De
cember 1953, General N~v.arre.made the recently captured Dien 
Bien Phu a strongpoint to prevent moves into northern Laos, 
some Viet Minh forces began to move artillery into the sur
rounding area.and, in late December, other Viet Minh forces 
swept southward into central Laos. 

*Ho stated that "if the ·French government wishes to. have 
an armistice and settle the question through negotiations, 
we will be ready to meet the French proposal." 
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This invasion of Laos by the Viet Minh was treated cau
tiously by Moscow and Peking, who muted reports of the new 
development in their commentaries and stressed the demand for 
an end to the war. The Soviet leaders, who were searching 

.desperately for "proof" that Ho really intended to negotiate, 
·centered their commentaries on this proposal of 29 November. 

"The recent statement by President Ho Chi Minh on his pre
paredness to examine a French proposal on an armistice, 
should such a proposal be made, constituted striking proof 
of the peaceful intentions of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam." (Moscow Radio commentary of 10 January 1954) 
While initiating little independent comment, Peking con
tinued to rebroadcast foreign statements alleging that only 
US pressure prevented Paris from seeking an end to the Indo
china war. 

By contrast, the Viet ·Minh generally avoided the matter 
of a negotiated settlement and reminded its forces that 
real peace could be won "only by pushing for\iard .the armed 
struggle and by dealing deadly blows at the enemy until he 
is compelled to demand negotiations." (Viet Minh radio 
broadcast of 24 December 1953) By mid-January 1954, when 
at least six battalions of Viet-·Minh were -maintaining pres
sure on French forces in central-Laos and more than-18 bat
talions were blocking all avenues of exit fron'I Dien Bien 
Phu and bringing in artillery for the _siege, the divergence 
between Ho, on the one hand, apd the Soviet and Chinese 
leaders, on the o'ther, remained. clear-cut and :::eflected his 
reluctance to• enter the t"alking-pfiase when his. forces were .... 
consolidating portions of riorthwest Tonkin. By i.nsisting 
that Paris submit a ·formal proposal for talks to the V.iet 
Minh, Ho had plac·eq. the onus for avol.ding· negotiations on 
the French government, which continued to equivocate on the 
issue. 

His forces held the initiative throughout Indochina as 
the result of widespread simultaneous offensive actions by 
the time the four-power Berlin conference convened on 25 
January 1954. The drive into northern Laos of an estimated 
12,000 Viet Minh troops, continued encirclement of Dien Bien 
Phu, the capture of small French posts in southern and cen
tral Laos, and extensive harassing operations in the Tonkin 
delta forced a further overall dispersal of French regular 
forces. On 3 February, the American army attache in Saigon 
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reported that staff thinking and procedures at French head
quarters were of the "1935-39 vintage" and that Navarre's 
strategy was identical to that of the defense-minded Salan. 
Navarre tied up 12 battalions of regular troops at Dien Bien 
Phu, only to be by-passed by the Viet Minh, who had moved 

: into portions of Laos but had not been engaged even where the 
French had a three-to-one advantage. French patrolling from 
strongpC>ints was "the exception rather than the rule," re
flecting apparent instructions from Paris to Navarre that 
he must conduct a "minimum-casualty holding action" with 
a view to eventual big-power negotiations·. -

As domestic pressure to end the war increased on the 
French government in the absence of victories in.the field, 
two alternatives to bilateral negotiations with·the Viet 
Minh were considered: (1) an international negotiated set
tlement or (2) "internationalization" of the war through 
UN--i.e., American--involvement. 

Regarding ( 1) , ·Foreign Minister· Bidaul t reported from 
the Berlin conference on 31 January his intention to work 
for "joint discussion of the Indochina question by those 
principally concerned," and suggested an appr.oach :to For
eign Minister Molotov to try to end the- war •.. Bidaul t ex
pressed the hope that he had convinced Secretary Dulles 
earlier that the reasoning behind American acceptance of 
an armistice in Korea was even more valid for Indochina. 
Military prospect.s were dismaL __ A French of_f_ic:-:~r in Sai
gon, responsible for estimates of the over-a11·. situation __ · 
in Indochina, told the American military attache on 8 Feb
ruary that the. situation.in the Tohkin·d-~lta was· ""rott_en," 
that a French mil~tary victory there- was impossible, and 

· that the population was turning increasingly to the Viet 
Minh. According to Ambassador Heath, who spoke with Gen
eral Navarre on the same day, the General's main concern. 
was the effect any losses he.might incur would have in 
Paris, and when the visiting French air force chief of 
staff said that France could take its officer losses for 
only one year more, Navarre replied that if that was the 
spirit in France, it had better pull out now. General Le 
Blanc, chief of staff of the French army, also stated in 
Saigon that France should use its officers and troops for 
NATO and appeared to catalogue the reasons why the war could 
never be won. 
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In short, well before the fall of Dien Bien Phu, French 
government officials and army staff officers regarded a ne
gotiated peace as the inevitable solution to the war. In a 
message to Saigon on 20 February, Bidault indicated that 
at the forthcoming Geneva conference 

The time and the conditions of the negotiation, or, 
negotiations, which are likely to be necessary to 
to end the Indochina war are left in large measure 
to our ini.tiativ:e. The Americans have comm;i.tted 
themselves to sit by our side at the time of the ex
amination of the problem in Geneva with the Chinese, 
but it will be our responsibility to say how we 
desire to orient the continuation of the talks. 

Despite·Bidault's 17 February promise to Secretary_ Dulles 
at Berlin to push for a strong military offensive to coun
teract the Viet Minh drive, it was clearly impossible for 
the dispersed French jqrces to concentrate in the spring 
for a maximum effort. · · · · · 

Regarding (2), almost all French spokesmen had vig
orously opposed internationalization of the conflict. 
Speaking for himself, Pierre de Chevigne; Fre·nch secre
tary of state for the army, told the American ·consul in 
Hanoi on 18 February that he would not be averse to "in
ternationalizat~on. 11 He said that. Am~rican equipment 
alone could not a-lter the' situation, implicitly .. _rejected 
the build-up of the Vietnamese army as a substitute for ·
American participation, and said that no:th;i.ng_wa$. to be 

- gained by seeking a po1i ti cal arrangement with the Vie.t 
Minh. His opinion, however, was atypicaL· .. ·By contrast, 

·French officials iri Paris, largely for fear of giving a 
pretext for Chinese intervention, continued to rebuff 
f irrnly any suggestion ~h~t American troops would l:>e 
necessary. 

The Comir!unists hit hard at the possibility of Ameri
can involvement in responding to speculation in the West
ern press, reflecting their own calculation that the in
creasing Viet Minh initiatives in the field might impel 
'.'direct intervention" by Washington. One of Molotov's 
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chief aims at the Berlin meeting in agreeing to the Geneva 
conference was to block any possible increase in American 
military assistance to the French. The Chinese Communists, 
satisfied with the Berlin agreement as a first step in 
gaining general acceptance by the international community, 

.warned that increased American involvement in Indochina 
was making the issue of Geneva more complicated. Ho Chi 
Minh expressed his concern when, on 3 March, he accused 
the US of "another step,. toward direct intervention in 
Hallowing the American air force to partj.cipate" in the 
Indochina war. · - · -

Soviet plans to end the war by a negotiated settle-
ment at Geneva included a move to convince Ho that impor-
tant international prestige could be derived from enter-
ing the talking-phase of .. his military effort in Inda.china. 
According to ari intercepted .. French message, Molotov was 
quoted as saying at the Berlin meeting that "all parties 
concerned" should participate in the Geneva conference on 
Indochina, just as both Koreas sh~uld take part.in dis
cussions on Korea. Pravda on 8 March attacked Foreign 
Minister Bidault's public statement that it was not neces
sary to invite Ho's representative to Geneva .and.iflsisted 
that "it is impossible to solve the Indochina.problem with
out considering the lawful right of he-r people." As Soviet 
propaganda continued to press for Viet Minh participation at 
Geneva, Ho was provided a clear insight into his prospective 
political gains: .. unprecedentea.~riteriiational_ prestige, inten
sification of· French-Vietnamese frictions, demoralization· of 
French forces in the field, and reduction of the risk of · 

- direct American invol.vement in the war~ - Neverthe.less, he 
clearly preferred· bilaterals with the French·(in order-to 
prevent us pressure on Laniel to remain intransigent} and 
considered the attendance at a multilateral conference 
would reduce his position of strength.. He finall¥ agreed, 
however, to multilaterars. · 

Moscow and Paris began to set forth their positions 
before the Geneva conference was convened. On 4 March, 
a Soviet embassy official in London told American officials 
that if the us and France object to an amalgamation of the 
Vietnam and Viet Minh administrations, "they can agree to 
a division along the 16th parallel." This firs~ Soviet 
comment on Geneva suggested that Moscow was the most active 
advocate of partition which would deprive the French of the 
heavily populated, strategic Tonkin Delta and open the way 
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for Viet Minh control of the whole country. Premier Laniel 
set forth the French position publicly on 5 March by calling 
for the complete withdrawal of all rebel troops from Laos 
and Cambodia, establishment of a neutral zone around the 
Red River delta, and withdrawal of all Viet Minh troops from 
that area. He was aware that these terms would be unaccept
able to Ho, as was later conceded by the Foreign Ministry 
official who formulated them in order to1.forestall any Viet 
Minh offers for bilateral negotiations before Geneva. Rumors 
in Paris of direct French-Viet Minh contacts were not con
firmed, and on 9 Maren, the Geneva alternat.ive enabled Laniel 
to resist pressure for immediate bilateral talks with the 
Viet Minh. 

All the while, Viet Minh tactical capabilities were 
continuing to improve, particularly with respect to.anti
aircraft artillery and.heavier infantry weapons acquired from 
China. Each succeeding campaigning season left the French 
occupying fewer outposts and the Viet Minh spread over larger 
areas of the interveriing countrys·ide .-

Before entering the talking-phase of the Indochina ef
fort, Ho apparently decided to .demonstrat~ ·Viet Mi.nh strength 
in the field. He made a major military. move . for po·li tical 
reasons; on 12 March, Viet Minh battalions h1t strongpoints 
at Dien Bien Phu. He was willing to accept high losses-
from 4,000 to 5,000 killed and wounded out of a total of 
40, 000 troops oy .. 15 March. He· was· arso willing to depart 
from Viet Minh military tactics- -by hitting a ·major stron_g- .. 
point without the element Qf surprise (a French message of-
11 March from Hanoi _to.Saigon revealed.that the ·French 
were aware of the time the attack was. to-occur, the units 
involved, and the· lo'gis tic build-up in the area.) Though 
the size and timing of the attack were anticipated, however, 
the Communist assault did incorporate one major f_actor ~or 
which the French were not pr~pared; the massive and exten
sive use of artillery. Communist possession and employment 
of artillery in itself provided a major element of surprise 
and rendered invalid the French tactical assumption, on 
which planning for the defense of Dien Bien Phu had been 
based. 

In early April during the siege,, Ho indicated to Com
munist newsman Wilfred Burchett that -the French situation 
at Dien Bien Phu was hopeless. Ho placed a helmet upside 
down on a table, and compared the helmet's rim to the 
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hills around Dien Bien Phu, saying: "They shoot up and we 
shoot in." He apparently calculated that loss of Dien 
Bien Phu would reduce Vietnamese army morale, already 
lowered by talk of an imminent truce; seriously discredit 
the "new" strategy of Navarre; give the Viet Minh a tre-

• mendous boost in prestige inunediately prior to the Geneva 
conference, thus increasing the incentive for defection by 
Vietnamese nationalists; and increase French domestic pres
.sure for direct negotiations with his representatives. 

' 
i 
I 

As Laniel and Bidault parried domestic.demands for di
rect French - Viet Minh negotiations, they were also sub
jected to increasing Soviet pressure before the Geneva con
ference began. Soviet officials in Washington insisted to 
French officials on 30 March that direct· talks between 
French and Viet Minh representatives sbould· be held "in 
order to achieve a cease-fire prior to Geneva." The So
viets returned to the matter of bilaterals even after the 
conference began, .. and on 5 May·,. _M6·1otov told _Fc;>reign Sec
retary Eden that the French and "Indochinese" should work 
out an armistice "themselves." 

- .. 
Moscow and Peking were anxious- to disparage American 

foot-dragging and.used Secretary Dulles' speech on 29 March, 
in which he suggested that the West should take "united ac
tion" to prevent a Communist seizure of Indochina.., to sp.ur 
Paris into bilaterals. · .. They· were particularly fearful that 
the American preference for the French to fight would stiffen 
Bidault further at Geneva and make French concessions more 
difficult to extract from him there, flanked by Secretary 
Dulles. They were also concerned about American statements 
regarding eventual if not inunediate involvement: Pravda 
on 11 April claimed that the real target of US threats was 
China, and the Peking People's Daily declared on 21 April 
that "faced with armed aggression, the Chinese people will 
certainly not refrain from doing something about it." On 
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28 April, Chou En-lai made another nonconunittal deterrent 
statement: the Chinese "most emphatically will not tolerate 
aggression against us by any country" and the US is looking 
toward a "new world war." At the same time, the Chinese 
stepped up their already large military and medical aid 
shipments to the Viet Minh for the Die11J. Bien Phu siege. 

The series of assaults on Dien Bien Phu throughout 
April indicated that Ho intended to take the strongpoint 
even at a very high cost. Despite murderous losses, which 
in late April and early May were variously ·estimated at 
about two divisions (about 18,000 men), Ho's forces con
tinued to attack in intermittent phases. Their estimated 
strength was about 20,000 infantry plus some 9,000 support
ing troops,. as compared with less than 10,000 French Union 
Troops. There were 134 ,-000 French and Vietnamese regulars 
in the Tonkin Delta, but th~ greater part of this-nUmber 
was still tied down in static defense, leaving the rela
tively few mobile units to counter thej.ncreased Viet Minh 
activity. -

By the start of the Geneva conference on 27 April 1954, 
the overall military situation _in Indochina qnd the par
ticularly serious situation at Dien Bien. Phu had provided 
Ho, and his Soviet and Chinese partne:i:s, with· a position of 
considerable strength to use to offset American warnings 
about possible internationalization of the war. Soviet of
ficials privately made various- suggestions for a settlement 
--such as part_i tion, nati,on:-wid"S" elections, .·a:n¢t-an immediate 
cease-fire. Calculating t~at the- French would be more amen
able to some sort of partition than to· a coalit~on govern
ment, Soviet diplomats -on the opening. day .. of. the confe-rence 
privately suggested ~o American officials that the idea of 
partition would meet China's requirement that its southern 
border should be buffered by a Communist regime. -· 

The Soviet-Chinese effort to soften up the French on 
the issue of partition was made in the face of the opposi
tion of Ho, who like Bao Dai, claimed sovereignty over all 
Vietnam. As early as 4 March 1954, a Soviet official· hacr-
suggested privately to American officials that partition 
_along the "16th parallel II would be agreeable tg Moscgw. 
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-· "At the Geneva 'i:ori.fef'ence, the Viet Minh delegate, Pham 
Van Dong, tried to use military developments in Indochina 
as a backdrop in demanding major French concessions. Dien 
Bien Phu fell on 7 May, with Viet Minh losses estimated at 
about 21,000, of which about one-half were killed and 
Freqch Union los.ses of about 18, 00 O men. On 10 May, - Pham 
Van Dong set for maximum conditions in the form of an 
eight-point resolution, the main points of which were 
political which were linked with military provisions for 
a cease-fire: French recognition of the independence of 
the three Indochinese Communist-sponsored states, withdrawal 
of "foreign.troops," eiections.in each state, and -a total 
cease-fire involving occupation by each side of unspecified 
areas, no reinforcements, and a mixed control commission. 
Partition was not mentioned. · By tying the Frencli.;...desired 
cease-fire to political concessions, the Viet Minh put them
selves in the position of using the military weapon to ex
tract a French political retreat. 

When a conference deadlock was threatened by French 
determination to deal with military matters first (i.e. 
to effect a cease-firer and Viet Minh insistence that po
litical and military questions· be dealt with together, Chou 
En-lai and Molotov I playing' majo-r negotiating' roles I moved. ' 
adroitly to avoid any impasse that could be used by the US 
as an excuse for int~rvention in the fig~ting: In his_ major 
speech of 14 May,. Molotov had explicttly rejected the French 
terms for an armistice because Bidault's formula did not deal 
with political questions. However, at the secret session 
on the 17th, he conceded that military questions .could be 
discussed first. Chou ·En-lai also retreated; in-a private 
conversation with Eden on 20 May, he stated that the mili
tary and political aspects of any Indochina settlement must 
be dealt with separately, with priority for a cease-fire. 
These concessions strongly suggested that neither Moscow 
nor Peking desired protracted talks; they undercut Viet Minh 
~ntransigence and policy to prolong the talks. 

Ho calculated that negotiations could continue together 
with the fighting for some time without leading to American 
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involvement. A Viet Minh commentary of mid-May seemed to 
be directed at reminding the Chinese and Soviets that there 
was no pressing need to end the war: 

We still remember the Korean lesson which taught us 
that one could negotiate and fight at the same time 
••• for two years. 

Ho was clearly determined to protract the talking-phase 
to gain as much territory of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia 
as the French we.re wil:ling to concede. As _the Viet Minh 
augmented its forces in the Tonkin Delta with unH:s from 
the Dien Bien Phu operations, helping to compress French
controlled areas there, Ho's delegate at Geneva apparently 
was instructed to insist again on political concessions 
in exchange· for a cease-fire. He hardened the Communist 
position, which Molotov ·and Chou En:-lai had been making 
increasingly more flexible. . -

Pham Van Dong qn 25 May insisted~n French political 
concessions before agreeing to end the fighting.· He linked 
any cease-fire prospect with arrangements for "Khmer Is
serak and Pathet Lao," the Communist-contrived regimes in 
Cambodia and Laos, and in effect denied t~at -mil.i t.ary and 
political questions could be separated •.. Dong .. als6 took a 
hard line on the Soviet-Chinese concept of partition, pro
posing the "readjusting of areas under control of each 
state ••• taking into account the actual areas controlled, 
including popuraii.ion, and stra-tegic i'nterests." Inasmuch 
as Chinese Communist maps showe-d the Viet M1rih .. as holdin_g 
most of Vietnam, about half of Laos, and parts of Cambodia·, 
the Viet Minh proposal.was a demand for-96nsideiable ter
ri tory--more than. i t_s· uni ts held on -the g-round~ 

On 29 May, however, an agreement was reached to have 
representatives of both commands meet at Geneva to study. 
the disposition of forces prior to a cease-fire.- Molotov 
and Chou apparently were the prime movers on the Communist 
side in making this concession. Moscow and Peking, whose 
policy was centered on splitting the Americans from the 
French and preventing a system of alliances from forming in 
Asia, were apprehensive regarding the demands of most 
.French military leaders and some Lanie! cabinet members that 
the US enter the war. Ac'cordingly, Molotov and. Chou worked 
hard to attain some kind of agreement at Geneva and to pre
vent an abortive conference from leading to internationaliza
tion of the war. Militarily, Ho was keeping up the pressure: 
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a captured Viet Minh document of late May 1954 directed Viet 
Minh conunanders in the Tonkin Delta area to continue their 
harassing and guerrilla activities for an unspecified period 
"pending conunitment of the battle coras." 

Opposition of the French to the idea of partition be
gan to weaken as they pressed for a cease-fire with controls, 
and on 5 June, the French minister for the Associated States 
told Ambassador Heath in Geneva that he favored partition as 
a solution at about the 16th parallel--i.e., at about the 
line suggested py thecSoviets earlier. 

The negotiations took a new turn as the Laniel govern
ment tried to survive the National Assembly debate on Indo
china which began on 9 June. On the preceding day, the Com
munists indicated that they woul·d use the weakened govern
ment position to gain their maximum demands;· Molotov re
turned to a hard line, similar-to that of Pham Vari Dong as 
set forth on 10 May. Molotov demanded independence for 
Vietnam, Laos, and C~inbodia, free elections in these states, 
and withdrawal of all foreign tro·ops; He seemed ·to believe 
that the Laniel government would either move toward the 
maximum Communist position or be replaced by a government 
pledged to negotiate an inunedia-te end to the -war, .and on 
9 June, a Soviet Pravda writer told an American journalist 
in Geneva that no progress on Indochina was possible until 
after the French government crisis was resolved. On 11 
June, a French official in Saigon told the American charge 
there that all members of the endangered La~~e~ cabinet ex
cept the Premier, Bidault, and Schumann had- "written ofL . · 
the war" and were anxious to end ~t. On 12 June, the Laniel 
government fell, losin13" the vote of confidence iri the .Na
tional Assembly after the debate on -the war;- on 18 June, 
Pierre Mendes-France took over as the new Premier, and 
he promised to close out the fighting by 20 July. 

In the military _conversations between the French and 
the Viet Minh in Geneva, the latter asked for direct control 
of about thre~-fourths of Vietnam, half of Laos, and much 
of Cambodia. In the field, General Ely stated privately on 
15 June that the military situation in the Tonkin Delta was 
precarious and that French and Vietnamese troops were "very, 
.very tired." The Viet Minh maintained a capability for a 
full-scale attack on the delta. 
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The ever-present prospect of American involvement again 
impelled Molotov and Chou to keep the conference alive with 
small concessions. On 16 June, Molotov tried to break the 
deadlock over the composition of the rnternational truce 
supervisory commission, and on the same day, Chou made a 
settlement proposal which implied withdrawal of Viet Minh 
forces from Laos and Cambodia. Under pressure, Pham Van 
Dong also suggested postponement of a political settlement 
for those two states. Thus by the time the Geneva confer
ence terminated its Korea phase and_ temporarily adjourned, 
the Soviets and Chinese seemed to have moved back-in effect 
to a position envisaging a partition of Vietnam and a neu
tral Laos and Cambodia. When Pierre Mendes-France took 
over as the new Premier pledged to seek an end to the war be
fore 20 July, the road was opened to a final settlement. 

In a conversation at Bern on 23 June, Chou t~ld Mendes
France that an armistice should be reached in Vietnam as 
soon as possible, and that a final political settlement 
should be reached the-reafter ._ This broke the link estab
lished by the Viet Minh between a· ·military truce and poli ti
cal solution. Regarding Laos and Cambodia, Chou said that 
all foreign forces, including the Viet Minh, should be with
drawn and that there must be no- -American bases iri. either 
state. When the new French Premier cornpiaineg that the mil
itary staff talks between the French and Viet Minh at Geneva 
had been stalled for several days because of Viet Minh in
transigence, Chou agreed to intervene-to speed the talks. 
During the confer'ence rec_ess, Chou, in disc~·s-sions with 
Nehru in late· June in New ~elhi, apparently set forth a ··parti
tion plan. 

Chou then moved-to apply pressure on Ho to drop his 
demands for retaining troops in Laos and Cambodia and for 
a partition line as far south as the 14th parallel. He met 
with Ho at Nanning ori the China-Vietnam border ii::_i--early 
July, on his return from India and Burma, to discuss with 
him the terms for a final settlement. A clear sign that 
Chou had insisted that Ho give some ground in the intransi
gent Viet Minh position appeared in the remark made by the 
Chinese deputy foreign minister to the French delegate on 
8 July: Chou had had a "very good meeting" with Ho, the re
sults of which "would be he.lpful to the French." When the 
Viet Minh tried again at the reconvened conference to gain 
permission to retain their troops in Laos and Cambodia and 
to settle on the 14th parallel, Mendes-France complained to 
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Chou that this was unacceptable and out of accord with Chou's 
position. Chou replied that both sides must make conces
sions, with the Viet Minh making the J,arger. On 13 July, 
following Chou's statement to the French Premier, Pham Van 
Dong changed his position and told Mendes-France that he 
was prepared to compromise on the 16th parallel. The French 
still preferred a line between the 17th and 18th parallels, 
and rejected Viet Minh demands for control of some part of 
Laos and elections in all three Associated States. 

The final ·settlement on 20 July indicated that the Viet 
Minh had retreated on three points. They accepted the parti
tion of Vietnam (they had insisted on "unity" of Vietnam) and 
with the line at the 17th parallel (they had want.~d the 14th); 
they agreed to withdraw from areas south of that line in 
Vietnam and from all of ·Laos and Cambodia; and they accepted 
July 1956 as the date for national elections--a two-year de
lay contrasting with their demand for only a six-month delay. 

-
Pham Van Dong liad come ·to· Geneva with the.apparent ex-

pectation that the Viet Minh's.increasingly strong military 
position in the field would enable him to extract consider
able concessions from the French. to open ~he.way.fpr Commu
nist forces to further penetrate Laos and Can¢lodia and con
solidate everything above the 14th parallel in Vietnam. 
But Soviet and Chinese pressures, sterraning from larger policy 
considerations and fear of American intervention, frustrated 
this hope for maximum French c-once·ssi·ons. Although Ho per
ceived certain. advantages in ending the milit:a·r·y phase--.that 
is, his forces could take t.erri to·ry by political subversion 
and, therefore, his ~ffort would be less· costly ·in terms of 
manpower and safer in- terms of non-involvement by the us-- · 
he had not expected to have to make so many political con
cessions. These concessions were later viewed by him and 
his lieutenants as a major mistake. His forces had not .been 
decimated in the field; .. as the Chinese armies had been in 
Korea in the spring of 1951 when Mao moved to the talking
phase of the Korean war. He probably was concerned about 
the prospect of US intervention, but Moscow and Peking 
were clearly ~ concerned about the consequences to their 
policy of internationalization of the war. He was in a posi
tion to negotiate £rorn strength and to do so for a long 
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time--"two years" as his radio declared in mid-May 1954--but 
he found himself caught in a Sino-Soviet political web and 
was persuaded not to use his growing military capability to 
force major concessions. ,, 

French military and intelligence officials agreed that 
Viet Minh forces in tne delta following the fall of Dien 
Bien Phu were capable of launching a damaging full-scale 
offensive, but it never took place. In mid-July, one Com
munist journalist stated that he assumed Chou had pressed 
Ho to keep the ::t;ightil}g at a low boil when the Geneva con
ference was in its last phase. The Chinese indicated their 
national interest in settling the fighting-phase when, on 
23 July, one of their journalists at Geneva declared pri
vately: "We have won the first campaign for the-neutraliza
tion of all· Southeast Asia," the implication being that only 
Thailand was a probable ·area for the establishment of· an 
American base.· Chou in late July, after the Geneva agree
ments were concluded, stated on two occasions that Asian 
states must work out_their "own" securi.ty arrangements, 
and Pravda on 22 July emphasized·that the area will not be 
permitted to join any "aggressive groupings." 

By contrast, the North Vietnamese leaders we.re far 
less categorical in priasing the Geneva conference agree
ments. Pham Van Dong declared at the -closin·g· session on 
21 July that the problem of Vietnamese unification remained: 
"We shall achieve this unity, and we shall achieve it just as 
we have won the war." This contradicted the Pravda statement 
of 22 July that Vietnamese independence had. been "won." .. On· 
22 July, Ho renewed his exhortations for a "long and arduous 
struggle" and declared- that the divisiori_-of Vietriam wa.s only 
a temporary and transitional arrangement:· "Central, South · 
and North Vietnam· are all our land, and our country undoubt
edly will be unified, the compatriots throughout our country 
will certainly be liberated." The. Viet Minh ambassador .. in 
Peking, Hoang Van Hoan·acknowledged to Indian co~respondents 
on 22 July that despite the strong military position of the 
Viet Minh, it. had to compromi~e on several vital points, 
notably the timing of elections (put off for two yea~s) , 
the question of French troop withdrawal, and the location 
of the temporary demarcation line at the 17th parallel, in 
.order to secure peace in Vietnam. The leaders of the "Re
sistance Government Khmer and Pathet Lao," repe_ated Ho's 
view that the agreements are but a "first step" and called 
for a long, hard struggle. 
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Neither Moscow nor Peking revived propaganda support 
for these resistance phantom-government:$. Moscow made little 
effort to describe the agreement on Vietnam as "temporary" 
or to stress that portion of the conference declaration dis
claiming any intent to permanently partition Vietnam~ that 
is, the Soviet leaders were satisfied with partition. 
Peking stressed its own new international prestige and the 
boost to the cause of "collective peace in Asia" provided by 
the agreements, which were a manifestation of Chou's five 
principles as declare4 jointly with Nehru, U Nu, ~nd Ho. 

To sum up, the Soviet and Chinese leaders induced Ho 
to enter the talking-phase of the Indochina war because: 

1. It was a major problem which stimulated Western 
defense eff9rts and threatened to make a mockery of the 
"peace offensive" designed to impede these efforts. Soviet 
policy in Europe, devised to produce schisms and paralysis 
in France and to spl~t Britain from the- US, required that 
an end be brought to this war, just as the Koreari war had 
been removed as a defense-stimulating conflict. 

2. Peking as well as Moscow feared .that any. further 
military advances in Indochina by the Viet Minh might have 
led to the formation of a strong anti~Cornrnunlst alliance in
cluding some of the previously uncommitted Asian states. 
Chou En-lai informed Indian, Pakistani, Indonesian, and 
Burmese leaders· .i:-n his talks wl:t.h them that t_heir security 
could be guaranteed by his "five principles." ·.At the 
same time, Peking insisted·that the Geneva agreements 
barred all three Indochina states from· a-rJY mili t-ary al.
liance. 

3. With the example of Korea before them, the Chinese and 
Soviet leaders could not ignore the possibility that a con
tinued offensive in Indochina would greatly increase the 
risk of American intervention and a global war. They pre
ferred a far lower level of risk, namely, political subver-
sion carried out by the Viet Minh. They "paid off" Ho by 
continuing (in violation of the Geneva agreements) to sup-
ply military equipment to make his army a modernized fight-
ing force. · 

The developments in 1953 and 1954 have influenced the 
attitude of Ho and his lieutenants toward the current war. 
The clear awareness that they had been impelled, primarily 
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by Moscow and Peking, to stop at a half-way station on the 
road to total military victory in Vietnam, apparently has 
made them very reluctant to stop half way again. 

D. Implications for Vietnam Today 

It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of 
this historical lesson for Ho. It sustains his hostility 
toward any suggestion that he again stop at a half-way sta
tion on the road to control of all Vietnam. An official 
of the ORV embassy in -Havana told a leftist" journalist on 
3 May 1966 that 

We thought we had achieved something with the French 
by compromising (in 19 5 4) and it turned out·- to be 
shaky. Only through full and unconditional indepen
dence ·can we achieve stability •••• We are determined 
to continue to fight until we achieve total victory, 
that is, military and political, and the Americans 
leave and accept our fo.ur po.ints. - {emphas:i:s supplied) 

The C~inese lkaders, too, apparently believe that they had 
made a mistake in pressuring Ho to stop at .a half-way sta
tion in 1954. Chou En-lai told a visiting yo~th delegation 
on 1 January 1966 that 

China will continue her absolute support of Vietnam. 
To tell the truth, I personally-signed the Geneva 
agreemep:t and I regret that my having _done so is ca-us
ing trouble for our qomrades in Vietp.am. I am not-
going to be deceived by the Americarr peace· campaign 
this time. · · - ·· 

Actually, it was the Soviet-Chinese (not the "American") 
peace offensive that required an end to the war, and Molo
tov was Chou's partner -in persuading Ho to make 9oncessions 
to the French. 

Ho is now in a stronger position to reject any Soviet 
suggestions that he should close out the fighting, and So
viet influence on him is as strong or as weak as Moscow's 
positive support for the w~r. That is, when Moscow avoided 
involvement {i.e., when Khrushchev decided to stand clear 
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of providing important political and military aid to Hanoi), 
Soviet influence was at an all-time low. On the other hand, 
when Moscow incurred a degree of commitment (i.e., when the 
post-Khrushchev leadership decided to supply Han~i with mil
itary aid and political support against the US), Soviet in
fluence increased. However, it will never be as great as 
it had been in 1954. 

The Chinese leaders have helped to make this impossi
ble. In contrast to 1954, they are now the opponents, not 
the partners, of. the Soviets. Ho's rnili tancy. is bolstered 
by Mao's support, which itself sterns from special personal 
requirements. That is, Mao is personally far more preten
tious than Ho--as witness the current irrationalities of the 
Mao cult in China--and with increasing neuroticism insists 
that his unique doctrine .. of "people's war" should legitimatize 
his claim to be the successor of Lenin and Stalin .as the 
"leader of the international Communist movement." Unlike 
Ho, whose sights are centered on his own national war, Mao 
has a larger anti-Soviet doctrinal po_int to :rp.ake :. pro
tracted small wars are effective in all under-developed areas 
and must be the main strategy against't'he us. 

Mao has a considerable personal stake in prov.;_ng to ac
tive doubters--narnely, the Soviets, th_e· East. Europeans, 
the neutrals, and even men in his own party and military 
establishrnent--that his principle of protracted small war 
will work again?t the superior.American military capability 
anywhere. Vietnam is the main pxoving ground far this . 
thesis. Chou· En-lai told Japanese Diet members on 7 Janu
ary 19 66 that if the Vietnamese Cornrnunis.ts. contin.ue their 
military operations ·· -

they will make the Americans admit their defeat 
and drive them out •••• The most important thing 
.•• is to prove· t~i.s by .actual deed. Unless-·we 
defeat the enemy, we will not be believed. ·(em
phasis supplied) 

Any sign, therefore, from Hanoi that Ho is willing eyen to 
consider the matter of negotiating a cease-fire or a cessa
tion of US air strikes against the North before a total 
withdrawal of American troops occurs is cr1t1c1zed by Peking. 
For example, using a double-edged statement, intended for 
neutrals and for the North Vietnamese, Chou En-lai on 2 Sep
tember 1965 warned that: "As long as the us does not with
draw its troops, it can carry on endless talks with you so 
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that it may hang on there indefinitely." (emphasis supplied) 
That this was a clear warning to Hanoi is suggested by the 
fact that Chou made the statement to the DRV ambassador at 
the North Vietnamese embassy in Peking. 

. Despite the constant concern of the Chinese leaders 
that Ho might agree to negotiations before US troops are 
withdrawn from the South, Ho continues to assign a high 
priority to prolonging his reactivated war. He and his 
lieutenants have absorbed Mao's own view on protracted civil 
war. When, in December 1936, Mao said that "to wage a rev
olutionary war for ten years, as we have done, might be sur
prising in other countries," he was rejecting modern Western 
and Soviet military doctrine on quick-decision ("impatient") 
war. He made his point emphatic in June 1946, noting that 
the Spanish civil war was "fought for three years, but we 
have fought for twenty years." Ho declared on ~T July 1966 
that · 

The war may still last 10, 20 years, or longer. 
Hanoi, Haiphong, and other cities and enterprises 
may be destroyed·, but 1;:he. '?";etnamese people will 
not be intimidated. 

A similar statement of North Vietnamese determination to per
severe in the event of air strikes against· cities ·i.n the 
North was made by a DRV embassy offici~l in .Ifavana on 3 
May 1966: "The imperialists may well do so (i.e., bomb 
Hanoi and Haiphong}, but we are ready to accept this sacri
fice as we have accepted the othe:i;s and. it will not change 
our position or aeterrnination one_iota." 

Ho apparently believes that he can conbinue the war 
primarily because, d~spite losses in the-North and South, 
he is still able.to.put forces into.the South and to supply 
them for operations. On the other hand, the Maoist doctrine 
he has absorbed has a strong ingredient of opportunism. That· 
is, there is no fixed principle that determines when and in 
what situation negotiations or a cease-fire should be accepted. 
The deciding factor is a very practical consideration--namely, 
inability to keep fighting. In the event that US air strikes 
were to continue to _increase his problems, his willingness 
to negotiate a cessation of the strikes would not be blocked 
by any doctrinal consideration. The Chinese leaders appar-

· ently are aware of the ever-present prospect that Ho might 
view negotiations as a means to gain a breathing-spell from 
US pressure and are attacking not only the matter of talks 
before a total American withdrawal but also the matter of 
talks to attain a suspension of air strikes against the 
North. 
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